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INTRODUCTION
A, The Choice of a Subject
This Dissertation has grown out of several years study in the field
of New Testament. The first inspiration to this discipline came large-
ly through the influence of Professor William Jackson Lowstuter of
Boston University School of Theology in 1930-31 in his course on the
Life and Teachings of Jesus, Through successive years of study with
Professor Lowstuter, and Professor Edwin Prince Booth, also of Boston
University, interest in New Testament problems, and particularly those
relative to the Synoptic Gospels, has been steadily increased. This
already developed interest was further stimulated by a year's study in
the University of Berlin, Germany, under the teaching of the late
Professor Adolf Deissmann and Professor Hans Liet 2mann, in 1932-33, as
well as by courses taken with Professors Norman B. Nash and William H. P.
Hatch of the Episcopal Theological School in Cambridge, Massachusetts,
in 1933-34.
During the year in Germany attention was directed to recent investi-
gations of the period prior to the writing of the Synoptic Gospels,
especially as these were carried on in the writings of Dr. Martin
Dibelius and Dr. Rudolf Bultmann.^ As a result of this, the first im-
pulse was to attempt a Dissertation concerned mainly with an evaluation
1. These critics will be treated more fully in later pages of the
Dissertation.
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Vof the Forages chiehte Methode as it was set forth by these and other
critics. Gradually, however, this movement of German criticism came to
seem less significant, and attention turned from this restricted field
to the larger field of the early church generally. Interest was aroused
in developing a phase of the life of the early church which would, of
necessity, involve an evaluation and use of the Formgeschicht
e
method
as one approach to the experience of the early church. From the attempt
to phrase a problem relating to the earliest message of the Christian
Church interest swung to the question of the origin of the Synoptic
Gospels, involving of necessity, not only the question of immediate
written sources, but also the development of the pre-literary tradition
in the life of the primitive communities. Further interest in this
problem was brought to the surface by a study of The Four Gospels by
Burnett Hillman Streeter, as well as the reading of other related writ-
ings, From this investigation there came the realization that Synoptic
Criticism had entered upon a new and interesting phase of development
since the World War, and that any adequate attempt to interpret the Life
of Jesus must be based upon a sound understanding of the problems of
source criticism. Because of my own inherent partiality for work in the
Synoptic Gospels this field of study became of absorbing interest, I
view it as important, not only for the interesting phases of literary
criticism which it entails, but essentially because it is a means to
greater facility and depth in coming to understand the life of the
Master
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B. Definition of the Problem
The scope of this work might perhaps be more specifically designated
as ’’Research in the Synoptic Problem since 1918," since it is in this
smaller area of the larger field of Gospel Research that the Disserta-
tion finds its particular setting. What is involved is the literary
relationship of the first three gospels, although such relationship can
by no means be completely separated from historical criticism. The
literary problems can, however, be so restricted as to constitute as a
group the larger Synoptic Problem and the particular problem of this
Dissertation.
The primary concern here is source-criticism and the problems in-
volved in the origin of the Synoptic Gospels. This includes, not only
the question of the written sources, but also the development of the
tradition before it came to written form in the sources. My aim is to
some extent similar to that of Henry J, Cadbury in the Making of Luke-
Acts
,
though in one sense restricted to a smaller phase of the problem,
and in another sense more inclusive. Whereas Cadbury is concerned not
only with the materials, but also with the methods, personality, and
purpose of the gospel writers, my dominant concern is with the materials,
and with the other influences only as they bear upon them. Whereas he
is interested mainly in the origin of Luke-Acts, I am concerned primarily
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with the three Synoptic Gospels, and with Acts only as it may bear upon
the origin of the gospel material. Our general aim, however, is much
the same, namely, to focus attention upon the history of the origin of
the gospel tradition. The problem is largely a literary one, yet histori-
cal criticism is essential to a full understanding of the problems and
as a means of preventing loss of perspective in the use of methods of
literary criticism.
The Dissertation is further limited in that it is not essentially
concerned with textual criticism, although I am cognizant of the fact,
as Streeter so clearly demonstrates,^- that source criticism must recog-
nize the conclusions reached in that department of investigation. Except
*
in cases where it is necessary to point out textual variants I shall
follow the Greek text as it is printed in the recent edition of the
2
Albert Huck-Hans Lietzmann Synopsis of the First Three Gospels,
Furthermore, this study does not have an immediate interest in any
attempt to evaluate the sources as to their relative importance in rep-
resenting the earliest tradition of the deeds and sayings of Jesus, Our
aim is simply to discover, as far as it is possible, the literary and
historical process by which the gospels have come into being. This
study should make it easier to determine the relative historical reli-
ability of the source material, but such a result will be a by-product
1, FG, Chapters II-VI.
2, 1935 edition with Introduction and sectional headings translated
into English by Frank Leslie Cross,
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of the investigation, and not its dominant aim. Also the main interest
of the work is not in finding an adequate interpretation of the material
as that concerns the deeds, sayings, self-consciousness of Jesus. It is
hoped that this will be a definite by-product of the literary criticism,
but it is not the main concern in these pages.
Other very interesting problems are outside the scope of this work,
such as those of the date, occasion, place of writing of the finished
gosoels. They cannot concern us except as they bear upon the main prob-
lem. The task kept ever before me is that of analyzing the immediate
written sources of the evangelists and investigating the process which
formed the tradition contained in the sources. In what form was Mark
used by Matthew and Luke? What limits can be set upon Q, and what is its
nature? In what form was Q used by Matthew and Luke? Did Mark use Q?
In addition to these two major sources whence came the material used by
Matthew and Luke? Where did Mark get his material, and in what form was
it known to him? And behind all this, how shall we explain the develop-
ment and formation of the tradition? These questions concern us here.
The method employed in this work combines both a survey and a critical
analysis of Synoptic Gospel Research since 1918. It is essentially a
criticism of important work done in the field, a critical evaluation of
theories and proffered solutions. It is not essentially a creative attempt
to solve the problems involved except as creative effort is necessary in the
process of evaluation. I have not been content simply to read the various
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theories and pass judgment upon them without a study of the text itself.
Independent study of the text has been quite necessary and essential to
the work. To some extent this is a survey, but a critical survey, and
my aim has been to come to a conclusion of my own regarding the problems.
This critical survey is further limited to writings which have ap-
peared since the World War. Nor are the time-limits arbitrarily set.
The War seems to me to mark a fairly definite end of an era in Synoptic
Criticism and the beginning of a new one. Except for discussions as to
the details of the Synoptic Problem, regarding which there seemed to be
little agreement, the hypothesis of two documents, Mark and Q, as the
basic written sources emerged from the long period of investigation in
the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. The early years of the present
century only served to reenforce this conclusion, and other rather iso-
lated trends were submerged beneath the waves of critical corroboration
of this hypothesis. With the end of the War, however, newer developments
began to show themselves. Many of these, to be sure, were only coming to
recognition after undue neglect, while others seemed to spring from new
ground. Others claiming novelty were but old theories in new garments.
Some of the newer developments are reactions growing out of the political,
philosophical, and theological upheavals resulting from the War. Others,
not necessarily reactionary, have been strongly influenced by current
thinking in other spheres than the field of Biblical study, as the rise
of Biblical criticism itself was inseparable from the state of thinking
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in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. Some of these developments
will need the tempering influence of perspective and sober judgment;
others will undoubtedly leave a lasting impression as they mark advance
in this field of human thought. My aim is to determine, so far as it can
be done, which of the more recent trends are of lasting worth, and which
are but chaff before the winds of time.
Although this work has been defined as a critical survey, and as such
it must essentially remain, still it does point to a definite conclusion.
Investigations in the field preparatory to writing have led me to the
conclusion that the Synoptic Problem finds its only adequate solution in
the assumption that many strands of tradition entered into the weaving
of the pattern which is represented in the Synoptic Gospels. This be-
comes clear in the insistent demand that the Two-Document Hypothesis be
modified in favor of a Four-Document Hypothesis or a Multiple-Source
Theory. This demand has grown out of the recognition that other impor-
tant sources besides Mark and Q have been used by the evangelists. I
find myself in general agreement with this tendency. It seems apparent
that other sources than Mark and Q have been used by Matthew and Luke,
and that the term "Two-Document Hypothesis" does not suggest accurately
the facts. On the other hand, I do not believe that the terms Four-
Document Hypothesis or Multiple-Source Theory are any more accurate as
descriptive of the situation. Whereas Two-Document Hypothesis fails to
recognize the importance of other sources than Mark and Q, the other
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terms do not give enough emphasis to the basic nature of Mark and Q.
Granting the possible, and probable, existence of other sources, Mark and
Q are still basic, in my estimation, and far superior in importance and
reliability to any other sources used. Although the general tendency of
Streeter and his followers seems to me valid, the phraseology used is un-
fortunate. It must not blind us, however, to the greater recognition
given to other sources than Mark and Q. Part I of the Dissertation will
attempt to make this trend clearer.
In Part II we shall see the trend toward separating the primitive
tradition into smaller units and the recognition of the fact that the
tradition behind the gospels has had an extremely "varied and complicated
history,"^ This attempt to discover the nature of the earliest tradition
has produced some fantastic and highly arbitrary results, but with the
general tendency to dissection I am in sympathy. There seems to be enough
evidence to warrant the assumption that the early tradition arose in
different localities in different ways, and that the needs of the com-
munities had a great effect upon the formation of the tradition. This has
its bearing upon the conclusions reached in the previous paragraph. In
addition to definite written sources there probably existed many other
smaller units of tradition which were not incorporated in the major
sources. Some of these may have been written, others oral. The effect
of these units of tradition may be seen in questions such as the rela-
1. Cadbury, MLA, p. 110. Cf, also BeJGo
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tionship of Mark and Q, the form of Q used by Matthew and Luke, and the
problem of other sources than Mark and Q for Matthew and Luke. All these
factors lead me to sense the need for modifying a too narrow interpreta-
tion of the Two-Document Hypothesis, although they do not affect the
basic nature of Mark and Q.
This is not to affirm that a solution in its entirety has been dis-
covered or that all hitherto unsettled questions have found their answer.
Almost every conclusion in this field must be tentative and conjectural,
more especially in the analysis of the pre-source tradition than in that
of the immediate sources. And in the latter case, even where sources
may seem to be uncovered, it does not always "enable us to make a 'tidy'
scheme showing us exactly which sayings or incidents belong" to each
particular source.'*' Yet it can be affirmed with some degree of certain-
ty that one solution is more probable than another, especially when the
evidence is cumulative, even though it may not always be conclusive. In
this field at least one is practically forced to deal in probabilities
and possibilities rather than in certainties. At some points the prob-
ability becomes practically a certainty.
1. Streeter, FG, p. 269. Streeter may not be quite accurate in affirm-
ing that the Four-Document Hypothesis "not only offers an extremely
simple explanation of all the difficulties which the Two-Document
Hypothesis cannot satisfactorily meet, but also reflects far better
the historical situation in the primitive Church." However, his
conclusion quoted above can hardly be denied.
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C. Materials of Study
1. The Greek Text.
A Synopsis of the First Three Gospels by Huck-Liet zmann is funda-
mental to this study. In order to make the problems of literary rela-
tionship stand out with greater clarity I have followed the advice of
critics like Streeter and Grant
,
and have underlined agreements between
verses and words in the Greek text. With black ink I have underlined all
agreements between the three synoptists; with red crayon the agreements
of Matthew and Mark; with blue crayon the agreements of Mark and Luke;
and with green crayon the places where Matthew and Luke agree. In any
given section of the Greek text it can be determined almost at a glance
where the major agreement or disagreement is. Straight lines have been
used where the agreement is exactly the same in form or case, broken lines
where the form or case is different or where there is misplaced word order.
In addition to the Synopsis I have referred when necessary to the text
of the New Testament in Eberhard Nestle*s Novum Test amentum Graece
.
Lexi-
cons and Greek dictionaries have been used when necessary.
2. The Writings in the Field,
Anyone who attempts to review the work already done in this field
is confronted with the situation so aptly described by A. W. F. Blunt:
"It would be a task as endless as unnecessary to give a list of the
great scholars who • . . have made contributions ... to the
solution of the Synoptic Problem. It is enough to say that there
can be no important aspect of the interrelation of the language
and thought of these three gospels which has not been exhaustively
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considered, reconsidered, and estimated in regard to other aspects;
and that as a result of all this cooperative study, certain con-
clusions have been reached which may, as far as such language can
ever be used in a matter of this sort, be regarded as universally
or generally accepted by scholars."!
My own realization of the truth of this estimate is one reason for limit-
ing the discussion to writings which have appeared since the War, The
immense amount of labor expended upon the problem before the War would
require almost a lifetime of research for its adequate comprehension in
detail. For the purpose of this Dissertation such a minute investiga-
tion is not essential. It is enough that the major trends and conclu-
sions be understood, as well as the unsolved problems remaining. This
can be accomplished by a study of several important surveys of that
period which we shall note here.
Among these important surveys that of Maurice Jones seems to me
unequalled for its impartial and detailed presentation of the many
2
complicated trends prior to 1914, D, A. Hayes' The Synoptic Problem ,
published two years earlier in 1912, is also very useful. The problem
is stated clearly and succinctly, although it does not match the pre-
sentation of Jones in giving clearly the names of different scholars
and their theories. In 1915 three books of value appeared, W. W.
Holdsworth's Gospel Origins , Carl S. Patton's The Sources of the
Synoptic Gospels , and Allan H. McNeile’s commentary on The Gospel
According to St. Matthew
.
Holdsworth's historical survey is excellent,
1. GC, p. 21f, (1936)
2. NTTC
, pp. 189-226.
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although I am not inclined to accept his particular interpretation of
the unity of Mark, The outstanding feature of Patton's book is the
minute investigation and analysis of Q, but the state of criticism in
1915 can be observed in his writing, McNeile's commentary is devoted
chiefly to Matthew's Gospel, but he gives a brief summary of the situa-
tion, This has been greatly expanded in his Introduction to the New
Testament (1927), Except for McNeile's tendency to jump to conclusions
without having demonstrated the steps leading to them the Introduction
is a very valuable work. Perhaps the best source for an exhaustive in-
vestigation of the work done prior to 1918, in English at least, is
James Moffatt *s Introduction to the Literature of the New Testament
.
This appeared first in 1910, the latest edition being that of 1929. In
small type Moffatt has introduced comments into the text of the book
which represent additional reflection after the first edition was pub-
lished. The Introduction, however, is essentially a presentation of
points of view expressed before 1918. Perhaps no more detailed and ex-
haustive work has ever been written on any phase of Biblical Criticism,
unless it be found in the writings of Johannes Weiss, Bacon, and a very
few others. Moffatt is fair in presenting exhaustively points of view
opposed to his own, although he does not hesitate to reply in just as
exhaustive a fashion, I have depended most upon this work, along with
that of Maurice Jones, for understanding of the work done before the War.
For the reader of French, Maurice Goguel’s Introduction au Nouveau
.
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Testament (1923), Tome I, Les Evangiles Synoptiques , will be valuable.
His work has the advantage of granting significance and recognition to
Wrede, Wellhausen, and other more radical elements in the earlier period,
as well as to the more orthodox critics. Some of his conclusions have
appeared in the introduction to his Life of Jesus (1933). A short but
incisive summary may be found in Burton Easton’s The Gospel Before the
Gospels (1928), Chapter 1, as a preliminary building-up to his evalua-
tion of the Formgeschichte Methode. This list is by no means exhaustive,
but it is sufficient as a foundation for the task before us in this Dis-
sertation.
Although I have not made a thorough investigation of the primary
sources, it seems to me that a word about them is in order here. Any
attempt to work through these primary sources would demand the inclusion
in the list of the writings of Bernard Weiss and H. J. Holtzmann, as well
as Oscar Holtzmann’s resulting Das Leben Jesu . The work of these critics
not only brought to fulfillment investigations which culminated in the
firm establishment of the Two-Document Hypothesis, but also laid the
foundations for most of the English and German work of the next quarter
of a century. Following in this tradition came that group of outstand-
ing writings from the pens of English scholars: F. C. Burkitt's The
Gospel History and its Transmission (1906) and The Earliest Sources of
the Life of Jesus (1910; 2nd ed. in 1922); V. H. Stanton’s The Gospels
as Historical Documents , Part II (1909); W. Sanday’s The Life of Christ
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in Rec ent Research (1907); Sir John C. Hawkins* Horae Synoptic ae (1898;
2nd ed, in 1909), in some ways the most significant of the group, al-
though seriously rivalled by the "stately” Oxford Studies in the Synop -
tic Problem , edited by William Sanday in 1911, and containing a series
of brilliant essays on Synoptic Criticism by some of the best minds in
England.
In Germany criticism was following more radical lines in the work
of Johannes Weiss ( Das Aeltest e Evangelium , 1903), William Wrede ( Das
Messiasgeheimnis in den Evangelien , 1901), and Julius Wellhausen in a
series of commentaries followed by an Einleitung.^ Stubbornly opposing
Wellhausen's estimate of Q was Adolf Harnack's Sprttche und Reden Jesu,
(1907), translated a year later Into a book titled Sayings of Jesus .
Of the many writings from Harnack this one bears most directly upon
Synoptic Criticism.
Many other significant names could be added to this list, but none
would be more outstanding in their general effect upon Synoptic Criticism
than these. As we have seen, most of the work has been done in England
and Germany. The name of Jtllicher in Germany, that of Westcott in Eng-
land, that of Loisy in France, and those of Bacon, Burton, McGiffert in
America, as well as others, might with confidence be added to this list.
However, it is not in order here to develop this phase of the discussion.
1. Das Evangelium Marc
i
,
1903.
"
" Matthaei, 1904.
"
” Lucae
,
1904.
Einleitung in die drei ersten Evangelien , 1905.
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Of these names just mentioned perhaps Bacon's is most worthy of note;
his theories, little recognized in the earlier period, have come to a
place of attention in recent publications. These will be treated in
due time within the framework of this Dissertation.
Since the War writings have continued to pour forth from scholars.
Our major concern is with these publications. Since the method of this
writing calls for a survey of these writings it seems to me unnecessary
to present here an exhaustive analysis of them. It would entail a some
what needless repit it ion of what will be presented in later pages. To
be sure it will not be necessary in the course of the Dissertation to
deal exhaustively with each individual writing, because in many cases
the methods employed and the conclusions reached by one critic overlap
so closely the work of another that the analysis of one writing consti-
tutes the analysis of the other. Where this occurs, however, it will
be noted. Furthermore, in the interests of clarity annotations will be
given in the bibliography wherever necessary. This, combined with the
analysis of theories in the body of the Dissertation itself, should
make clear the major trends and the individual contribution of each
scholar.
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PART I
THE IMMEDIATE SOURCES OF MATTHEW AND LUKE

CHAPTER I
THE BASIC SOURCES
- (l) MARK
If any definite conclusion has emerged from the century and more of
research in the Synoptic Problem it is that Mark’s Gospel was one of the
fundamental sources of Matthew and Luke. The recent attempt of Jameson^"
to revive Zahn’s older theory of a lost Hebrew Matthew as the common
source of our Synoptic Gospels, as well as Lockton’s theory of a Primi-
o
tive Luke, have failed to offer a serious challenge to the overwhelming
evidence for the priority of Mark, Upon this assumption the investiga-
tion in this chapter begins.
A more debatable question, however, is that concerning the form of
Mark used by the two later evangelists. This problem is treated here.
The trend of current scholarship is definitely toward the conclusion
that Matthew and Luke used Mark in substantially the same form as we
now possess it, although this is challenged by such critics as Goguel
and Bussmann, The combined voices of Streeter, Taylor, McNeile, Raw-
linson. Burton, Montefiore, Headlam, Turner, and even James Moffatt,
as well as others, present an imposing array. Still, the evidence is
not so conclusive as that for the priority of Mark.
A
The problem is constituted mainly by three sets of circumstances.
T. OSG, 1922.
2. TTG, 1926. Also Ch. Quar . , Rev . , July, 1922
3. ILNT, p. 193f, Moffatt holds a modified form of the Ur-Marcus
theory.
4. Cf, Table B for all passages and verses involved, p. 258.
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2Matthew and Luke agree with each other against Mark in some matters of
detail when they are apparently using Mark as a source. They both omit
some Marcan passages in common, Matthew or Luke each omits Marcan
passages which are retained by the other, the most striking being Luke’s
failure to incorporate Mark vi : 45-viii:26, These phenomena will be
dealt with in order,
1,
Agreements in detail of Matthew and Luke against Mark.
Certainly the simplest explanation of these agreements is the pro-
posal of Sanday, adhered to in a qualified fashion by Streeter,^- that
the copy of Mark used by Matthew and Luke contained them. Streeter's
preference for Sanday's theory as against any theory of an Ur-Marcus
also seems reasonable, in that "the existing text of Mark seems the more
primitive and original" in the great majority of cases where Matthew and
o
Luke agree against Mark. This does not follow from the agreements of a
word or two scattered here and there throughout the texts of the gospels.
They "do not amount to much," as McNeile observes, and most of them can
readily be assigned to ^accidental coincidence" as the result of inde-
pendent changes and improvements made by Matthew and Luke in Mark’s
style. Turner’s articles on"Marcan Usage"^ have done much to corrobor-
1. FG, pp. 180f. Sanday's theory x The Marcan source used by Matthew
and Luke was a later and more polished recension, all copies of
which have since disappeared.
2. FG, p. 180.
3. INT, p. 51.
4. Streeter, FG, p. 180. So most scholars, including Creed(GL, p. lviii
Cadbury (MLA, p. 97), Rawlinson(GM, p.xxxvii).
5. Jour
.
Theol
.
Studies
,
1924-26; vol.it pp. 12ff, 145ff, 225ff, 337ff;
vol.iix pp. 58ff.
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3ate the fact of changes in characteristic Marcan expressions by Matthew
and Luke, and it is not at all unlikely that their independent revisions
of a word or two should find the same outlet. The problem is constituted
by agreements consisting of four or five words, some of them in consecu-
tive order, the most striking cases being Mt xxvi:67f and Lk xxii:63ff;
Mt ixt7 and Lk vt25; Mt xiiiill and Lk viiislO; Mt xiv:13,14 and Lk ix:
10, 11; etc. In the first instance five consecutive words in Matthew and
Luke are inserted in the midst of a Marcan parallel, and in the second
case the phrase o?rov o-utou forms the natural conclusion of a
sentence which is otherwise based on Marcan parallels, the only other
words in Matthew’s sentence being from Mark, In most cases the agreement
i6 no less striking, and I do not see how these passages at least can be
explained as being due simply to "accidental coincidence," They gear, so
neatly into the accounts of Matthew and Luke as to suggest a common
source rather than accidental stumbling upon the same words.
One way out of the difficulty has been to treat these agreements as
evidence of textual corruption or emendation of the style of both Matthew
and Luke by later copyists. 1 This point of view finds abundant corrobo-
2
ration in Gregory's portrayal of the "Early History of the Text," He
contends that as the text passed from its original form into the "Re-
wrought Text,” and later into "The Polished Text," errors and additions
were bound to creep in. Additions would have been made in different
1. McNeile, INT, p, 51 - "early harmonization."
Taylor, TG, pp. 53ff.
2, CTNT, pp. 479f f
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4places by early Christians who felt that they knew from experience what
had been said or done. The fact that the earliest texts would not have
been held in the same respect as we hold them to-day makes such a process
quite understandable. Gregory's thesis does illustrate the precarious
development of the texts, but it is not enough to explain how Matthew and
Luke would agree so closely in the words mentioned.
Streeter has carried this further in his attempt to explain the agree-
ments as due to "assimilation" between the texts of the gospels.^ In his
study of the texts he finds that there was a very definite tendency among
scribes to make small verbal alterations in order to bring passages which
already resembled one another into a still closer resemblance. This is
the main cause of textual corruption, and the text suffering the most is
the Western, the Alexandrian least. The Alexandrian text is therefore,
as Westcott and Hort contend in their edition of the text, the most sat-
isfactory for all practical purposes. Yet
"for fine points of scholarship, or when dealing with the
Synoptic Problem, where a question of great import may
depend on the minutest verbal resemblances or differences
between the Gospels, it is vital to realize that in our
search for the original reading we must, on occasion, go
behind the printed texts." 2
Working on this basis and applying it to the point at issue, Streeter
sums up his theory as follows:
"In nearly every case where a minute agreement of Matthew and
Luke against Mark is found in B X it is absent in one or more
of the other local texts; though, on the other hand, these
1. FG, pp. 181, 131ff
2. ibid., p. 148
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5other texts frequently show such agreement in passages where
they do not occur in B , , , , « , indeed, even as between t\*
and B there is a difference in this respeclj there are agree-
ments of Matthew and Luke against Mark in the text of B which
are not in
,
and vice versa , A careful study of the MS.
evidence distinctly favours the view that all those minute
agreements of Matthew and Luke against Mark, which cannot be
attributed to coincidence, were absent from the original texts
of the gospels, but have crept in later as a result of 'assimi-
lation* between the texts of the different gospels. "1
Turner gives added support to this theory by claiming to have proved
that the scribe of the codex B, or its ancestors, admirable as is his
general fidelity, did not rise superior to the temptation of altering an
pincorrect idiom in accord with the traditions of literary Greek. The
veteran Burkitt
,
however, in a review of Streeter's The Four Gospels
published shortly prior to his death, finds Streeter's explanation ap-
plicable to some cases, but complains that it is not wholly satisfactory
because of the many cases to which it does not apply and because of the
implications of the theory.
"My difficulty," he says, "is that the explanation, if true,
ought to be needed more often: it implies that cV, B, D, lat.
vt, (including K) and syr. S have all gone wrong in the same
way at the same point. ..... I can understand a primitive
error that has invaded all our texts better than one which
t\’ B and its particular friends have escaped,"^
The final word on Streeter's theory has not yet been spoken. Ob-
viously it is as yet an unproved hypothesis, but coming from as careful
a critic as Streeter it deserves profound consideration. Perhaps it
can never be fully proved or disproved, but as time goes on it will be
1. Streeter, FG, p. 181.
2. Jour . Theol . Stud . , vol. 26, p. 20.
3. ibid ., vol. 26, p. 293f. (1925).
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6placed among the more probable or the less probable hypotheses of Synoptic
investigation. If we cannot explain the agreements as due to "assimila-
tion,’' or textual corruption or harmonization of some kind, it seems to
me that we must fall back on some theory akin to that of Sanday’s.
Possibly these longer and more striking agreements are the result of "ac-
cidental coincidence," but as we have suggested, it seems highly improb-
able. Perhaps the elements of coincidence and corruption have both been at
work. A final conclusion here, however, must not be made until the other
*
factors in the problem have been analyzed.
2. Minor Omissions of Marcan Passages.
Luke's omission of Mk vi :45-viii:26 will be treated as a unit in the
next section. Here we are concerned only with the minor omissions of
both Matthew and Luke, or of either one. 1 Of these instances Matthew
and Luke both omit some 31-34 verses of Mark, and only in four cases do
they leave out more than two consecutive verses. Two of these examples
may be echoed in Matthaean passages in another context. In the case of
the verses omitted by either one or the other Luke omits some 61 verses
(not counting the "Great Omission") as compared with Matthew’s 24-25.
Two of these in both Matthew and Luke are questionable.
These omissions do not seem to me to constitute a serious challenge
to the claim that Matthew and Luke used the canonical Mark. The ex-
planations of most critics seem adequate, that practical considerations
1. Cf. Table B for all statistical data, p. 258
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7involving writing materials and papyrus rolls, * and purposeful selection
by the evangelists are the only explanations needed. The latter
possibility becomes almost apparent from any study of a Greek Synopsis,
The relationship of Matthew and Luke to Mark is a combination of close
parallelism in some places and a very loose relationship in other places,
revealing a certain amount of freedom and independence in the treatment
of Mark, Granting this freedom of composition, is it too much to grant
Matthew and Luke freedom in their choice of materials before them? Al-
though Luke reveals the greater propensity to literary composition as
such, both evangelists exhibit some degree of purpose, and the most
simple and obvious explanation of their minor omissions is that they did
not choose to use these particular passages and verses. As would be ex-
pected in the nature of the case Luke omits more Marcan verses than his
companion writer, Moffatt's attitude, in which he voices the majority
opinion of current criticism, does not seem to be an over-simplification
of the evidence, that the omissions are partly accounted for by tendency
o
and in part do not need to be accounted for at all.
Whether we can designate the precise motives which dominated the
3
evangelists in the choice of their material is another matter. Creed
may be right that Luke's tendency to emphasize Jesus’ instinctive know-
ledge of men led him to omit Mk iii:19-21 and ivjl3, while his intention
of preserving reverence for the person of Jesus may have influenced him
1. Streeter, FG, p. 131ff, following Sanday, OSSP, p. 11,
2. ILNT, p. 193.
3. GL, pp. lviiif.
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8to tone down the Marcan phrases partially reproduced in Lk v:14 and vi:
10, etc. Luke's Gentile bias may have dominated his choice or omission
of other material. ^ The growing tendency to attribute importance to
Luke's other sources than Mark may help in explaining the exact motives.
The hypothesis of a Proto-Luke will be analyzed in a later section, but
the hypothesis as such is not necessary to explain the omissions before
us. Luke may have substituted other material for the Marcan account
without having that material in a source as complete as Proto-Luke is
reouted to have been. In some cases of Luke's transpositions and trans-
2formation of Mark Cadbury thinks this likely. It is not incredible, as
Creed contends, that the presence of other material parallel to the
Marcan accounts influenced Luke to repress the Marcan material so as not
to duplicate his material. This assumes, of course, Luke's preference
for the non-Marcan material in these particular cases. Matthew's motives
are perhaps less clear since he is on the whole more faithful to his
A
Marcan source, yet he writes with a definite tendency.
This type of criticism can be carried too far, and we must beware,
as Moffatt warns, of thinking that our Western minds can always fathom
the precise motives which might have dominated a first-century Oriental
in the choice of his material. The important factor to be recognized is
1. Goguel, "LM," pp. 40f. Cf. Table B for Goguel's analysis, p. 268.
2
.
MLA, p . 96.
3. GL, pp, lviiif.
4. Moffatt, ILNT
, p. 246ff.
5. ibid.
, p. 193.
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9thet both Matthew and Luke give some indication of having treated their
sources with some degree of independence and freedom, Luke even exhibit-
ing the traits of a literary genius. From this grows the strong possi-
bility, and even likelihood, that these minor omissions find their most
adequate explanation within the framework of each evangelist's particular
purpose and propensities.
3. Luke's Omission of Mark vi:45-viii :26.
Of much greater significance is Luke's omission of this whole Marcan
'block.' It should be noticed, however, that Matthew also omits two sec-
tions of this unit,-1- and that some of these verses may be echoed in
2
other contexts in Luke.
Two mutually exclusive possible explanations dominate the field of
present-day criticism, the one that it was an omission by design, the
other that this particular unit was absent from the copy of Mark used by
Luke. Hawkins' ingenious theory of accidental omission finds little sup-
port to-day, and the great majority of scholars favor the first alterna-
tive. Moffatt, Streeter, Taylor, Creed, Headlam, Easton, Loiey(in part),
and others unite to present a line of argument which runs somewhat as
follows. Luke's mention of ’Bethsaida' in ix:10 is hardly explicable
apart from Luke’s knowledge of Mark vit45, implying that his copy of
T7 Mk vii *31-37 ; viiit22-26; Also viii2-5a,8.
2. Cf. Table 3, p. 258.
3. OSSP, pp. 63ff, He does admit the possibility of intentional omis-
sion, or a combination of intention and accident.
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Mark went beyond vi;44.* It may be argued that Luke’s echoing of some
Marcan verses in this section points also to his knowledge of the mater-
ial contained therein, yet similar material might well exist in another
independent tradition.
The main argument for Luke's purposeful omitting of this section i6
that he probably did not find here material congenial to his particular
designs in writing a Gospel, although among his motives may with some
likelihood be included his desire to be as economical as possible in the
use of the papyrus roll. Following the former suggestion Streeter and
Taylor find in this omission but another link in the chain of evidence
pointing to Luke's preference for a non-Marcan Proto-Luke document, Luke
was seeking in Mark Galilean material with which to expand his basic
3document, and since he found none here he omitted the entire section.
Besides the theory of Taylor and Streeter, although moving in much the
same atmosphere, is the argument from an analysis of the separate peri-
copes forming this section that each unit reveals its own reason for be-
ing omitted by Luke. 4 The miracles in the two sections omitted by both
Matthew and Luke were effected with difficulty and did not commend them-
selves to Luke for that reason - nor to Matthew. Mk vi: 45-52 (Walking on
the Whter) and vi :53-56(Healings at Gennesaret ) add little to what is
narrated elsewhere. Mk viii:l-10 would be a needless repetition of
viii *14-21, besides demanding a drastic revision of the latter passage.
1. Easton, GL, p. xv; Creed, GL, p, lx.
2. Streeter, FG, p. 169; Creed, GL, p, lxi,
3, Taylor, TG, p, 54.
4, Cf, among others. Creed, GL, pp, lxff; Easton, GL, pp, xvif.
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Since Mk viii ill-13 and 15 reveals doublets, Luke avoids it, Mk vii:
1-23 is of no interest to Gentile readers, and the harsh reference to
Gentiles in vii:27 automatically invalidates the whole section vii:24-30.
Granting the assumptions upon which this type of argument is based,
it must be admitted that the proposed solution has some degree of prob-
ability, The assumptions themselves seem valid. Few will wish to labor
the point that Luke writes generally for Gentile Christians, or that,
within limits, he writes with some degree of independent purpose and
chooses material consistent with his aims. In this respect he compares
with Matthew, who apparently writes for Jewish Christians, although the
latter shows less inclination to relinquish Marcan material.
Still each argument must be judged on its own merits. It is ques-
tionable whether the argument from Luke’s use of the name ’Bethsaida*
in ix:10 is valid, Huck omits the name as a secondary reading, yet its
inclusion in the text is supported by many MSS,'®' Even if it is included
it does not follow of necessity that Luke obtained it from the omitted
Marcan section, even though the weight of probability favors the same
cycle of tradition. In regard to the practical difficulties of using
papyrus it is not at all inconceivable that Luke would omit unnecessary
material in order to confine his account within the limits of the papyrus
roll. Yet this consideration is dependent upon his view as to the
validity of the material in this particular section of Mark, The
1. B, D, A, C, W, it, vg, syS,
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question still remains as to his reasons for omitting this section
rather than some other group of incidents.
It is enough to say, so far as the hypothetical Proto-Luke document
is concerned, that Luke’s possible preference for non-Marcan material
does not necessarily presuppose its inclusion in a solid, homogeneous
document. So little of this Marcan material finds a distinct echo in
Luke in other contexts that, rather than being evidence for Luke's
preference for non-Marcan material, it is evidence that this particular
section as such lacked the distinctive quality of other Marcan narra-
tives which he has on the whole rather faithfully followed. The analy-
sis of the separate pericopes has some validity. Perhaps the same
reasons dominated both Matthew and Luke in leaving out of their gospels
Mk vii:31-37 and viii:22-26 # although the former has the same setting in
Matthew's account of the healing of many sick persons(xv*29-3l). The
Discourse on Leaven(Mk viii:14-2l) does have discrepancies after the
Feeding of the Four Thousand(Mk viiitl-10), and Luke may well have
thought it unnecessary to rewrite the account, especially as it was con-
cerned with a Jewish background. Even at that he does reproduce Mk
viii:15 to a limited extent. He may well have omitted Mk viii:l-10
also because it was so similar to the other account of feeding which he
does reproduce from Mk vi:30-44. The argument for Luke's omission of
Mk viiitll-13 ,15 is much more questionable, particularly as he does
seem to follow verses ll-12(Lk xi:29,16). Precarious also, and far from
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obvious, is the contention that the saying of Mk vii:27 automatically
invalidates the whole story of the Syro-phoenician Woman. The discourse
on the Tradition of the Elders(Mk vii:l-23) may have been nearer to the
interests of Matthew's readers than to those for whom Luke’s Gospel was
written, but it is pure conjecture to posit that Luke saw nothing of
value here for his purpose. The omissions of Mk vi: 45-52 (Walking on the
Water) and vi :53-56(Healings at Gennesaret), along with the other two
common omissions of both Matthew and Luke, may have seemed subordinate
in value to Luke, especially since he already had many stories of healing
and miracle.
Reviewing this whole section of discussion, however, I am impressed
again with the warning of Moffatt, that it is highly precarious to de-
pend too much upon our assumptions as to what first -century Oriental
minds would do with their material. Some indications we have from the
evangelists' manner of dealing with Mark and Q, and within limits we
may conjecture with some hope of accuracy, yet the danger of subjective
and arbitrary judgment must never be forgotten.
Other critics, of whom Goguel and Bussmann are typical, find a solu-
tion in other directions, namely, that Luke's copy of Mark did not con-
tain this section. Goguel^" recognizes the complexity of the relation-
ship of Mark and Luke, and follows the critics cited above in analyzing
and defining with precision the data constituting the problem. This
1. Cf "LM," pp. 39ff for Goguel' s whole argument
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analysis he carries to even more minute lengths.
1
Some of the omitted
materiel, he explains, appears in Luke in different contexts, other
similar sayings Luke got from Q, and other pericopes were omitted be-
cause kike's Gentile readers would not understand them nor be interested
in them. Treating Mk vi:45-viii:26 as a unit, however, Goguel sees no
adequate reason for Luke having omitted it. This section is an important
part of Mark's book and may not be considered in the same way as the
other isolated omissions. Goguel’s resulting theory is that there were
two successive editions of Mark, both by the same author, and that Luke
used the older one while Matthew used the canonical Mark. Mk vi:45-
viii:26 was absent from the older form,
Goguel’s theory as a whole will be analyzed later in the chapter of
the Dissertation on the sources of Mark. As far as his argument here is
concerned it must be said that he does a good service in suggesting that
this omitted block should be treated as a unit, as well as being seen as
a series of separate pericopes. However, he destroys his argument by
admitting that Mk vi:45-52 and viii:ll-13 were probably suppressed by
Luke because of their non-Gentile appeal. Before we continue further
evaluation of this hypothesis, let us consider Bussmann's theory.
p
Bussmann revived the theory of Mk vi:45-viii:26 as a later inser-
tion to Mark's Gospel. His analysis rivals those of Wendling and Bacon
1. Cf, Tables B and M for Goguel's analysis, pp. 258,281.
2. SS, vol. 1, pp. 57ff, lOlff , lllff especially, although the whole
volume treats the Marcan source and its relation to Matthew and Luke.
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in minuteness, but his chief argument is based on his belief that Luke
was not at all dominated by any predisposition to omit material because
it might be a repetition of what he already had. After a long and ex-
haustive analysis of all possible doublets and similarities of verses
and passages within the Gospel of Luke, Bussmann comes to the conclusion
that Luke "hat die meisten Dupletten von alien Synoptikern, soweit ist er
von Duplettenfurcht entfernt."^ Principally on this ground he argues
for Luke's use of a much shorter form of Mark than we now have in our
2
canonical Mark, a form which did not contain Mk vi :45-viii :26. He real-
ly holds a sort of double version of the Ur-Marcus theory, and posits
three stages in the literary evolution of the Second Gospel. Thus Mark’s
relationship to Matthew and Luke would be as follows: Luke used G
(Geschichtsquelle) in its original form; Matthew used B ( Galilfiische
Bearbeitung der Geschichtsquelle); both of these were different from the
3final recasting of B by a Roman Christian into its present form.
This theory as a whole will be treated, along with that of Goguel, in
a later section of the Dissertation. We shall see that this type of
criticism is very dangerous and questionable, and that it falls largely
under the condemnation of ultra-analysis. However, Bussmann's analysis
of Luke's doublets is of value in tempering the tendency to commit Luke
to a literary procedure which may not have influenced him at all, namely,
to omit doublets. However, it seems obvious to me that this one strand
1. SS, vol. i, p. 57.
2. ibid
. , p. 101.
3. ibid
., p. 111.
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is a very slender one upon which to base an argument that Luke did not
omit the material for reasons consonant with his own designs and inter-
ests. Furthermore, it is by no means a definitely established hypothe-
sis that Luke's writing was prior to that of Matthew, as Bussmann implies.
Granting the possibility that the majority of critics may be wrong, and
that Bussmann does remind us of how much in the dark we may be as to
Luke's precise motives, still Bussmann has not given us a substantial
alternative. Nor does Cadbury's willingness to grant the possibility of
Luke's copy of Mark being without this 'block' change the conclusion. 1
The fact that Luke depends quite confidently upon his Marcan source, as
I believe he does, still does not alter the possibility of his having
omitted this section.
It may further be argued that since Matthew's copy of Mark apparent-
ly contained this section in all probability Luke’s did too. This would
be a natural conclusion unless sufficient evidence could be produced to
challenge it, though it is hardly a strong argument, except in a cumula-
tive fashion. Goguel and Bussmann think they have answered that argu-
ment, and whatever the worth of their conclusions, this contention is not
a sufficient rebuttal of them. Of more potency is the claim that the
style of Mk vi :45-viii t26 resembles very closely that of the rest of the
n
gospel. This is a strong argument against Bussmann's theory, but it
IT MLA, p. 92.
2. So Turner( Jour . Theol . Studies , vol, 26, p. 337, etc.); Taylor(TG,
p. 54); Moffatt (ILNT, pp, 237ff); etc. Mark xvi:9-20 is obviously
of another style, in contrast to this section.
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does not affect Goguel 's hypothesis seriously. If the same author
composed Mk vi :45-viii :26 who wrote the rest of the gospel, the same
style in all probability would be reproduced. As between Bussmann and
Goguel, the theory of the latter seems more probable, although, as I
have pointed out, we must not forget his inconsistency.
Perhaps no definite conclusion has been reached. Bussmann's theory
does not seem to me to deserve serious consideration. Goguel, however,
may have solved the problem. Still the evidence is quite inconclusive,
and in the light of Luke's literary habits in other parts of his work,
as well as his other Marcan omissions, it seems preferable to grant the
weight of probability to the majority opinion that Luke's designs in
composition dictated his purposeful omission of this section. Though
some of Luke's omissions in this section are difficult to explain -
rather, impossible to explain - it is hasty to conclude upon the evidence
at hand that the section did not lie before him. Even the desire for
completeness must have been relevant to the writer's aim.^
It remains to consider an alternative suggestion of Streeter that the
2
copy of Mark used by Luke was mutilated at this particular point. Ac-
cording to Streeter this hypothesis would exolain four sets of circum-
stances: (l) Why Luke substitutes 'Bethsaida' in ixtlO at the beginning
of the Feeding of the Five Thousand, when Mark says it was in a 'desert
place;' (2) Why Luke omits 'Caesarea Philippi' in ix:18; (3) Why he
1. Moffatt, ILWT, p. 193f
2. FG, pp. 175ff.
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says that Jesus was 'praying alone' at the scene of Peter's Confession,
while Mark says that the incident occurred 'in the way;' (4) Why the
reading of B in ix:18('they met' for 'they were with'), which seems more
original, is given there. Granting that Luke's copy of Mark contained
merely the beginning of the 'Great Omission,' as far as the words q,oto<,
y.Jvos> in vi:47, and then went straight on to x-*'1
in viii:27, these questions find a solution.^- It does not seem essential
to reproduce Streeter's complete argument. He offers it merely as evi-
dence that an Ur-Marcus theory is not the only possible or probable solu-
tion from the assumption that Luke's copy of Mark lacked this section,
and as such it serves its purpose. Recognizing that the ending of Mark
pis mutilated, and the possibility of a frail papyrus roll suffering such
disablement in being used over any period of time, his theory is not im-
probable. But it too must remain as one of the interesting conjectures,
for I do not see how it can be proved or disproved.
Summary
In this part of the Dissertation I set out to test the hypothesis
that Matthew and Luke used a copy of Mark substantially the same as our
canonical Mark. It seems evident to me that this hypothesis can only be
sustained on the assumptions that the major agreements in detail of
1. This argument becomes stronger when we remember that all papyrus
documents were not rolls (Deissmann, LAE, p. 29f ). A lost page
then might account for the material missing in between.
2. Moffatt, ILWT, p. 238; Gadbury, MLA, pp. 76ff; Goguel, LJ , pp. 139f;
and most critics.
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Matthew and Luke against Mark are due to textual corruption of some kind,
and that Luke's omission of Mk vi:45-viii :26 was intentional. The minor
omissions seem to be a very subordinate phase of the problem. Alterna-
tive theories seem to be less well established than the theories from
which these assumptions grow, and the weight of probability favors the
hypothesis that, except for a few editorial editions, our canonical Mark
was the document used by both Matthew and Luke. This does not necessi-
tate the conclusion that they used the same copy of Mark, but that the
copies used by them were in substantial agreement.
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CHAPTER II
THE BASIC SOURCES - (2) Q
In addition to the accepted hypothesis of the priority of Mark, a
second conclusion has emerged from previous work in Synoptic Criticism.
It is that both the later evangelists used, in addition to Mark, another
source for most of the material of similar diction and phraseology which
they have in common apart from Mark. The source is now lost, but this
theory offers a better explanation of the evidence than the possibilities
that Matthew used Luke, or vice versa, or that Matthew and Luke obtained
the material from different cycles of oral tradition. Close verbal
agreements, as well as a relatively close agreement in the order in which
the sayings occur in the two gospels, argue strongly for a written
source.* The former of these facts suggests that it was used by Matthew
and Luke in a Greek dress, and for the present this description will be
accepted. This source has been designated in different ways, but is
usually referred to now as Q. 3 The existence of this source and its use
by Matthew and Luke has become a generally accepted working hypothesis
for most critics in the field; combined with Mark it forms the Two-
Document Hypothesis, Our investigation of Q begins with an acceptance of
1. Cf. Taylor, TG, p. 25. He also points out instances where the same
saying apoears in two forms, one demonstrably from Mark, the other
non-Marcan, implying by analogy a written source.
2. Double-Tradition, Logia, Discourses, Redenquelle, S, R, etc.
3. For our purpose it matters little whether this symbol originated with
A. J. Robinson, or with some German writer who used the first letter
of the German word for 'Source,' Quelle . Cf. Lightfoot, HIG, p. 27.
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the validity of this assumption. Streeter's words of caution may, how-
ever, serve as the basis of approach:
"We are justified in assuming the existence of Q, so long as
we remember that the assumption is one which, though highly
probable, falls just short of certainty.
The aim of this section of the Dissertation is, by means of an analy-
sis and evaluation of current theories, to reach some conclusion regarding
the reconstruction of Q, the nature of the document, the form in which it
may have been used by Matthew and Luke, and its relation to the Marcan
document
.
Before this task is undertaken a word about the history of Q is not
out of order. The question of the specific geographical locality from
which
^ came is so uncertain and so inessential to the particular prob-
lem of this Dissertation that it will not be treated here.
A more important historical question, however, is whether Q is to be
associated with the Matthean \oyLa. mentioned by Papias.^ A great many
scholars are convinced that the nucleus of Q at least is this composition
of Matthew, 4 On the other hand, a militant minority view this associa-
1. FG, p. 184.
2. Crum (OJG, p. 167) and otheis claim Antioch, while Manson (OL, p, xvii)
claims that we have "no sufficient evidence upon which to build a
judgment."
3. The sentence from Papias in question is: "Matthew composed
in the Hebrew language, and everyone interpreted them as he was able"
(Moffatt's translation, ILNT, p. 187, of the quotation preserved by
Eus. H. E. iii. 39. 15-17).
4,. Mof fatt (ILNT, 194f); Marriott (SM, 9); McNeile(GM, xxix); Montefiore
(SG, lxxi); T.W. Manson(TJ, 27f); E. Meyer(UAC, vol. i, 245ff); Crum
(CJG, 12); Headlam(LTJC , 15); Streeter(FG, 22); Klausner(JN, 126), etc.
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tion of the two as a theory which has had a quite "undeserved vogue"'*’
2
and as "an unlucky guess at the meaning of the obscure passage in Papias."
The conclusion we reach will depend largely upon what assumptions we prefer
to accept. Granting the assumption that the disciple Matthew was not the
author of the First Gospel* it follows easily that his name is associated
with the Gospel because a substantial part of his Aoyia was incorporated
in it. Since the Q element corresponds to the nature of ra , it is
assumed, these two must be identical. Granting the further assumption
that Matthew's Gospel is based upon Greek sources, the Gospel is eliminated
from the possibility of being the Hebrew
.
That Q was used by
Matthew in Greek dress is easily explained. The \oyta- were translated be-
fore used by the author of the First Gospel. Furthermore, it may be as-
sumed that few documents of the authority of Q would pass between the
churches of the first century, and that any reference to a collection of
oracles must have designated the document which served as a basis for the
gospels. Upon the basis of these assumptions the critics listed above
accept the theory that the nucleus of Q, as a minimum, is the Xo'yiA .
On the other hand, Cadbury, Scott and Dodd deny that we have adequate
knowledge of what Papias meant by t«. Aoffa. to associate the composition
he mentions with Q, Bacon goes even further and claims that
1. Cadbury, MLA, 105ff.
2. Dodd, PTCG, p. 246, supported by Bacon, SM, pp. xif , 443ff; Scott, LNT
,
pp. 37f.
3. Moffatt, ILNT, p. 194; McNeile, GM, p. xxviii; etc.
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’’All without exception from the second century down to the
fifteenth who could know the actual work of Papias in un-
mutilated form understood him ... to mean our present
Gospel according to Matthew in its (assumed) original
Semitic dress. 1
Assuming that ta X/j-m refers to the actual Gospel of Matthew itself, its
association with Q is automatically omitted from consideration. In addi-
tion Bacon argues that the theory is based upon an unwarranted "prejudg-
2
ment of the nature and contents of S," thus basing his outlook upon his
own "pre judgment l"
Different from either of these approaches is the theory, championed
earlier by Burkitt
,
that t «- \oyta. refers to a collection of Messianic
proof-texts. If this be true, then tX Aoym is not Q.
What evidence we have points more directly to the association of
Ta \oyia with Q than with either of these other documents mentioned.
A
There is some evidence that Matthew used a collection of •'Testimonies,"
but how insignificant is his use of it as compared with his dependence
upon QI Even if Papias knew such a collection it is more likely, from
the standpoint of historical probability, that the tradition upon which
he based his statement would have associated with Mark's Gospel a source
of the importance and authority which Q must have enjoyed to have become
essential to the composition of the First and Third Gospels. In the
light of this, and without further knowledge of Papias' writings, it is
1. Sli, p. 449. Note II of SM, pp. 443-451 on "The Term 'Logia'" is one
of the best discussions of the subject I have read.
2. ibid., p. viiif. Ss what most critics mean by Q.
3. Cf. Harris, T, vol. i and ii, referred to by Bacon, SM, pp.448f.
4. Cf. later section on other sources of Matthew, Bacon, SM, p. 448 says
Paul, the authors of Hebrew, Acts and Apocryphal writings used such.
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precarious to base a theory upon the inconsistency with which Papias is
supposed to have used the words T 4, and Aoy'tcc. That To may have
meant the inspired utterances and sayings of Jesus is by no means dis-
proved. Adding impetus to this is the fact that from Irenaeus to the
nineteenth century the readers of Papias thought he was referring to the
utterances of Jesus. ^ This may, of course, be but the echo or perpetua-
tion of an error, but without more convincing contrary testimony it is
reasonable to accept its aid in this argument.
The almost evident fact that Matthew probably used Greek sources,
including Q in Greek dress, is decisive against the association of Mat-
thew’s Gospel with Tft- Xo^ia, except as that Gospel may have incorporated
them. In addition, it gives great weight to the contention that the
First Gospel was not the work of the apostle Matthew. I can not speak
authoritatively about the theory of Torrey and his followers that the
gospels and their sources were written in Aramaic, but Torrey’s failure
to convince the rank and file of scholars is of some value as an estimate
as well as the many positive evidences of the use of Greek sources. This
does not exclude the probability that Q was originally composed in a
Semitic language and translated into Greek before its use by Matthew and
Luke. Granting these assumptions, what is more likely than that the in-
corporation of his \oyi*. would in tradition give Matthew’s name to the
1. Bacon, SM, p, 449. I have used the term here as referring to the
nature of the contents rather than as a title of a document; Cf,
Bacon, SM, pp. 444ff.
2. OTG, liii.
3. Cf. later treatment in this section.
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First Gospel? Sven if Q was a document being constantly expanded in dif-
ferent centers, or appearing here and there in somewhat variable forms
like our hymnals, 1 still the nucleus could be associated with Matthew’s
first collection or composition of ra Ao^i*.,
But without further information of Papias ' writings we cannot be cer-
tain what particular interpretation he placed upon the words t* Aoy-i«.. We
do have some information as to the nature and contents of Q. Bacon’s
caustic condemnation of those who make prejudgments about the Second
Source seems quite unreasonable. Even if Q is but part of a larger S
source, something of its atmosphere and form can be judged from what mater-
ial we do have from it. At least it contained a great deal of discourse
and sayings, and the description of those as A o^/a does not seem beyond
reason. It is my contention, therefore, that, even though it must remain
one of the unproved hypotheses of Synoptic criticism, it is not at all
improbable that T> Aoyia of Matthew which Papias mentions is the kernel
at least of what we know now as Q.
1. The Reconstruction of Q.
It is one thing to affirm the existence of Q, but quite another thing
to determine the extent and nature of its contents, its order and wording.
This difficulty is abundantly revealed in the varying theories of the
critics, for beyond the fundamental agreement regarding the existence of
the document the unanimity of opinion largely disappears. One of the most
1. Scott, LOT, p. 29
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interesting phases of the problem of reconstruction, and one that reveals
clearly the dominant trends, is that represented by the scholarly warfare
between the groups headed by Streeter and Bacon. Although it cannot be
said that these critics always stand in sharp contrast to one another,
their theories do give evidence of the divergencies of existing opinion.
Both these critics agree that beyond the material which Matthew and Luke
have in common the exact delineation of Q is a matter of conjecture,^ and
O
both disagree with the tendency to expand Q indefinitely. Streeter, how-
ever, seems of the opinion that the Q material in the gospels gives us a
fairly adequate idea of the lost source and represents substantially the
major part of it. On the other hand, Bacon uses the symbol Q only for
the Double-Tradition of Matthew and Luke as "the most easily traceable
factor of a lost work," 4 and assumes that the lost source (S) is only very
inadequately represented in the gospels. The identification of Q with S,
he says, leads to hopeless ambiguity and confusion. The lost source,
according to Bacon, can only be reconstructed by using Q as a nucleus, and
by adding to it material from P (the Single-Tradition of Matthew and Luke)
and M (material having passed from Mark into both Matthew and Luke). Even
then, after a very carefully restricted use of the P and M elements we
have only enough information to get "inferences as to the nature and
lT FG, pp. lBOff; SM, p. 93.
2. FG, pp. 227f ; SM, p. viii.
3. FG, pp. 180ff.
4. SM, p. viii.
5. SM
, p» 507.
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content of S."^
Because of the many cases of partial agreement and disagreement among
the critics on the question of Q it is not possible to make a clear-cut
classification of their adherence to one or the other of these outstanding
scholars. However, the influence of the different points of view can
readily be seen. Like Bacon, C, H, Dodd would limit the symbol Q to the
parallel sections of Matthew and Luke, since the reconstruction of the
2 3 4
source is so uncertain, Goguel and Scott tend to emphasize the diffi-
culty of determining the exact nature of the lost source on the basis that
it was less a literary source, constructed in logical form, than a con-
tinually expanding collection or "hymnal," Moffatt warns of the diffi-
culties in the way of reconstructing the source with exactness. On the
other hand, Marriott believes that Matthew and Luke have preserved almost
the whole of Q between them.^ This is based upon the analogy of their use
of Mark and upon the argument that it is thus essier to understand how Q
came to perish, Taylor finds difficulties in determining the exact ex-
tent of Q, particularly because of the use of other important sources by
the evangelists, yet the Q material can be determined with some degree of
probability, 7 Headlam follows Harnack in limiting Q pretty largely to the
double-tradition, and in the assumption that Q is thus fairly adequately
1, SM, p, 93,
2, PK, p, 39,
3, L.T, p, 140,
4, LOT, pp. 37f.
5, ILOT, p. 196.
6, SM, p, 25.
7, TG, p. 26.
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known to us. 1- The reactions of others will become clear in the course of
the discussion.
One thing is certain, and that is our uncertainty as to the extent of
the contents of Q. Moffatt's sixteen different reconstructions of various
older critics, as well as my own table of seven more recent attempts,
reveal the wide divergence of opinion here. One can well appreciate
Bacon's pessimistic statement that the results of attempted reconstruction
are "rightly characterized as a 'heap of interesting ruina’"^ This seems
a little extreme, yet it does seem to me that there is much more hope of
success in confining the investigation to attempts to indicate the pass-
ages where Q has been used, rather than in trying to restore in its full-
ness the original document. To some extent these problems cannot be sepa-
rated, yet there is a line of division.
The difficulties in the way of complete reconstruction are very great.
Taylor points out the complex factors involved, such as the consideration
of the literary methods of the evangelists, their possible use of differ-
ent sources, and the possibility that the original document may have been
in Aramaic. 5 Moffatt further advises us to consider the analogy of Mark,
that if "Mark had to be picked out of Matthew and Luke, on the same prin-
£
ciples as Q, many of its most striking characteristics would be wanting."
Moffatt's conclusion in this matter seems very reasonable:
1. JCHF, p. lOn.
2. ILNT, pp. 197ff,
3. Cf, Table D, p, 262.
4. SM, p, xii.
5. TG, p. 26.
6. ILNT, p. 196.
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"These considerations do not invalidate the attempt to fix
approximately the outlines and general characteristics of
Q, - especially when we accept the additional clue to its
origin furnished by the Papias -tradition, - but they are
a check upon detailed analyses which profess to regain the
exact stylistic and religious characteristics of a source
which neither writer may have preserved in its entirety,
which both used in different editions, and which both have
worked over." 1
The inquiring mind may never be satisfied short of a complete reconstruc-
tion, - and it shouldn't be, but with the evidence at hand there seems
little possibility of making that hope a reality.
There are, however, some bases of judgment for determining what pass-
ages may with some degree of reasonableness be attributed to Q. By com-
mon consent most of the "Double-Tradition" material belongs to Q, the
parallelism of these passages having been the main impetus to the hypothe-
sis of another source. In addition to these it is quite likely that some
of the material peculiar to Matthew or Luke must be named. Table D, how-
ever, reveals how highly conjectural it is to determine just which passages
are involved. Only in a few cases do the critics show any unanimity in
assigning a passage from the "Single-Tradition" to Q. The basis upon which
certain passages are selected demands presuppositions as to the nature of
Q's material, the literary habits of the evangelists, and their use of
other sources and oral tradition. In other words, before the validity of
any reconstruction of Q can be determined some conclusion must be reached
regarding the problems which concern us in the remainder of this chapter
and the following chapters. There seems to be little point in my attempt-
1. ILNT
, p. 196
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ing to add another reconstruction scheme to the ones already before us,
but there is reason to investigate and evaluate the problems which are
involved in reconstruction.
The first question is, Did Q contain narrative material and a Passion
Story?. These two problems belong together and will be so treated. There
is little disagreement among critics on this point. The verdict is prac-
tically unanimous that Q was a document consisting primarily of sayings
and discourse material, plus some narrative mostly for the sake of the say-
1 2ings, and no Passion Story, Bacon takes exception to this, as did
Burkitt and Bartlett, mainly on the basis of his own "prejudgment" as to
the nature of S, He does grant that the chief object of the document was
didactic and that it was not a narrative in the sense of Mark's Gospel,
He is willing for it to be called a "Redesamrnlung," but not simply a
"Spruchsammlung." But in a real sense, he says, it was a "gospel" con-
taining material of the preaching and healing ministry in Galilee and a
Passion Story.
The weight of the evidence is against Bacon, His case loses its
cogency with the contention of a Passion Story in Q. Bacon contends that
such a talented author as the writer of Q must have included a Passion
Story in order to complete the story told in the sayings and speeches,
IT So Taylor(TG, 26); Crum(0JG, 15); T.W. Manson(TJ, 30ff); Scott(LNr,
41); Mof fatt (ILNT , 189,202); Grant (GOG, 188ff); W. Manson(GL, xvii);
Cadbury(MLA, 100); Streeter(FG, 228,184); Bussmann(SS, vol.ii, 116);
Headlara(LTJC
, 19); etc,
2. SM, pp. 100, 119, 215.
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The only difficulty with this is that the evidence does not support it.
Luke does seem to be using another source besides Mark, but Matthew fol-
lows Mark closely and does not agree with Luke’s extra material against
Mark. If this material were from Q, as Burkitt also contended, there
would surely be more parallels with Matthew, Furthermore, Luke does de-
pend a great deal upon Mark for material of the Passion,
1-
and this extra
material in his later chapters can be accounted for on the basis of an-
other source than Q, If Q was a "gospel'' in the sense of Bacon's conten-
tion it cannot be discovered from the Synoptic Gospels, The impression of
Matthew's Gospel, and I think of Luke's too, is that the framework is fur-
nished by Mark's Gospel, and that Q material is added to that framework to
complete the ministry of teaching. Rather than being a complete gospel, Q
had material which Mark did not present, and was used to supplement Mark.
This does not deny the existence of narrative material in Q, even
though the narrative element is subordinate to the discourse element.
T. W. Manson has gone as far to the other extreme as Bacon in his direc-
tion. He claims that many of the narrative introductions to the sayings,
as well as their settings, are probably due to the evangelists rather than
p
to the source itself. This contention is based particularly upon an
analysis of one of the clearest cases of narrative material in a Q pass-
age, the story of the Centurion's Servant (Mt viii:5-13 and Lk vii:l-9).
He claims that the agreement between Matthew and Luke in this story begins
1. Dissertation, pp, 112ff,
2
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where the dialogue begins and ends where it ends. Thus when the narra-
tive is removed the saying remains the essential agreements "I have not
found so great faith, no, not in Israel. ” Without citing other examples,
Manson claims that this happens in many other places. Crura also adheres
somewhat to this general point of view, his theory being that in the pro-
cess of transmission the details of the story might vary with each tell-
ing, but that the quotation itself would remain constant.'1' There may be
some truth to this argument. On the basis of an analysis of this passage
from Huck’s Synopsis before me it can be seen that there is no close
agreement of Matthew and Luke until the verses where the Centurion pro-
fesses unworthiness to have Jesus under his roof, and that the ending of
the incident is told in different words in each gospel. But even though
Luke adds several verses to the account of Matthew before this agreement,
both evangelists have the setting in Capernaum, and both agree very close
ly, not only in the matter of the saying about Israel and faith (vs. 10b)
but also in the verses leading up to it (vss. 8-10a). Here the agreement
is almost word for word. The conclusion may be that in the process of
transmission the setting of the story was altered, and that the evangel-
ists themselves supplied supplementary narrative material. This is not
hard to imagine during the period of oral transmission. The point is,
that so far as essential agreement between Matthew and Luke is concerned,
the narrative and dialogue leading up to the saying is as much a part of
the story as the saying itself. On this basis the narrative element can-
1. OJG, pp. 14f
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not be excluded from Q, The temptation experience of Jesus is another
case in point. Perhaps much of the narrative material is an accretion,
perhaps much of it is the work of the evangelists themselves, but we hard-
ly have criteria for determining which parts of a passage can be assigned
to these causes. When the agreement between Matthew and Luke is close,
as in the story of the Centurion’s Servant, it seems better to assign
those passages at least to the source, granting at the same time the
possibility that both the evangelists worked over the source and made some
supplements to it or changed some sentences. To grant narrative element
to Q, as in this story and that of the Temptation, in no way destroys the
essential supposition that it was mainly a collection of sayings and
discourse material.
Regarding the original order of the passages in Q the great majority
of critics have taken for granted after thorough study that the Lucan
order best preserves this.^ Marriott and Streeter are representative of
the position taken. The former argues that Luke is more faithful in pre-
serving the order of Mark than Matthew is, Luke taking his material over
in unbroken blocks, while Matthew tends to alter the arrangement within
the sections by collating and interweaving his sources. He points par-
2
ticularly to their use of Mark viii-xiii. Streeter picks out in
1, Streeter(FG, 275); Grant (GOG, 74ff); Mariiott(SM, 13ff); Creed(GL,
lxv); W. Menson(GL, xvii); T. ’.V. Manson(TJ, 31); Clogg(lfTT, 179ff);
Montefiore(SG, lxxii); Bussmann(SS, vol. ii, 35ff); Easton, Taylor,
Redlich, M. Jone6, J. A. Robinson.
2. SM, pp. 13f f
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Matthew’s Gospel isolated instances of the insertion of Q verses and
verses from material peculiar to Matthew within the body of extracts from
Mark,
1
The implication is that Luke also treated Q in the same fashion as
he dealt with Mark, and that Matthew broke up Q in the same manner. On
the whole, it seems to me, that this argument can be sustained, but it
must be observed that Luke is by no means entirely free from the tendency
to insert other verses within the Marcan "blocks.'* In their use of Mark
viii-xiii Matthew makes nineteen insertions to eleven for Luke, but
Matthew's inserted sections are on the whole much longer than those in
Luke,
Following closely upon this argument is the claim that Matthew tends
to group his material by subject-matter in long and formal speeches, the
o
implication being that he has broken up Q to serve this purpose. Luke
only provides a more suitable topographical setting for the separate
units without radically upsetting the original order. Granting that there
is some validity to the claim that Matthew has apparently combined his
sources (Mk, Q, and material from other sources) in a fashion distinct
from Luke's habit, it must be granted that this argument has weight. For
Streeter particularly, as well as others in this group, it is decisive.
Since the burden of proof is with the minority I shall not extend the
presentation of these arguments, but shall consider the opposing arguments
1. FG, pp. 275f.
2. ibid,, p. 275
3. ibid., p. 275
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of those who are not convinced by Streeter and his followers. Moffatt
finds almost all the factors pointing to a conclusion opposite to that of
Streeter’s. 1- In view of Luke’s dramatic framework it is much more likely,
he says, that he broke up sayings of Jesus rather than that Matthew massed
them together. The five-fold division of Matthew’s material represents
a common literary method in Jewish and early Christian literature, and
probably represents the form in which Q itself was composed. Matthew
further preserves the Jewish character better than Luke. Added to this
is the undeniable fact that Matthew is more conservative of his other
sources than Luke. This whole argument is further strengthened by the
identification of Q with the Logia mentioned by Papias. Moffatt does
grant that Luke probably preserves better the spirit of the Q sayings,
but the grouping of the Logia in Q is more accurately preserved in
Matthew. Where Luke’s arrangement differs from Matthew's it is probably
explained by Luke's use of other sources or by the use of his own imagi-
nation in resetting the scenes.
Crum defends Moffatt *s general stand by an analysis of Luke's use of
Q. He points out passages where Q has probably been used as introduc-
tory texts, ^ and others where verbal coincidences attracting one section
to another have caused Luke's order to be broken. In addition to this
lT ILNT, pp. 195ff.
2. Thus the introductory formulae were probably in Qt vii:28; xitl;
xiiit53; xix:l; xxvil.
3. OJG, pp. 127ff
.
4. Lk x*25-28; xiv*26; xvi:13.
5. Lk xi :33 ,34; xii sl8 ,24,33 ,39 ; xiii:33,34; xvi*7,ll,13; xvii:20,23.
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he feels certain that editorial grouping is evident in chapters 11, 14,
etc. of Luke’s Gospel. Scott follows to some extent in claiming that
Luke probably connected the sayings with various incidents and made room
for the left-overs in ix:51-xviii:14.^
It will be seen that the main issue is whether Matthew's grouping of
the Q sections is to be attributed to the evangelist or to the author of
Q, I do not see how this issue can be settled. Granting the association
of the nucleus of Q with the Matthean Logia, Moffatt's theory has a great
appeal. However, the Papias tradition despite the probability of its
truth is a too uncertain quantity upon which to build a critical theory
with any degree of assurance. The habitual formation of Jewish and
early Christian writings in a five-fold division may or may not have in-
fluenced the author of Q. How can we know? Matthew does preserve more
of Mark, and certainly his work has more of a Jewish tone than Luke's
Gospel, yet Luke may have preserved less of Q than Matthew and even toned
down its Jewish atmosphere without having altered materially its original
order. Luke's use of other sources and of his own imagination may be
granted, but the argument is not yet answered that on the whole he pre-
serves the order of the Marcan sections he uses better than Matthew does.
Unless we assume that the author of Q composed his material in a five-
fold division similar to the organization of the material in Matthew, it
seems more likely that Luke preserves in a more accurate fashion
1. LNT, p. 44
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the original order of Q. Nor do the arguments of Crum alter this conclu-
sion. It is a pure assumption that the introductory texts which he picks
out are from Q and not from the author's imagination or from other sources
Matthew exhibits so many more signs of editorial grouping that Luke’s ex-
hibits of that method are few in comparison. Crum's underlying assumption
of two editions of Luke is far from certain, and his whole argument is af-
fected by it.^ And what is more, he does grant that the order of some
passages in Luke can be explained by their original arrangement in Q.
Following his customary idiosyncrasies Bacon rejects both these
theories. He accepts the general conclusions that Luke inserted the Mar-
can and Q materials in blocks and that Matthew rearranged the Marcan or-
der. He is not content, however, with the inference that the Q blocks in
Luke preserve for us the arrangement of the material in S. We do not
know enough about the literary form of Q when it was used by Matthew and
Luke to make such an' inference, and we cannot draw inferences about it as
we can about Mark. On the basis of this, as well as the use Matthew and
Luke make of Mark, Bacon concludes that in these gospels we have "two
different types of arrangement, the gnomic in Matthew and the biographic
in Lukei'3
There is something to be said for this point of view. Moffatt has
1. The "final editor," he says, is trying to supply a parallel to the
Book of Acts, As Paul went to Rome, so Jesus must go to Jerusalem.
Even granting two editors rather than one author it does not follow
that Q was rearranged to that end.
2. SM
, p. 100.
9. ibid.
, p. 103.
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already warned us of our lack of knowledge of Q as compared with our in-
formation about Mark. This solution would explain the problem of the
different arrangements of Matthew and Luke in a very simple way. Neither
of them preserves accurately the original order of Q, for each has re-
arranged it to suit his own purpose. This is even more likely if we fol-
low Cadbury's tendency to deny that the same motives influenced Luke in
his use of Q as in his use of Mark.^ Certainly Luke was an independent
writer, as we have already observed. There are nevertheless some impor-
tant considerations against Bacon's view. We have not been convinced of
his theory of S as a source quite different in extent, and perhaps in
nature, from Q. We have more knowledge of Q than Bacon will grant.
Luke’s literary procedure in inserting material from Mark and Q in blocks
does not on its face suggest a drastic revision of Q. It suggests the
opposite. And certainly the terms "gnomic" and "biographic," whatever
the aptness of their use as general descriptive terms, cannot without
great qualification be applied exclusively to either of these gospels.
Granting the scientific caution which prompts Bacon in his approach to
the material, as well as the validity of his warning as to our limited
knowledge of Q, it is better to proceed with the majority of the critics.
Recognizing the very puzzling and perplexing nature of the question, we
can still accept the Lucan arrangement as the better working hypothesis.
As regards the original wording of Q we are on even more uncertain
1. MLA, p. 102f
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ground. Burney 1 has led the way in attempting to establish the conclu-
sion that Matthew's wording is the more original, and he is followed by
T. W. Manson, 2 Cadbury, 3 Crum, 4 McNeile, 5 Marriott. 6 It may be said
rt
with some degree of confidence that with few exceptions the general
trend is to favor Burney's point of view. For myself I do not see how
any absolute conclusion can be reached in the matter. The theories of
Burney and T. W. Manson particularly are very interesting and ingenious,
but impossible of verification.
Burney investigates the formal characteristics of the language. He
compares the supposed Aramaic original of the sayings of Jesus with the
first -century Galilean dialect as it is probably preserved in documents
dating from the fourth to the sixth centuries. But both of these steps
are precarious, involving retranslaiion of the Greek and dependence upon
documents much later than the time when the dialect was current. Upon
this basis, however, Burney argues that Matthew's sayings are nearer the
original Semitic style than are those of Luke. The style of the sayings
in Luke resembles more closely the modern historical style. According
to Burney the sayings in Matthew reveal the two distinguishing marks of
Semitic poetry: a distinct measure of accented words, and a balance of
sentence and sentence, echoing or answering, contrasting or continuing
U POL.
2. TJ, pp. 45ff.
3. MLA, p. 97.
4. OJG, pp. 28ff.
5. INT, p. 61.
6. SM, pp. 25ff.
7. Streeter(FG,254ff ); Taylor (SGBrCr,227ff ) ; Creed(GL,lxv); Grant (GOG ,74)
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one another. Carrying this to its logical conclusion Burney observes that
it is
"scarcely overbold to believe that the Matthean tradition
(of the Lord's Prayer) represents the actual words of the
preacher as they issued from his lips .... and so with
other sayings which exhibit the formal characteristics of
Hebrew poetry."^
For Burney this theory is further substantiated by the assumption that
Jesus undoubtedly intended this poetic form as an aid to memory,
T. W. Manson, basing his work not only upon Burney's investigations
but also upon those of Dalman and Moore, carries the process further. He
distinguishes between three different types of Semitic language, the Heb-
rew of the Old Testament, the Hebrew of the Rabbis, and Aramaic. Describ-
ing the second of these, he says:
"It is a scholastic language, which has its roots not only in
Biblical Hebrew but in living speech, and was well adapted to
serve as a medium for technical definitions and discussions."
2
Manson claims that in the time of Jesus this was the language of learned
2debate. From that, and supposed positive proof from the synoptic records,
he draws the inference that Jesus probably employed this language in dis-
cussion and dispute with the Jewish leaders. For ordinary teaching among
the people, however, he undoubtedly employed Aramaic.
In addition to this Manson attempts to improve upon Burney's phraseol-
ogy in analyzing the formal characteristics of the language. Burney
analyzes the sayings into the formal characteristics of parallelism,
1. POL, p. 6. Cf. pp. 6ff for a summary of Burney’s views.
2. TJ, p. 47.
3. ibid., pp. 47-49.
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rhyme, and rhythm. Manson is content to use the one term "parallelism"
for all th £ se characteristics, considering rhyme and rhythm merely as
parallelisms of sound and manifestations in different ways of one prin-
ciple of noetic composition. ^ The point of all this for our purpose is
that, in the mi’ nd of Manson, this one principle of poetic composition,
as well as the use by Jesus of the Hebrew of the Rabbis, is more clearly
represented in Matthew’s Gospel than in Luke’s. He says:
"The detection of rhythm in our Lord's utterances depends
to a large extent on retranslation into Aramaic: the
detection of rhvme is of course impossible without
retranslation,"*
On the whole this attempt to retranslate the Greek of the New Testament
in the effort to recover the original Semitic saying has not been favor-
ably received by critics. Taylor points out in cogent fashion the dis-
agreement among the Aramaists themselves when he shows how Torrey rejects
O
many of the alleged mistranslations upon which Burney's argument rests.
It may be that sufficient knowledge of Aramaic and the other Semitic
languages would make this type of analysis seem less arbitrary, and I do
not see how the theories can be conclusively disproven. It is not by any
means unlikely that Jesus was a poetic genius in expression as well as in
the character of his life. However, it appears to me as extremely sub-
jective and arbitrary to claim knowledge of just what particular brand of
Semitic language Jesus may have used upon particular occasions. We may
1. TJ, p. 53.
2. ibid . , p. 53,
3. SGBrCr
, p» 228.
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know that there was in existence in the time of Jesus an Aramaic dialect
and a Hebrew of the Rabbis. We may assume the possibility of Jesus having
used both on occasion. But in the light of existing evidence I do not see
how we can determine when he may have used one and not the other. The
theories of Burney and Manson may be accurate, but they rest upon 6uch
subjective judgments that they can hardly claim to have been proved.
Nor are the other arguments any more conclusive. It is argued that
Luke's freedom in dealing with the wording of Mark presupposes such free-
dom in his use of Q.^ But Turner has pointed out very clearly that
o
Matthew is not entirely free from this tendency. Both change Mark's
wording upon occasion. It is not at all improbable that the difference
in wording between Q in Matthew and in Luke can to some extent be ex-
plained by the use of different recensions of the original Q. It may be
argued further that the Semitic tone of the discourses in Matthew is more
likely nearer to the original than the Gentile tone of Luke. This is
but an echo of the theories of Burney and Manson. Streeter and Taylor
answer this argument by presupposing an M source for the author of
Matthew's Gospel; 4 the Jewish tenor of the sayings has been caused by
the conflation of the saying6 in Q with material from M. Whatever the
value of this theory of an M source as being a homogeneous document,
there seems to be some likelihood of the use of other material with Q in
1. Cadbury, MLA, p. 97.
2. Cf. p. 2ff of Dissertation.
3. Crum, OJG, ep. 47, 97ff.
4. Streeter, FG, pp. 242ff; Taylor, TG, p. 76; Also McNeile, INT, p. 61.
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Matthew's Gospel, This will become clearer in the discussion of the next
chapter. The difficulty is in determining just which particular element
comes from M and which from Q, Grant adds another consideration, namely,
that Matthew is guilty of introducing later exegesis into the very formu-
lae of Jesus' words, while Luke preserves more carefully the exact words
of the source, though he may often rewrite the setting, 1- Granting the
apocryphal touches in Matthew, as in the Story of the Coin in the Fishes
Mouth, just what criteria do we have for determining what is later
exegesis? It is pure assumption that Luke preserves more carefully the
exact words, especially in the light of Turner’s investigations.
On the whole it appears to be highly conjectural to stand on either
one side or the other of this question, McNeile's conservative estimate
of the situation is to me also the sanest, that "we cannot be sure, ex-
cept when they are identical, that either of them preserves a verbatim
2
reoort of Q." Perhaps in places where the language is not identical
the original phrasing is retained now by one, now by the other. Perhaps
one preserves more of the original wording than the other. The conclu-
sion of the matter, however, is that the present criteria are not suffi-
cient to settle the question with any degree of assurance.
Reviewing the preceding discussion it is not hard to see why the
critics have been hesitant in affirming the existence of Q as a definite
document. Its original wording seems beyond us, and its original order
1, GOG, pp. 74ff
2. INT, p. 61.
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is a matter of conjecture. There is enough evidence to think of the
material of Q as being composed largely of discourse material with no
Passion Story. Its exact extent, however, is uncertain. Beyond the
parallel material of Matthew and Luke we cannot with certainty assign
other passages to it. With all this uncertainty it is, however, reason-
able to affirm the existence of the document. It is not, after all, a
failure of criticism if conclusions are labeled conjectural and specula-
tive. The important thing is that violence is not done to existing
evidence. More direct information of the original nature of Q is highly
desirable, but we may be thankful that we have what information we now
possess
,
2. The Form of Q Used by Matthew and Luke.
When the Parallel material of Matthew and Luke is examined there is
found to be close agreement in words, phrases, and even whole sentences
between the Lucan and the Matthaean versions. On the other hand, one ob-
serves also striking differences and omissions. Three different theories
have been propounded to explain these phenomena. The first of these is
that Q was originally an Aramaic document which was used by Matthew and
Luke in different Greek translations of the original Aramaic document,
McNeile is certain that they Hused two different translations."^ Hanson
shows the trend of this argument by explaining the close verbal agree-
ments as due to the Greek dress in which Q was used by Matthew and Luke,
1. INT, p. 59
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and the differences as due to "a Semitic original behind the Greek."
1
Different versions of the same Semitic original he finds, following
Wellhausen, in Mt.xxiv:27 and Luke xvii:24, Mt xxiv:28 and Lk xvii:37.
As in the Greek version of Daniel xii:3, Mt has in place of
Luke's
,
and as in Numbers xiv:33 Matthew has 7TTu^t«. instead
of Luke's orujfto. , Patton suggests other examples, and McNeile others.
Moffatt defends the theory of different recensions (as distinct from
translations), on the basis that Q probably passed through different
phases of accretion in different localities before it was used by Matthew
4
and Luke. Streeter criticizes the theory of different recensions,
especially the theory of Patton, yet in reality his theory varies little
from that of Moffatt. The main difference is his contention that the M
source accounts for many of the variations between Q material in Matthew
and Luke. The sayings of a great teacher, he ssys, would inevitably
overlap in different sources, resulting in striking agreement between
sources as well as striking disagreement. Parallel collections explain
the phenomena to Taylor;^ this is different from recensions, yet the
same causes are at work in either case. An original document or oral
tradition gathers accretions in various places, the nucleus remaining the
same, the periphery being altered.
1. TJ, p« 2 / .
2. SSG, pp. 123ff.
3. ibid .
, p. 59.
4. ILNT, p. 196. Also Goguel, LJ , p. 140.
5. FG, pp. 235ff.
6. TG, p. 25.
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Marriott is content to explain the phenomena as being due to the
evangelists themselves as they worked with a document as closely similar
as the copy of Mark which they possessed. 1- They treated Q as they treat-
ed Mark, omitting verses and sentences and altering wording in the light
of other source material or their own purpose.
I see no reason why all these causes may not have operated. They are
by no means mutually exclusive. Translation variants may account for
many minor variations in the Greek word used. It is quite likely that Q
was put into writing originally in Aramaic. Even if this be not so, a
stereotyped oral tradition could be translated so that such variations
would occur. The main difficulty with this argument is that it hardly
explains the great variations in whole sentences, as in the Sermon on the
Mount and the Lord's Prayer. The theory of an M source goes far to ex-
plain this difficulty, although I am by no means convinced that M was a
homogeneous source. The combination or conflation of other material with
Q can be granted without the assumption that the other material existed
in a written homogeneous source. Furthermore, from the standpoint of
historical probability it seems quite probable that Q existed in differ-
ent recensions or parallel collections. Existing originally as one unit,
it apparently became known in various places. In existence at the same
time were undoubtedly other collections of the sayings of Jesus, perhaps
much more incomplete. There must have existed in addition sayings in
1. SM, iiff
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oral tradition in various places. Some sayings would undoubtedly be
identical in all these various groups, while others would be peculiar to
certain localities. Gradually sayings from the other groups became at-
tached to Q, as Q became known in other places than the place of its
birth. Q would expand in different ways in different places, depending
upon the traditions peculiar to the place. Matthew and Luke may thus
have used Q in one of these various forms, each with a little different
content besides the nucleus. This explanation is valid, not only from
the standpoint of historical probability, but upon the basis of the phe-
nomena in the gospels. In addition to Mark and Q there is evidence of
other sources, whether written or not. The gospels themselves represent
different points of view, as though they reflected different traditions
about Jesus. The phenomena of Q itself, its similarities and differences
in Matthew and Luke, suggest this outlook. But in addition to this, we
cannot deny the possibility that the evangelists themselves are respons-
ible for changes and variations. We have observed their freedom in the
use of Mark, and we have explained great Marcan omissions as due to the
particular propensities of the evangelists. How can we be consistent and
deny the possibility that in using Q also these same factors have been at
work?
The most likely conclusion, therefore, in this matter, is that all
these various factors were at work. To me the most significant factor is
the influence of the various communities upon the original nucleus, al-
though the element of translation and the influence of the writer's
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methods play their part. What I do not see is that one factor excludes
the others,
A recent German critic
1
- has investigated the unity of Q and has come
to the conclusion that "die Redenquelle ursprUnglich in zwei Teilen
exist ierte, der eine in aram&ischer
,
der andere in griechischer Sprache'.'^
This conclusion is reached on the basis that Q exhibits clearly a lack of
unity in "Sprachform," "Wortlaut," and "Inhalt," This is not the place
to discuss the question of the unity of Q, but if this theory can be ac-
cepted it might help to explain some of the cases of mistranslation. For
my own part I am no more convinced by Bussmann than I am by B, W, Robin-
son or Burton that Q can be analyzed into separate written or oral
sources. Granting the possibility that the material in Q has come from
various sources, Cadbury's word seems final that the unity of Q can hard-
ly be proved or disproved from the present descendants of the document,"1
We know little enough about Q as a document, let alone its sources. What
Q resembles more strongly than a union of two distinct sources is a col-
lection of miscellaneous "saying's" units. If these gospel units did
exist in two distinct sources, or more, it is hardly possible to disen-
tangle them with accuracy upon the basis of the evidence at hand,
3. Mark and Q.
Of vital importance is the question of the relationship of the two
1, Bussmann, SS, vol.ii, pp. 118ff.
2, ibid , , p, 156,
3. Of. Table F, p, 272.
4. MLA, pp. 99ff
.
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basic sources themselves, the main problem being whether Mark made use of
Q as a source for some of his material. No major scholar believes that Q
used Mark, but the apparent overlapping of Mark and Q has led some to see
a literary dependence of the former upon the latter. This overlapping
seems evident in some measure. Streeter may exaggerate somewhat when he
says that "the overlapping of Mark and Q is more certain than is the
existence of Q, yet Table E reveals the tendency of some critics to
find parallel material. Although the four critics in the Table do not
often agree, there is enough agreement to sustain the claim that over-
lapping is almost evident.
The tendency of the last few years has been to deny any literary de-
pendence of Mark upon the written document Q. A few critics, however,
dispute this. Grant thinks Q is the most easily recognizable and the
most valuable source which Mark used, his vague and hazy use of it being
due to the fact that he did not have Q before him when he wrote and that
he had to depend upon his memory of what he had read upon a previous oc-
casion. Scott' thinks Mark used Q in a version different from that used
by the two other evangelists. This he infers from the doublets in Matthew
and Luke.^ Probably, he argues, Matthew and Luke found the same saying,
reported differently, both in Mark and Q, and they used both when they did
1. FG, p. 186.
2. p. 270.
3. GOG, pp. 129f f
.
4. LNT, pp. 43ff.
5. Mt xiii :12 ,xxv :29 and Lk viii:18, xix:26; Mt x:35, xvi:24 and Lk ix:
23, xiv:27.
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not know which was more authentic. According to Scott this "proves" that
Mark used Q, in some variant copy, when he wished to introduce into his
narrative some fragment of the teaching of Jesus, I am not impressed
with the argument either of Grant or of Scott, As we shall see in a
later section, Grant’s attempt to determine the exact sources of Mark’s
material is far from convincing. Furthermore, the fact that Mark’s ap-
parent use of Q is vague and hazy might just as well lead to the conclu-
sion that it was not Q at all, but some other tradition, that he used,
Scott is so impulsive in drawing inferences from the data that his con-
clusions do not warrant confidence. What holds for Grant holds also for
Scott, that it does not follow from his theory of doublets that Mark used
Q rather than some other tradition. Scott is on firmer ground when he
argues from the close verbal agreement between quotations in Mark and the
other two gospels. Bacon earlier confidently affirmed his belief that
Mark used Q in the Lucan form,^ but in his Studies in Matthew he has
tempered his outlook to the point where he admits that Mark may have
2drawn from S, but sparingly for reasons known only to Mark, Goguel also
3
argues that Mark used Q, In fact he gives Q credit for more material in
Mark than almost any other critic.
Burney finds evidence for Mark's use of Q in the antithetical sayings
of Jesus preserved by all three evangelists.^ From a comparison of the
1. BGS, pp, xxif.
2. p. viii.
3. INT, p. 328.
4. POL, pp. 8ff, 74f f
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three gospels it appears that a certain clear-cut form of antithesis has
been to some extent lost in Mark through the addition of new material.
The inference drawn is that all three evangelists have been dependent up-
on Q, but that Matthew and Luke adhered more closely to the Q form than
did Mark. Whether Burney's argument has validity or not will depend upon
how much faith we put in his retranslation of the Greek. As we have seen,
there is great question of its validity. Even granting this value to his
work, it does not follow that the difference between the saying in Mark
and the other gospels is explained by the corruption of the same saying.
The saying may have come to Mark in the form which he uses, but from an-
other cycle of tradition than Q.
There seems to me to be much greater validity to arguments favorable
to the theory that Mark was not necessarily dependent upon Q. The argu-
ments already presented find adequate answer and rebuttal here. Moffatt's
outline may serve as a framework into which to place the opinions of most
of the critics.^- Moffatt argues first that it is quite unnecessary and
invalid to assume that Q had a monopoly of sayings. It is an "ultra-
literary" method, he says, to explain all parallels as borrowing; and "it
is contrary to all probabilities that they (sayings of Jesus) were drawn
into the single channel or canal of Q, so that any other writer had to
derive them from this source." The tradition of the church was too wide-
spread to permit any such restriction of the logia. McNeile also protests
T. ILOT
, pp. 204-206.
2. ibid., p. 205,
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against such a hard and fast conception of the growth of the gospels, 1
o o 4
and this general argument is adhered to by Crum, Cadbury, Montefiore,
Bussmann, 6 and others. They all think of the tradition which Mark used
as independent from Q but corroborating it. Streeter’s conclusions re-
garding important centers of Christian tradition in the early church would
corroborate this. 6
The second argument seems to me less cogent, namely, that there is no
satisfactory explanation of why Mark made such scanty use of Q. It is
quite possible that Streeter's explanation is correct, that Mark wrote for
a church already familiar with Q, and that Mark deemed it unnecessary to
O
use it all. He wrote to supplement a living tradition. Headlam, how-
ever, is convinced that this is a serious objection to the idea that Mark
g
used Q. Bussmann answers this simply that Mark did not know Q at all,
because Q wss not yet in existence. 1 *^ Few critics depend upon this argu-
ment for their case. To my mind this is necessary, for we do not know
Mark’s motives in choosing material, except that he does not seem to de-
sire sayings so much as narrative.
The most serious consideration is phrased in the words of Moffatt:
"In no case is it absolutely necessary, either on the score of substance
or style, to assume that Mark borrowed from Q." 11 Streeter goes a long
l7 INT, 63f f . 2. OJG , pp. 167ff.
3. MLA, p. 107. 4. SG, pp. xlviiff.
5. SS, ii, pp, 2f. 6. FG, Chap. I; pp. 186ff.
7. Moffatt, ILNT
, p. 204. 8. ibid ., p. 187.
9. LTJC
, pp. 17 f. 10. SS, ii, p. 10.
11. ILNT, p. 205.
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ways toward independent confirmation of Moffatt's analysis.'*' He points
out the differences between the Temptation story in Mark and in Q, and
shows how other parallel material could easily have developed along in-
dependent lines. It is uncertain whether, in some cases, Matthew and
Luke got material from Mark or from Q (Mk iv:l-20, 26f; v:21f; ix:48f;
x:10-12). Other passages may not go back to Q at all (i:40-45; ii:l-12;
ix:14f; viiilf), Cadbury's investigations lead him to the conclusion
that the verbal likenesses between Mark and Q are never greater than
would be likely for two independent streams of oral tradition, and that
the theory of the literary dependence of Mark on Q rests on very much
slighter verbal evidence than the two main hypotheses of literary rela-
tionship of the Synoptic Problem. Headlam also notes a "considerable
verbal variation” between supposedly parallel material of Mark and Q,
particularly Mark iv:3-32 and parallels. Clogg approaches the problem
with the assumption that, since Matthew combines Mark and Q, it is fairer
to compare Mark with Luke’s version of Q. With this method the differ-
ences between Mark and Q are striking (Cf, Mk i:12,13 and Lk ivsiff;
?<Jk vi:7-ll and xslff). 4
As the result of my own analysis of the passages where Mark and Q
are supposed to overlap I am convinced that the theory of literary de-
pendence has been quite overdone, I have examined in Huck's Synopsis
T7 FG, pp. 187ff.
2. MLA, p. 107.
3. LTJC , op . 17 f
.
4. INT, p. 179f f
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all the passages set down in Table E. 1 Of these passages only a very few
give adequate evidence of being in the overlapping relationship of Mark
and Q. This overlapping does seem most likely in Mk i:7-8, 9-11, 12-13;
iii:22-29; ivt24, 30-32; ix:50; xi:23, 27-30. Otherwise the Matthaean
and Lucan parallels to the Marcan section are so close to the Marcan
wording that, on the basis of verbal coincidence at least, it is imposs-
ible to tell whether Mark or Q is at the base of the material in Matthew
and Luke. It seems to me that presuppositions regarding the nature of Q,
as well as its extent and content, all too often have dominated the critic
in finding literary dependence between Mark and Q. In no case is this
more evident than in the case of Goguel. Table E reveals his exaggerated
and disproportional suggestions of Mark's dependence upon Q.
Of course this only proves that the literary dependence is small, and
it is not conclusive proof that there is no dependence. Easton follows in
Moffett's general mood but warns us that the reasons given do not prove
more than that Mark used Q only as a very subsidiary source. The
question of the respective dates of Mark and Q has some bearing on this
question, but there is no definite agreement among scholars on this
question. Granting even, as many do - and with reason, - that Q was com-
posed in literary form before the composition of Mark, the question must
be decided upon the basis of evidence of dependence deduced from a com-
parison of the texts themselves. If we could prove that Q was composed
U p. 270.
2. p. 270.
3. Angl. Theol. Rev., Jan, 1926, p. 259
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later than Mark, the question of literary dependence would be settled, but
the contrary seems more likely that Q was earlier than Mark. The question
seems to me, other things being equal, to hang upon the general view we
take of life in the first -century church. If we follow a hard and fast
theory of borrowing for each case of parallelism in the text, then we will
undoubtedly conclude that Mark used Q. For myself I ar much more inclined
to Streeter’s view of historical probability, that the early tradition was
varied and multiform in its development. Moffatt appears correct in as-
suming that Q did not have a monopoly of the sayings of Jesus, and that
Mark could have had access to the same sayings in different cycles of
tradition. This does not prove that these sayings did not come from the
same circle which produced Q as a document. It is quite likely that they
did. It does, however, contend that Mark's use of certain sayings of
Jesus, paralleled to some extent in Q, was not the result of borrowing
from the document Q, Until more direct evidence can be found, and with
the paucity of convincing examples of dependence in the gospels, it is
better to think that Mark did not use Q. Streeter's conclusion is valid
that "on the whole
. .
the evidence is decidedly against the view that
Mark used Q,"l
4. Summary of Chapter II.
So much then for the second basic source of Matthew and Luke. As-
suming the existence of Q as a document, my investigation has led to the
1. FG, p. 191
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following conclusions:
1)
.
It is not unlikely that Q represents the tradition formulated in
Jerusalem and produced in Antioch, nor is it unlikely that the nucleus of
Q at least may be the logia referred to by Papias , although this latter
theory is not firmly enough established to allow the erection of a critical
theory upon it.
2)
.
The reconstruction of Q, beyond the parallel material of Matthew and
Luke is highly conjectural. In the absence of checks which we have in our
dealings with Mark's Gospel it seems wiser to limit investigation to at-
temots to determine what passages in the gospels come from Q, rather than
attemot to reconstruct fully the "Unknown Source." Our information of Q,
however, seems greater than 3acon will grant, and allows us to think of the
document as composed essentially of discourse material with some narrative
settings. There is little reason to think of Q as having a Passion Story.
The order of Q in its original setting is probably better preserved by Luke
than by Matthew, but the original wording is a matter of great conjecture.
3)
.
The combination of verbal agreement and disagreement between the
Matthaean and Lucan versions of Q is explained by several factors. The
use of Q in Greek dress explains the close agreements, while several fac-
tors combined to produce disagreement. Mistranslation of an original
Aramaic document may account for some minor differences in the Greek
words used. The independent modification of the source by the evangel-
ists may account for these just as well, although both causes may have
: it'c,
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operated. The factor of accretion and the influence of different circles of
early Christian life upon the Q source in their midst are the dominant
factors.
4). Mark did not use Q, although the sayings which he incorporates may have
come from the same circle of early Christian life. At least there is no
evident reason for assuming literary dependence of Mark upon the written
document Q.
The value of Mark is easily recognized. From this discussion it should
be evident that Q also was an extremely valuable source for knowledge of
early Christian life, and particularly for information of Jesus and his
teaching. Critics may differ as to the historical antecedents of Q, as to
its exact reconstruction, its exact nature and order and wording. They may
dispute the causes of verbal disagreement and agreement, and they may be
divided as to the question of the relationship between Mark and Q, Few,
however, would dispute the words of Taylor that "perhaps it was the most
valuable source used by the evangelists."^ Without Q how meager our infor-
mation of the life of Jesus would bej Q opens up new vistas which Mark does
not have. Together they form the basis for our knowledge of the life of
Jesus. Thus we have referred to them as the "basic Sources." Together they
form the foundation upon which Matthew and Luke have constructed their
"portraits" of the Life of Jesus. The following pages will suggest other
source material which the evangelists used, but Mark and Q still retain
their basic position. Without them the other source material would appear
weak and incomplete.
1. TG, p. 28
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CHAPTER III
OTHER SOURCES OF MATTHEW
In addition to Mark and Q Matthew must have used other sources, for
the major part of the material peculiar to his gospel cannot be accounted
for on the basis of these two fundamental sources. Table G^ shows the
extent of this peculiar material. A few of these passages may be at-
tributed to Q as a source, but a great deal still remains unaccounted
for. Previous to the war it was customary to account for most of this
in terms of oral tradition and various minor cycles of tradition. Since
1918 scholarship has made an effort to locate more definitely the sources
contributing this material. Some critics, as we shall see, have always
contended that Matthew used special sources for the Infancy Narratives,
as well as a special source of Old Testament quotations. The outstand-
ing new development has been Streeter's proposal of an M source to ac-
count for the discrepancies between the Lucan and Matthaean versions of
much discourse material, I shall discuss this theory first, and then the
question of other sources,
1.
The M Source.
Streeter's theory finds several adherents, particularly Taylor,
Dodd, McNeile, T. W. Man6on, and Burton, but he presents the most thor-
ough-going analysis and argument. This argument is as follows. It
1. p. 274.
2. Cf. Table D, p. 262
3. FG, Chapter IV.
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turns upon two particular demonstrations, (l) that M and Q to some extent
overlap and (2) the Judaistic character of M, Through a series of steps
Streeter works up to the first of these conclusions. He first attempts
to demonstrate that the theory of two recensions of Q,' labeled by Patton
at least as Qlft and QLk, breaks down and merely hides the failure of the
Two-Document Hypothesis to explain the facts. He points out that the in-
terpolations in Q, where the accounts of Matthew and Luke differ, are as
considerable in extent as the original Q to which they have been added.
We are forced to assume therefore the existence of at least one, and
probably two, cycles of tradition besides Q. In addition there is no
guarantee that the material in these cycles of tradition reached Matthew
and Luke attached to Q and not in independent sources. It will be seen
that the theory of an M source is an alternative explanation of the dif-
ficulties discussed in the last chapter under the heading, "The Form of Q
Used by Matthew and Luke." These difficulties are so great, contends
Streeter, particularly as they are revealed in the Lucan and Matthaean
versions of the Beatitudes, that they cannot be explained as due merely
to editorial work by the evangelists. The two sets of parallelism have,
on the one hand, resemblances so close as to favor a common written
source, on the other hand, they have divergencies so great that they can-
not be explained in that way. Since this is so, Streeter is convinced
that the symbols QMt and QLk merely cover up the phenomena. "In the last
1. Of. Patton, SSG, pp. 129ff.
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resort," he says, "we must choose between Q and not-Q."^
The next step is a demonstration that there has been an inevitable
overlapping of sources in the development of the written gospels. Street-
er shows that when the sayings of a famous person are later committed to
writing the total range of incidents and sayings available will be di-
vided into groups on the basis of different principles of selection.
Each selection will be different in some ways, but it will be a miracle
if in no case the same incident or discourse appears in different collec-
tions. When the same saying occurs it will sometimes be in substantially
the same fora, sometimes different because of the vagaries of oral tradi-
tion. The sayings with the most universal appeal are most likely to ap-
pear in more than one source, and also in the most divergent versions.
This last phenomenon Streeter believes to be a notable feature of the
gospels. The a priori assumption that in the gospels we are likely to
find numerous cases of the same or similar material is justified by
actual cases of the overlapping of sources. We have already seen Street-
er's demonstration of the overlapping of Mark and Q. Streeter also il-
lustrates these nhenomena of parallel traditions by an appeal to non-
canonical sources of the parables and sayings of Jesus, such as the writ-
ings of Clement of Rome, the Gospel of the Hebrews, and the Oxyrhynchus
Logia. Within the gospels themselves a clear case of this parallelism is
found in the parables of Matthew and Luke. Of these parables Streeter
2 3
assigns two to Mark as a source, two to Q, while those remaining in the
T. FG, p. 238. v ,
2. The Sower and the Wicked Husbandman.
3. The Mustard Seed (Mk too) and the Leaven.
.
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two collections have only three in common,
1
- The conclusion is that they
are not all from a single source. As a result of this demonstration of
overlapping, not only here and in the case of Mark and Q, but also in the
2
case of Mark and L, Streeter concludes that "all analogies are in favor
3
of the hypothesis that Q and M also would at some points overlap,"
The final argument in this first phase of the discussion concerns
Matthew's method of conflating his sources. This is developed upon the
basis of Matthew's use of Mark. Streeter says that when the same saying
occurs in both Q and Mark Matthew usually conflates the two sources,
making sort of a mosaic as a result. Whereas Luke, under the same condi-
tions, usually accepts Q and ignores Mark, Matthew does not ignore either
source. He conflates them and fuses them together into a whole, usually
by abbreviating one or the other of the sources while piecing together
the substance of the different sayings. He also combines minute points
of difference in the expression of the same thought. Thus Matthew was
led to rearrange the order of Q, even within a single section. Assuming
that Matthew pursued the same method with M as with Mark traces of the
double version ought to be found in the gospels. For illustration of
this Streeter points to the Sermon on the Mount and Matthew 23, He
points out that Matthew v-vii is four times as long as Luke vi:20-49,
A
although Mt vi *22-33 and vii*7-ll appear in Luke in different contexts.
1, The Lost Sheep, the Marriage Feast, the Talents.
2, L to be treated in the next chapter.
3. FG, p. 246.
4. Cf. Lk xi:34-36; xvii:22-31; xvi*13; xi:9-13. Streeter assigns
these to Q and believes that they have been obviously inserted by
Matthew in their present context.
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Though there is some semblance of the same order in the two sermons,
Streeter contends that, except for Mt vii:l-5, 24-27 and Lucan parallels,
they may be thought of as having been derived from a single source only
if we postulate an almost incredible amount of editorial freedom in re-
writing portions of the original. When the passages in the Sermon have
been deducted which can with a maximum of probability be assigned to Q,
on account of the close resemblance to parallels in Luke, more than two-
thirds of the whole still remains. And what is more, it reads like a
continuous and coherent discourse. The explanation which Streeter gives
as a result is almost obvious from the discussion. Matthew had two
sources before him, Q and M, Q contained both the Sermon on the Plain
and the story of the Centurion’s Servant. M contained a substantially
different version of the Sermon and did not contain the story of the
Centurion's Servant. Thus Matthew conflated Q and M, and added certain
passages from Q which appear later in Luke's Gospel. Thus Matthew has
much material not included in Luke's account and the parallel material
has no more than general resemblances which one would expect in diverg-
ent traditions of the same original saying.
Not less convincing to Streeter is the relationship between Matthew
xxiii and the parallel Lucan account. He argues against the common as-
sumption that Matthew's version stood in Q and that Luke's account is an
abbreviated reproduction of the same source. The divergence between the
parallels is well above the average in wording and is accompanied by
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great variation in order - a sign post of conflation. There is a funda-
mental difference in structure between the two discourses, and quite the
most striking of the few cases where diversity between Matthew and Luke
can be plainly accounted for by independent translation from the Aramaic
occur in this discourse. The fact that Luke’s version stands in the
middle of a section of which the rest is certainly derived from Q, makes
it probable that his version stood in that document and that Matthew has
again conflated a discourse of Q with one on the same topic in M. Con-
flation therefore makes Matthew xxiii appear in a closer resemblance to
Luke xi:37-52 than did the original discourse that stood in M. Apparent-
ly Matthew places it in a Marcan context and adds a few words of Mark.'*'
He then completed the structure by appending the Q saying, "0, Jerusalem,
Jerusalem," which occurs in a more original context in Luke xiii:34-35.
Thus Streeter comes to his conclusion that "Wherever parallel passages of
Matthew and Luke exhibit marked divergence, editorial modification of Q
is a less probable explanation than conflation of Q by Matthew with the
2language of a parallel version."
The next argument, in addition to that of the overlapping of sources
and evidence of conflation, is that there are passages in Matthew which
reveal a definite Judaistic tendency in contrast to the more Gentile at-
mosphere of Luke's Q material. Streeter suggests several passages for
consideration. Matthew x:5-6 and x:23, he believes, look like the be-
1
.
2
.
Mk xii:39.
FG, p. 249.
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ginning and the ending of a Judaistic version of the charge to the Twelve
reflecting in the form of its wording the influence of the controversy
about the Gentile mission which almost split the early church. In this
connection Streeter attacks Schweitzer's argument that Matthew x:23
shows the Christians expecting the Parousia before the return of the
Twelve. Streeter sees them rather as reflecting a situation not in ex-
istence until the missionary journeys of Paul. Either Luke omitted these
words because the commission not to go to the Gentiles was unfit for
Gentile ears, or else Q in its original form emanated from the Judaistic
section of the church. Against this latter assumption Streeter turns the
full brunt of his critical talent. Q already included, he says, pro-
Gentile elements showing the old Law superseded by the new. In addition,
the Judaistic sayings in Matthew occur in contexts which on other grounds
we should refer to M, or where there is evidence of conflation between Q
and another source. It should be observed here that Streeter's argument
from the Judaistic character of M is not independent of his argument
from evidences of conflation, but builds upon it. He brings to the sur-
face several Matthaean passages which support the contention he has just
made. Mt v:17-20, he believes, reflects the attitude of Jewish-Chris-
tians who, tolerating Paul, see James as the pattern. This passage is
not in the part of Matthew's Sermon on the Mount which Streeter has as-
signed to Q. T^e same idea is enforced in lit xxiiis2-3. Mt xviii:15-22
differs in wording from Lk xvii:3-4 because of its Judaistic setting
—
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and context, and is not likely from Q, Mt xvi:18ff may exhibit similar
tendencies, although it has been modified since by the church controversy
between the extreme Judaizers, represented by James, and Peter. A doublet
of this appears in Mt xviii:18.
This argument is further strengthened by an analysis of three cases
where Matthew's account appeared to Streeter in some ways more original
than Mark's. These questions of divorce, the Sabbath, and relations of
Jews and Gentiles were all burning questions, especially among the Jewish-
Christians. Matthew has probably taken Mark as a base and added notable
details from M.
On this basis Streeter argues the existence of M and its use by Matthew
Although he has expressed confidence that the M passages of the Sermon on
the Mount show a relatively coherent homogeneity, he does not venture to
reconstruct the source. Some of the passages which he would undoubtedly
assign to M have appeared in the course of the discussion, and they have
been summarized in Table along with the reconstruction schemes of Man-
son, Burton, McNeile. In order that Streeter's essential attitude may be
revealed I shall repeat his conclusion regarding the M source,
"Matthew made use of a cycle of tradition of a distinctly
Judaistic bias which to some extent ran parallel to the
cycles preserved in Mark, in Q, and in L. If we suppose
that the whole of the Parable and Discourse material
peculiar to Matthew, plus the sections commented on above,
came from a single source, it would be of much the same
1. Mt xvii*3-12; xii:9-13j xv:22b-24 and Marcan parallels,
2. p. 275.
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length as Q; and the proportion of this source paralleled in
other sources would not be greater than the proportion of Q
that is paralleled by Mark, For the view that the whole of
this material came from a single source the amount of evidence
that can be produced is small. All that we can say is that,
while only a few passages are Judaistic in the party sense, the
whole of it is redolent of the soil of Judaea; that it is the
kind of collection we should expect to emanate from Jerusalem;
and, lastly, that it is hard to account for the fact that so
very little tradition of any value has survived outside the
Four Gospels, unless we suppose that the tradition of the Church
of Jerusalem, which we should expect to be quite exceedingly
rich, is incorporated in one or other of those Gospels, That
Matthew made use of a source or sources which were in some
respects parallel to Q and L, I regard as proved; that this
material, along with, at any rate, the bulk of his peculiar
material, was the cycle of tradition of the Church of Jerusalem,
is in no sense proved; but it seems more probable than any
alternative suggestion,"!
The followers of Streeter add little to the arguments already put forth
by the father of the theory, C, H, Dodd merely affirms his confidence in
Streeter’s conclusion,^ Clogg thinks this theory far superior to the
theory of different recensions of Q, for then only half of Q as Matthew
knew it would have been identical with half of Q as Luke knew it, Clogg
does not think that M has been proven to be a written source, and thinks of
it as a symbol rather for oral tradition or a group of sources, McNeile
follows Streeter closely, but adds to M some material in Matthew’s Passion
Story, 4 He would also include all the parables peculiar to Matthew except
that of the Lost Sheep, the Marriage Feast, and the Talents, In his theory
Peter is prominent in M, Burton independently assigns about 150 words of
1. FG, pp, 260f.
2. PK, p. 39,
3. IMP, pp. 216f f
.
4. INT, p, 66f. Cf. Table H # p. 275.
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Jesus, scattered through Matthew, to M, although he would deduct from
these editorial additions which are not easily recognizable. ^ In addi-
tion Burton posits two other M sources, Ml containing narrative and say-
ings peculiar to Matthew but probably not derived from M, and M2 compris-
ing editorial additions to the sources of Matthew. This detailed and
minute division of the material, set under proper labels, is quite charac-
teristic of Burton's whole approach to the gospels. Taylor adds little to
Streeter's analysis, except that he tried to show the closeness of this
cycle of tradition to the apocryphal gospels. ^ As such, a tradition is
revealed, different from others in the gospels, and the least valuable.
He concludes that the theory, while highly speculative, "does justice to
the linguistic facts, to Matthew's literary methods, to the Judaic charac-
ter of the tradition in question, and rests on a broad basis of historical
probability." In that summary statement the disciple can hardly be dis-
tinguished from the master. Although Taylor has done much independent
critical work , especially evident in his analysis of recent German criti-
cism,^ he is definitely Streeter's disciple in source criticism. This
will become clear in our discussion of Proto-Luke in the next chapter, al-
though even there Taylor's independence in the treatment of L will be
evident. In the case of the M source, however, Taylor and Streeter are
practically at one in method and conclusions,
17 SBTJ
, p. 5. Cf. Table H« p. 275.
2
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, p « 76.
3. ibid.
, p. 36.
4. Gf. FGT.
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T. W. Manson adds some considerations favorable to the argument from
the Judaistic character of M. "Anyone," he says, "who comes straight
from the study of Mark and Q to read the matter peculiar to Matthew is at
once conscious of breathing a different atmosphere, an atmosphere which
can only be described as Jewish. "-1- Palestinian soil and a Jewish-Chris-
tian community form the background. The gospel is not something sharply
contrasted with the Law, but a new Law or new edition of the old. The
Christian community has become in a sense already a school of disciple-
ship. Although the proportion of polemic in Mark and M is about the
same, the relative amount of material addressed to the disciples and the
general public is quite different. Two-thirds is addressed to the dis-
ciples as compared with one-half of Mark's material; less than one-tenth
of M is addressed to the general public, while Mark has at least over one-
tenth more. It is a long step from this to Mark and Q. This community
is the salt of the earth and the light of the world. It has a new law of
morals in service, although its missionary task is only to the members of
Israel. This material shows the greatest respect for the Law, and even
for oral tradition, yet at the same time it contains by far the greatest
animus against the scribes and Pharisees; it is much more bitter than
either Mark or Q.
In addition to this Manson finds in M close parallels to Rabbinic
literature, "In all sources," he says, "we find words and phrases of
the Rabbinic vocabulary, but in Mark, Q, L they occur in the places where
1. TJ, p. 34
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we expect them, in the polemical passages. In M
. . .
these technical
terms are found in all kinds of discourse," ^ Manson also finds in M a
close connection of much of the teaching with that of John the Baptist,
In both thought and expression there is evidence of variations, more or
O
^less elaborate, on the theme of John the Baptist, and the term ytYV+i-*
occurs nowhere else in the New Testament,
Manson would not press these arguments too far. He recognizes the
many doubtful cases, yet after making allowance for these he is convinced
that "there remains in M a considerable body of teaching whose authenti-
O
city there seems no good reason to doubt." With all that, however, "on
the whole, the testimony of M must be regarded as inferior in value to
that of Mark and Q and can only be admitted after the strictest
4
examination."
To some degree the independent investigations of Albert z and Bussmann
are corroborative testimony for Streeter's case. Albertz finds traces of
a source distinct from Q in the antithetical sayings embedded in Matthew
v:17-48.^ This source he labels A, but it includes some material which
Streeter assigns to M. Bussmann's theory has already been mentioned in
the last chapter, the theory of two sources for Q being an alternative
hypothesis to that of Streeter. Instead of the conflation of two sources
by Matthew, Bussmann argues that the two Aramaic and Greek sources were
1. ibid , , pp. 36f.
2. Cf. Mt vii:19; xiii:24ff, 36ff, 47ff; xxv:31ff, Iff; xxiisllff.
3. ibid
. , p. 38.
4. ibid
.
, p. 38.
5. DSS
, pp. 146ff.
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combined by the author of Q.^
Except for the scholars named the theory of an M source has not been
too kindly received by critics* Among the skeptical multitude are found
the names of Goguel, Montefiore, Scott, Grant, Headlam, Bacon, and Easton.
The most devastating criticism is leveled against the theory by the last
two named. Goguel recognizes that, in addition to Mark and the "Logia,"
Matthew has had other sources, but he claims that this material peculiar
to Matthew is a "diversite telle qu’on ne saurait le attribuer a une
source unique homogene, ni m&ne \ un seul cycle de tradition."^ Montefiore
is content to register assent to the skeptics’ reactions to M. Headlam
says that of the other sources than Mark and Q "we have no means of even
forming a conjecture," although he does admit the possibility that this
material may be from trustworthy sources "of the same stuff as the rest of
the Synoptic tradition. Scott attacks the theory at very vulnerable
points in disputing the validity of limiting the extent of Q to Luke's
copy of it, and in disclaiming the assumption that the material outside
Mark and Q is of such a homogeneous character as to be from a single
source.^ Furthermore, Scott contends that in the nature of the case it is
utterly futile to set each verse confidently down to some particular
authority. Grant follows Easton's criticism by concluding that the
peculiar material of Matthew represents, not a single and distinct docu-
1. Cf. Table H, p. 275.
2. INT, p. 421.
3. SG, p. lxviii.
4.. LTJG
, p« 29.
5. LNT, p, 68,
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ment
,
but a mass of material whose homogeneity is due to a common origin
in the teaching, praxis, and worship of an early Syrian or North Palestin-
ian church toward the end of the first century,^- As evidence of a late
t ^ »
f 2date Grant points to the expression **yn tKtcvn
,
to evidences of revived
apocalypticism, to the expressed attitude toward Judaism, the Empire, the
world-mission of the church, toward the later and less acute Paulinism of
the Gentile churches, and the recognition in the material of the more or
less strong possibility of persecution for the faith. Of the material
itself Grant distinguishes many threads, including haggadic material,
Christian exegesis and homiletics, the formulation of Christian codes,
liturgical, aDOCalyptic, and apocryphal material, and influences of the
Old Testament. On the whole his analysis leads him to discredit the es-
sential originality of much of the material, although he does grant that
in the special material there are authentic sayings of Jesus. s
Easton believes that Streeter is to be "congratulated on breaking
away from the limitations of the Q theory in its stricter form and on
recognizing that parallelism in substance need not imply the common de-
pendence of Matthew and Luke on a single source."^ However, he delivers
a body blow to Streeter's theory in the claim that in the Sermon on the
Mount and the passage on the Woes, it is Luke, and not Matthew, who is
the conflator. There is more reason, he says, for Luke to have altered a
1. GOG, p. 9.
2. Mt ix:26,31. Following B. Weiss, that this indicates that the author
lives outside Palestine, though possibly in South Galilee.
3, Particularly in the Beatitudes, Mt xviii :3-4,10; xx:14; xxi:31.
4, Angl. Theol. Rev.
,
Jan., 1926, p. 259.
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distinctly Jewish document than for Matthew to have changed Luke’s pre-
sentation of Q. Easton backs this up with evidence from an analysis of
the text.l "It is always possible," Easton concludes, "that Matthew used
a third written document in addition to Q and Mark, but as yet no tests
have been devised that reveal its presence and in any case the material
o
taken from it could not have been extensive."
3Bacon also points out that Matthew is not limited to the method of
conflation, but that in some cases he also completely rewrites sections.
In view of Bacon's theory of S he naturally attacks Streeter's assumption
that Q in Luke is equal to the unknown S. Bacon does recognize that on a
superficial view two strata of redaction in the Sermon on the Mount imply
another hand between the Q form known to Luke and the present redaction
in Matthew. However, he contends that the "apparent strata of redactions
are not really two," but that Matthew has interpolated Q passages from
other contexts. Above all Bacon dissents from Streeter’s assumptions and
laments his arbitrariness. He believes that it is only possible to ac-
cept Streeter's theory of M "by adopting in advance a theory of transcrip-
tion altogether too mechanical to fit the evidence of free, memoriter em-
ployment of the chief sources, and then excluding from consideration
passages which display free divergence."^
-
It is not Bacon's habit to
make abstract generalizations without adequate evidence, and in this
1. Angl . Theol . Rev . , Jan., 1926, p. 260f.
2. ibid.
, p. 261.
3. SM, pp. 505ff.
4. ibid.
, p. 506.
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criticism his remarks are backed up by minute and exhaustive examples of
his own belief's.
It seems to me that the first thing to be said for Streeter's case is
that he recognizes the difficulties involved in asserting that the dis-
crepancies between the Lucan and llatthaean versions can be explained upon
the basis of the use of two different translations or recensions. Although
that possibility is by no means to be set down as impossible, as we have
already suggested, it is far from a completely satisfactory and air-tight
theory. It involves many difficulties and presupposes a tremendous amount
of accretion in the course of transmission, as well as a great deal of
editorial work on the part of the evangelists. It must be admitted that
the theory of an M source, conflated by Matthew with Q, is a much simpler
way of explaining the difficulties. It assumes a certain amount of free
editing of the material by Matthew, but I have already suggested that the
evangelists must be granted a measure of literary freedom and creative
effort. However, the case must stand or fall largely upon the basis of
the evidence produced.
The second thing to be said is that this evidence has several very
vulnerable points. The first is the dependence Streeter places upon the
argument from Matthew's literary habit of conflating or fusing sources.
Bacon's protest against this assumption does not go as deep as he may
think. He grants that Matthew has rewritten some sections, but this does
not prove that Matthew did not also conflate other sections. He grants
that the redactor has interpolated material in the Sermon on the Mount,
.-
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particularly the whole of chapter 6. He does not disprove the claim that
conflation may have taken pls.ce too. His main difference from Streeter
is in regard to the source of the interpolated material, which Bacon be-
lieves to be S and not M. However, he is not certain about the source
of Mt vi:2-6, 15-18. Furthermore, S is such an uncertain quantity, upon
Bacon's own confession, that who can deny that Streeter and 3acon may
both be referring to the same group of material, but using different
symbols with which to designate it? Nor is Streeter's theory inherently
improbable. The few cases of conflation in the use of Mark and Q by
Matthew which Streeter gives seem valid. Granting that Matthew does on
occasion use this literary method it can hardly be denied that this may
have happened at points in the Sermon on the Mount and in Chapter 23. It
is historically probable that the sayings of Jesus would overlap in some
sources, and this has been demonstrated to some extent in the overlapping
of Mark and Q, The material peculiar to Matthew does suggest another
source than Q and Mark. It is questionable, however, despite these
possibilities, whether there is enough evidence in Matthew of the confla-
tion of Mark and Q to justify the assumption that Matthew's distinctive
method employed in the cases named was conflation and fusing of Q and M.
Bacon has not destroyed the possibility of this, but Streeter, on the
other hand, has not given us enough evidence of that habit.
In regard to this there is much to be said for the contention that
Luke's literary habits may be viewed in a manner which points to him as
t
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the one who has altered and changed Q, rather than Matthew. I do not
think that Easton makes a strong case here, because he uses the word
"conflation" with a meaning different from that in which it is used by
Streeter. Streeter means that Matthew has taken two sources and combined
them into one distinct whole, including parts of each source and excluding
other parts. Easton should use the word "substitution," for his argument
is that Luke has substituted a whole section of some other source in Lk
vi:27-38 for Q, utterly omitting Q, while in vi *39-45 he has used Q again.
He does give evidence for our purpose in the contention that this section
from another source was substituted in place of Q because Q
1
dealt with a
controversy which would not have interested Luke's Gentile readers, the
assumption being that Luke changed Q upon the basis of another source.
This theory finds evidence in the formula in verse 39, "And he spake also
a parable unto them," although no change in the speaker has been express-
ed - usually in Synoptic criticism an indication of change of source; and
in the fact that Lk xvi:17-18 shows that Luke knew the source used for lit
v:18,32. Easton argues that, if Matthew v:18,32 are from Q, practically
all of chapter 5 in Matthew must be from Q, for this chapter is construct-
ed according to a rigid plan in which verses 18 and 32 are indispensable,
I am not convinced of the validity of this manner of argument. It is too
arbitrary and subjective. However, it does illustrate the possibility of
crediting Luke with changes in the Sermon on the Mount, and it does reveal
1. The controversy over interpretation of the Law between Jesus and the
Scribes
.
2. As Streeter contends.
"
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an alternative to Streeter's argument. On the basis of my ov/n investiga-
tion of the parallels of Matthew and Luke in the Sermon on the Mount I am
convinced that Streeter's hypothesis is by no means the only possible or
likely explanation of the difficulties. For there is sufficient evidence
that Luke too may have combined sources. There are unquestionable addi-
tions to Matthew's Sermon and in the material peculiar to Matthew which
appears nowhere in Luke. On the other hand there are passages in the
parallel material of the Sermon which, on the basis of any evidence which
we have, Luke may just as well be the conflator as Matthew.''- I am not
speaking of proof, but of possibilities. Matthew has material in these
parallels not found in Luke, but Luke also has material not found in
Matthew, On what basis are we to say that either one or the other has
conflated? The few cases of conflation of Mark and Q in Matthew are
hardly sufficient grounds for assuming that Matthew, in contrast to Luke,
would fuse sources and Luke would not. We do not know in either case.
Furthermore, in the case of Matthew 23 and the parallel Lucan account,
there is no way of knowing whether Matthew has conflated Q and M, or
whether Luke has purposely omitted or even combined Q with an L source.
Streeter's argument in these cases appears to me to be pure unfounded as-
sumption. It is not to say that Streeter may not be quite correct. It
is to say that the correctness or incorrectness of his views have not
been established on the basis of the existing evidence.
1. Cf. Lk xiv:34-35: xii:57-59, and other parallel passages.
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As concerns the Sermon on the Mount it should be noted that several of
the Matthaean additions to the parallel material appear as introductory
sentences,^ which may just as well have been added by himself as obtained
from a source. Granting this as a possibility at least, how do we know
that other additions have not come from his hand rather than from a source?
Even if we grant that the evangelist, would be more likely to write an in-
troductory sentence than to incorporate his own idea in the body of a
passage, who shall determine where the line is to be drawn - especially if
we grant some editorial freedom to the evangelists?
As far as this first vulnerable point is concerned, therefore, it seems
to me that Streeter is wrong in contending that the difficulties are too
great to be accounted for on any other basis than the conflation of Q and
M; not because the theory is improbable or impossible, but because the
evidence is lacking to establish the point. As far as we can see up to
this point the theory of different recensions of Q is a preferable
explanation.
Streeter's theory is also vulnerable as regards his narrow and mech-
anical limiting of Q to Luke's Gospel, That Q was known only to Matthew
in the form in which Luke presents it is another unjustified assumption,
pure and simole. The arguments for Luke's order of Q may seem to point to
that gospel as containing Q in its more original order, but it does not
follow that Matthew's access to Q was only in the form presented in Luke,
1. v :1 ,38 ,43 ; vi*17
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or confined to exactly the same contents. This is not to give assent to
Bacon's theory of S, but simply to recognize what has already been sug-
gested, that our information of Q beyond the parallel passages of Matthew
and Luke is uncertain. Clogg's argument that a theory of M is preferable
to the theory of two different recensions of Q, because in the latter case
only one-half of Q as Matthew knew it would have been "identical" with
one-half of Q as Luke knew it, is not important. They could have been
similar in substance, if not identical. Again Streeter's assumption may
be true, that Q is represented most adequately and originally in Luke, and
that Matthew's additions to Luke's parallel material are "interpolations"
from another source. But it cannot be proved that v/e have a right to
proceed on that basis.
As regards the Judaistic tendency of M we are again upon subjective
and arbitrary ground. Let us grant that there is a definitely Judaistic
tone to the passages given as examples by Streeter.”^ Let us also grant
the argument from historical probability that it is hardly conceivable
that the Church at Jerusalem would not have made some definite contribu-
tion to the stream of gospel tradition finding expression in the gospels.
The point of the theory is whether there is evidence to assume that this
Judaistic tendency was a characteristic of M rather than of Q. Does the
Judaistic flavor in Matthew's account come from the inculcation of a
source M into a pro-Gentile Q, or does the lack of this distinctly Jewish
1. Mt x:5-6,23; v:17-20; xxiii;2-3; xvi:18ff; rviii :15-22(? ) ; xv:22b-24;
xvii s3-12 (? ) ; xii:9-13(?)«
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tendency in Luke come from Luke's toning down the extremely Judaistic
tendency of Q? In settling the question Streeter begs the question by
assuming that he knows just which passages are from M, even though he. re-
fuses to attempt a reconstruction of M. Manson also proceeds upon an un-
stable basis in assuming that the lines of division between Q, Mk, and M
are clearly and distinctly marked. It seems to me largely a matter of
preference. Crum thinks of Q as essentially Judaistic throughout. "If
it (q) could be recovered," he says, "or reconstructed, (it) would be
evidently without rival
. .
the authoritative witness about early Jewish
Christians. "1 Streeter, preferring to think of his examples as exceptions
to the rule, finds the Jewish tone in the parallel passages accounted for
by a Jewish M. For myself, I think that the pro-Gentile influence exerted
by Luke on Q is a more important factor than Streeter's theory of M. At
least this phase of Streeter's argument is not wholly convincing.
Streeter grants that there is little evidence for assuming that all
the material peculiar to Matthew came from a single source, although it is
probable. Upon the basis of evidence presented for the theory of M,
evidence which has been analyzed in a manner unfavorable to Streeter's
hypothesis, this conclusion does not follow. I do not see, however, how
it can be disproved, any more than it can be demonstrated. The chances
are that much of it belonged to one source. On the other hand, granting
the separate development of cycles of tradition in various localities -
1. OJG, p. 81
..
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also an assumption - it is not improbable that the material came from
several different sources. That the material makes a continuous and
coherent whole can hardly be granted, for it contains not only material
relative to the Law but also apocryphal elements, such as the story of the
coin in the fish's mouth.
On the whole, therefore, the theory of Streeter's M source is unestab-
lished. If Streeter and Manson, and the other critics upholding the
theory, could agree upon what passages were to be assigned to M, the
theory might seem more reasonable. But Manson ' s list differs radically
from the list which I have made of passages discussed by Streeter.'*' The
hypothesis is simple and ingenious as an explanation of the difficulties.
However, we are not justified in thinking of M as a source comparable with
Mark and Q, and some critics, of whom Manson is representative, make a
great mistake in talking of M as though it were an hyoothesis as firmly
established as that of Mark and Q. With greater evidence the theory may
come to its own, but as yet it remains one of the unproved hypotheses of
Synoptic Criticism.
2. The Infancy Narratives.
Both Streeter and Taylor think of these narratives in the first two
chapters of Matthew as being part of the local tradition of the church for
O
which the Gospel was written. Although they both agree that Luke may
1. Table H, p, 275.
2. FG, p. 266. TG, p. 74f
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have used a written source from a different cycle of tradition, they do
4 *
not see the need for thinking that Matthew's source was written. To their
minds it was all part of a floating tradition the style and character of
which resembles the other narrative material peculiar to Matthew. Thus
both would assign the Infancy Narratives to the M source. Moffatt,
4
2 3Goguel, and Grant agree that Luke and Matthew used different sources,
and that Mt's source was unwritten. Moffatt points out that where Matthew
and Luke agree elsewhere the contour of the agreement is much closer than
can be made out in the birth-narratives. He also points to the sharp
divergence of the genealogies, and the fact that, apart from the tradition
of the virgin birth, the agreement of the narrative requires only the data
of synoptic tradition to account for their origin. The genealogy he
labels a "piece of early Christian midrashic narrative drawn up in order
to show how the various incidents and features of the nativity were a ful-
fillment of Old Testament prophecy." Grant finds here haggadic material
from the Palest inian-Syrian tradition in a late form, chapters 1 and 2
being but one unit derived from such a cycle of haggadic material. 4
Goguel supports this general view in contending that
"il ne semble pas que derriere I'evangile de 1’enfance de
Matthew il y ait une source ecrite homogene que l'evangel-
iste se serait borne a reproduire
. . .
le recit
. . .
redige par lui a 1'aide d'elements fournis par la tradition
mais aux quels il a donne leur premiere forme litteraire." 5
1. ILNT, pp. 209ff.
2. INT, p. 434.
3. GOG, pp. 188f f
.
4. Also xivi28ff; xvii:24ff; xxvii:3ff.
5. INT, p. 434.
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Thus these critics would agree that Matthew himself has given literary
form to this tradition, and that chapters 1 and 2 represent Matthew’s own
writing,
^
2On the other hand, McNeile thinks that perhaps we have here the
translation of a Hebrew document into Greek; Hebrew rather than Aramaic
because, McNeile contends, the play on the words 'Jesus’ and 'shall save'
in i:21 is definitely Hebraic and impossible in Aramaic, The genealogy,
however, he affirms as the composition of Matthew as a later addition to
the section. One reason for this contention is that the word yiVio-cs
in i:18 is used with a different meaning from its use in ill. Clogg fol-
3lows McNeile, and Burton posits a source MI as a special written source
for the whole section. ^ Other critical theories follow either one of
these general approaches.
There seems to be no dispute about the genealogical table, Matthew
himself is credited by most scholars with free composition here. If
McNeile 's theory can be credited perhaps Matthew used a written Hebrew
source for the other material. However, that conclusion does not seem to
me to follow from the evidence produced by McNeile. Could not the author
have made a play upon the words in i:21 in the Hebrew sense without hav-
ing a written source, or without having any source at all? Is it not
conceivable that the same author could have used the same word in differ-
ent meanings? I do not see how we can decide whether Matthew used written
1. Quotations from the 0. T. will be discussed,
2. INT, p, 65.
3. INT, pd. 216ff.
4
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r
sources or not, especially if we concede the possibility of a living oral
tradition which had to some extent become stereotyped. The one most cer-
tain thing is that Matthew had a tradition before him, in whatever form it
may have been, to some extent different from that before Luke. The moods
of the two genealogical tables represent to some extent the different
moods of the two gosoels, the one more Judaistic, the other more Gentile.
The other narrative material in these first stories represents to some
extent a common tradition, with varying stories, which Matthew and Luke
probably both knew, and both used in their own way. There is much more
reason to think that Luke may have used a written source than that Matthew
used one. As far as Matthew is concerned, however, the case is possible
but the evidence does not exclude other possibilities.
3. Old Testament Quotations.
Peculiar to Matthew's Gospel are several quotations from the Old
Testament each of which is introduced by the phrase
(/ *
^ c / ( > /
L V'a. TT \r\ />ik> 9 rj To UlTO KUAiOJ
r '
_
'/,/ / I / /
olt*. Tot/ 'rrpoCf/y\TOv Aiyo^Tos,
or one very similar to it. Table 1^ in the appendix shows the total
number of quotations from the Old Testament in Matthew's Gospel according
to the tabulations of McNeile, Taylor, and Allen. Most of these reveal
the rendering of the Hebrew into the Greek of the LXX. These quotations
introduced by the phrase given above, however, appear to some scholars to
be independent renderings of the Hebrew rather than translation into the
LXX Greek. Upon this basis McNeile, Taylor, and some others, think that
1. p. 276
«
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they give evidence of an early Christian Book of Testimonia which Matthew
has used as a written source. This source is what Burkitt has earlier
referred to as the logia of Matthew mentioned by Papias
,
assuming that the
apostle Matthew himself drew up this group of Christian 'fulfillments.’
These scholars do not press the arguments. McNeile merely points to the
phenomena and assumes that such a source is a possibility.^- Taylor as-
l
sumes that such a source may have been used, but he tends to associate
2this group of quotations with the larger source M. Clogg follows the
attitude of McNeile, At least this group of 'fulfillments' should be
noticed, and the possibility of its translation and formulation by Matthew
himself recognized. If we assume that Matthew is the formulator, then it
seems much more probable that he composed the first two chapters of his
gospel himself. ^ if he used a source already drawn up, perhaps by the
apostle Matthew, then it is possible that he used other written sources
in addition for the Infancy Narratives. Still he may have used this
group of quotations in wri+ten form without involving of necessity the
assumption that his other sources were written. As regards the first two
chapters of Matthew and this group of quotations we are of necessity con-
fined to conjectures as to whether they were known to the author of the
gospel in written or oral form. The independent rendering of Old Testa-
ment quotations into Hebrew, as well as the discrepancies in Matthew 1
and 2 which McNeile points out, may or may not be significant from the
1. INT, p. 66.
2. TG, p. 76ff
.
3. INT, pp. 216f f
.
4. The name Matthew being used here for the author of the gospel.
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standpoint of sources. Other evidence lacking, we cannot draw a final
conclusion.
In addition to these theories may be added the hypothesis of a
special source for the apocalyptic discourse in Matthew 24. This ques-
tion will concern us, however, in the treatment of the sources of Mark's
Gospel, and can wait until then.
4. Summary of Chapter III.
In addition to Mark and Q it has been contended by some critics that
the author of the First Gospel used an M source for most of the material
peculiar to the Gospel, as well as for various sections where the paral-
lel material of Matthew and Luke shows great diversity in wording and
mood. It is evident that the author of the gospel had other source
material in addition to Mark and Q, and it is always a possibility that
most of this material was known to him in a single written source, I
have contended, however, that the evidence which can be produced falls
short of establishing this as a conclusive result. So far as the actual
evidence is concerned, the theory of two different recensions of Q is a
preferable hypothesis to that of the conflation of Q with an unknown M.
M may -emain as a conjectured source. To some critics it may be the best
explanation of the recognized difficulties in the relationship of the
parallel material in Matthew and Luke. As yet, however, it cannot take
its place alongside Mark and Q as though the hypothesis were as definite-
..
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ly established as are those of Mark and Q, Mark we know in written form,
and Q we know in the parallel material of the First and Third Gospels.
M we know only in a supposed conflation of Q and M and in material pecu-
liar to Matthew. At that we do not know how much of the supposed confla-
tion is part of the particular form of Q used by Matthew, or how much of
the material peculiar to Matthew came to him in the Q source.
Special sources for the Infancy Narratives may or may not be true;
probably the author of Matthew's Gospel himself wrote these chapters on
the basis of current oral tradition. Perhaps there was an element of
written tradition. The genealogies at least seem to be his own composi-
tion. The oossibility must remain open that Matthew used a Book of
Testiraonia, but here again we do not know. All in all, granting the ob-
vious fact that Matthew used other material than Mark and Q, it is prac-
tically impossible to determine the exact nature or extent of the sources
from wiich it came. If we knew the exact extent of Q, and just what
material Matthew got from it, we might then be on more certain ground.
But we have extreme difficulties in attempting to present an adequate
reconstruction of Q, let alone other sources less well known to us than
it. Until further information can add to our existing evidence it looks
as though the problem of sources for Matthew must remain in much the same
state of solution as now
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OTHER SOURCES OF LUKE
The material in Luke’s Gospel not parallel to Mark or Matthew must
now be accounted for. This material has been listed in Table J. 1- Some
passages will be assigned by various critics to Q, and others to Mark,
but a considerable amount of material peculiar to Luke remains. Two out-
standing theories of sources have been proposed to account for this mat-
erial. The hypothesis of an L source is not so new, having been held in
various forms by MUller, B, Weiss, J. Weiss, and others. The symbols
used have varied, S having been used by J. Weiss and MUller, but the es-
sential hypothesis of a third large homogeneous source has been the same.
The other theory is more recent, namely that of a Proto-Luke, championed
chiefly by Canon Streeter and Vincent Taylor. The hypothesis of an L
source has some bearing upon the latter theory, and will be discussed
first
.
1, The L Source.
This theory is supported by a large number of critics, particularly
Bacon, Streeter, McNeile, Easton, Grant
,
W. Manson, T. W. Manson, Cadbury,
and Taylor. Not all these scholars grant that L was a written source, but
all agree that the material, whether in oral or written form, was of a
homogeneous nature and represented a distinct cycle of tradition. The
source has been reconstructed by various critics, and Table K shows the
1. p. 277
2. p. 278
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tables of reconstruction drawn up by W. Manson, Grant, Taylor, Streeter,
Easton, plus the comments of Cadbury and Robinson.
Easton^- argues for this source as a written document with the assump-
tion that its general unity is proved, revealing much the same general
form as Mark’s Gospel. In Easton's analysis L includes practically all
the material peculiar to Luke, even the Infancy Narratives and the Pas.sion
Story. Table K shows Easton’s analysis of the many places where he thinks
L overlaps with either Q or Mark. In the last chapter we saw something of
Easton's attitude toward the problem of overlapping sources in Luke's pre-
sentation of material in passages parallel to Matthew's Sermon on the
O
Mount and Matthew 23. Grant* follows Easton in asserting his conviction
that L as a written source is practically established. He differs from
Easton in excluding the Infancy Narratives and the Passion Story in his
reconstruction of L, and in thinking of L more as a collection like Q than
a gospel like Mark. However, Grent so clearly sees the line of division
between Q and L that he can define their different outlooks and theology.
The dominant apocalyptic-eschatological element dominating the presenta-
tions of Matthew and Mark, and conspicuous in Q, is almost lacking in L.
If we had only L, says Grent, it is a question whether we would ever sus-
pect that Jesus was at all an apocalypt ist
,
or ever had claimed Messiah-
ship, or was ever condemned by the Jewish authorities on this charge.
There is in L slight relationship between Jesus snd the future as it is
1. CIG, pp. 7ff.
2. GOG, pp. 9ff, 84ff
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conceived by apocalypticism. L presents rather a first-century Jewish
prophet, rabbi, and teacher who teaches a gospel of pure and simple faith
in God. His followers include many women, and the source shows an inter-
est in women which labels it as a very early source. In the light of the
scandals which, in the Hellenic world, gathered around the attendance of
female attendants of religious sects, it is remarkable that Luke retained
the emphasis. It must represent, therefore, an early source which had
grown up in a thoroughly Jewish environment where there was considerable
difference between the normal hospitality and charity of the Jewish house-
wife and the dangerous religious devotion of the Hellenistic votary and
prophetess. The whole atmosphere of L, says Grant, is that of an entire-
ly different world from the Empire with its melange of religions, namely,
the atmosphere of strict and thoroughly moral Jewish piety.
T. W. Manson ^ approaches L with the assumption that L must be found
by subtracting its material from Q in the combination of the two in the
Proto-Luke document. When this has been done "the first thing that ar-
rests attention," says Manson, "is the strong contrast between this and
pQ." L has many stories and parables, and in comparison, few detached
sayings. Furthermore, "if anything we have to do here with oral tradi-
tion," for "these stories are just the things that would imprint them-
selves indelibly on the memory; just the kind of thing that St. Luke
would be likely to pick up during his stay in Caesarea; and . .
.
just
1. TJ, p. 40.
2. ibid.
, p. 40.
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the kind of thing he would be most likely to wish to preserve in writing,
for St. Luke, more than any other New Testament writer, loves a good
story. According to Manson's analysis the great proportion of the say-
ings in L are directed to the common people, and only about one-fourth of
the total is addressed to the disciples. The percentage of polemical
sayings is higher in L than in any other source, but they do not represent
so much open denunciation of the Pharisees as subtle rebuke through par-
ables. The Pharisees are indicted, not so much for casuistry and
hypocrisy, but rather for their pride and exclusiveness in dealing with
the common people. In the parables of the Pharisee and the Publican the
contrast is sharply drawn. In the parable of the Prodigal Son this same
attitude is expressed in the attitude of the Older Brother toward the
younger son. Thus, concludes Manson, in L we have the result of selection,
unconscious selection made by ordinary people. For "L is the gospel of
the under-dog, the poor, the despised, the outcast, and the sinner . . a
p
message
. ,
to man simply as man." There is great stress on the kindli-
ness and sympathy of Jesus in dealing with the poor and the outcast. L
thus is "the record of specially memorable sayings and doings of Jesus,"
which supplements portraits of Jesus in Mark and Q. Differing from
Easton and Grant, Manson thinks that this material was preserved in oral
tradition and came to Luke in that medium rather than as a written
document
.
1. TJ* p. 40.
2. ibid
.
, p. 42.
3. ibid
. , p. 43.
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Taylor
1
agrees with Manson that this material represents a "distinct
stratum of tradition," and that L is a "symbol for oral tradition which
first came to writing by Luke when he visited Caesarea about 60 A.D.."
2Cadbury thinks it questionable whether L is to be thought of as a docu-
ment or a cycle of oral tradition, although he does grant that the evi-
dence allows us to conjecture the source L.
2. Proto-Luke,
Before attempting a critical analysis of the theory of an L source I
shall present the data involved in the Proto-Luke hypothesis. The two
theories are somewhat involved in each other, and opposing considerations
may be more clearly observed when the arguments for Proto-Luke are under-
stood, The Proto-Luke hypothesis represents the view that the author of
the canonical Luke used a source composed of the combination of two dis-
tinct elements, Q and L, and that this source furnished the framework of
the gospel into which supplementary material from Mark's Cospel has been
inserted. It suggests the view that Luke, before he wrote what we know as
the gospel, combined these two sources into written form. Later he com-
bined Proto-Luke and Mark to form- the Gospel, This theory would revolu-
tionize the standard understanding of the Synoptic Problem, that Mark and
Q are the basic documents for Luke, With various differences this general
theory has been supported by several critics. Streeter first brought it
to full expression in an article in the Hibbert Journal for October, 1921,
1. TG, p. 36ff.
2. MLA, pp. 99ff
*.
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and has since developed it more thoroughly in The Four Gospels . ^ Five
years after Streeter’s article Vincent Taylor brought out a 274 page book
2
concerned only with defense of the hypothesis. Although the inspiration
came to Taylor from Streeter, and although the line of argument is very
similar, Taylor’s conclusions are based upon independent research. The
o A
theory finds support in the writings of William Manson and T. W. Manson,
and in a recent Int roduction to the New Testament by the lesser-known
Clogg. Cadbury is not exactly unfriendly to the theory, though as usual
very cautious. ^ Most critics, however, are frankly skeptical about the
hyoothesis
.
n
Table L shows the manner in which Streeter and Taylor reconstruct
Proto-Luke, and following is the course of the argument presented by them.
Following Streeter we are first reminded of Luke's "disuse of Mark," The
Passion Story is analyzed first, the conclusion being that "in the main"
Luke is "reproducing an account of the Passion parallel to, but independ-
g
ent of, Mark, and enriching it with occasional insertions from Mark."
This conclusior Is reached through the following process:
"In the Passion narrative Luke recounts several important
incidents not mentioned at all by Mark; but there are, on
the reckoning of Sir J. Hawkins
,
some 123 verses of Luke
which in substance have a parallel in Mark. But whereas
1. Chapter VIII.
2. BTG.
3. GL, pp. xviiif.
4. TJ, p. 39.
5. pp. 227ff.
6. MLA, pp. 99ff.
7. p. 280.
8. FG, p. 202.
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elsewhere in the Gospel where such parallelism exists 53/£
of Luke’s words are found in Mark, in this section the per-
centage falls to 27, And since in some 20 out of the 123
verses in question the resemblance of Luke to Mark, both in
the structure of sentences and in verbal similarities, is
very close, the average for the remainder is much less than
this 27^, Besides this there are no less than twelve varia-
tions in the order in which incidents are recorded by Mark
' and Luke. Lastly, whereas the additions which Matthew makes
to Mark are clearly detachable from the context, those made
by Luke are not; they are woven into the structure of the
narrative in such a way that they cannot be removed without
reducing the story to confusion.”^
In addition Streeter points out several other sections in Luke in which
the use of Mark has been negligible or entirely lacking. Lk vi:20-viii:3
contains nothing from Mark, he contends, and Lk xix:l-27 looks like an-
other interpolation of material from Q and L in combination. In the long
passage of Lk ix:51-xviii:14, containing most of the parables and narra-
tive peculiar to Luke, about half of the material can plainly be assigned
to Q, and most of the rest to L. Mark has been used practically not at
all. This "Central Section," as Streeter calls it, is not a Perean Sec-
tion or a travel document in his estimation. Lk iii:l-iv:30 reproduces Q
o
instead of Mark, only a few verses resembling parallel Marcan verses. As
regards these verses which resemble verses in Mark, Streeter argues that
the rest of the Q element in Lk iiisl-iv:30 needs these verses in order to
make the account intelligible and coherent; thus the Q passage must have
included them, or ones similar to them. Furthermore, in almost every case
there are notable verbal agreements of Matthew and Luke against Mark, such
1. FG, p. 202.
2. Lk iii:3-4, 16,21-22; iv:l-2
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as the use of the name Nazareth instead of Galilee. In the Resurrection
accounts Luke has material apparently not from the Marc an source. Thus
the conclusion that "the non-Marcan sections represent a single document,
and to Luke this was the framework into which he inserted, at convenient
places, extracts from Mark,"^ This non-Marcan document is called Proto-
Luke and represents a stage in the literary development of the Third Gos-
pel between Q and the final edition of the Gospel, a stage in which Q was
combined with L to produce a source slightly longer than Mark. About one
third of the content of this source was from Q, the rest from L.
Lest we be tempted to scoff at what may seem to be a premature conclu
sion Streeter fortifies the statement with a series of observations.
There is first the observation that in the Third Gospel the Marcan and
non-Marcan materials are distributed in alternate strips, and that both
the beginning and the ending of the gospel belong to the non-Marcan
strain. The comparative extent of the material derived from the two
sources is another consideration. Between iiisl and xxii:14 the non-
Marcan material involves some 671 verses, the Marcan 346 verses; from
xxii:14 on the non-Marcan source contributes 135 verses, the Marcan 30
verses. Furthermore, there is the observation that the genealogical
table finds its normal place in chapter 3 after the first mention of the
name of Jesus, and in a document which began with iiisl. If it had been
inserted by a late editor we should expect to find it somewhere in chap-
ters 1-2. ’Ve are also asked to observe the way in which Luke deals with
1. FG, p. 208
.2
.
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incidents or sayings of Mark which Luke rejects in favor of other verses
in Q or L. He seems to prefer the non-Marcan source "as a whole," pro-
ducing sometimes Mark's background, but not the incident, and always in a
different context. Contrary to other verses,^ the non-Marcan verses are
fuller and more interesting. These observations are reinforced further
by the argument which has already been considered in the last chapter,
namely, that Luke's preference for Q material is seen in a comparison
with the way in which Matthew deals with the conflict of Q and Mark.
Matthew conflates, while Luke ignores Mark and uses Q, This holds for L
also, Streeter claims, especially in the Passion narrative where Luke has
rearranged Mark's order tv/elve times and three times has substituted non-
Marcan material for the Marcan.
If Q and L were combined in a single document, a complete gospel
longer than Mark, this disuse of Mark could be accounted for. Q and L
both would have greater importance as a single source than they would in
separation. It does not follow that Luke thought meanly of Mark, or al-
ways preferred the non-Marcan material, but it does help to account for
some of the phenomena presented by the Third Gospel, It helps to explain
why Luke omits more of Mark than Matthew does; it helps to account for
the differences between the Passion narratives in Matthew and Mark and in
Luke; it helps to account for Luke's omission of Mark vi:45-viii:26.
After stating this conclusion again Streeter adds collateral evidence
1. Lk xiv:34; xvi:18; xxii:25-27.
2, Lk xi:14-23; xii:18-19; iv:16-30; vii:36ff; x:25-28.
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for the combining of Q and L before Luke used them. The word o
instead of o In<rou_s appears some fourteen times in Luke, wholly within
the Q and L material, while it never appears in Matthew or Mark. KiyJtl
as a title in the vocative case, on the other hand, appears nineteen
times in Matthew and once in Mark. In Luke it is found sixteen times,
fourteen of these in Proto-Luke.
Questions relative to the author of Proto-Luke, the theological and
historical value of the source, are not the chief concern. The discussion
will be confined to the attempts to come to a conclusion about the exis-
tence of the source, its general nature, and its use by Luke. Whether
Luke was the author of Proto-Luke, if we grant the existence of the source,
is very interesting, but not our problem except as it may bear upon the
other questions. I do not see that it is pertinent to the discussion.
The main concern is, "What evidence is there that Proto-Luke ever
existed?"
Taylor's Behind the Third Gospel is about as detailed and earnest an
attempt to get behind the problem of the Third Gospel as one could desire.
He first illustrates the lines of critical investigation which have pre-
ceded Streeter's conclusions about Proto-Luke, and seeks to show that the
work of older scholars has found an end in Streeter.^- His discussion is
more exhaustive than Streeter's, and more fully developed, although the
evidence he adds follows very closely the lines of approach laid down by
Streeter. He makes a significant statement when he says, in commenting
1. p. 2ff for discussions of Feine, B. and J. Weiss, Burkitt , Stanton,
Hawkins, Bart let, Sanday, Perry.
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upon the principles and tests to be applied in this investigation, that
"it is especially important to remember that the value of these tests lies
in their cumulative force; rarely can they be thought sufficient in cases
where they stand alone. The strength or weakness of a single test de-
termines the relative security or insecurity of the theory as a whole.
The chain is no stronger than its weakest link. The truth of this claim
can be seen in the development of Streeter's theory. This also gives
some indication of the vulnerableness of the theory.
The careful and painstaking way in which Taylor has proceeded to ex-
2
amine the evidence is revealed in his discussion of tests to be applied.
In delimiting the non-Marcan and Marcan material in Luke it is necessary
first to count the common words in parallel sections of Mark and Luke.
This first step is followed in swift succession by several other steps:
the analysis of the distribution of these words, of the order of the
words, of indications pointing to stylistic improvements and editorial
modifications, of the inherent harmony of the passages in their context,
and finally, of how the sources have been used by the evangelist. The
necessity of some subjective judgment is recognized.
In determining which of the sources is the principal one the follow-
ing factors must be considered:
"Detailed comparison alone can supply the material for the
answer. We must, of course, be reasonably certain first
that we have the right to speak of two sources, and not
1. p. 29.
2. pp. 29ff
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merely of one source and a number of fragments. If we can
reach this point, then we may fairly and safely assume that
if one source has unity, continuity, and comprehensiveness;
if its deficiencies are made good by what appear to be ’ex-
tracts* from the other; if the nature of its contents best
explains omissions from the other; if, in a word, the com-
piler appears to give to it his preference; it is this source
which is to be regarded as the framework of the final writing."'*'
Taylor then proceeds to demonstrate to his own satisfaction that the
required tests reveal the existence of Proto-Luke, and that this source,
rather than Mark, meets the requirements stated in the preceding quotation.
First, as in the case of Streeter, the Passion and Resurrection narratives
are analyzed. Following Streeter’s general approach he analyzes Luke's
use of Mark, and his use of Q. He points out the non-Marcan sections in
Luke which appear to stand apart from everything else in the Gospel.'* He
discusses the connecting links between the non-Marcan sections, the rela-
tionship of the Passion and Resurrection narratives to the non-Marcan
sections, and the 'gaps' between the Passion Narrative and the earlier
non-Marcan sections. Perhaps of greatest significance in his argument is
his defense of the literary unity of Lk iii:l-iv:30; v:l-ll; vi:12-viii:3;
ix:51-xviii:14; xix:l-28, 37-44, 47-48. It will be seen by referring
back to Streeter's argument on page 93 that Taylor has supplemented Street-
er's list in a few details. Essentially they come to the same conclusion,
that these sections suggest a unity in the non-Marcan material.
1. p. 32.
2. Lk iv:31-44; v:12-vi:19; viii :4-ix:50; xviii:15-43; xix:29-40, 45-48
;
xx:l-xxi:4; xxi:20-36.
3. Lk iii:l-iv:30; vi :12-viii :3 ; ix:51-xviii : 14; xix:l-28.
4. The Birth and Infancy Narratives (i-ii ) , the Preface(i :l-4) , the
Eschatological Discourse(xxi :20-36)
.
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7/ith this established, Taylor then proceeds to the conclusion that the
non-Marcan Proto-Luke furnished the frame-work of the gospel into which
sections of Mark were inserted. In addition to the arguments already set
down by Streeter, Taylor adds an appeal to the literary habits of Luke as
demonstrated in his use of the " We- Sect ions" in the Acts. Assuming that
Luke is the author of both Proto-Luke and the " We-Secti ons ," as Taylor
does, "the character of the ' We-Sections ' renders the existence of such a
document as Proto-Luke thoroughly credible Different as in many re-
spects they are, Proto-Luke and the diary have much in common. Both are
travel-documents, and both are rich in miracle-stories. Each contains a
story of raising from the dead and a farewell address. Each has a city as
its goal: in Proto-Luke Jerusalem, and in the 'We-Sections' the Imperial
city of Rome. If the two documents are the work of the same author, the
diary being the earlier, we have a natural explanation of the form into
which Proto-Luke was thrown; it was the work of a traveller whose personal
experiences have conditioned his literary methods."-*- Taylor does not iso-
late this argument from the rest of the discussion, but claims that what
the relationship between the diary and Proto-Luke reveals is a literary
procedure quite consistent with Luke's procedure at other points in the
Gospel.
T. W. Manson, William Manson, and Clogg add nothing of importance to
the arguments already presented, though it is interesting to know that they
are convinced of the value of the theory. Both Streeter and Taylor have
1. p. 200
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written other things bearing upon this hypothesis, particularly in reply
to criticism. 1- However, these articles have not changed the essential
arguments and evidence already presented in these pages.
3. Analysis of the Material.
Thus far I have merely stated the case for L and Proto-Luke. In this
section I shall deal with the criticism of these theories, and in so do-
ing, analyze the material and draw what seem to me to be adequate conclu-
sions regarding the other sources of Luke, It may be said, in advance of
the discussion of the validity of the Proto-Luke hypothesis, that, if the
proposed theory of an M source has not been received kindly by critics,
the theory of a Proto-Luke has literally been torn to shreds. The points
of attack will be treated here in the hope that we may discover where the
truth lies. The best method of procedure seems to me to be the treatment
in turn of the various arguments upon which the Proto-Luke hypothesis
turns. First then comes the Passion Story in Luke,
a. Luke's Passion Story.
It is generally assumed that Luke's Passion Story represents greater
divergences from Mark and contains a greater amount of apparently non-
Marcan material than the same story in Matthew's Gospel. I have not read
a single treatment of the question which disagrees with this general
claim. Even those critics who claim that the extra material is quite
1, Streeter, in Theol . Studien und Kritiken , Oct., 1930, pp. 332-340.
Taylor, Jour
,
of Rel
. ,
April, 1928, pp. 225-246, and other articles.
Taylor is most prolific.
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secondary to the Marcan do not deny this. I do not see how it can be
denied upon any impartial reading of the parallel accounts in Huck's
Synopsis. The differences are clear. Table Ka 1 suggests something of the
extent and location of this material peculiar to Luke’s Passion Narrative.
The critics are not agreed, however, in the attempt to determine the im-
plications of this fact. It is like the situation in regard to Q. That
Luke has used other material than Mark in writing his Passion Story finds
the same amount of agreement as the assumption that Matthew and Luke each
used Q. Beyond that point, however, in the attempts to determine the ex-
act extent and nature of the extra material, the critics are at odds al-
most as much as in their treatment of the extent and nature of Q. For
somp critics this extra material appears to be part of a Proto-Luke docu-
ment underlying the whole Gospel. To Easton it is a continuation of L,
while Burkitt thought of it as part of Q. Still others are certain that
it arises from a source quite independent of the other material in Luke
peculiar to that Gospel. Again it is contended that there has been no
definite source used, but several fragmentary sources, including oral
tradition. Even Luke himself i6 credited with having been the author of
much of the additional material. But let us examine these theories more
in detail.
So far as I know the most exhaustive treatment of this question has
been done by Alfred Perry of the University of Chicago in a work entitled
Sources of Luke ’s Passion Narrative
,
published in 1920, He has made a
1. p. 279
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minute analysis of all the material involved, and in tabular form has re-
tained all the data. These tables appear in the back of his book.-1- It is
not necessary to repeat his full treatment, but it is interesting to point
out some of the conclusions to which he has come. He finds about 136
verses in Luke's Passion Story without parallel in Mark; about 66 verses
with remote parallel in Mark; and about 13 verses closely paralleled in
Mark, but closely connected with non-Marcan materials, 86 verses of
Mark's Passion Story have been omitted by Luke; about 30 verses have been
transposed in Luke; while apparent conflation of sources accounts for 9
passages where the context has been interrupted, 6 verses where details
have been appended, and 6 passages containing redundancies and discrep-
ancies, There also follow tables noting the agreements of the non-Marcan
materials of Luke's Passion Story with Matthew, and the agreements of the
Synootic Passion Stories with the Fourth Gospel. Appendix II contains a
list of about 586 words which Perry thinks designate the vocabulary of the
J source, the document which he assumes as necessary to explain the extra
3
material. 91 of these words appear nowhere else in the Lukan writings,
while 37 of them are especially characteristic of J, occurring at least
twice in that source and not more often in the rest of Luke or in Acts.
These tables are not isolated from the analysis Perry makes in the
preceding pages of his book, but are an inherent part of it, and reveal
1. pp. 107ff.
2. Agreement in less than 50% of the language in discourse materials, or
less than 40/£ in narrative.
3. The Gospel and Acts.
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the trend 0 ** his argument. After analyzing the literary method of the
Third Evangelist, and the literary phenomena to which we have just refer-
red, he draws this inference.
"The great mass of the non-Marcan materials of the Passion-
narrative of Luke, and indeed almost the whole of his record
of the Last Supper, the arrest, trial, execution, and resur-
rection appearances of Jesus, is derived from a group of
materials independent of Mark and possessed of a definite ar-
rangement. To this source-group have been ascribed some
165|- verses."^
Perry’s analysis of the words, ideas, and expressions common to the narra-
tive, as well as their Semitic coloring, gives evidence to him that the
2
source is a unity. The absence of doublets and contradictions and the
continuity of the narrative further reinforce this conclusion. Probably
it was a Greek document, though possibly a translation of an earlier
3Aramaic composition or collection of tradition. Luke's motives in using
the document were probably a combination of desires, apologetic and par-
enetic interests combining to use a source which would strengthen the
early Christians as they faced persecution at the hands of Rone.^
Perhaps of greatest interest for our nurpose is Perry's claim that
this source is not connected with any other source used by the Third
Evangelist. ^ In comparing this source with what Perry believes to be the
source for Lk ix:51-xviii :14, he finds great diversity in style, language,
and thought. Although there are similarities between this source and
1. p. 54. Perry lists here the specific verses involved, and on pages
116ff he reconstructs the text of J. p. 89 also contains the source
in its nine divisions.
2. pp. 77ff.
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Lk i:5-ii, there are also striking differences. Perry also appeals to the
fact that Matthew does not use the J source, a thing hardly conceivable if
he had known it. The conclusion, therefore, is that "J cannot be connected
with either the Galilean or the Perean document."^
It can be seen that Perry's analysis does not give support to the
theory of a Proto-Luke. 7/hether Perry's analysis is any more accurate is
not certain, as shall be seen, but it does reveal the possible interpreta-
tion of the material in a manner not at all consonant with the Proto-Luke
Hypothesis. It is significant that Perry can find such evidence separat-
ing the source in the Passion Story from other earlier sources. At least
the supnosed unity of Proto-Luke is badly shaken. Perry is really the
disciple of Burton, although he has developed this question along inde-
pendent lines, and has served to add material to Burton's own theories.
O
Grant follows Perry to a limited extent. He thinks of the source of
Lk 22-24 as earlier than Mark in the form of an extended narrative, and
counted with the source of the Resurrection narrative which carries it on
to its natural conclusion. He thinks of this source as derived from the
same area of tradition or from the same locality as L, the Nativity
Stories, yet not a continuation of L. He thinks it difficult to recon-
struct the source, as Perry has done, because, like the rest of the mater-
ial neculiar to Luke, it has passed through "the refiner's fire of Luke's
keen and unique sense for literary and historical propriety" and bears the
1. p. 101. Following Burton, G is the source for Lk iii:l-ix:50, and P
for Lk ix:51-xviii :14.
2. GOG, pp. 9-15.
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imprint of Luke's style. It is questionable, however, if this is not re-
fining too far the theories of Easton, Streeter, and Taylor.
Other critics, however, are no more convinced of the accuracy of Perry's
deductions than they are of Streeter's and Taylor's. Dealing with the same
material they speak a different language. It can be said with safety that
most scholars are convinced that the non-Marcan material in Luke's Passion
Story has come from fragmentary sources which Luke has used to supplement
the Marcan account. Montefiore does not see how we can be sure that it is
from one source.^" Cadbury attempts to demonstrate that in the Passion
Story, as all through the Gospel, Luke is often using Mark in a subtle
way. He may be very free in using his own imagination to paraphrase and
elaborate, but still he is not abandoning Mark. Although he is not depend-
ent upon Mark alone, Mark lies at the base. Moffatt also contends that
"attempts to reconstruct a special source, running through the gospel, . . .
are less successful than the hyioothesis that Luke, in addition to Q and
Mark, drew upon more or less frapnentary sources, written and oral."^ Ex-
amples of the latter are found, Koffatt believes, in Lk xxiii:6-12 and
xiii:31f # probably from a source connected with Joanna and Chuza.^ Other
verses are called harmonistic insertions by Moffatt, particularly xxii:18b-
20; xxii:43-44; xxiii:24a; xxiv:12,24,36a,40,52,53. Aside from these, how-
ever, there is no need to posit a continuous source, especially when Luke's
1. SG, xcv.
2. MLA, pp. 95ff.
3. ILNT
, p. 276.
4. Cf. Lk i:5; iii:l,19; viii:3; ix:7-9; Acts xiiisl.
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'•power of selection and collocation" is recognized.
Goguel makes a frontal attack upon the assumptions of Streeter. In
the Introduction au Nouveau Testament he tries to demonstrate that Luke's
material in the Passion Story, separated from Mark, is not homogeneous,
and that in several cases it is not possible to make a sharp distinction
between Mark and this material. ^ His sharnest criticism apneared in an
article in the Harvard Theological Review for January, 1933, entitled
"Luke and Mark: With a Discussion of Streeter's Theory."^ His conclusion
is that Luke uses 8 special tradition side by side with Mark, but that
this is definitely composed of "fragmentary traditions." It is Goguel's
nature to be thorough and exhaustive, and his conclusion rests upon such
a.n analysis of the material. Whereas Perry finds reason to posit a homo-
geneous source, Goguel does not. The same phenomena produce such con-
trasting and contradictory results! As regards Proto-Luke, Goguel adds
this consideration:
"If Luke had had access to an otherwise unknown gospel, and had
made it his principal source, it is conceivable that in his story
of the passion he should not have followed it for the main out-
line; and if, on the other hand, we have to conclude that Proto-
Luke did not include the passion, that work was certainly a very
singular gospel.
To my mind the best direct attack upon the views of Streeter and
Taylor is nresented by J. W. Hunkin in an article called "The Composition
of the Third Gospel, with special Reference to Canon Streeter's Theory
1. op. 510ff.
2. pp. 1-56.
3 . ibid.
, p. 38
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of Proto-Luke. First Hunkin points out the fallacy in Streeter's argu-
ment from the percentage of Luke's words found in Mark; Streeter has con-
tended that in 123 verses of Luke, which in substance have parallels in
Mark, the percentage of Luke's words found in Mark is only 27, but else-
where in the gospel 53^. Hunkin points out that in Luke's use of Mark
xiii as the only source for Lk xxi:5-36 the percentage is only 37, the in-
ference being that Luke used Mark with such a degree of freedom that his
use varied from section to section. That is, Hunkin would break down the
type of criticism that demands conformity to logical and self-consistent ‘
standards of literary procedure on the part of the evangelists, regardless
of contrary evidence. But he goes further. He analyzes the 12 variations
in the order in which incidents are recorded by Mark a.nd Luke. Six of
these he finds to be so trivial as to carry little weight, for they repre-
sent, not variations in the order of the events themselves, but only a
difference in the order in which they are mentioned by the evangelist.
Luke could easily have changed them simply from the desire to improve
Mark's style and to make his own narrative run more smoothly. The re-
maining passages, admits Hunkin, probably are based upon a tradition dif-
ferent from that preserved in Mark. "The simplest hypothesis," however,
o
"is that St. Luke deliberately corrects the Marcan narrative."
Hunkin's keenest criticism is dealt against the claim of Streeter and
Taylor that the non-Marcan material furnished the framework for the
1. Jour . Theol . St., April, 1927, pp, 250-262.
2. ibid., p. 256.
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Passion Story. "It is significant," he says, "that the 14 passages which
Dr. Taylor calls 'Marcan insertions* occur in Luke, with only one excep-
tion(Mk xiv:21,22), precisely in the same relative order in which they
stand in Mark." 1 After listing these 'insertions' to prove his point,
Hunkin concludes: "If these are 'Marcan insertions’ then the framework of
the whole section is Marcan."^ Interestingly enough Hunkin accepts the
theory of a Proto-Luke in so far as that involves belief in a document
made up of Q and L material, but he does not take the next step with
Streeter and Taylor. The document was used by Luke, he believes, but it
was used to supplement Mark, and not vice versa
.
In the Passion Story,
however, he is not certain that all the supplementary material came from
Q plus L. Some of it may have come from notes not attached to the docu-
ment, or from independent, detached pieces of tradition.
Creed moves in this general mood, although he is sympathetic to Haw-
kin's older theory that Luke himself was responsible for the transforma-
tions in the Marcan story. Hawkin' s theory is very ingenious. Luke as a
preacher had gradually supplemented, modified, and transformed the current
Marcan narrative for homiletical purposes, at least so far as it was re-
lated to the Passion and Crucifixion. In his Passion Story he wrote down
the memoirs of his former preaching without directly referring to his
usual Marcan source. Under the influence of Paul's preaching, which be-
came his model, he began his Passion Story with the institution of the
1. ibid. , p, 257.
2, ibid. , p. 257.
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Eucharist, the only exception to Paul's silence about any act of Jesus
preceding the actual Passion. Furthermore, argues Hawkins, the new mater-
ial in Luke is such as would prove attractive and interesting when used in
preaching. ^ With affinities for this view Creed still believes that
"Luke's own historical criticism
, . .
(is) held to account for the chief
transpositions in the narrative of the events subsequent to the arrest
. ,
and the outstanding consideration remains that at crucial points the Marcan
source unmistakably shows through. Despite Luke's greater freedom from
Mark in the Passion and Resurrection than elsewhere, the additional mater-
ial appears to Creed to be secondary, and hardly from a single source.
What then shall be said of these theories? It must be admitted that
Perry’s theory is very interesting and intriguing, and the tabular evi-
dence produced in his analysis is very accurate. I have checked each of
his tables in Huck. Within the limits of what he calls the Passion Story
(Lk xix:l-xxiv:53)
,
including more than the other critics here considered,
there is evidence that Luke used important and significant material not in
Mark. Whatever its form, fragmentary traditions or a single source, it is
important. Without it our whole impression of the last days of Jesus would
be sadly lacking. Perry's tables clearly reveal where this material is
not at all paralleled in Mark, as well as the passages where there is re-
mote parallelism and close parallelism. Despite the many excellent points
T. OSSP, pp. 7 6ff
.
2. GL, p. lxiv. Complete sections of Mark in the Passion are xxii:7-13,
54-61. Marcan phrases in the middle of sections which in other re-
spects differ from Mark are in xxii :19a, 22 ,47 ,52 ,71; xxiii:3.
3. Table Ka, p„ 279.
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in Perry's analysis, I do not find it wholly convincing. The inference
that this non-Marcan material was basic, rather than Mark's Gospel, is
not .justified. Cases of remote parallelism and of close parallelism sug-
gest no more than that Luke freely combined Mark and the non-Marcan mat-
erial. Changes in Mark's order have been shown by Hunkin to be rather in-
significant, and changes in Mark's wording do not imply that Mark was less
significant for the framework of the Passion Story, A comparison of
Matthew's use of Mark in this section is enlightening. On the whole it is
granted that Matthew follows Mark. But there are many cases where liatth-
ew's reletionship to the Marce.n source is just as loose as that of Luke.^
What is more, in several cases Luke follows Mark when Matthew doesn't. 2
The general impression, moreover, from reading the parallel accounts in
Huck is not that J was a basic source, but that Mark is fundamental. In
addition. Perry has indulged in a great deal of wishful thinking, as well
as sincere analysis, in conjecturing that J is a literary unity. This is
certainly not self-evident when the Marcan passages are removed. And
there is something to be said for Hunkin 's conclusions regarding the
'Marcan insertions.' I do not see that he proves that Mark v/as the frame
work, for Luke could have inserted the Marcan passages in the same order
in which they appear in Mark without having used Mark as the framework,
especially if his other source followed somewhat the same order. It does
1. Cf. Mt xxi:4-5,8b,10ff ,40ff ; xxiis34ff; xxiii; xxiv :10f f ,30; xxvi:
If f ,42 ,44,52f f ; xxvii :3-10 ,11 ,19 ,24-25 ,34,36,43 ,52-54,62-66; xxviiij
2-4, 9ff; xxviiitllff.
2. Cf. Lk xix:47; xx:46-47; xxi:l-4; xxii t 1-2 , (4-5)
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remind us, however, that he had Mark before him as a literary unity, and
that, unless the evidence is very convincing against his use of Mark as
the framework of the section, the most likely conclusion is that Mark v/as
so used.
This analysis is no more favorable then to Perry's theory than it is
to the Proto-Luke hypothesis. Perry succeeds in pointing out the phenom-
ena involved in the relationship of Luke and Mark, but his inferences from
that relationship are inadequate. It is by no means impossible or improb-
able that Luke's non-Marcan material came to him in a single source, es-
pecially if we think of the source as a collection of various materials
from one geographical area. Assuming that the companion of Paul was the
author of the gospel,^- his connection with Caesarea makes that city a
quite possible source for the material. Whether in a single source or
not, it is by no means established that Luke preferred this source as a
framework in place of Mark. In the light of Luke's general treatment of
Mark elsewhere it seems more likely that he supplemented the basic Marcan
account with this important non-Marcan material, being very free, to be
sure, in his changing of Mark, The evidence presented by Creed and other
critics corroborates this assumption, for they find the Marcan account
breaking through at crucial points in the story, and very evident in
Luke's Passion Story. The general impression from reading the parallel
accounts in the Passion Story is that Mark is used as framework. Luke
1. As most critics do. Hawkin' s theory is not impossible, but how can
we determine whether it is more true than that Luke got material from
Caesarea? May not both influences have been at work?
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follows Mark usually in the same places where there are parallels in
Matthew, and adds his non-Marcan material in the gaps where Matthew and
Mark have no parallels. Rarely is the impression given that Mark is sup-
plementing the Lucan non-Marcan account, liven though the non-Marcan pass-
ages are at times of considerable length they are but elaborations of the
more simple and basic Marcan statement and setting. On this basis, there-
fore, I am unconvinced by the arguments of Streeter and Taylor that a
Proto-Luke document gives the underlying background for the Passion Story
in Luke.
b. Mark and Luke Previous to the Passion Story.
What of the passages in Luke which are supposed to represent a neglig-
ible use of Mark on the part of Luke? Streeter and Taylor both point to
the following sections: Lk iii:l-iv:30; vi :20-viii :3 ; ix:51-xviii :14;
xix:l-27, Taylor adds v:l-ll and xix:37-44, 47-48 and xxi:20-36. The
Preface(i:l-4) and the Infancy Narratives(i :5-ii) also must be considered
here. Streeter and Taylor argue, not only that Mark has not served as the
basis for Luke's account in these passages, but also that, when these
passages are put together, they represent a literary unity. On this basis
they contend that Proto-Luke rather than Mark furnished the essential out-
line and framework for the canonical Luke.
On the whole I believe the argument is upheld that Luke has used Mark
very little in these sections. This is most evident in the long section
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of Lk ix:51-xviii :14. Marcan parallels are likely in several places,'*'
but the great mass of the material seems derived from Q or sources pecul-
iar to Luke. It is no less true of the other passages mentioned by both
Streeter and Taylor, with the exception of iii:l-iv:30. Streeter recog-
nizes the parallels with Mark in Lk iii :3-4 ,16 ,21-22
;
iv:l-2, but he thinks
they merely designate overlapping between Q and Mark, and not dependence
of Luke upon Mark. It should be noticed, however, that the Marcan mater-
ial appears at significant places in the Lucan account, usually at places
where a document furnishing the framework would be expected to appear.
What is more, Mark has the same relationship to Matthew as to Luke in this
regard. The only exception, and an important one, is in Lk iv:22-30 where
Luke omits Mark, although Mark is followed closely by Matthew, and substi-
tutes material peculiar to himself.
The passages which Taylor adds to Streeter’s list are not so convinc-
ing. The miraculous draft of fishes in Lk vtl-11 may quite well be a lit-
erary elaboration of Mk i:16-20, the call of the disciples. Lk vi:12-19
is definitely Marcan with insertions from Luke's non-Marcan material, and
the same may be said for Lk xix:37-44, 47-48. Lk xxi:20-36 contains the
Lucan ending of the discourse in xxi:34-36, but up to that point Mark
plays a conspicuous part.
Lk i:l-4 is obviously Luke's introduction to his Gospel, and i:5-ii
is obviously non-Marcan. In the light of these passages mentioned here,
TU Lk xsl-2, 17-20, 25-28; xi :15-18 ,21-22 ,29 ,43 ; xiislj xiii :18-19 ,30;
xiv:l-6,34; xvii :l-2 ,6,31-33. Goguel points out also xiiislO-17,
though I do not see it as clearly as he.
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excluding the ones we have referred to Mark, it must be granted that Luke
has great blocks of non-Marcan material. Some of the material includes
material from Q and other Lucan sources, while some passages represent
either Q alone or Lucan material alone. Most critics grant this
assumption.
The critics, however, are not at all so certain as Streeter and Taylor
that this material taken together represents a literary unity or gives
evidence of having come from one source, let alone having been used in
preference to Mark for the backbone of Luke's Gospel. Creed leads the
attack in stating that "if the Marcan material is subtracted, the Gali-
lean ministry is seriously attenuated, and the proportion of the work is
wholly destroyed,"-*- the result being an "amorphorous collection of narra-
tive and discourses, the greater part of which is thrown without intelli-
gent reason into the unsuitable form of a travel document." The sup-
plementary character of Mark in the journey to Jerusalem, Creed continues,
is "merely a happy coincidence," there being in that section no "impres-
tion of internal completeness." Creed thinks this lack of internal com-
pleteness is very apparent in contrast to the clear arrangement and ad-
mirable balance of Luke's Gospel as a whole. Creed's general conclusion
is echoed in the writings of Goguel, 4 Burkitt,^ Headlamp Clarke,^
1. Jour. Theol. St., Jan.
,
1927, P. 200.
2.
3.
GL, p. lviii
Jour. Theol. *st., Jan. 1927, P. 200f
.
4. BIT, p. 515.
5. ESLJ , p. 114.
6. LTJC
, p. 24.
7. Theology , July, 1926, pp. 46ff.
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Cadbury, 1- Montefiore, 2 Hunkin, 3 and Moffatt. 4 Burton finds evidence of a
special source (p) for Lk ix:51-xviii:14, but in his theory there is no
essential literary unity between P and another source (G) which he thinks
underlies Lk iii:l-ix:50. With some minor exceptions Moffatt's conclu-
sion represents the general outlook of most of these critics. He says:
"The section (Lk ix:51-xviii :14) .... is a collection of sayings and
6tories, partly drawn from a special tradition of the Judaean ministry of
£
Jesus, partly from Q, and partly even from Mark," and while he may have
had special sources for other parts of the gospel, including the Passion,
"he has worked over them so thoroughly that it is rarely possible to dis-
n
tinguish their number or even their nature." Even granting an Ebionite
tendency running throughout much of this material, it does not follow
that this tendency dominates all the material, nor that all the sections
representing that tendency were confined to one source. Even granting
that most of this material was together in one source it does not follow
that it gave enough of a framework to supplant Mark. I am inclined to
believe that Luke had a third large source in addition to Mark and Q, and
for the sake of convenience it may be called L. To this source probably
belonged many of the parables and other material. It is uncertain, how-
17 MLA, pp. 108ff.
2. SG, xciv,
3. Jour . Theol. St_. , April, 1927, pp. 250ff.
4. ILNT, p. 234.
5 » SBTJ , p » 5
.
6. ILNT, p. 234.
7. ibid . , p, 266.
8. Protest against riches as in Lucan Beatitudes.
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ever, just how much material came from this source, and the attempts of
Grant and T. W. Manson to demonstrate the unity of the source are too de-
pendent upon subjective judgments about the extent and location of the
material to warrant confidence. Furthermore, it is a long step, and one
which I cannot take, from the assumption that Luke used a third important
source to the conclusion that this source supplanted Mark as the basic
source. It is even quite a step to the conclusion that Q and L were com-
bined prior to their being written down in Luke's Gospel. The latter
seems more probable than the former, but it seems no more evident than
that Luke preferred such a source to Mark.
But there are still other considerations. Streeter has argued from
the comparative extent of the non-Marcan material and the Marcan incor-
porated in Luke. He has shown that the non-Marcan covers much more space
than the Marcan. But is the question of the quantity of the material
significant? Granting that Luke has omitted more of Mark than Matthew
does, the important quest 'on is, "How does he use the Marcan and non-
Marcan materials?". Streeter recognized that Luke alternated Marcan and
non-Marcan strips. On this basis the quantity of the material makes
little difference, just so long as the essential Marcan framework is fol-
lowed. Even in the cases where Mark has been used very freely by Luke,
there is evidence that it has been used in decisive places and in the way
one might expect a basic source to be used. Taylor has argued that the
beginning and ending of Luke's Gospel are non-Marcan, implying a greater
'Jf
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preference for the non-Marcan material as against the Marcan. But Matthew
does the same thing.
Furthermore, it has been argued from Luke’s use of Q that he was quite
willing to omit Mark for the sake of an apparently superior tradition.
But is this a consistent practice with Luke? Perry has already pointed
out that in the Passion Story Luke conflates Mark with another source, and
does not always omit Mark."*- Cadbury's analysis of Luke leads him to be-
lieve that in many cases Luke is using Mark in a subtle way, even when the
dependence is not always self-evident. Clarke attacks the arbitrary
nature of Streeter's hypothesis in this regard, claiming that the free
editing of Mark is attributed to Luke where it is necessary, but that in
other passages the same degree of editorial freedom is held to preclude
3the use of Mark,
The association of Lk ix:51-xviii :14 with the "We-Sect ions" of Acts by
Taylor draws a reply from Creed, that the two accounts are quite different
in that the itinerary of the journey to Jerusalem is not consecutive, and
by no means clearly a travel-narrative. 4 This distinction seems to me
valid. There is not nearly the same sense of movement in the Lucan ac-
count in the gospel as in the accounts in Acts. The former seems much
more artificial as a travel-document than the "We-Sect ions" in Acts.
What conclusions shall we draw regarding the discussion which has con-
cerned us thus far in this chapter? In the first place, Luke apparently
17 SLPN, pp. 25f.
2. MLA, po. 95ff.
3. Theology , July, 1926, pp. 46ff.
4. Jour . Theol . St., Jan., 1927, pp. 200f.
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had access to important material not known, or at least used, by Mark or
Matthew. This material comes to the surface in the Passion Story and in
the sections of Luke discussed, particularly Lk ix:51-xviii :14. In the
second place, this material may have come to Luke in one general source.
I am inclined to think that a great deal of it did, and this may be called
L. It seems more likely that L did not contain all the extra material,
thus making allowance for oral tradition and possible other written frag-
ments. No final conclusion can be passed upon the supposed unity of L un-
til we are able to draw with some degree of certainty the lines separating
it from Mark and Q and possible other materials. We cannot know L as we
know Mark, nor in the same sense in which we know Q, In the third place,
the combination of Q and L into a Proto-Luke document, prior to the compo-
sition of Luke's Gospel, either by Luke himself or someone else, is not an
impossibility. The differences between the Matthaean and Lucan versions
of discourse material may be accounted for on some such basis. But if this
combination took place, it does not follow that Prote-Luke was a unified
gospel, or anything more than an anamolous collection of parables and dis-
course material. The case for literary unity of this material has been
shown to be untenable. I do not see how we can know whether Q and L were
brought together before the composition of the Gospel, or during that pro-
cess of composition. In the fourth place, Mark's Gospel is the source of
Luke's framework as of Matthew's, and material from Q and L and other
sources has been inserted in the Marcan outline, A great deal of editorial
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freedom on the part of Luke is apparent in his use of Mark, but recent at-
tempts to explain away the influence of Mark’s Gospel have been carried to
excess. In addition, there is not enough evidence to support the claim
that Luke had before him a document capable of supplanting Mark’s outline.
Thus the theory of an L source seems reasonable, and within limits material
from Luke may be reconstructed which can be said to come from it. As com-
pared with the Marcan and Q hypotheses, however, it must ever remain a
'weak sister,' not as regards the quality of its materials, but concerning
the exactness with which we can know it.^ On the other hand, beyond the
possible hypothesis that Q and L may have been combined in a single docu-
ment before Luke's Gospel was composed, the theory of a Proto-Luke is
wholly unwarranted and unsupported by the phenomena of Luke's Gospel.
4. Luke i-ii.
This section of Luke has already been mentioned in the former discus-
sion, but it had no bearing particularly upon the theory of Streeter and
Taylor. Both of them analyze it as distinct from Proto-Luke. Lk i:l-4 is
obviously Luke's preface to the gospel, the remaining passages being his
account of the birth and infancy of Jesus. As such they correspond to the
first two chapters of Matthew's Gospel.
The best hypothesis to account for this section seems to me to be that
1. I agree with Scott (LNT, pp. 45ff) that it is futile to attempt to set
each verse down to some particular source, a procedure carried to ab-
surd lengths in many recent commentaries. Without a comparative basis,
as in our analysis of Q, we cannot even know whether L was written or
oral, let alone being able to tell just which verses belong to it and
not to Q or some other cycle.
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we have here a distinct source, and a Greek translation of an original
Aramaic or Hebrew document. This view is favored by most critics. Taylor
dissents in claiming a free composition by Luke himself, subsequent to the
composition of Proto-Luke, on the basis of a special oral tradition.
4
This
was the view of Harnack, who thought of the archaic style of the section as
O
Luke's own conscious literary endeavor, Moffatt points out the diffi-
3
culties with this view. Luke could hardly have thrown himself back by
historical imagination to the standpoint of these chapters, says Moffatt.
This does not seem to me to recognize the possibility of an oral tradition
which would make it unnecessary for Luke to have imagined the standpoint
of the chapters. More significant is the claim that in these chapters
there are traces of a Semitic original. McNeile, 4 W. Manson,^ Streeter,
^
and Moffatt all bear witness to the hypothesis of a translated document,
8 9
as well as Burney and Clogg. Moffatt appeals to the marked change of
style and diction as the gospel passes from i:4 to i:5 and, though less
marked, from ii:52 to iiitl; to the Hebraic phenomena in the whole section;
and to the Lucan characteristics which appear in ii:15-20, 41-52. Streeter
confesses his lack of linguistic qualifications to pass upon the theory of
Torrey that these chapters represent the translation of a Hebrew, as dis-
1. TG, pp. 72f.
2. Moffatt, ILNT
, pp. 226f.
3. ibid
. , pp. 226f
.
4. INT
, pp. 69f f
.
5. GL, p. xx.
6. FG, pp. 266f.
7. ILNT, pp. 266f
.
8. POL
9. INT, 227ff.
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tinct from an Aramaic, document, but it is clear to him that the Magni-
ficat and the Benedictus were not originally written in Greek. No one,
he says, who thought in Greek could have produced part of i:51,69.
Streeter thinks it a more difficult question as to whether the whole came
from a Hebrew document, because Luke's fondness for LXX translations is
evidenced here. McNeile thinks there is little question about the Hebraic
source for all the material.
William Manson analyzes the source further than its language. He
thinks it demonstrably material from Judaean sources combined in a written
document in Hebrew or Aramaic. Probably two cyles of tradition were woven
together, the one concerned with John the Baptist, the other with Jesus.
The Hebraic character is revealed through the underlying Semitic idiom,
the ideals of Jewish piety represented by the chief characters in the
stories, the Messianic hope in the hymns, and the intimate knowledge of
Jewish religious customs. Luke rewrote the source, making great use of
the LXX and a few features from other sources. ~
Easton associates these stories with the source L, noting no great
difference in style or diction between them and later material peculiar
n
to Luke. Grant does not call the source for-this section L, but he
might as well, since he associates it with the same geographical area in
which L is supposed to have originated. In actuality his "cognate source"
1. ii:l-2 and i:34-35. This is not the place to discuss the evidence
for i:34-35 as a secondary reading.
2. CIG, pp. 7ff.
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amounts to very much the same thing. ^ It may still be argued that Lk i:5-
ii are a later insertion to Luke's Gospel after its composition, since
iii:l-2 does naturally follow the mood of i:3. However, these stories
find their natural place in the whole conception of the gospel, and
Matthew's Gosoel also furnishes a parallel treatment.
I have much less equipment than Streeter for passing upon the Hebraic
nature of the Greek in this section of Luke. If one or two critics were
alone in oointing out the evidence for an Aramaic or Hebrew original, the
case for that would be much less strong than it is. In the light of these
opinions it seems better to think of this section as a translation, and I
see no reason why Luke may not have translated himself. If he did not
know Aramaic or Hebrew, then someone else must have done it. For our
purnose the case can rest there. At least it is fairly evident that, in
addition to Mark, Q, L, and possible other source material, Luke also had
a special tradition for chapters i and ii of his Gospel.
The main conclusions of this chapter have already been summarized on
pages 118-120, The general conclusions developing from the discussions
in the four chapters of Part I will be summarized in the following
section.
1. GOG, pp. 9ff
.,
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CONCLUSION OB' PART I
This Dissertation set out to make a critical survey of recent trends
in Synoptic Gospel Criticism. Part I of that task, dealing with the im-
mediate sources of Matthew and Luke, has now been completed. The major
trends have been pointed out, and sympathetic or hostile voices heard.
Some attempt at evaluation of the various theories has been made in each
chapter. The general conclusions may be summarized somewhat as follows.
Matthew and Luke both used a copy of Mark substantially the same as the
present canonical Mark, and another document which is now lost. This
other document, known usually as Q, may be the writing referred to by
Papias as coming from the hand of the disciple Matthew. At least it is
reasonable to identify the nucleus of Q with it. In the attempt to re-
construct Q, however, we are limited largely to the parallel material of
Matthew and Luke, although some material peculiar to Matthew and Luke
probably came from Q. In determining which passages of this latter mater-
ial shall be included the truth probably lies somewhere between the limits
set by Bacon and Streeter. At least it seems fairly evident that Q was
primarily a sayings-source
,
its narrative element existing largely for the
sake of the sayings and discourses, and that it contained no Passion Story.
The original order of Q is more likely retained better by Luke than by
Matthew, although the original wording is quite uncertain. Matthew and
Luke probably used Q in different recensions, although the differences and
likenesses in their parallel material may be accounted for in part by
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translation from Aramaic to Greek, in part by the freedom with which the
evangelists edited the material. Where Mark and Q overlap a theory of
literary dependence and borrowing is less likely to be true than the as-
sumption that Mark used a different, if to some extent parallel, cycle of
tradition.
In addition to Mark and Q the two later evangelists used other source
material, but it is practically impossible to determine with exactness the
nature, form, or extent of the particular sources from which it came. M is
a possibility, but there is not sufficient evidence to make it more than an
interesting theory. Matthew probably used a source for the Infancy Narra-
tives distinct from that used by Luke, but we do not know whether it was
written or oral. He may also have used a book of Old Testament quotations.
Luke gives evidence of having used very important non-Marcan and non-
Matthaean source material. L may account for much of this, particularly
the parables, but it cannot be reconstructed with certainty. Proto-Luke
may have been in existence before the composition of the Gospel, but Mark,
though used freely by Luke, furnishes the basis and outline for Luke's
Gospel. Probably Luke used a written source, distinct from L or Proto-
Luke, for chapters i-ii. Fragmentary traditions and a free use of Mark
account for Luke's Passion Story.
In the Introduction I stated that this critical survey would point to
a conclusion, namely, that the Synoptic Problem finds its best solution in
the assumption that many strands of tradition entered into the weaving of
the pattern which is revealed in the Synoptic Gospels, but that Miark and Q
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are the fundamental and basic strands. This assumption is bourne out by
the discussion thus far. M as a distinct source has not been proved, but
Matthew did have other source material. L is a possibility, and Proto-Luke
not beyond reason. At least Luke gives adequate evidence of having at hand
other important tradition not found in either Mark or Q. In other words,
several strands of tradition have entered the pattern. Yet Mark and Q
remain basic. The most dangerous threat to thi6 assumption has been the
Proto-Luke Hypothesis, in so far as it was claimed that this document has
supplanted Mark's outline, but it has been seen to be subordinate and
supplementary to Mark.
There is thus some validity in the attempts to find another phrase
with which to represent the situation than that of 'Two-Document Hypothe-
sis. ' As we have seen in the Introduction, Streeter, Grent
,
and Burton
make suggestions. Bussmann has added another attempt, and Easton speaks
of a 'Three-Document Hypothesis.' They all represent a recognition of the
need for interpreting the Two-Document Hypothesis to include other source
material than Mark and Q. However, they tend to obscure the basic nature
of Mark and Q. Without these two sources, whatever the value of other
sources, there would have been no Synoptic Gospels in the vital sense in
which they are known to us. After many attempts I do not know how to
phrase an appropriate title to replace "Two-Document Hypothesis." Until a
better phrasing can be found than that suggested by Streeter, Grant,
Easton, and others, it is better to talk of the Two-Document Hypothesis as
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the best solution of the Synoptic Problem.
The question of how to designate the situation in a single phrase is,
however, far less important than an adequate understanding of the situation
as it exists. Although in several places I have registered strong dissent
to the viev/s of Streeter and Grant on important matters, and although I do
not agree with their designations, still I do believe that they have set
their faces in the direction which leads to a solution of the problems
treated in this part of the Dissertation. The difficulty with their
theories is not that they may be wrong, but that they assume more informa-
tion than we possess. This is the great difficulty in attempting a solu-
tion of the Synoptic Problem beyond the stage already reached; there is
lacking adequate evidence to allow for more than highly conjectural re-
sults. With more information, the theories of Streeter and Grant might
seem quite reasonable. My feeling is, however, that criticism has gone
about as far as it can reasonably go in estimating the extent and nature of
the written sources used by Matthew and Luke. New discoveries may alter
the situation, as Deissmann's discoveries aided our understanding of the
Greek used in the New Testament writings, but until then criticism must be
content with what information it possesses.
Whether recent criticism has helped us to understand the development of
the tradition before it came to written form in Mark, Q, and other written
sources, and whether that understanding has contributed to the solution of
the problems discussed in this part of the Dissertation, will be determined
in Part II. That phase of the general problem will now be our concern.
—.
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CHAPTER V
SOURCES OF MARK’S GOSPEL
In Part II of this work I propose to investigate recent attempts to
penetrate behind the written sources of Matthew and Luke, and to discover
something of the literary process involved in the formation of the tradi-
tion which has come to expression in these sources. This chapter is con-
cerned with Mark's Gospel, its literary history and its sources. There
are two main problems involved, each affecting the other. The first con-
cerns the literary unity of Mark, Is Mark's Gospel the work of one
writer, or are there evidences of several hands at work? Is it a literary
unity or are there evidences of redaction? The second question is related
to the sources of the material which makes up the gospel. Regardless of
whether the gospel is a unity or not, or whether it is the work of one
writer or several, whence came the material used to form its story? More
particularly, did the author of the gospel use written sources, and if so,
can they be revealed in his narrative? The question of unity will be dis-
cussed first. Table contains most of the statistical data involved in
the argument of this chapter,
1. The Literary Unity of Mark.
Some critics have always questioned the unity of Mark's Gospel, and
2
Moffatt gives a substantial list of the older criticisms. Many famous
1. p. 281.
2. ILNT, pp. 227f
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names are in this list, including, among others, those of Ewald, Wendling,
»7ellhausen, J. Weiss, Weizs&cker, Beyschlag, Bacon. In the present day
there are still many who follow in their train. Montefiore sets the stage
for these critics when he says that it "seems hard to believe that any one
and the same person could have written so oddly as some passages in Mark
are written."*- Analysis of this kind usually combines considerations
drawn from the internal structure of the gospel itself and from a compari-
son of its contents with those of the two later gospels.
Moffatt has steadily contended that the original work of Mark was the
writing mentioned by Papias
,
and that the present Gospel of Mark repre-
sents the work of a later writer, a Roman Christian, who edited the
original document. This original document, according to Moffatt, con-
sisted of the reminiscences of Peter, and to it the later editor added the
Little Apocalypse in Mark 13 and some sayings of Jesus. Moffatt 's con-
clusions are based upon his interpretation of the Papias Fragment, the
opening words of the Muratorian Fragment, and an internal literary analy-
sis of the gospel, ^ Crum and Goguel both follow Moffatt’s general analy-
sis. The former is certain that he discovers two 'strata' in Mark between
the formation of which there has taken place a change in the church's
mind and language.'* Incompatible elements stand side by side: stories
such as Peter might tell in Rome and Mark record, and others using a dif-
1. SG, p. xxi.
2. ILNT, op. 183ff.
3. Table N gives the passages which Moffatt points out as revealing
evidence of editorial work upon a source, p. 284.
4. SMG, p. v.
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ferent vocabulary and representing a more advanced Christology. According
to Crum's analysis, therefore, Mark I was the original writing, consisting
mainly of Peter’s reminiscences, and to it were added other elements to
form Mark II, our present gospel. Goguel
1
also analyzes the gospel into
Mark I and Mark II as representing two successive forms of Mark. This
theory grows out of an attempt to explain Luke's omission of Mark vi:45-
viii:26, the assumption being that Luke used Mark I, which did not contain
the section he omits, while Matthew used Mark II, to which this section has
been added. It differs from the schemes of Moffatt and Crum in that the
same author is responsible for both Mark I and Mark II. Goguel says, ''A
revision which preserves so completely the spirit and purpose of the first
2
author can hardly be the work of any other than that of the author himself.
In reality this theory amounts to a refutation of the other schemes, for
Goguel does not find glaring cases of incompatible elements side by 6ide.
It only seems reasonable to Goguel because otherwise he cannot account for
Luke being so careless with his copy of Mark.
Cadoux has suggested a theory of three sources for Mark's Gospel. He
records his dissent from the attempts to distinguish editorial material
from the sources used by the author of the gospel, or to distinguish the
sources themselves on the basis of the supposed priraitiveness of certain
passages or different literary styles. The Ur-Marcus theory is not valid.
Rather than this Cadoux thinks that all the phenomena are explicable upon
1. Harv. Theol . Rev . , Jan., 1933, pp. 53ff.
2. ibid . , p. 55.
3. SSG, the entire discussion.
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the theory that three major sources have been combined by a compiler who
took a minimum of liberty with his sources. This theory, although having
affinities with the theories being treated here, really belongs to a dis-
cussion of the sources of Mark. It will be treated in the next section of
this chapter along with the theory of Eduard Meyer.
Bacon, however, must be included in this group. It is Moffatt who
S' ys that Wendling's complicated theory of the literary origin of Mark is
only "rivalled, in point of elaboration," by Bacon's hypothesis.^ On the
same page Moffatt gives a detailed outline of Bacon's theory, setting down
all the passages which Bacon assigns to R(the final editor, who was an
anti-Jewish Paulinist), and the passages which R has used from Q, P(the
primitive Petrine tradition outlined in Acts x:37-38), and X(an unknown
source). Moffatt also points out that the element from R is raised to a
maximum, while that from P is reduced to a minimum. This outline is based
upon Bacon's earlier writings, but it is quite consistent with his views
expressed in 1925 in The Gospel of Mark
.
In this writing he contends that
o
there is definite evidence of stratification and accretion, and that the
Gospel resembles a tangled mass of masonry.^ The influence of R is sug-
gested in the contention that, in a broad sense, the doctrinal basis of
Mark is Pauline. 4 This applies particularly to the Christ ology of Mark's
Gospel, the only parallel to it in the primitive age, says Bacon, being
U ILNT, p. 228.
2. pp. 138ff.
3. p. viii.
4. p. 228.
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Paul's preaching of the work of God in Christ.^" Bacon does not argue
direct literary dependence of Mark upon the Pauline Letters, but assumes
rather that Mark was deeply influenced by Pauline thought. This becomes
evident in Mark's emphasis upon the doctrine of the cross, in the eschato-
logical discourse, 3 in the sayings on renunciation and stumbling,
4
in the
section on distinction of meats, 3 in the question of David's son, 3 and in
the words of institution at the Supper. Mark, according to Bacon, at-
tempts to give a joint message from the martyred Peter and Paul, and his
story is essentially that of Paul as Mark received it from Peter. 3
Q, he argues, was used from memory "to embellish and supplement an
Q
earlier and simpler narrative," meaning P. Evidence of this is found in
10
passages like Mk. ivtl-34; ix:33-50; vii:l-23; xii:l-12, 13-34. Assuming
that the Second Source was more a 'gospel' than a mere collection of say-
ings, its influence can be seen in many narrative sections, particularly
in the Baptism and Temptation, in Mk iii:7-vi?13. In this latter passage
Bacon believes the anti-Jewish motive comes clearly to expression as Mark
aims to strengthen the indictment against the Jewish kin according to the
flesh **rom whom the Kingdom will be taken to be given to those doing the
will of God. Throughout the gospel Bacon finds evident a heterogeneous
1. p. 139.
2. pp. 301ff.
3. Mk xiii: I Thess. iv:13-17; II Thess. iisl-15.
4. Mk ix:3©-50: Rom. xiv:l-xv:13.
5. Mk vii:l-23: I Cor. xvi:23ff; Rom. xiv;8.
6. Mk xii:35-37: Rom. i:3f; viii :34.
7. Mk xiv:22-25; I Cor. xi:23ff.
8. p. 334.
9. p. 152.
10. Cf. discussion, op. 139ff.
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derivation of material and editorial manipulation. 1- Mk vi :14-viii :26 re-
veals it. Mk viii:27-x:52 reveals it. His comment on this letter passage
may serve as a summary of his whole attitude. Finding here the same phe-
nomena of composition as elsewhere, he says that ’'the fundamental outline
is presumably Petrine, with a large admixture of Q material in radically
2
adapted form, the doctrinal standpoint being ultra-Pauline, or Paulinisticv
The theory of Bussmann, a recent addition to the ranks of German schol-
arship, is also very elaborate. According to him what may be called a
double version of the Ur-Marcus theory explains the data. Mark's Gospel
first appeared as G, the 'Geschichtsquelle , ' and was used by Luke in that
form. Next came B, a recension of G by a Galilean, which was used by the
author of Matthew's Gospel. This form was recast by a Roman Christian to
become F, the Second Gospel as we now know it. This last redactor is re-
sponsible for most of the details which give coloring to the narrative,
such as personal names, local and numerical statements, Aramaic phrases,
explanatory comments, picturesque details, instances of direct speech and
of the use of the double negative; even his fondness for the preposition
N M
/4.S.T4. i 8 noted. As Bussmann's theory of two sources for Q was an al-
ternative to the M hypothesis, this theory is an alternative to the Proto-
Luke theory. This theory really revived the idea of Mk vi :45-viii:26 as a
later addition to the text of Mark, and follows to some extent in the mood
of Goguel's hypothesis. It differs from Goguel in assuming different
1. For this whole discussion cf. pp. 159ff.
2. p. 167.
3. SS, i, pp. 43ff.
4. ibid.
, pp, 93ff
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editors rather than the same author
Before attempting to evaluate these theories I shall suggest positive
considerations of a group of scholars who oppose these theories. Although
James Moffatt has been named in the former group, it is he who gives us a
strong cue to an evaluation of the problems of literary unity in Mark. He
cites two a priori reasons for hesitation in attempting to analyze Mark in-
to an original edition which has been revised or amplified by a later writ-
er.^ In the first place, we cannot assume that what appear to be secondary
elements were not already present to some extent in the Petrine tradition
forming the basis of this gospel. By the time Mark took down the reminis-
cences of Peter there had been ample time for the oral tradition of the
primitive church to have filled out some of the sayings of Jesus, and for
elements of reflection and distortion to have crept in. In the second
place, throughout the gospel there is uniformity of language, both in style
and vocabulary. Upon this basis Moffatt criticizes the older, very elabor-
ate theory of Wendling as implying too rigid and a priori a conception of
the development of primitive Christology, and Bacon’s theory as being al-
together too subjective, Moffatt thinks that Bacon’s criteria for dis-
tinguishing Q and X are rarely cogent, and that a large amount of matter
2
assigned to either, as well as to R, might well be grouped under P. These
considerations do not prevent Moffatt from analyzing Mark into an Ur-Marcus
document, which has been supplemented by later additions. However, they do
lead him to a cautious approach to the problem. His attitude is set forth
~T ILNT , po. 226f , 237f f
,
• ibid., pp. 227f,
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in his own words, as he refers back to the two general considerations which
he has named. He says* ’’These reasons suggest hesitation, not in the ac-
ceptance, but in the working out of the hypothesis that the canonical Mark,
written shortly after 70 A.D., is based for the most part on Mark's draft
of the Petrine reminiscences."^
Several other scholars converge upon the argument that the uniformity
of style in Mark's Gospel points away from any theory of redaction or later
o
edition. Grant contends that the majority of the 'additions' are in
Mark's own style, and that any development of the material took place in
the sources prior to Mark's use of them. After being incorporated in the
gospel they underwent no further elaboration or modification. Headlam also
votes for the unity of Mark on this basis.'
5
Rawlinson^ does grant that
there seem to be in Mark's Gospel dramatic and religious or theological in-
terests, side by side with an interest in narrative or in an historical
story as such. However, these various interests he believes are due to the
same man, and not three different redactors. The persistence of peculiar
and characteristic Marcan mannerisms throughout are against any theory of
nartition. Only in a few places can editorial additions be found. ^ Cad-
fi • 7bury also lines up with these critics. A few phrases may be editorial,
1. ibid ., p. 227.
2. GOG, p. 140.
3. LTJC , p. 8.
4. GM, p, xlii.
5. i:2; iisl9b; ii:36; vii:3-4; viiit35; ixt41; etc.
6. MLA, pp. 76ff.
7. iii :17 ; v:41; vii:ll,34; xv:22,35. Probably itl and xvit9-20 were not
original parts of the gospel. Most critics agree with the elimination
of xvi:9-20 as being an addition to a mutilated ending.
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but for Cadbury there is even no editorial treatment of a theological kind
in Mark. The nearest approach to a pervasive motif is the sense of mystery
which dominates the gospel. Essentially it is an artless transcript, and
the style with which the author writes corresponds in simplicity to such
artlessness of mind. Behind Mark is a complicated history, but the Gospel
itself merely begins to show "the beginnings of an editorial method of as-
sociation,” 1' The gospel has a character of its own, but beyond these slight
indications it is difficult to tell whether the evangelist or the material
is responsible for the character. McNeile agrees with Cadbury as regards
the artlessness of the Gospel, and claims further that "the want of cohesion
p
.... has beer greatly exaggerated by some writers." No other literary
explanation i6 needed to account for the character of the Gospel except
that Mark was not careful to observe a literary or artistic order and
smoothness. McNeile is sympathetic to Moffatt's condemnation of ultra- lit-
erary methods and subjectiveness. McNeile also questions whether there
would have been any motive for revision. Like a criminal lawyer for the de-
fense he argues that it is "not easy to see what should have led a succes-
sion of revisors and redactors to take the trouble to revise or redact a
narrative which did not supply as much material for the former (Nativity
,
Death and Resurrection of Jesus) as either Matthew or Luke, and hardly any
O
for the latter(The ethics of Christianity)." In his series of articles on
Marcan Usage^ C. H. Turner deals with this question, and his conclusion
1. ibid . , p. 78.
2. INT, p. 51.
3. ibid.
, p. 53.
4. Jour. Theol . St., 1924-26, Vol. 26,27.
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forms a good summary for the opinions of these critics just mentioned. He
thinks there is evidence that various readings have crept into the text of
the gosoel in the natural course of transmission. "But," he concludes,
"various readings are one thing, recensions are another. And the evidence
for an Ur-Marcus - that is to say, for an original Mark of which the gospel
we have is a recension or new edition - crumbles on examination into
nothing."^
A word may be said about Streeter's advice to "renounce once and for all
the chase of the phantom Ur-Marcus," Streeter bases much upon the use
which Matthew and Luke have made of Mark. The omissions of Mark by Matthew
and Luke do not need the theory of an Ur-Marcus to explain them, Streeter
has informed us. Furthermore, the result of an analysis of the minor
agreements of Matthew and Luke against Mark point away from the theory of an
Ur-Marcus. Streeter's own words are:
" In every case the coincident language used by Matthew and Luke
has been shown to be more polished and in every way less
primitive than the existing text of Mark. If, therefore, the
coincident agreements of Matthew and Luke can only be explained
on the theory that they used a different edition of Mark from
the one we have, then it is the earlier of the two editions,
the Ur-Marcus in fact, that has survived."^
There may be some validity to Streeter's argument. However, it does not of
necessity follow that there may not have been a stage between the Ur-Marcus,
as Moffatt for instance conceives of it, and the edition of Mark containing
1. ibid. , Vol. 26, p. 337.
2. FG, p. 331.
3. Cf. Chapter I of the Dissertation.
4. FG, p. 305.
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the stylistic revisions which appear in the coincident language of Matthew
and Luke, Furthermore, if these agreements be considered as later emenda-
tions of the texts of Matthew end Luke, as I have already suggested,^-
Streeter's theory loses its force. Whatever the value of his theory, the
strongest argument for the unity of Mark is that from the uniformity of
style in the Second Gospel itself.
On the whole I find myself in general sympathy with those who defend
the unity of Mark. From the reading of Mark's Gospel the dissociated
nature of the tradition is revealed. Except perhaps for the Passion Story
Mark's Gospel reveals separate incidents and stories which have been con-
nected in an editorial fashion. I think too that some motives dominating
Mark’s work may be distinguished. Yet it looks to me as though there may
have been mixed motives at work, including the historical, the evangelist-
ic, the apologetic, and perhaps others. These questions, however, will be
more fully treated in the next chapter. Regardless of these things the ar-
gument from the unity of style in the Gospel deserves weighty considera-
tion. The testimony of Turner, Rawlinson, and the others mentioned is of
great value, unless there are important considerations opposing them. And
to my mind the opposing theories are very unconvincing. Even Moffatt ar-
gues for the general unity of style in Mark. Those who attack this propo-
sition do so upon a very artificial basis. Ultra-literary criticism is
carried to absurd lengths, and they are guilty of very arbitrary and sub-
jective interpretations of the data. They are guilty of setting up
1, Cf. Chapter I of the Dissertation.
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criteria for distinguishing the primary and secondary elements in the Gos-
pel which are not valid. What Cadbury says of attempts to find in Mark
subtle threads of development in the life of Jesus, such as his self-con-
sciousness, whether valid in that regard or not, are valid as applied to
those attempting to find evidence of revision or redaction: ,,mhe unclassi-
fied contents yield such results to those who seek them."^ Furthermore,
these judgments are arbitrary and subjective because they are based upon a
too rigid and stereotyped preconception of the development of early Chris-
tian life. They assume as proved more than we really know. Granted that
it is extremely difficult, if not impossible, to disprove these theories,
the cases of Crum, Goguel, Bacon, and Bussmann are even less capable of
proof. Granting that they may be right, the interpretation which they
place upon the data still does not establish the theories. So far as we
have information about the writing of Mark's Gospel and about early Chris-
tian life, the evidence points away from theories of extensive revision
and redaction in the Second Gospel. Such theories are essentially unneces-
sary to account for the literary characteristics of the Gospel. That is
not to say that any simple theory explains the facts better than a more
complicated one. At best the problem is a complex one. But it does not
follow from that that an extremely complex theory solves the problem bet-
ter if a simpler hypothesis is consistent with the data. But let us ex-
amine the theories in question.
Crum's theory is extremely weak. He bases his whole argument upon the
T. MLA, p. 82.
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assumption that two 'strata' of incompatible elements are observable side
by side in Mark's Gospel, and upon that basis he reconstructs the text of
Mark I and Mark II. ^ But what adequate criteria does Crum have for deter-
mining what Peter might have said in contrast to the later mind and vocabu-
lary of the church? And even if two 'strata' are discernible, how can he
determine whether they reflect the work of two different editors rather
than one author using the different material? I call this the height of
arbitrariness and artificiality. Goguel's theory grows out of a recognized
difficulty in the relationship of Luke and Mark, namely, Luke's omission of
Mark vi :45-viii :26. In Chapter I, I have attempted to account for this
omission on other grounds, and Goguel's alternative explanation is no more
valid to me now than then. What is more, how can Goguel tell, except for
the fact that Luke does not use this section of Mark, that it was not in
the cooy of Mark in Luke's hands? How, moreover, con Goguel claim that
this section was added to Mark later when he admits that the same spirit
and purpose dominates it as the rest of Mark's Gospel? What valid criteria
does he have for determining upon objective grounds that the same author
added this later, rather than that he included it in a first edition of
his work?
O
Moffatt has already set the stage for an evaluation of Bacon's theory ,
Again it is largely a question of the validity of the criteria used to
separate the various elements of R, Q, P, X. It must be admitted that
1. Table M, p. 281.
2. Cf. p. 133 of the Dissertation.
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Bacon is most ingenious. What a mind he hadj How easily he grasped the
most minute considerations in the same breath with a grasp of the whole
sweep of the problem! However, his analysis, whatever of genius it has in
the way it is worked out, does not commend itself to me. He makes too many
unwarranted assumptions and his interpretations depend too much upon sub-
jective judgment to establish confidence in,his work. He would apply to
the complex literary features of Mark the same methods which are applied by
#
archaeologists to tangled masses of masonry,^- To some extent this method
undoubtedly has possibilities, but it is carried too far by Bacon, What-
ever the resemblances between a ruined city with its various layers of
stone and dirt, and the Gospel of Mark with its possible layers of accre-
tion, the conditions for discovering these different accretions are quite
different. The earlier and later features of the Gospel of Mark are by no
means so clearly discernible as the layers of stone and mortar, and the
criteria for determining primary and secondary elements in Mark are by no
means so certain as those for determining the relative age of ruined build-
ings, earthenware, and ancient trinkets. Following too closely such a
method for distinguishing evidences of editorial manipulation and the use
of different sources. Bacon destroys confidence in his argument. As Mof-
fett says, his criteria for distinguishing Q and X are rarely cogent, and,
as far as we can tell, much material which he assigns to either, as well as
to R, might just as well have belonged to P, We have no adequate basis for
distinguishing the secondary elements from the primary ones, and we do not
1, GM, p, viii
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know all that was involved in Peter’s reminiscences. Despite his protest
i
against prejudgment of what constituted Q, Bacon bases a great deal of his
argument here upon his own presuppositions as to the extent of the Second
Source. As I have demonstrated in earlier pages, ^ it cannot be assumed
with any degree of assurance that Q was a 'gospel' in the sense in which
Bacon uses that term. But just that assumption is essential to Bacon's ar-
gument, Furthermore, Bacon is guilty of holding too rigid and inflexible
a conception of the development of early Christian life. This appears par-
ticularly in his differentiation between the Petrine and Pauline elements
in Mark. He assumes that only the characteristics which are suggested in
Acts x:37-38 can be attributed to Peter's preaching, and that every poss-
ible parallel between the doctrine of Paul and that of Mark constitutes
borrowing. Although he does not go to the absurd length of demanding that
there is literary dependence between Mark and Paul, he does claim that the
final editor was a distinct Paulinist and that it is distinctly Pauline
theology which is represented in Mark. Now I do not see why it may not be
granted that there are interesting parallels between Mark's Gospel and
Pauline thought, and that Bacon hes succeeded in pointing out many of these.
After all, is it so strange that a gospel, probably produced in Rome around
the time of Paul's death, would be to 6ome extent influenced by the work
and thought of Paul? It is another thing, however, to claim that the doc-
trinal emphasis of the Gospel is narrowly Pauline. There are some differ-
ences between Paul's doctrinal beliefs and the emphasis of Mark. Surely
1. p. iOff
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the Jesus of Mark's Gospel, however much conceptions of the Christ of faith
have been superimposed upon traditions of the 'historic' Jesus, * is much
more of a human person than the pre-existent Christ of Paul's thought.
Werner has given a whole treatise to a discussion of the influence of Paul-
ine theology in Mark's Gospel, and he concludes that the supernatural Mes-
siah at work in Mark is not the same as the pre-existent Lord in Paul's
Letters. This is not the place to enter into a detailed treatment of the
relationship between Pauline theology and the thought of Jesus in the Syn-
optic Gospels. It is a complex and unsettled question. Generally I believe
that, although Paul may have had more knowledge of the earthly Jesus than
his letters reveal, the mood for his thought of Jesus was set more by his
conversion experience than by contact with, or information about, the
earthly life of Jesus. What stress he lays upon the earthly life concerns
mainly the death and resurrection of Jesus, and even here, it is not so
much an interest in the historic fact alone, but rather in these events as
portraying the Saviour and the process of salvation. It cannot be denied
that something of this interest is also in Mark. As tragic as the story of
those last days is in Mark's telling of it, still there is something of
grandeur in the way the hero faces death, in the way his glory is recog-
nized by the centurion, and in the whole aftermath of the resurrection. It
may, therefore, be concluded that there is a community of interest between
the Christology of Paul and that of Mark, but Paulinism can be differenti-
ated from the thought of Mark as being a distinct trend within the frame-
1, As some critics contend,
2. EPTM.
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work of early Christianity. Mark, on the other hand, represents more of
the thought of general Christian tradition, influenced by Paul, but not
narrowly dominated by it. Most critics concur in this judgment that Mark
represents the characteristic Gentile-Christian point of view but not a
narrow Paulinism.^
Bussmann's theory seems to me even less creditable than the others men-
tioned in this section. To my mind it represents about the farthest ex-
tremes to which an ultra-literary criticism could be pushed. It appears to
me as pure unfounded skepticism to credit some final redactor with all de-
tails which give color to the narrative. What objective standard of judg-
ment do we have for that? Most of the criticism passed upon Crum, Goguel,
and Bacon needs only to be reiterated here. How can Bussmann have adequate
criteria for distinguishing B and E any more than Bacon in distinguishing
Q and X? What Taylor says in criticism of Bussmann's theory applies with
equal force to those of Crum, Goguel, and Bacon: "The greater objection is
that the task of the Evangelist becomes too much like that of a man who has
to make a mosaic from tiles of different colors and shapes
. . .
the in-
fluence of oral tradition and the reflective activity of the Evangelists
p
themselves receive far too little attention." Granting that different
sources may have been used, even written sources, granting that different
threads of thought and outlook appear in the gospel, until we know the ex-
act proportion of influence exerted upon the gosoel material by "the in-
1, Moffatt (ILNT, pp. 204ff); Rawlinson(GM) ; Easton(CIG, pp. iff); Cadbury
(MLA, p. 87)$ Montefiore(SG, p. xlv); Clogg(lNT, pp. 204ff).
2. Hib. Jour. , Jan., 1931, p. 760.
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fluence of oral tradition and the reflective activity of the Evangelists
themselves," it is highly precarious to champion any theory of revision or
redaction of Mark's Gospel in the confident manner in which it is done by
the critics named. This consideration, added to that of the subjective
nature of the criteria used, as well as the evidence presented for uniform-
ity of style and language in Mark closes the case against these particular
attacks upon the literary unity of Mark.
Moffatt can hardly be classed with these critics whose theories have
been analyzed. He approaches the problem with much greater hesitation and
caution, recognizing more fully its complexity and difficulties. He keeps
a much more balanced outlook. He bases his theory upon an interpretation
of Papias ' statement about Mark which is not at all unreasonable, although
his use of the opening words of the Muratorian fragment is more question-
able. His literary analysis of the gospel may, to be sure, fall to some
extent under the general criticisms leveled at Bacon and the others. It
may be noted that his theory has some things in common with that of Crum.
The difference, however, is in the mood in which the problem is approached,
and in the criteria used to pass judgment# ioffatt concentrates, in his
literary analysis, upon passages which many other critics, who do not hold
any theory of revision or redaction, question as being part of the docu-
ment mentioned by Papias. Furthermore, Moffatt thinks the editorial work
was probably done by Mark himself, meaning the Roman Christian who put the
gospel in its present form.^ In reality Moffatt 's theory is a contention
that the author of the Gospel used sources, some of them written, includ-
T, ILNT, p. 226 .
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ing among others the basic document of the reminiscences of Peter, mention-
ed in the Papias fragment, a Little Apocalypse for Mark xiii, sayings of
Jesus, and other fragmentary traditions. Papias is talking, therefore, not
about the Gospel of Mark, but about the basic source which was used, along
with these other sources, by a Roman Christian in composing the Gospel.
Evidences of editorial work upon a source, therefore, do not argue for a
series of editors, but suggest merely the necessary alterations made in the
document containing the reminiscences of Peter when the other material was
added or incorporated within it. The problem appearing in this theory is
essentially that which concerns us in the next section of this chapter, and
before coming to any definite conclusion about it, let us consider the gen-
eral question of sources which the author of Mark's Gospel may have used.
2. Sources of Mark's Gospel.
A great share of recent investigations in Mark's Gospel has been con-
cerned with this question of sources, and a great many scholars follow the
conclusions reached by Harvie Branscomb in his commentary on The Gospel of
Mark
,
published this year in the Moffatt New Testament Commentary series.
Branscomb says, "The last half century of study has definitely eliminated
this comfortable and easy answer(that Mark is simply the memoirs of Peter).
For it has become increasingly clear that instead of the simple, direct
testimony of an eyewitness we have an account made up by piecing together
materials of different origin and date."* Some stories may go back to
Peter, but they have had a considerable history before being incorporated
1. p. xxii
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in the Gospel. Although Branscomb realizes that these sources can rarely
be reconstructed, he thinks there is abundant evidence of their existence.
Features in the Marcan account which give such evidence are blocks of mat-
erial dealing with a single theme and with fitting conclusions, standing in
the midst of a narrative not topically arranged; connecting links, not due
to the evangelist, between episodes which would have been independent of
each other in a purely oral tradition: stylistic characteristics in certain
sections different from the rest of the gospel. Thus Branscomb points out
in the text of Mark passages which he thinks must have come from these
documentary sources, as well as other passages probably finding Mark in
oral tradition, his conclusion regarding the source of these documents be-
ing that they came to Mark "through the medium of Christian circles in the
great sea-coast towns of the Hellenistic world."” Other critics do not
follow Branscomb *s exact procedure in detail, nor come to exactly the same
conclusions, yet nevertheless he is representative of the approach taken by
2
many critics and the results to which they have come. These points of
view will become clear in the discussion.
Unique among theories of sources for Mark is that of A. T. Cadoux men-
tioned already in this chapter. In The Sources of the Second Gospel ^ he
argues that the author of Mark's Gospel used three major written sources in
the compilation of the Gospel. These sources are A, The Palestinian Gos-
pel, written about 40 A.D. and containing the story of as much of the life
1. p. xxvi.
2. Dodd(PTCG, p, 246) and Cadbury(MLA, p. 90) do not attempt an analysis
of the sources, but they are favorable to Branscomb 's emphasis.
3. 1936.
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of Jesus as concerned his public work; C, The Gentile Gospel, drawn up as
soon as the work began among the Gentiles, and containing an account simi-
lar to that in A, but shaped to the ends of the Gentile mission; B, The
Gospel of the Dispersion, created when the emotional pressure created by
the Roman invasion of Palestine made A no longer acceptable in the Disper-
sion, and containing a treatment of the life of Jesus so as to avoid a
patriotism grieved by the catastrophe which the Jewish nation had drawn up-
on itself, largely through its rejection of the call of Jesus to leave a
fanatical nationalism and fulfill a larger destiny as the world's light-
giver. ?fech of these sources represented a distinct portrait of the life
of Jesus, having fastened upon distinct characteristics of his life and
teachings; each represented a dramatic unity showing how the life and work
of Jesus led to his death. Table li contains a complete reconstruction
of the various verses which Cadoux assigns to each source. In the matter
of reconstruction Cadoux is not lacking in positiveness. He enters where
"angels fear to tread." Not only does he think that "the Gospel, with its
many doublets, its discrepancies and 'seams', looks like the work of a con-
servative editor laboriously and somewhat mechanically piecing together
certain documents, and endeavoring to find place for all the material con-
tained in them;" he thinks too that he has discovered with relative ac-
curacy the sources themselves. In this regard he differs from the hesita-
tion of Branscomb and most other critics to reconstruct the sources used
U pp. 40ff , 145f f
.
2. p. 281.
3. p. 18.
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by Mark.
Cadoux's method concentrates upon the content of the gospel. He thinks
that purely literary criticism has gone to seed in this field, and that lit
erary style and the comparative primitiveness of certain passages are of
little help. The importance of language considerations is only secondary,
valuable for purposes of confirmation, but of little use for the first
steps of the analysis. His analysis is based upon observations of the "in-
terests, outlook and consistency of the narrative." 1 He 6ays,
"Inconsistency of narrative and difference of outlook and
interest are taken as evidence of difference of source.
Doublets or more or less variant accounts of what seems
to be the same incident or saying are taken to come from
different sources. Difference of outlook and interest
or discrepancy of narrative between a passage and any two
other sources is taken tentatively as suggesting that the
passage belongs to the third source.
Impressive upon first view is his attack upon the theory that the Marcan
peculiarities of language are too evenly distributed to allow consideration
of the book as a compilation of earlier written sources. He does grant
that some linguistic characteristics pervade the book, showing that Mark,
in part, used his own language. But on the whole the evidence points to
a concentration of certain verbal characteristics in each source, rather
A
than to an equal distribution of language features over the whole work.
Of 204 words occurring twice in the gospel, 113 are peculiar to one or the
other of our three sources, even though C is one-eighteenth and B nearly
1. p. 29.
2. p. 29. Also pp. 20ff,31ff. Cf. especially vi:30ff and viiijlff as
variant accounts of the same incident; also ii:l-iii:6; v:l-vi:6; vii:l-3
3. pp. 27f
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one-third longer than A. This same phenomenon of distribution is apparent
in the use of and * In every case, adds Cadoux, of the
most outstanding characteristics of Mark’s diction we find far more in-
stances in A and far fewer in C than arithmetical probabilities would lead
us to expect, whereas in the case of words or forms the paucity of which is
characteristic of Mark we find fewer in A and far more in C than arithmetic-
al probabilities would indicate. Thus in A we find a series of passages
in which the compiler has used his characteristic language with greater
freedom than in B, and with far greater freedom than in C. This accords
with conclusions which Cadoux has reached on other grounds, that the com-
piler translated A from Aramaic, copied B with the freedom of the ancient
literary method, but that C was the gospel upon which his religion had been
bred, and which he would therefore have by heart. Upon the basis of this
general method, then, Cadoux has reconstructed the sources, and his confi-
dence in the accuracy of his analysis is represented in the following sen-
tence. "Apart from one sentence in A, the fragmentariness of particular
incidents in B and C, and the missing end of all three, our analysis has
recovered them practically in their entirety."*
I must admit that I am not much impressed by this theory. The argu-
ment from language characteristics is entirely dependent upon which pass-
ages are assigned to each source upon the grounds of interest, outlook,
and consistency in the content of the material. This reconstruction is
very arbitrary. The use of sources may be evident in the variant accounts
1. P. 40
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of the same incident, in discrepancies and other textual phenomena, but it
does not follow that the use of sources, let alone written sources, is
proved. Difference of interest and outlook does not of necessity demand
three large basic sources such as Cadoux recommends. Cadoux is far too
confident, in a field where most critics recognize the need of extreme
caution, that he can do the impossible by reconstructing almost exactly the
sources used by Mark. His method has not commended itself to scholarship
generally, and I know of no critics who support his results. Most critics
begin a discussion of this sort where I think it must begin, namely, with
the Papias tradition, Cadoux mentions that tradition enough to deny that
Papias could have meant our Gospel of Mark as it stands, and that Peter may
be partly responsible for the B source,^- but his investigation does not pro-
ceed from it. As a whole the theory is interesting, but it appears to me as
one of those fantastic guesses which every now and then throws a shadow a-
cross the more adequate attempts to deal with the problem.
The famous Eduard Meyer has suggested another interesting theory,
namely, that the author of Mark, in addition to sources for chapter xiii
and the variant accounts in vi:30ff and viii:lff, used two sources for some
other material? These sources he calls the "Jtingerquelle" and the
"Zwttlferquelle," Table gives the reconstruction of these sources in so
far as Meyer attempts to suggest the passages involved. He does not, how-
ever, think that they can be discovered in their entirety. He is content
1. p. 143.
2. UAC, pp. 121ff
3. p. 281.
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to suggest passages where it seems that they have been used, although he
believes that Mark used them in written form. The "JUngerquelle" contains
material concerned with events when Jesus is accompanied with, and speaks
to, the larger circle of followers, the "ZwBlferquelle" containing stories
in which "er von dem geschlossenen Kreis der 'Zwblf' umgeben ist."** These
two sources were both used in their Aramaic original and translated by Mark,
In the Gospel they have been united into Mark’s pattern, and Meyer attempts
to separate them on the basis of their interests in either the larger group
of followers or the smaller circle of the Twelve, Peter is to a great ex-
tent independent of these two documents, and yet he has a definite rela-
tionship to the "ZwQlferquelle," as these words indicates "Im Gegensatz zu
den JGngerquelle gibt die Zwblf erquelle die Jerusalemer Tradition wieder,
wie sie sich weitergebildet hat, als Petrus im Jahre 44 Jerusalem verlassen
hatt e,"^
I do not know what can be said about these stories other than that they
are possible but not wholly convincing, Meyer's analysis is ingenious, and
the two sets of interest are there. The manner in which the account is
written may suggest two sources. But subjective judgment is so necessary
in work of this kind, and the same material may give forth other explana-
tions from other ooints of view and different presuppositions. One's gen-
eral point of view about the development of the tradition is involved. It
seems better, on the whole, to follow the lead of those who stay with the
more obvious discrepancies in Mark, and even there we shall see that the
1, a. 135.
2, Peter is
„
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t
necessity of subjective judgment is not abolished. Let us consider then
the relationship of the Papias tradition to the use of sources, and follow
that with a presentation of the general trend of scholarship at the present
time.
a. Peter as a Source of Mark's Gospel.
Peter's connection with the Gospel of Mark i6 set forth in the external
tradition in a statement from Papias. The translated text reads as follows;'
"This also the presbyter said:
'Mark, who was Peter's interpreter, wrote down accurately,
though not in order, all that he recollected of what Christ
had said or done. For he was not a hearer of the Lord, nor
a follower of his; he followed Peter, as I have said, at a
later date, and Peter adapted his instructions to practical
needs, without any attempt to give the Lord's words system-
atically. So that Mark was not wrong in writing down some
things in this way from memory, for his one concern was
neither to omit nor to falsify anything he had heard."'
Immediately following this is Papias' statement about Matthew which has
been considered in another connection. The substance of this quotation,
as it refers to our problem, is that Mark wrote down everything that he
could remember of what Christ had said or done , the implication being that
most of his information came from Peter. The quotation does not state
specifically that he wrote down what Peter had said, and a broad interpre-
tation might claim that the information from Peter was only a part of what
he wrote. By implication, however, Peter is the main source of Mark's in-
formation. Furthermore, the passage says that Mark was not especially in-
terested in writing the material down in order, but in as full and accurate
a fashion as possible. It seems to me quite likely that this statement is
1. ILNT, p. 186f - Moffatt's translation.
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a defense of the Gospel of Mark against attacks upon its order as compared
with that of the Fourth Gospel. Whether it refers to chronological se-
quence or literary orderliness, I do not know. From the standpoint of the
Fourth Gospel it might refer more adequately to arrangement rather than
chronological sequence, for in a broad way at least The Fourth Gospel fol-
lows Mark's historical outline. We do not know whether or not the quota-
tion of the presbyter stops with the first sentence. Nor does it make a
great deal of difference for our purpose just how the word
is translated, for the statement is clear that Mark wrote from memory.
Even the question of date is not so important as many believe. Whoever
the presbyter was, the tradition apparently rests upon an earlier state-
ment, and quite likely goes back to the end of the first century at least.
The problem is whether this writing from the hand of Mark is our Second
Gospel or simply one source, perhaps the basic source, of the Second Gos-
pel. Naturally the identity of Mark is involved in this question, but most
critics approach the problem upon the basis of an analysis of the internal
literary characteristics of the Gospel. Whether the Mark mentioned by
Papias is credited with the composition of the Gospel depends upon the con-
clusions reached about the relationship of the writing mentioned by Papias
to the completed Gospel. To a great extent this seems to me a proper pro-
cedure. The external tradition should not be discredited except for very
valid reasons, but if the internal structure of the gospel exhibits enough
evidence of other authorship, then the external tradition must give way.
A great deal of the following discussion is directed to the end of deter-
tfsng * i
-
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.
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mining the value of theories which seek to show that, whatever the rela-
tionship of John Mark 1 to the Petrine tradition, he was not the author of
the finished Gosoel.
Most critics are disposed to accept the Papias statement as resting up
on valid tradition. Montefiore represents a skeptical trend in his suspi-
cion that the statement of Papias belongs to that group of ’tendency’ writ
ings constructed to legitimatize the church gospels by tracing them back t
o
apostles. However, he does accept it in so far as it suggests that some
of the material in Mark goes back to, or is based upon, reminiscences and
statements of Peter, but he reaches this result, not on the basis of the
3tradition alone, but through an analysis of the gospel’s materials.
Guignebert, in his work on Jesus , represents an even greater skepticism,
claiming that Papias knew nothing about the Mark, or Matthew referred to,
and that he gives us no help in determining the historical value of the
original collection upon which Mark is based. ^ Other critics, like Cad-
bury, are inclined to think that many of these early traditions rest more
upon inferences drawn from the gospel material itself than upon authentic
knowledge.
Generally, however, the validity of the Papias tradition is accepted;
the interpretations of its implications varying widely though. Few, for
1. Assuming that Papias means John Mark.
2. SG, p. xxxix.
3. ibid., pp. xli, xlv.
4. p. 40f
.
5. MLA, pp, 85ff. The Beginnings of Christianity by Lake and Foakes-
Jackson represent this approach. Rawlinson(GM) also thinks the real
inference of the tradition is that the gospel of Mark came from Rome
to Asia Minor.
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instance follow McNeile's conclusion that "it may be taken as very probable
that in the Second Gospel, practically as we have it, St. Mark wrote down
in Greek what he remembered of St. Peter's Aramaic discourses about
Christ." 1- The trend is definitely away from such an hypothesis toward the
conclusion that the author of the Gospel, not the Mark mentioned by Papias
,
used various written sources for his gospel, this collection of reminis-
cences of Peter being one of these sources. Most critics believe that the
Petrine element bulks large in the Gospel, and that it furnishes the basic
material.^ Others are inclined to diminish the importance of this direct
dependence upon Peter .
*
Moffatt represents as well as any of these critics the general ap-
proach.^ He finds evidence of editorial work upon a source, rather than a
naive transcript of oral tradition, directed to the ends of producing a
definite chronological plan and working toward a definite aim. Table
shows the passages involved in Moffatt's analysis. Some may wish to dis-
tinguish between what Moffatt calls editorial work upon a source and what
Branscomb refers to as the piecing together of materials from different
origins and dates. ^ There may be some difference, the former assuming that
later material was added to one basic document, the latter that various
T7 TNT
, p. 49.
2. So Moffatt; Headlam; T.W. Manson(TJ, 23ff); E. Meyer; Goguel(lNT, 332ff)
Sc ott (LNT, 59); Clogg(lNT, 204ff); Redlich(lNT, 132ff).
3. So Bacon, Cadoux, Burkitt , Branscomb, Grant, Rawlinson, Cadbury, Monte-
fiore, Guignebert.
4. ILNT
, pp. 192f.
5. p. 281.
6. GM, p. xxii.
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sources, none of them particularly basic, were combined. Except for this
difference, which may be little more than a matter of words, Moffatt 's an-
alysis is the approach of most of these critics named. Except for those
who greatly diminish the importance of the Petrine element, what Moffatt
calls the Ur-Marcus may just as well be what the other critics mean by the
Petrine material in Mark. Moffatt definitely associates the Ur-Marcus
document at the basis of Mark's Gospel with the writing done by Mark in the
Papias tradition. Other critics may not associate these two elements quite
so closely or definitely, yet their association of Peter with Mark's Gospel
amounts largely to the same thing. According to Moffatt this basic mater-
ial has been changed by the author of the Gospel to suit his aim and pur-
pose, and other material has been added. The distinctly Palestinian, or
even Petrine, color of the material at the basis of the Gospel makes its
association with Peter most likely.^ Headlam follows this analysis very
p 04 5
closely, and Scott, Goguel, and Grant less closely*
T. W. Manson agrees less with the mood set by Moffatt. ^ There is evi-
dence in Mark, he thinks, that suggests it to be the record of an eye-wit-
ness, an intimate companion of Jesus in his ministry. "When we examine im-
portant words and phrases," he says, "we find in Mark a certain consistency
and order in the way in which they make their appearance or drop into the
1. Petrine tradition probably represented in Mk i:14f ,16f ,29f ,36; ii:15?
iii*3,16f ; viiij29f,33? ix:2f; x:28j xi:21; xs35f; xiii:3; xiv:7,29,47,
54,66f ,33f ,54? xvi:7.
2. LTJC
, p. lOff.
3. LNT, p. 59. Besides Peter, Q is named as a basic source.
4. INT, pp. 332ff. Follows Scott in emphasizing Q.
5. GOG, p. 98. Follows Scott and Goguel.
6. TJ, pp. 23ff
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background,” all of which compels "the inference that Mark gives the teach-
ing in something very like the original order." 1- In contrast to the nature
of Matthew and Luke, which are definitely compilations and contain editor-
ial modifications, Mark’s Gospel is much simpler. There is, therefore,
"nothing inherently improbable in the story of Papias," for the connection
between Mark and Peter’s reminiscences helps to account for the authority
which Mark’s Gospel had in the eyes of the later evangelists.
These paragraphs suggest something of modern investigations into the
relationship of Peter to Mark's Gospel. They reveal the definite trend to
narrow down his influence while still making him responsible for many of
the elements contained therein. Before attempting to evaluate these recent
theories, or to pronounce upon the general theories of sources for Mark, I
shall give an account of the other elements in the problem.
B. A Source of Sayings.
In addition to Peter's reminiscences it is claimed that Mark used a
written collection of sayings of Jesus, The most striking passage where
this appears to be at all likely is ii:l-iii:6, and the critics who hold
this theory all concentrate upon this passage as illustrating their conten-
o
tion. Other passages assigned to such a source may be seen in Table M
under the names of Moffatt, Taylor, Redlich, Goguel. Moffatt doubts the
chronological setting of this passage, and thinks it was inserted by Mark
or some editor. Others think the series of controversies here came from
1. ibid . , p. 24.
2. p. 281.
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the same source as those in xii : 13-37, *- Branscomb argues that xii:13 is
connected with iii:6 because the Herodians as a party are not mentioned
elsewhere in ancient literature, and the influence of a written source is
the most natural explanation of the connection between the passages. It
is hard to tell, however, he says, whether just this one incident or
xii:13-34 also is from that source. Taylor gives the most extensive
treatment of this theory. He argues for a written source for the passages
named in his table on the basis that the sayings are often strung together
like similar sayings in Proverbs and other Jewish books. Vague phrases,
characteristic of collections, serve as introductory sentences,^ and some
sayings are artificially connected by catchwords.^ Taylor is further in-
fluenced by the argument from historical probability that different centers
of early Christian life probably had different collections of sayings, and
that Mark undoubtedly used one of them. Redlich also adds the considera-
tion that viii:27-xt45 reads like a collection which served as an introduc-
tion to the Passion.^
As we have already seen in Chapter II, Goguel, Grant, Bacon, Scott and
others think that Mark used Q as a source. The arguments presented in that
chapter against the literary dependence of Mark upon Q still are valid.
However, it is not at all improbable that Mark may have used a collection
1. Goguel, INT, p. 344.
2. 3ranscomb, GM, pp. xxiiif.
3. TG, p. 34 and Table M.
4. Cf. Mk iv:ll,26,30; vii:6; ix:l; x:ll.
5. Cf. iv:20, 26-32; ix:42-50.
6. INT, pp. 132ff.
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of sayings. Cadbury thinks it unlikely, at least on the basis of arguments
like Taylor's and Branscomb 's, for he finds no principle of logical associa-
tion carried through in these passages of Mark named. ^ Evaluation of this
trend, however, will follow later,
c. The Little Apocalypse.
For some time it has been the contention of a great share of scholars
that the author of Mark's Gospel used a special written source, a Little
Apocalypse, for part of chapter xiii. Even those not generally disposed to
accept the results of source criticism in Mark have hesitated here. Burkitt
thought of this chapter as giving the only possible evidence of a written
O
source, all else in Mark being credited to oral tradition. Headlanr' accepts
this theory of a written source, and McNeile grants that there is some
probability of such being the case. Other explanations have been forthcom-
ing, to be sure, namely, that this chapter's material came from common
Christian tradition, and not from any one source,^ or that it represents in
verses 3-37 an expansion of the first two verses.^ Bacon considers it an
agglutination of sayings from Q along with some editorial insertions, the
nucleus of the chapter having originated around the time of Caligula (40 AJ).)
while Cadoux assigns different verses in the chapter to various places in
sources B and C of his scheme.
Eduard Meyer considers it an eschatological tract created by the oldest
1. MLA, pp, 76-78.
2. LTJC, p. 13.
3. INT, p. 53.
4. Grant, GOG, op. 134ff.
5. Guignebert, J, p. 36.
6. B: vs. (5), 8, 14-27, 32-37; C: vs. 1-4, (5 ) ,6-7 ,9 ,10-13 ,28-31.
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Christianity, and having nothing to do with the historical Jesus. 1 Street-
er, Moffatt, Branscomb, and Riddle, among others, have made definite at-
tempts to trace its history. Streeter calls it an "apocalyptic fly-leaf"
which was composed some years before 70 A.D., and slightly modified by Mark
when he inserted it in his Gospel, the modification being influenced by the
plater experience of Paul and perhaps the Neronic persecution in general.
Streeter thinks this jibes with the statement of Irenaeus that Mark wrote
after the death of Peter and Paul. Moffatt follows this opinion generally.
He points out that it is the only long speech in Mark from the lips of
Jesus, even that in iv:lff. Furthermore, it parts, as a whole, readily
from its context and forms an intelligible unity. Thus, according to Mof-
fatt, it is a literary product, a tract of apocalyptic propaganda, and not
at all a record of what Jesus said or did on any occasion. It was probably
written by a Palestinian Jewish-Christian in the seventh decade when the
approaching fall of Jerusalem seemed to herald the end, and was incorporat-
ed by Mark in the Gospel because of the existence of genuine eschatological
sayings of Jesus which received a fresh accent and emphasis at this time,
Moffatt does not think that we can reconstruct this "fly-leaf" with exact-
ness,'
1 but he believes its general contour to be unmistakable. It is set
in the ordinary triple division common to apocalyptic literature, these
divisions being Mk xiiis7-8(the beginnings of trouble); 14-20(the climax
IT UAC
, pp. 125ff , i.
2. FG, pp. 491ff.
3. ILNT, pp. 207-209.
4. The difficulties are suggested in the older schemes of reconstruction
on p. 207f f of Moffatt's ILNT.
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of the trouble); and 24-27(the parousia). Moffatt thinks that Matthew has
a more primitive or archaic form of this document, and that Luke has color-
ed it in the light of the Roman siege of Jerusalem and the delay in the
Parousia. Branscomb associates its composition with Caligula’s maltreat-
ment of the Jews around 40 A.D. ^ He reproduces much of Moffatt's line of
argument, and adds that the discrepancies and contradictions within the
chapter show it to be a composite work rather than a single literary pro-
duct, In verses 6-8 the false Christs herald the beginning of the woes,
while in verses 21ff they come in the midst of calamity. Up to verse 31
the discussion purports to reveal the signs of the end and the time of its
occurrence, but in verse 32 the readers are informed that ”no one knows the
day nor the hour," Some parts of the discourse are in the second person,
some in the third. Taylor agrees with this approach, but assumes that the
2document was written about 60-65 A.D.. It is, however, very speculative to
try to reconstruct the source, and he thinks we can say no more than that
verses 7-8,14-20 and 24-27 probably have come from a "fly-sheet” of warning
to fellow-Christians.
Riddle’s approach is somewhat different. Approaching the study of the
gospel as a whole on the basis of what he and Case call the social-histori-
o
cal method, he analyzes Mark's Gospel as a primitive martyrology. At
least this is true of the Passion Story. Within the Passion Story Mark has
included an apocalyptic element from a literary source. Thus Mark uses
1. GM, pp. 231f.
2. TG, pp. 51f f
.
3. This method to be discussed in the next chapter. For Riddle's dis-
cussion cf. TM, Chapter VIII, pp. 180ff.
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both methods, the raartyrological and the apocalyptic, to present his por-
trait of Jesus. The former directs attention to the individual as the unit
of control, while the latter concentrates upon the group to preserve the
group, and they are two different ways of dealing with a situation. Mark's
Gospel was written in a time of stress for the early Christians, and one of
its main motives was to encourage the Christians. According to Riddle,
Mark developed the story of Jesus' Passion so as to give the Christians an
heroic example by which their own courage might be stimulated. Within that
framework he also employed the method of apocalypse to stir group loyalty.
He did this by using an apocalyptic tract written during the events cul-
minating in the fall of Jerusalem, adapting to his own ends the material
which it contained. Riddle finds here all the essential features of most
apocalyptic writings, and he strengthens his point about the purpose of
apocalyptic literature, in contrast to the literature of martyrology, by
noting that only once is the exhortation phrased in the singular number,
d. The Passion Story.
The Passion Story too has been singled out lately as coming from a
written account. Grant thinks that no one source, but common Christian
tradition, brought its materials to Mark. 1 From the standpoint of the
early church this was apparently the nucleus of any narrative of the life
of Jesus, and probably the original nucleus of the Gospel of Mark. Brans-
comb thinks the exact notes of place and time, not found in previous sec-
2
tions of the Gospel, speak for a written source from xivtl on.
l7 GOG, pp. 13 4f f
.
2. GM, xxiv.
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Goguel and Montefiore^ agree, the former with the additional contention
that reminiscences of Peter have served as the basis for an elaboration of
the 3tory, their addition to the account having taken place before Mark's
p
Gospel was composed, Bussmann argues for the existence of a written ac-
count of the Passion on the basis that T in I Cor-
inthians xv:3f refers, not to the Old Testament, but to existing accounts
3
of the Passion and Resurrection story current in the primitive community.
Bussmann thinks this Story can be traced in different forms in his sources
G, B, S, in the Fourth Gospel, and even in M. This same emphasis can be
traced in the writings of Schmidt and the Form Critics, whose theories will
be treated in the next chapter. It is believed by these men that the first
unit of gospel tradition to reach written form was the Passion Story, The
arguments for this contention find a more normal place in the plan of the
next chapter, and an extensive treatment will be delayed until then. It is
enough for our purpose here to 6ense the tendency to posit a written Pas-
sion Story as one source of Mark's Gospel,
e. Other Sources of Mark,
In addition to these passages the critics generally point to the doub-
lets in vi:30-45 and viii:l-13, the explanation being that Mark used two
sources giving the same substance in two different forms. ^ Guignebert,
Branscomb and Moffatt all look upon iv:l-34 as a composite work. Branscomb
thinks that, because the phrase "He who has ears to hear, let him hear"
1. SG, xxxiii,
2. INT, pp. 337ff.
3. SS, iii
, p. 380.
4. Montefiore, Meyer, Guignebert, Headlam, McNeile.
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comes only here at the end of two parables, it must rest upon a written
source which has been expanded by Mark. 1 Branscomb also carries this an-
alysis to minute lengths.
2
He assigns the names of the Twelve in iii:16ff
to a written list, indicated by the awkward introductory words which sepa-
rate Andrew from Peter, in spite of their close association in i:16, and
the absence of any mention in the rest of the gospel of most of the names.
Chapter i probably represents a compact summary of some written source,
especially since Matthew and Luke obviously had documents giving further
information about the Baptist. Mark must even have used a collection of
proof-texts for the Old Testament citations. Other evidences of written
sources, though more obscure, Branscomb finds in Mark's stories centering
around the Sea of Galilee. The topographical references in vit45,53 and
viiislO are quite incidental and unnecessary, and not according to Mark’s
usual manner. In Chapter v the stories differ strikingly in the wealth of
detail from similar narratives elsewhere in the Gospel, and seem connected
with each other. The Aramaic phrases in the midst of the Greek are more
likely from another source than from oral tradition. Other things, such as
the incidents in i:40ff, the execution of John the Baptist, various de-
tails, the general idea of the course of Jesus' life, all these came from
oral tradition and guided Mark in the arrangement of the materials.
Redlich refers to the stories of John's death and the Gerasene swine
as "bizaare rumors" which came from hear-say. Goguel points out other
1. GM, p. xxiv.
2. ibid . , pp. xxivff.
3. INT, pp‘. 132ff
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places where sources may be possible, but he hesitates to pronounce a final
judgment. 1 Grant attributes much to oral tradition, assuming that the
editorial introductions, transitions, reflections, inferences, and some
2
summaries are due to Mark himself,
f. Criticism.
The theories of Cadoux and Eduard Meyer have already been treated. On
the whole I think the attempt to trace sources in Mark’s Gospel has been
greatly overdone, not only by Cadoux, but by critics like Branscomb, Tay-
lor and Grant. It must be granted, I think, that Mark’s Gospel may be a
compilation of sources, most of them written, and less of a transcript of
oral tradition from Peter than many have believed. Mark may have used
sources available to him as Matthew and Luke used the traditions in the
writings of Mark and Q. If we are to grant this possibility, then Moffatt's
approach seems to me much the saner one. 3 An investigation of the internal
structure of Mark's Gospel, however, does not lead to conclusive results.
We are handicapped in that we cannot deal with Mark as with the other two
Gospels. We have no document corresponding to Mark with which to compare
the account in the second Gospel, nor do we have a series of parallel pass-
ages, like Q in Matthew and Luke, to aid the investigation. We are limited
to conjecture as to the cause of the literary phenomena in Mark. We may
compare Mark with the known literary habits demonstrated in Matthew and
Luke, or in other ancient literature. In the next chapter we shall see
U Table M.
2. GOG, pp. 131ff.
3. Also, to some extent, Headlam, Goguel, T. W. Manson, McNeile,
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something of these attempts. Still any conclusions are bound to be specu-
lative and conjectural. This does not exclude the possibility of their
truth, but it does demand hesitation and caution.
Furthermore, the Papias tradition has value. Even though it be consid-
ered as containing more of inference from the Gospel itself than genuine
historical knowledge, it still helps to establish the connection between
Peter’s preaching and the content of the Gospel. Upon the basis of the in-
ternal structure of Mark I see no inherent reason why John Mark could not
have been the author of the Gospel, writing some time after the death of
Peter and Paul.* This does not necessitate the extreme position of McNeile,
that the gospel as we have it is practically made up of Peter's preaching
and teaching about Jesus. It does demand that the Petrine reminiscences be
assumed to have furnished most of the material and to have been at the base
of the writing, but it does not exclude the possibility of oral traditions,
or even some written traditions, having been used. In writing from memory
what he remembered of what Peter had said about the deeds and sayings of
Jesus, Mark may well have added some other minor elements. The Papias
statement does not seem to me to exclude that possibility. Mark apparently
exerted some creative influence upon the tradition, as evidenced in the
style, the general unity of the work, and probably in some of the intro-
ductions and transitions between passages, as well as in some of the sum-
maries. When Mark himself is granted some creativity many of the diffi-
culties disappear. This is speculative too, but the general difference be-
1, According to Irenaeus; Cf. Moffatt, p. 211.
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tween his work and that of Matthew and Luke tends in that direction. At
least there seems no real reason for doubting the general implications of
the Papias tradition, that to a very great extent Peter lies behind the
material in Mark,
An analysis of the literary phenomena in the Gospel confirms thi6 con-
clusion, It does not seem to me that any other explanation is needed to ac-
count for the passages assigned to a special source other than that John
Mark has exerted a creative influence upon the Petrine tradition. ii:l-
iii:6 may seem to be placed in a wrong chronological setting, or to exhibit
the literary labit of recording similar narratives together in a string,
but does that argue necessarily that the material did not come from Peter,
or that Mark is not responsible for the arrangement? May not the mention
of the Herodians in iii:6 and xii:13 be due to Peter as well as to a source?
The grouping of sayings by catchwords, or the use of vague sentences of in-
troduction, does not exclude the possibility of Mark having been respons-
ible for this procedure. The Papias fragment says that Mark wrote down
both sayings and narrative, and in remembering sayings what would be more
likely than that a word in one saying would recall another saying having
the same or similar word? Or why must viii:27-x:45 be considered to be
from a written source because it serves as a fit introduction to the
Passion Story? What is more likely than that this material, containing the
Confession of Peter at Caesarea Philippi, would have impressed itself in-
delibly upon the mind of Peter and have been transmitted by him to Mark?
Granting the historical probability that the tradition of Jesus' sayings
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and deeds developed in various centers, it does not follow that Mark's
Gospel records several varieties rather than one general form of that tra-
dition. Already I have argued that Mark did not use Q, and that he may
have used other cycles of tradition for the sayings. However, most of the
sayings which he records may have come through Peter. Fven though Peter's
speeches in Acts concentrate upon the death and resurrection of Jesus, we
cannot arbitrarily limit the information which may have come from Peter to
those events. It is questionable also whether the speeches in Acts ade-
quately represent what Peter said, and whether they may serve as a sound
example of Petrine thought or preaching.
Furthermore, it does not follow that Mark xiii represents the use of a
special Little Apocalypse. It must be recognized that its literary make-up
differs from the other speeches of Jesus in Mark. Mark does not give many
long, continuous discourses from the lips of Jesus. To a great extent the
whole section has a definite unity, and it does follow the triple develop-
ment of much apocalyptic literature. The discrepancies in the chapter have
been overemphasized, however. Granting the differences between this pass-
age and many of the smaller units of tradition represented generally in
Mark, does it follow that Mark used a written source? Jesus may well have
said many of these things on various occasions, as the sayings in Matthew's
Sermon on the Mount probably were uttered on different occasions. It may
well be that many of these sayings came to Mark from Peter, and that his
own creative genius furnished the outline and unity. Those who argue for a
source here assume that Mark used his own literary skill in combining his
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own or other material with that from the apocalyptic "fly-leaf,” and the
exact extent of the material from the source is considered to be so uncer-
tain that few scholars agree upon an exact reconstruction. But where is
the line to be drawn? 77hy is it any more inconceivable that Mark has com-
bined here genius sayings of Jesus than in other passages in the Gospel
where a continuity of material is recognized? Assuming that in other
places Mark used written sources, it seems to follow that he must have done
the same thing here, but I have disagreed with that assumption. Riddle
adds little to the other arguments already presented, and his use of the
social-historical method will be treated in the next chapter. He does add
impetus to my argument by assuming that Mark wrote with a definite purpose,
and that he used his own literary skill to form the tradition.
As far as the Passion Story is concerned, it may be granted that it was
the first phase of the Christian tradition to come into the form of a con-
nected narrative without assuming that Mark's material came from a written
source, Peter certainly stressed this part of the life of Jesus, and no
other explanation is needed than that the tradition came to Mark through
Peter. Some details may have been added by Mark, furnished either by oral
tradition or some written sources, but probably the base of the story was
learned from Peter. If John Mark was the young man who fled at the time of
Jesus' arrest, he would have had some information of his own about those
last days. No written source is necessary to explain the connected nature
of the narrative, or the exact notes of time and place. Bussmann's in-
genious theory is interesting, but there is no way of confirming it. The
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different emphases presented in the Passion Stories of Mark, Luke, and
John may suggest variant traditions, but that does not bind us to the con-
clusion that the author of Mark used one of these traditions in written
form.
The apparent doublets in vi:30ff and viiitlff may suggest written
sources, but such stories could just as well have travelled in the oral
tradition. The names of the Twelve in iii:16ff may come from a written
document, but does that follow? The rather summary way Mark presents mat-
erial about John the Baptist in chapter i does not at all involve the con-
clusion that he must have been outlining rapidly a larger narrative before
him in writing.
This analysis does not prove that Mark may not have used written
sources. It has aimed to show that such a conclusion does not of necessity
follow upon the basis of the literary nature of the Gospel. It has aimed
to show that other explanations are just as valid, and to me, more valid.
Neither case cen be proved with completeness, but Burton's statement is
accurate: "No theory of the sources of Mark has lifted itself above the
level of possibility into that of probability," and "no satisfactory iden-
tification of the sources of Mark has been arrived at."^ Headlam and
McNeile share that feeling, and even Goguel, desoite his attempts to dis-
cover the sources, recognizes the impossibility of a rigorous classifica-
tion. To a great extent the attempts to unearth sources for Mark are
rather useless, for we are too limited in the amount of evidence with
1. S3TJ, p. 6
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which to carry on the work. In the light of that one can understand, and
appreciate, Rawlinson’s remsrk that "on the whole it seems better to
eschew the vagaries of a necessarily conjectural ’source-criticism,
' and
to attempt to understand and interpret the gospel as it stands."^
Easton's answer to this type of investigation points to the discussion
to follow in the next chapter. He says that "a more promising solution"
is the theory that Mark used small traditional cycles, written or oral,
2
which he has none too skilfully edited for his own purpose. Cadbury
gives somewhat the same answer in the statement that "Mark betrays clearly
the dissociated nature of the units of tradition and the beginning of an
editorial method of association." The validity of this alternative solu-
tion carries us, as I have said, into Chapter VI. In this chapter theories
of extensive revision or redaction in Mark's Gospel by other hands than
his own have been discounted as being inaccurate interpretations of the
evidence. Chapter VI will deal with theories which give Mark, and the
other evangelists, credit for a great deal of revision and editorial work,
without assuming that a series of editors worked on the Gospels. In this
chapter we have seen that there are possibilities in the claim that Mark
used other sources than the Petrine tradition, without the necessity of
discounting the Papias tradition. In Chapter VI this question will be
carried further.
1. GM, p. xliii.
2. CIG, pp. Iff,
3. MLA, pn. 78ff.
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CHAPTER VI
THE FORMATION OF THE GOSPEL TRADITION
In the last chapter we saw one phase of the comparatively recent tend-
ency to trust inferences from the Gospels themselves, rather than to put
too much reliance upon the external tradition. Critics like Branscomb, in
attempting to discover the sources of Mark's Gospel, relied, not so much
upon the Papias tradition, but upon the internal structure of the Gospel
itself. This same tendency is abundantly illustrated in the writings of
another wing of Synoptic Criticism which approaches the problems of Gospels '
origins by way of the period when the gospel material was in oral form.
The underlying assumption of these writings is that at one time the gospel
materials formed part of the folk-tradition of a community, and that by ap-
plying to it recognized general laws governing literary forms the nature of
its development can be discovered. In addition, it is believed by some
that historical judgments can be made on this basis, that primary and sec-
ondary, earlier and later, elements of the tradition can be distinguished.
Also it is argued that some conclusions can be deduced concerning the life
and thought of the society out of which the traditions have arisen. This
method of approach differs from pure literary criticism and source-criti -
cisra as such, because it seeks to go behind the sources where the prin-
ciples of literary-criticism and source-criticism do not apply. The tech-
nical name given to this method in its more advanced stage is Formgeschichte,
literally 'Form History’ but commonly known in English as 'Form Criticism.’
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C. H. Dodd interprets this whole movement as a revolt against HistoriLanus
in Germany, the belief that the essence of Christianity could be discovered
by finding out exactly what the ’historic’ Jesus said and did. 1 In some of
its phases and representatives it has taken a very skeptical turn, as we
shall see, and this seems to support Dodd’s estimate. In many of its de-
velopments it appears as a reaction which has been carried too far.
I have suggested that this movement has some affinities with the theor-
ies represented in the last chapter, in so far as they have based their
conclusions upon inferences from the Gospels themselves. They differ, how-
ever, in the matter of literary-criticism, the theories in Chapter V using
this method as the main means of procedure, the theories in this chapter
replacing it by the Formgeschichte method. The results to which they come
also differ, not only in that oral units of tradition are seen to be the
fundamental forms rather than extensive written sources, but also in the
reactions to the Marcan Hypothesis. The source theories of Chapter V as a
rule left intact the theory that Mark's general order is reliable for the
course of the life of Jesus. They moved away from the idea that each
event is placed in chronological sequence as it happened, but they did not
disturb the general assumption that Mark’s order is the most reliable one
we have for the development of Jesus' life. Even Branscomb defends this
with several arguments, and, except for Guignebert and Meyer, the others
give assent. Bacon says that no gospel known to us has an order historic-
I7~”PTCG, p. 247.
2, GM, pp. xxvif.
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ally as good as Mark’s. 1 On the other hand, many of the theories in this
chapter attack the Marcan Hypothesis with vigor, claiming that Mark's order
is very arbitrary and questionable. This is not true of all the critics
whose views are presented here, but it is true of Schmidt and many of the
Form Critics.
A word should be said here about the historical background of theories
presented here. The forerunners of this tendency in modern criticism are
mainly Wrede and Wellhausen. Impatient with the more orthodox dogmatism
Wrede made a detailed 6tudy of the utterances in Mark in which Jesus ap-
parently concealed his Messiahship or forbade his disciples to make it
public. His conclusion was that all these references to Jesus as Messiah
consisted, not of genuine historical elements, but rather of a dogmatic,
theological interpretation which Mark had superimposed upon an earlier
tradition which made no mention of Jesus as Messiah. The genuine historic
tradition came to Mark in the form of isolated stories and sayings, their
substance being essentially sound historically. Within this tradition
Jesus was not looked upon or represented as the Messiah. Mark changed the
whole outlook of these stories by combining them into the Gospel in such a
way as to represent Jesus as holding himself to be Messiah, though recog-
nized only by himself until Peter discovered it. The secret Messiahship of
Jesus is the thread, therefore, holding Mark's story together, but it is
due to Mark's dogmatic interests, and not to the genuine tradition. The
lT GM, p. 47.
2. For Bacon enters into this discussion too.
3. Das Messiasgeheimnis in den Evangelien , 1901.
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outline and theological interpretation of Mark's Gospel is thus unhistoric-
al, and the Marcan Hypothesis is severely shaken.
Wellhausen carried on this mood where Wrede left off, 1 for Wrede had
not asked the question where Mark got the idea. Wellhausen's answer was
that the Christian community had created this dogma and that Mark merely
reflected that creation. Wellhausen carried this principle further and
contended that the Gospels, as well as any literary work of that period,
were primarily a source for the historical situation out of which they
arose, and only secondarily a source for historical details concerning which
the material purports to speak. So great was the influence of the com-
munity upon the transmission of the material! In order to separate the
earliest tradition from later accretions he tried to apply the same prin-
ciples to the Gospel tradition which he had applied to the Old Testament in
the Pentateuchal Theory, The result of this was the conclusion that Mark
represented the oldest and best tradition, and that the non-Marcan tradi-
tion, particularly the Logia, or Q, had practically no historical value.
The sayings of Jesus as a whole were community products, originating in the
needs of the community for moral instruction and legislation. Even the
Lord's Prayer was a community prayer and the Sermon on the Mount community
legislation. This was natural, he thought, because it was the personality
of Jesus, rather than any specific instructions of his, which had impressed
the disciples. Wellhausen agreed with Wrede that the oldest tradition con-
sisted almost entirely of small fragments, and did not present a continuous
1. Cf. discussion of Wellhausen's writings in the Introduction,
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story of the life of Jesus. Again the order of Mark's Gospel is attacked,
although the historical validity of the tradition in its unitary form is
defended.
These scholars laid the foundation. Others, more or less influenced by
their work, continued to move in this channel. Bousset's Jesus in 1904
paralleled Wellhausen's results, but in 1913, in Kyrios Christos , he swung
completely to Wrede's position, discarding all passages which credited
Jesus with a Messianic consciousness. He even went beyond Wrede in skepti-
cism. In 1906 appeared Schweitzer's famous Von Reimarus zu Wrede
, in which
he pressed home the implications of Wrede's theory. Schweitzer stressed
the gaps and disconnectedness of Mark's story, but came to the conclusion
that the eschatological and messianic element was the primary tradition.
He agreed with Wrede that Mark's Gospel portrayed Jesus as one who tried to
keep secret the fact of his Messiahship, but that this element came, not
from Mark's dogmatic tendencies, but from the tradition itself. Whereas
Wrede approached the problem from the standpoint of literary-criticism,
Schweitzer relied more upon historical-criticism.^ In 1912 Paul Wendland
contributed an element of thought to the background of this chapter which
should be mentioned. He reacted against Wrede's tendency to find theo-
logical motives in Mark and credited the author of the Gospel with having
only the most naive motives. He does agree with Wrede and Wellhausen in
assuming that behind Mark there lay a mass of unchronological oral tradi-
1. Schweitzer discusses this question also in Aus Meinen Leben und Denken ,
1932, pp. 39f f
.
2. "UL," 1912.
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tion, mostly anonymous, which Mark collected and arranged as he deemed best
for practical and devotional purposes. Kis great contribution was the sug-
gestion that the proper standard for judging the pre-Marcan tradition, as
well as Mark’s use of it, should be the folk-tale. Johannes Weiss had at-
tempted to sift the tradition to discover the oldest gospel, 1 and Menzies
2
also followed this trend, Schmiedel’s article in the Encyclopaedia Biblica
was also a contribution in this direction. The real forerunners, however,
were Wrede and Wellhausen, the latter probably having had the greater in-
fluence upon subsequent thought.
1. Bacon and Schmidt.
The versatile Bacon should also be named among the forerunners, yet he
is also contemporary. In The Beginnings of Go6oel Story '* he showed a mas-
tery of the Wrede-Wellhausen contentions, and anticipated by many years the
approach of Schmidt and the Form Critics. In The Gospel of Mark^ he devel-
oped and reenforced the earlier work with a lavish wealth of supplementary
material. Despite his defense of the general order of Mark's Gospel, he
reached the conclusion that the Marcan Hypothesis was no longer tenable in
a strict sense, and that there was a direct relationship between the
various passages in the Gospels and the immediate needs of the early church.
The primitive elements of the gospel he labeled "preaching anecdotes."
The gospel tradition was viewed as originating in stray reminiscences of
T. AS, 1903.
2. EG, 1901.
3. "Gospels: B: Historical and Synthetical," Vol. II, 1903,
4. 1909.
5. 1925. Part IV particularly for this discussion.
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Jesus which were employed primarily by the leaders in the churches for pur-
poses of Christian edification and moral teaching. The apologetic interest
followed this, and was followed in turn by an interest in religious history
as such. Bacon argues that, the rites of Baptism and the Lord’s Supper be-
came the centers of early Christian worship before any formal statement of
Christian belief was forthcoming, and that all later reflection crystalliz-
ed itself around these two rites. Central to Christianity from the first,
and expressed in the Supper, was the idea of atonement. Jesus was consid-
ered as the Servant of the Lord, his purpose having been to reconcile his
people to God. This he accomplished by revealing a new way of life through
his martyr death. As the Servant he had a two-fold character, being endow'
ed with divine wisdom by the spirit, and allowing himself to die on behalf
of the people. This message was reproduced in a number of forms, 1 one as-
pect of his work as Servant being stressed. After the Servant conception
followed the Wisdom Christ ology, and behind it the apocalyptic doctrine of
the Son of Man. The point of this is that, as these different theological
conceptions of the nature and work of Jesus came to expression, they in-
fluenced the development of the tradition. Those things were remembered
which fit into these schemes, and the reminiscences were given by the com-
munity an interpretation consonant with the expressed theological beliefs-
of the community at that time. Since an interest in the historical story
as such was quite subordinate to other interests the historical accuracy
of the tradition is questionable. It reflects a great deal of what the
1, The Petrine element underlying Mark and I Peter; James reflected *n Q,
James, the Gospel of the Hebrews; Luke's special source; the Theology
of Paul.
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community believed about Jesus as well as what Jesus actually said and did.
Probably the most significant writing in this field, from the stand-
point of its influence upon the critics to be treated in this chapter, is
Per Rahmen der Geschichte Jesu by Karl Ludwig Schmidt. It appeared in 1919
at the very beginning of the period with which this Dissertation is con-
cerned. Schmidt's main conclusions are as follows. The outline of Mark’s
Gospel is an editorial creation. Except for the Passion Story the pre-
synoptic tradition consisted simply of a number of disconnected units, some
of these being grouped topically, and a few perhaps united by a chronolog-
ical thread. The evangelists worked with this type of material in compos-
ing their Gospels, adding connecting links between the units, particularly
references to time and place, in order to create an orderly and progressive
narrative. The outline, therefore, particularly as it is composed of these
connecting links and references to time and place, is the editorial creation
of the evangelists and not so old or reliable as the substance of the units
themselves. Each evangelist exhibits a typical type of transition from one
story to another, the process being more primitive and less developed in
Mark than in Matthew and Luke. On the other hand, Matthew retained more of
the original topical grouping than Mark and Luke, and as a result enjoyed
greater favor in the church.
The original independence of the units is due to simple causes, and is
closely bound up with the developing needs of the early church. At
Christian gatherings only short extracts from the tradition could be used
or recited, for the general attention would flag with too long a reading.
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Since each gathering was a complete act of worship in itself, the 'lessons’
must have been complete in themselves, not taxing the congregation to re-
member what had been said on an earlier occasion, nor leaving the story ob-
viously unfinished. As the tradition thus developed there wa6 a constant
tendency to make the single stories more concrete by inserting the names of
persons, places, Jewish parties, and other specific details. Such additions
may often have been quite authentic, and in some cases no other explanation
is adequate. Only now and then, however, on the basis of the inner charac-
ter of a story, is it possible to fix it more precisely in respect of time
and place.
The method by which Schmidt has arrived at these conclusions consists of
a very detailed analysis of the references in the Synoptic Gospels to time
and place, the investigation often being limited to the opening and closing
sentences of a paragraph. He criticizes freely the former work in the
Synoptic Problem as having put too much faith in the historical worth of
Mark's outline. Although influenced a great deal by Wellhausen, he criti-
cizes him along with the other critics who have depended heavily upon
Mark's Zusammenhang , Mor does Schmidt think that Wendling has solved the
problem with his theory of extensive redactions in Mark, for after criti-
cising the outline of Mark Wendling proceeds to develop a new Aufriss of
the historical Jesus, What is needed now, says Schmidt, is a literary
criticism of the chronological and topographical testimony in Mark. That
is the purpose and intent of Schmidt's work."*' He states the gist of his
1. P. 13
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work in these words;
"Die vorliegende Untersuchung wird zeigen, dass Marcus den
ftltesten Aufriss der Geschichte Jesu enthalt
,
dass aber
dieser Aufriss ein Schema ist genau so gut wie der des
Johannes Evangeliura, und es wird klarzulegen sein, worin
die Art dieses Schemas besteht," ^
O
This Aufriss of Mark is explained from the Gospel itself, and
"Das kann nur geschehen in literarkritischen Einzeluntersuchungen
unter besonderes Rerucksichtigung der synoptischen Frage und der
Text geschichte. ”3
Upon this basis Schmidt analyzes the different sections of Mark in
comparison with their parallels in Matthew and Luke. In practically every
case the later evangelists have altered the Marcan scheme, not so much in
substance, as in the matter of introductory statements and conclusions to
the various single events, and in the transitions from one group to an-
other. This is evidence that these features of the tradition, in contrast
to the good historical worth of the substance of deed and saying, are
secondary and due to the evangelists themselves in most cases.
Schmidt’s conclusions regarding the section of Mark in i:14-45 are
typical of his results in the other passages.^ By a comparison with
Matthew and Luke he determines that the Reihenfolge is uncertain, that all
we can say is that the narratives concerned with Capernaum and vicinity
hang somewhat together and perhaps fall in the same time period. However,
no confidence can be placed in the topographical and chronological notices
1. P. 17.
2. Meaning in English ’design, sketch, or construction.*
3. p. 17.
4. pp. 32f f
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in i:15 ,20,39, for we cannot be certain that Jesus called his disciples be-
fore his activity in Capernaum. Mark is responsible for the framework into
which the passages are fitted, but "Mark selbst hat auf Chronologie und
Topographie und psychologische Verkntlpfung der Einzelgeschichten keinen
Wert gelegt."^ "Dass tlberhaupt Zeit- und Ortsangaben vorliegen, verdanken
wir im Grunde dem Zufall der Ueberlieferung. This holds true for the
other sections of Mark which seem in the Gospel to have a general Zusam-
menhang
.
vi:14-viii:26 may refer to places with which Jesus had something
to do, but the whole geographical setting is due to Mark and not necessari-
ly historical as Mark presents it. The freedom of the evangelists is seen
4
in Luke’s omission of part of this Marcan passage. In viix27-x:45 Mark
has made all the single episodes serve as an introduction to the Passion
Story, and in x:46-xiii:37 single stories from different periods in the
life of Jesus have been made by Mark serviceable to the theme of Jesus'
last days in Jerusalem. ^ Luke ix:51-xix:27
,
Luke's section leading up to
Jerusalem, contains separate stories from various periods in the life of
Jesus which the evangelist has placed in a topographical and chronological
<7
setting of his own construction. The narratives of Matthew and Luke
dealing with the Birth and Infancy of Jesus also demonstrate different
O
traditions set forth in the characteristic manner of Matthew and Luke.
1. p. 76.
2. pp. 76ff.
3. pp. 172ff,
4. p. 214.
5. pp. 215ff.
6. pp. 300ff.
7. po. 257ff.
8. pp. 309ff.
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Three sections of Mark's Gospel Schmidt thinks came to him with rather
definite settings. The first of these in iii:7-vi:13 apparently contained
indications of a setting around the Sea of Galilee, combined with a second-
ary interest in the sending of the Twelve.'*' Mark did not 'choose either
motive to the exclusion of the other, but gave his own setting, using some
of the data in the tradition, A much clearer case is iiil-iii:6, the sec-
tion picked out by Moffatt and others in the last chapter as representing
evidence of Mark's use of a source. Probably Mark took this section over
as it was, the Zusammenhang of the group being due, not to Mark's creation,
but to the tradition. The Christian community had placed these together
for practical reasons in its conflict with Judaism, Matthew and Luke both
change Mark's arrangement to some extent, demonstrating that, although the
section came to Mark as a unit, originally the tradition consisted of
single stories without definite chronological arrangement. Thus the frame-
work of the section is no more historical than if Mark him6elf had created
it. The outstanding case, however, of a connected narrative before Mark is
the Passion Story from xivjl onwards. "Die Leidensgeschicht e," says
Schmidt,
. .
"ist der einzige Abschnitt der Ivangelien, der genau Ortliche
und zeitliche Dinge, ja Tag und Stunde angibt, Es ist ohne weiteres deut-
lich, dass hier von vornherein eine fortlaufende Erz&hlung in der Absicht
lag.
A
few cases of "fugen und Nahte" may be found, but that does not
destroy the "unmittelbar geschicht liche Wert der Leidengeschichte." 4 This
I7““p. 171.
2. p. 104.
3. p. 303.
4. p. 306.
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is understandable upon the basis of the needs of the Christian community.
As single stories served for purposes of teaching and worship, the Passion
Narrative as a whole served the need for information concerning the catas-
trophe of Jesus ' death. This Passion Story is, therefore, the oldest and
most important document from the circle of Christian "Martyreseckt en."
1-
The conclusion is, therefore, that the Marcan Hypothesis and the Two-
Source Theory are valid in so far as they posit Mark as the oldest Gospel,
and its use by Matthew and Luke along with material peculiar to themselves.
The Marcan Hypothesis is not valid, however, in assuming that in Mark we
have any real knowledge of the chronological development of the life of
Jesus. Schmidt's own statement is an adequate summary of his position:
"Die Jesusgeschichten liegen in der Hauptsache auf einer und
derselben Ebene. Nur ob und raal werden wir aus Erwftgungen
uber den inneren Charakter einer Geschichte diese zeitlich
und ttrtlich etwas genauer fixieren kbnnen. Aber im ganzen
gibt es kein Leben Jesu im Sinne einer sich entwickelnden
Lebensgeschicht erp keinen chronologischen Aufriss der Geschichte
Jesu, sondern nur Einzelgeshichten, Perikopen, die in ein
Rahmenwerk gestellt sind."2
2. Formgeschichte .
The basal assumption of Formgeschichte parallels the conclusion of
Schmidt that during the oral period the tradition circulated mainly in
separate oral units. To this the Form Critics add the assumption that
these units can be classified according to their form. Upon the basis of
this classification, supplemented by information about analogous literary
developments and about the nature of early Christian life, they believe
1. p. 305.
2. p. 317. Cf. also p. 77
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much may be inferred, not only regarding their origin and the causes
which gave rise to them, but also as to the changes they underwent until
the written form appeared. At the end of this process the evangelists
stand, being not so much authors in the creative sense as collectors and
compilers of these units of tradition in free circulation. Schmidt sug-
gested something of this conception in claiming that Mark was only re-
sponsible for the frame into which the separate units of tradition were
set
.
The chief exponents of this method of dealing with the tradition find
their home in Germany, although their influence has been felt in critical
circles in many other countries. Martin Dibelius is the real father of
the contemporary movement and the term Formgeschichte seems to have orig-
inated with him. Rudolf Bultmann must be considered along with Dibelius
as helping to lay the foundations of the method. In the remaining pages
of this chapter I shall present a rather full exposition of the views of
these scholars, and then attempt to show something of their influence up-
on scholarship generally. An evaluation of the trend will bring the
chapter to a conclusion,
a. Martin Dibelius.
The several writings of Dibelius bearing upon this subject are listed
in the bibliography. The most important one for our purpose appeared in
1919 as Die FormReschichte des Evangeliums , and was translated into Eng-
lish in 1935 by Bertram Lee Woolf with the title From Tradition to Gospel
.
Most of the other writings of Dibelius serve mainly as elaboration or
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C-
repjftition of what is given in this volume, although his latest work ex-
tends the application of this method to early Christian literature as a
whole.
*
Formgeschichte
,
according to Dibelius, is based essentially upon the
theory that the history of literature is the history of its various forms.
This theory is of special significance when applied to materials where the
author's personality is of little importance, as in the handing down of
popular tradition. Here anonymous persons act, not merely as vehicles,
but as creative forces, changing and altering the tradition upon the basis
of the use to which it is put and the practical necessities which it is
made to meet. A rather standard form is thus created for different types
of tradition. There is in this process no definite literary interest as
such, no interest to create a literature. On the whole the development is
an unconscious one. "Primitive Christian literature," as distinguished
from "early Christian writings," belongs to the popular tradition. That
is, the "writings" belong to Hellenistic literature as regards their form.
On the other hand, the "primitive Christian literature" passed through all
the stages between private notes and the borders of literature proper. We
do not know where they ceased to be private writings and became a low form
o
of literature. This whole process took place, rather unconsciously,
without the direct influence of literature proper.
This applies to the Synoptic Gospels in that they are essentially un-
1. A Fresh Approach to the New Testament and Early Christian Literature ,
1936.
2. Paul's letters are named in this class.
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literary writings. They have passed beyond the stage of private notes,
for they are designed for publicity. They differ from other Christian
writings, however, in that they are collections of material, and not
creative work on the part of their authors. Their composers are not so
much authors, as Paul was an author, as they are collectors of tradition,
vehicles of its transmission, and editors of the material which has a form
not created by them. It does not mean that the evangelists were entirely
bereft of creativity. They made their influence felt, as Schmidt has
pointed out, in organizing the tradition, in choosing between the materials
of the tradition, in limiting the use of the tradition, in giving it final
shape. The gospel type was their contribution, to some extent a new lit-
erary form. Except for Luke, however, who shows the greatest literary
character, the Synoptic evangelists made their influence felt far less
than the author of the Fourth Gospel or of Acts. They had little influence
in forming the literary character of the synoptic tradition, because the
original moulding was due to the tradition itself as it passed through its
various stages. They merely took over material which already had a form
of its own, and which had reached a certain completeness of development.
Thus the criticism of the form of the gospel must begin earlier than
the work of the evangelists in that period when the small separate pieces
were taking on a form of their own. This takes us back of the Two-Source
Theory, an adequate way of dealing with the immediate literary development
of the gospels, into that period from 30-70 A.D., Since these little units
of tradition have apparently followed laws of Form-construction, the in-
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dividualities of the original writers having played no part in the devel-
opment of the form, the task is "to tracp out those laws and to make com-
prehensible the rise of these little categories."^ This is the task
Dibelius sets for himself. The method of investigation includes observa-
tions of style and the reconstruction of the Sit 2 im Leben out of which
the categories have come. The style to be observed is a ’sociological
result’ rather than that of any one individual, for the lowly people who
create popular tradition "write according to laws which are independent of
9
the individual personality." However, the purpose of the author of these
categories can be distinguished within limits.
"In certain circumstances also by taking account of the choice
of words, the construction of sentences, the wordiness or the
brevity, the nature of the description, the introduction, and
the peroration, we may tell whether the purpose of the author
is to awaken interest or to make converts. "3
Along with investigations of style comes the attempt to determine the his-
torical and social stratum in which precisely these literary forms have
developed, or the Sit
z
im Leben
.
The different categories themselves re-
veal something of their origin. The method, therefore, must include more
than an analysis of the text to get back to its sources. It must attempt
to understand the conditions and activities of the first Christian churches
Two main aims set the problem: What was the motive which caused the
spreed of the reminiscences of the life and activity of Jesus, even though
the feelings and desires of the early Christians were directed to the
1. FTG, p. 4.
2. ibid.
, p. 7.
3. ibid . , p. 7.
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future? And what law governed their spread and helped to form and pre-
serve what had been said? In a sentence Dibelius gives the answer: "The
missionary purpose was the cause and preaching was the means of spreading
abroad that which the disciples of Jesus possessed as recollections."^
The motive was the desire to propagate the Christian message, and the form
was determined by the formulae used in preaching. The "eye-witnesses and
ministers" represent, not two distinct groups, but the union of two
activities in one outlet. Those who heard also preached. Thus the mat-
erial crystallized in different places under similar conditions. Although
the knowledge we have of early Christian preaching is quite vague, formulae
of early preaching are found in the speeches in Acts and in I Cor. xv:3-5.
Different formulae were apparently created, and the content of different
preaching was strikingly different. However, formulae were used which set
the forms into which the tradition was moulded and preserved. As the mis-
sionary interest furnished the motive for preserving reminiscences of the
life of Jesus, so preaching established the law governing the spread of
these reminiscences and helped to form and preserve them. It must be not-
ed, however, that Dibelius does not claim that the Gospels contain the con-
tent of the preaching. They are but a guarantee for that preaching. The
principal aim of the early preachers was, not to relate the life of Jesus,
3but to proclaim the salvation which had come about in Jesus Christ. The
gospels contain merely separate units of tradition which were used in
1. ibid . , p. 13.
2. Lk i:2.
3. GCC elaborates this conception.
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preaching, and the form of which was created by this usage.
From the gospels, then, can be discovered something of the data in the
tradition. Since the Passion Story is dealt with everywhere, and since,
in contrast to other data out of the life of Jesus, there is a fundamental
agreement in its essential points, it must have been in existence early as
a continuous narrative. This reveals the oldest message, a predominant in-
terest in the Passion and Resurrection of Jesus, in contrast to only an in-
cidental interest in other data from the life of Jesus. Preaching caused
this to be, because there was the need of such a text for purposes of edi-
fication. In the same way the manner in which the doings of Jesus were
narrated was determined by the requirements of the sermon. Single ex-
amples were needed as illustration. In the gospels, therefore, we find
these separate examples placed apart from the context which they had in
the sermon. These are called paradigms by Dibelius. On the other hand,
the tradition of the words of Jesus were not subject to the same laws.
They followed more closely the development of the Jewish Halakha,^ the
tradition" of rules concerning life and worship, and came to the fore from
the demands of worship and moral instruction.
The particular element in the early church responsible for the forma-
tion of the tradition was the pre-Pauline Hellenistic group, centered
particularly about Damascus and Syrian Antioch. The data of the life of
Jesus apparently played a small part in the discussions in the Pauline
1. In contrast to the Haggada , the tradition of historical and theolog-
ical materials, which were of subordinate interest to the Jews in the
time of Jesus.
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churches, and the pre-Pauline Hellenistic Christianity is differentiated
from Pauline Christianity by its closer approximation to Judaism. Rather
than having a consciousness of the new paradoxical revelation of God wor-
shipped by Judaism, these people were characterized by the faith that
Judaism had reached its completion in the coming of the Messiah. Although
the earliest tradition must have been connected with Palestinian circles,
nothing of the actual tradition survives in Aramaic, and the concern for
the tradition is clearly and definitely set on a Greek foundation. If
there did exist an Aramaic formation of the tradition, it is now lost, nor
do supposed Semitisms solve the problem of the existence and nature of such
a tradition. The words of Jesus may be literal translations from the Ara-
maic - they must have been translated at some time - but this cannot be
true for the stories. Furthermore, since the formation of the tradition
was occasioned by the missionary purpose, and since the Greek language was
more necessary for that, it may be assumed that Greek-speaking Christians
had the greatest influence upon the development of the tradition. It doe6
not imply that the use of the Greek language was limited geographically,
but the communities of Damascus and Syrian Antioch are more likely to have
formulated the tradition than those in Palestine.
Upon this basis Dibelius proceeds to classify the gospel material.
The first classification is that of the paradigms . The paradigm achieved
its form in the use to which it was put in preaching. It existed in iso-
lation as a complete story with one main point, and ended in a thought
useful for preaching purposes. An external rounding off of the story or
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passage suggests its isolated existence, this rounding off being presented
by a word or saying of Jesus, by the successful healing of a sick or demon-
possessed person, or by approving words of the bystanders. This type is
also characterized by brevity and simplicity in the narrative, only enough
detail being given to account for the intervention of Jesus. It has a
thoroughly religious aim. The story of the paralytic in Mark iislff is a
good example of a typical paradigm. No history of the illness is given,
and only enough detail to set the stage for the subsequent action of Jesus.
Jesus assures him of divine forgiveness. Questions are raised - enough to
lead to further action - and the healing is completed. The reaction of the
multitude is represented in the words: "We never saw it on this fashion."
A better example even i8 the question about the tribute money in Mark
xii:13ff. Other paradigms are of a less pure type, as the story of Bar-
timaeus in Mark x:46ff, in which the name of the beggar has been added
later. It is not always possible to distinguish clearly the original para-
digm because of the accretion of other materials in the course of trans-
mission. Because of this it is not always possible to determine the rela-
tive historical worth of the paradigm. The criterion of historicity, how-
ever, must be the nearness with which the narrative stands to the sermon.
"What 'literature' and what 'history* was present in the churches lived
only within the sermon and by means of preaching. The paradigm thus
never existed as a pure historical incident without any foreign elements
having been added to it. Only as an interpreted incident did it exist,
1. FTG, p. 69,
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and, though in these stories we come nearer to what Jesus has said, the
historical reliability of many of the sayings is questionable.
In contrast to the paradigm is the tale
.
This type was neither creat-
ed for the aims of preaching nor repeated as examples in preaching. They
were more worldly and more of a distinct literary form. Their distinctive
aim was to present a story of Jesus as the miracle-worker, and their aim
was entirely secular. What in the paradigm is an opportunity for Jesus to
state his requirements or pronounce his message is, in the tale, an end in
itself. The stories are complete in themselves and contain a breadth of
description; the secondary circumstances are revealed more than in the
paradigms. The technique of the miracle follows a regular formula: the
history of the illness is described, followed by the manner of healing,
and a statement of success in bringing a cure. The material is of Chris-
tian origin, but there is a relation between the gospel tales and the non-
Christian miracle stories. It was a commonplace to Oriental men that the
operation of God could be traced in miracles, and in the gospel tales the
miracle is an end in itself as revealing divinity on earth. The miracle
was an epiphany. In these tales, therefore, the preeminence of Jesus was
demonstrated. The tales in the Gospels arose, some of them from utterly
non-Christian stories, others as hybrid forms, and some from actual
events in the experience of Jesus, Their historical value depends upon
the way in which they arose, and generally they are further removed from
the historical text than the paradigms. Although not formed for purposes
1. Mk v:l-17 and the turning of water into wine in Cana of Galilee.
2. Lk xiii»10-17 the best example.
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of public worship, they were not uninfluenced by faith and public worship.
Legends also form one type of narrative in the gosDels. This is a name
for a religious story of edifying character, usually concerning itself with
a saintly person in whose work and fate interest is taken. There are aetio-
logical legends proper to the cultus,^and personal legends. This latter
type has a relatively small place in the gospels, Lk iv:29ff being the only
true one. Lk ii:41ff shows clearly the marks of legend, although the gospel
tradition as a whole is shy of the invasion of legendary traits. What few
there are manifest themselves usually in the application of the legendary
form to narratives having their original formulation under other laws of
style. Thus legendary elements may be traced in Mk viil-6, originally a
paradigm, Mk i:16-30, Lk v:l-ll where Luke added the names of the sons of
Zebedee, Lk vii:36-50. In the gospels legends helped to satisfy a double
need, the desire for knowledge of the holy men and women in Jesus’ surround-
ings, and the desire, gradually forming itself, to know Jesus himself in
this way. The reference to Jesus as a boy in the temple, the stories in
Lk xvii:12-19; Mk xiv:12-16 and xi:l-7, tales of his birth, all these are
the contribution of legend. A few of these have a slight relationship to
preaching, but most of them are of a decidedly secondary nature and
importance.
Myth belongs to this discussion of types of narratives in the gospels.
This is a story which in some fashion tells of the many-sided doings of a
god. Paul created Christian mythology by making such a great distinction
1. The Passion Story in so far as it is meant to show the expression of the
divine will.
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between the revelation of humility and exaltation in the story of Jesus on
the one hand, and the human tradition of his life on the other. In the
synoptics, however, a thorough-going mythological formulation is not car-
ried out, for the tradition kept its feet on the ground. Essentially
mythological elements appear in the story of the 3aptisra in the idea of
Jesus being adopted by God, but the whole story is more a legend than a
myth. The framework of the Temptation Story in Matthew and Luke is mytho-
logical, and the Transfiguration experience is the most clearly represented
expression of Christian mythology. In a definite sense the Gospel of' Mark
is a mythological book in so far as the form is concerned. Where possible
incidents are used to suggest Jesus as a heavenly being, even though the
material itself was very little influenced by the mythological tendency.
In the sayings tradition where Jesus speaks as Lord in the full possession
of divine status we see the penetration of the mythological element. This
combination of self-recommendation and of the preaching of conversion is a
typical mark of a divine or semi-divine herald of a revelation in Hellen-
istic religions, and therefore, of a mythological person. In the Gospel
of John everything is given a mythological hue, although the primary tradi-
tion lacked this element. That is, John conserved what was most valuable
in the tradition, but he lifted it all into the realm of mythology.
The Passion Story was a self-contained closed sequence also, and the
only piece of gospel tradition which in early times gave the events in
their larger connection. We have already suggested that this phenomenon
was due to the needs of the Christian communities and the needs of preach-
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ing. It gave the decisive sot eriological event, the understanding of
) which gave a basis for Christian faith from the divine standpoint. It set
forth the death of Jesus in the light of the Easter faith as a victory
rather than a defeat. Thus the older account of the Passion was in exist-
ence before Mark wrote and wes used by him. Its exact range cannot be
discovered from the gospels, for each evangelist shaped the narrative to
hi6 own ends, Mark gave it in the soteriological setting already mention-
ed; Matthew followed Mark, but gave to the tradition a greater Christo-
logical significance; Luke makes the Passion Story more of a martyrdom,
stressing the suffering of the innocent Servant, and giving a nev/ twist to
the interpretations of Mark and Matthew, At first, however, the church's
understanding of the Passion' followed that of Mark and Matthew, Still,
however, it is easier to determine what the older account did not contain
than what was its exact range. Probably elements which have been added
include Mk xivj3-9, 28, 12-16, the second and third prayers in the Geth-
semane scene, the name of Simon carrying the cross, Mk xiv:29-31, and
other details. The account of the Supper is probably old. The references
to the Old Testament probably belong to the older account, having an es-
sential dace in making clear that the Passion took place according to the
revealed will of God, It is quite likely that the Old Testament sayings
also had a creative influence in shaping the development of the tradition,
even though most of the incidents recorded are essentially authentic. Re-
garding the historicity of each event there are many difficulties. The
presence of eye-witnesses guarantees the stories of arrest and betrayal,
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but the other events contain most likely a combination of authentic materi-
al and interpretation from tradition. Therefore, even though there is a
superficial unity in the Passion Story, many interests must have been at
work, and the exact historical value of the incidents cannot be judged
with certainty.
The handing down of the sayings tradition followed to some extent the
same general procedure as the narrative tradition, in that forms were em-
ployed which had been familiar to the people for a long time. In this case
the forms of speech were those which Jesus himself had used, and the shape
into which the tradition was cast was dependent upon and conditioned by
these forms. The parable was the best known and the most clearly defined
form, although others can be recognized as proverbs, riddles, fairy-tales.
These were held in the memory of the people, separated from their original
context, or in connection with Old Testament passages. The first collec-
tions were apparently made for hortatory purposes, to serve the require-
ments of the Christian communities for moral instruction. Gradually they
were made to serve as sources of information about the one who had uttered
them, and they came to have a Christ ological interest. At first, however,
this interest was entirely subordinate to the demand for rules for right
living. Often in the course of transmission the parenetic character of
the usage to which they were put altered the original context and the form,
although the essence of the saying was usually preserved. The material wee
often colored by later thinking and explanations, and the material extend-
ed beyond its original length. This was due to the Christians who believ-
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ed themselves more faithful to Jesus if they explained a saying by expand-
ing it and following it with an interpretation. Thus it is not always
possible to distinguish between the original text and the later interpre-
tation. To some extent the parables illustrate this development with their
different forms, materials, and applications. Collections of sayings,
bound together with a single thread in the interests of exhortation, also
suggest this tendency.
Thus the sayings tradition, though it followed in the same general
mood as that surrounding the development of the narrative tradition, was
preserved in a way quite its own, separated from the handing down of the
general events, and kept for quite specific purposes. This explains why
Mark has comparatively few sayings in comparison with Matthew and Luke,
and why he did not use Q. His main interest was in bringing the narrative
elements to a complete form comparable to that in which the sayings tradi-
tion was found. More than that, his aim was the aim of preaching as dis-
tinguished from the aim of exhortation, and as such the narrative elements
served his purpose better. Thus Mark furnished connecting links and a
framework for the isolated paradigms and other narrative elements, and
combined them into a narrative having a definite goal and purpose. He
made a book out of the tradition. His purpose was that of the preaching
phase of early Christian life, specifically to explain the Passion and
death of Jesus. This he did by weaving into the narrative the idea of
Secret Messiahship - thus Wrede's influence is expressed - and by making
his book one of secret epiphanies. He showed how the death of Jesus was
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willed by God upon the basis of Old Testament prophecy. The materials
which he used, and the emphasis which he gave, both came to him from the
preaching current in early Christian churches. The Passion Story as a con-
nected narrative was joined with elements from the ministry of Jesus. Most
of these elements were in isolation, although some had already been joined
in complexes, 1 The term 'Son of Man' was used to reproduce the preaching
of the church's ministers about the Son of Man. The incidents of the Bap-
tism and the Temptation suggest the status of Jesus as the heavenly-sent
representative of God, and this mood carries through to the centurion's
recognition of Jesus' worth. Among the materials, however, are sayings of
Jesus. But these words differ from those in normal sayings collections in
that they had already been transformed into narratives, or were of such a
nature that Mark could transform them. They were all used to the end of
suggesting the heavenly character of Jesus. The parables in chapter iv are
used to suggest the secret nature of Jesus' Messiahship, the divine element
being visible only to opened eyes.
In so far as Mark used any words of Jesus at all he began a development
of great consequence. His book was more than a mere collection, for it now
contained a Christian message. The words of Jesus were subordinate to that
aim, and the sayings as well as the paradigms served as means to the ends
of Christian propaganda, Matthew and Luke advanced considerably beyond
Mark when they included Q in their accounts, but under different conditions.
Luke was writing history, and as such he transformed the original style and
l. Dibelius opposes Schmidt in thinking that Mk ii:l-iii:6 was not before
Mark in a complex.
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intent by giving a narrative character to the whole tradition. Matthew, on
the other hand, was not interested in narrative as such. He was interested
in a systematic arrangement of the words of Jesus, and he set them in long
speeches on distinct themes. The short narrative elements were relatively
static, while the words of Jesus were transmitted further and commented up-
on. The final stage of the process is represented by the Fourth Gospel.
What Mark began, although the process as a whole developed outside Mark,
the Fourth Gospel completed. At first the Gospel was a supplement for
preaching, but in the Fourth Gospel it became a substitute for preaching.
The final result of introducing sayings of Jesus into the descriptions of
his work was that the Christians failed to distinguish between the preach-
ing of Jesus and about Jesus. Christ ological expressions, originating in
the int erpretat ions of Jesus’ significance, were put upon the lips of Jesus
himself.
Throughout all this study of the form of the gospel tradition Dibelius
sees a tremendous drama being revealed. The forms reveal the history of
early Christianity itself. Christianity is seen moving from a fundamental
strangeness in the world to an accomodation to the world; from an interest
in guarding against too much assimilation of worldly and secular motives
and influences, the tradition passed, through contact with the world, to
the place where Jesus was presented in ways already current in the world.
From the use of the Passion Story, paradigms, sayings and parables for
practical purposes of missionary propaganda and exhortation, the interest
changed gradually to a consideration of the narrative facts for their own
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sake and the use of the worldly technique of tale and legend. Jesus was
finally presented in the form of epiphany.
Furthermore, through the use to which the forms were put the conserva-
tive nature of the tradition is revealed. The paradigms, with all their
foreign elements, were relatively historical. Tales were used to reproduce
a valid tradition of Jesus* healings and miracles. The legendary element
was small, and often fastened upon genuine historical reminiscences. Thus
in the first twenty years after the death of Jesus the weighty elements in
the tradition had been fixed, when eye-witnesses were still alive.
Formgeschichte also leads to what Dibelius calls a theological outcome.
From the forms can be deduced the leading interests of the tradition. This
reveals, first, that there never existed a 'purely* historic witness to the
life of Jesus. From the very beginning the various forms of the tradition
were always a testimony of faith formulated for preaching and exhortation.
Christianity was founded, not by a knowledge of the historic process, but
by the confidence that the content of the story was a means of salvation.
In the second place, the various forms reveal different emphases in the
formulation of the Christian message. At first, as revealed in Mark's Gos-
pel, the decisive standpoint for a theological understanding of Jesus was
the epiphany as a secret revelation of his significance. This was oriented
soteriologically
.
Luke's Passion, on the other hand, shifted the emphasis
from the theological significance of Jesus to that of the edifying nature of
his person as a martyr, Luke described an exemplary saintly person. There
was also a difference between the Pauline presentation of Jesus and that in
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the Gospels. Paul only needed to know that the earthly life took place and
that Jesus was obedient to the cross, while the Gospels made, not only the
Passion, but the whole earthly life a reflection of Jesus’ heavenly glory.
In other words it was a change from the eschatological character of Jesus’
life to the soteriological. For Dibelius then the forms of the gospel tra-
dition reveal something of the historic personality of Jesus, but more of
the currents of life and thought moving within the early Christian church.
Although this exposition of the theory of Dibelius has assumed rather
extensive proportions it can be considered but a general outline of his
work. I have concentrated more upon the method he has employed than upon
the detailed working out of that method. I think, however, that the re-
sults to which his method has led have been adequately suggested, at least
enough so to make understandable the other writings following in his mood.
No attempt will be made in the rest of this chapter to give as full an ex-
position of other writings, but similar ties and variations will be noted,
as well as the development of the general trend within scholastic circles.
Essentially, with few exceptions, the other writings treated here are but
variations upon the fundamental theme set forth by Dibelius.
b. Rudolf Bultmann.
In the development of Formgeschichte Bultmann must be considered with
Dibelius as one of the most influential factors. His main contribution to
this field came two years later than the maiden contribution of Dibelius,
and has not been translated into English. Its title is Die Geschicht e der
synoptischen Tradition
, a second improved edition having appeared in 1931
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In English appeared in 1934 The Study of the Synoptic Gospels a short
survey of his work contained in the larger volume. An article in the
p
Journal of Religion for 1926 also puts into English dress the essentials
of his method.
There is great agreement between Bultmann and Dibelius on many points,
3
and Bultmann freely expresses his debt to the latter. Basing much upon
the work of Wrede and Wellhausen, Bultmann accepts the underlying assump-
tion of the unitary nature of the tradition, and that the history of the
form of these units reveals the history of the developing tradition. The
theme of his work parallels that of Dibelius, namely, to give "ein Bild von
4der Geschichte der Einzelstttcke der Tradition." His unity of purpose, and
understanding of that purpose, with Dibelius is set forth in these words:
"Mit Martin Dibelius bin ich ganz einig, dass die formgeschichtliche
Arbeit weder in einem aesthetischen Betrachten, noch in einem
deskirbierended und klassifizierenden Verfahren besteht; also
nicht darin, dass man die einzelnen Stflcke der Ueberiief erung
nach aesthetischen oder anderen Markmalen einfach beschreibt
und in bestinnte Gattungen einordnet. Vielmehr ist die Aufgabe
'Entstehung und Geschichte dieser Einzelsttlcke zu reconstruieren,
somit die Geschichte der vorliterarischen Ueberlieferung
auf zuhellen
'
He agrees with Dibelius that the style and form of the units of tradition
are products of their Sit z im Leben, of the uses to which they have been
put, and of the necessities which have called them forth. He agrees that
1. Translated by F. C. Grant from Die Erforschung der synoptischen
Evongelien (1st ed.
, 1925; 2nd ed., 1930).
2. pp. 337-362, "The New Approach to the Synoptic Problem."
3. GST, p. 3. Also a debt is acknowledged to Streeter, Bussmann, and
Schmidt, but particularly to Dibelius, Wrede and Wellhausen are praised
in Hasp.
4. ibid
. , p. 4.
5. ibid., p. 4.
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the Passion Story developed first as a connected narrative, end that Hark
first created the literary type known as 'gospel' by combining this account
with units of earlier tradition. Bultmann follows Dibelius in accepting
Wrede's theory of secret Messiahship. The points of contact are many, but
of greater interest is the manner in which Bultmann represents a trend away
from some phases of Dibelius' analysis,
Bultmann disagrees with the approach of Dibelius in so far as it is as-
sumed that we have knowledge of the missionary practice of the primitive
church. The method of Formgeschicht e must work in circles, as all historic-
al investigation does. From the forms of the literary transmission the
motive of community life is given, and on the other hand, from the community
life the forms are made understandable. But, he ssys,
"Es gibt keine Methode, um den notwendigen Wechsel und die gegen-
seitige Beziehung beider Betrachtungen zu regulieren oder auch
vorzuschreiben, von wo aus der erste Ansatz gemacht werden soll.^-
Sowenig Dibelius eine deutliche Vorstellung von den
Motiven des Gemeindelebens gewonnen hat, ohne das er schon
formale Beobachtungen gemacht hfitte, so sehr schwebt mir bei
meinem Analysen ein freilich noch vorlaufiges Bild von der
urchrist lichen Gemeinde und ihrer Geschichte vor, das seine
Bestimmtheit und Gliederung eben durch die Untersuchung gewinnen
soil." 2
Thus one does not have the necessary information about early Christian
missionary activity to say that the paradigms served the interests of
preaching, or that such use determined their form. The one historical as-
sumption which can be made with some certainty is that the main problem of
the early period was the "Verhftltnis des palftstinensischen und des
1 . GSi , p , 5
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hellenistischen Urchrist entums and in the analysis of Bultraann this prob-
lem plays an essential part.^ The essential method of approach must be the
analysis of the separate units themselves, and for Bultmann it begins with
a microscopic investigation of the sayings. The original forms must be dis-
covered from the forms now existing in the gospels. There is some help from
the manner in which Matthew and Luke have used Mark, and inferences as to
the earlier form of the sayings may be judged by the use of Q in Matthew and
Luke. Of great help also is the use of analogy, the observation of similar
forms in Rabbinic literature, in the ’Marchenlit eratur ' and 'Volkslieder ' of
o
the Oriental world, and even in the collections of the Buddhist canons.
Dibelius and Bultmann are not far apart in the matter of the analytical
method, their main difference being over what assumptions can be made about
early Christian missionary activity. Dibelius says that such assumptions
can be made with relative accuracy, Bultmann that they cannot be made at all,
Bultmann also thinks that Dibelius has been guilty of drawing too sharp
a distinction between Palestinian and Hellenistic Christianity. Although he
agrees that the gospel was a creation of the Hellenistic community, he dis-
tinguishes between two different levels within Palestinian Christianity it-
self, one of which enjoyed from the outset a close relationship with the
Hellenistic party. Here, in this interaction between Jewish and Hellenist-
ic interests, the formation of the tradition began, and not in the com-
munities of Syrian Antioch and Damascus. Dibelius does not limit the in-
1 . GST . , p , 6
.
2. ibid . , pp. 7f.
3. Cf. GST, pp. 393f f ; ESE, pp. 8ff.
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fluence of Greek-speaking and Greek-thinking individuals geographically,
but he gives far less credence to the influence of Palestine as such upon
the tradition than Bultmann does. This grows partly out of the difference
in their conceptions of the life in the early church. Assuming that mis-
sionary activity gave the tradition its first form, Dibelius sees the neces-
sity of its fundamental formation upon an essentially Greek foundation,
Bultmann, not granting this assumption, sees the tradition begin to arise in
the controversy between Jewish and Greek elements in Palestine.
Following close upon this is Bultmann's different conception as to the
order in which the various elements of the tradition arose. For Dibelius
the paradigms were most essential for missionary purposes. In the mind of
Bultmann it was the sayings tradition which preceded the narrative tradition
in development, although the paradigm, under different terminology,'*’ was in-
cluded within the sayings groups. Apologetic and polemical interests first
drew out sayings of Jesus, usually those of prophetic or apocalyptic nature.
After that came the demands for parenetic words, exhortations and sayings
serviceable for moral discipline in the community. Gradually some of these
sayings accrued supplementary narrative elements and developed into apoph-
thefnnata, later in the process than Dibelius thinks. Small nuclei were
formed, and about this center larger collections grew up by degrees, one
stage of the development being observable in Q. In addition miracle stories
were formed on the basis of scanty historical reminiscences or else borrow-
ed from contemporary life; other scanty remains of true historical recollec-
1. Bultmann's term is apophthegm, meaning a 'pronouncement.'
2.
GST, pp. 393f
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tions were decked with legendary adornments. These too gradually were col-
lected, the Passion Story being the most significant collection of related
events. It is not possible to distinguish the relative time-periods with
certainty when each particular phase of the development began, but Bultmann
stresses the importance of the words of Jesus as serving the first needs of
the communities. At the end of this process the evangelists made the final
collections, creating the ’gospel* type,
Bultmann’s classification of the material is much more extensive and ex-
haustive than that of Dibelius. Table outlines this classification in
all its minute and bewildering extremes, and it is not necessary to repeat
here what may be seen in the Appendix. Nor does it seem essential to de-
velop the subject of the differences between the terminology used by these
two critics. Such an investigation is interesting, but it makes no essen-
tial additional contribution to an understanding of the method of Dibelius
and Bul+mann, or to an analysis of the assumptions which underly their work.
This is the main concern here.
Finally, it must be noted that Bultmann is more skeptical of the his-
torical worth of the tradition than is Dibelius. Dibelius has shaken our
confidence in the value of the tradition as portraying the historic Jesus.
Bultmann carries this further. The attempt to distinguish between the or-
iginal saying or deed of Jesus and the later coloring and redaction has led
Bultmann to think that we have in the Gospels a great deal of the latter
and little of the former. Bultmann does not see how it could be otherwise.
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The development of the tradition and the writing of the Gospels was depend-
ent upon and influenced by the interests of the Kultus
.
1
Historical rem-
iniscences lie at the base of many sayings and stories in the Gospels, but
many others are but pure creations of the community. Sven those having an
origin in some stray reminiscence have been so overlayed with interpreta-
tion, and have been so adapted to immediate needs that it is impossible to
tell what is history and what is redaction. The Gospels themselves are not
only dependent upon this unreliable tradition, but do not claim to be biog-
raphies. They are reflections of what the Christian communities believed
o
about Jesus, and devoted to propaganda interests. ’’One can only emphasize"
he says, "the uncertainty of our knowledge of the person and work of the
historical Jesus, and likewise of the origin of Christianity." Some have
thought that Bultmann had modified his skeptical approach to some extent in
his book on Jesus
,
published in 1929, but in the light of his second edi-
tion of Die Geschicht e der synoptischen Tradition , published two years
after that writing, I do not see that such a claim is valid. Bultmann
still is the major representative of the skeptical wing of the Form Critics.
3. The Influence of Formgeschichte .
Since the publication of the writings of Dibelius and Bultmann a multi-
tude of critical works have appeared dealing with this issue. There have
been, as was to be expected, a great variety of reactions. Some have been
GST, pp. 396f , 400.
2. ibid . , pp. 396f
,
3. SSG
, p. 20.
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decidedly friendly, while others have been decidedly hostile. In the main,
critics have recognized some value in this approach, at the same time rec-
ognizing very definite limitations to the method as it has been used by
both Dibelius and Bultmann. In this section I shall present by countries a
brief review of the more important contributions to the problem,
a. Germany.
In 1921 Eduard Meyer recognized Wellhausen's theory of the broken and
unitary nature of the primitive tradition, although Meyer did think that by
i
the time Mark wrote much of this material had been grouped into sources.^-
In the same year a very important work appeared from the hand of Martin
Albert z, namely, Die Synoptischen StreitsgesprSehe . Claiming that a
’lit eraturgeschichtliche' investigation of the spoken words of Jesus is im-
possible, since Jesus was quite unliterary, Albertz proceeded to use the
method set forth by Dibelius and Bultmann, This involved, however, some
exegetical analysis, study of the fundamental language, and comparison with
the development of Jewish St reitsgesprftche . He concentrated upon an inves-
3tigation of the Streitsgespr&che of Jesus, following to a great extent the
method of JQlicher in dealing with the parables. He isolated this particu-
lar 'form' and treated it separately. His conclusion is set forth as
follows
:
"Wle das ftlteste uns erhaltene Evangelium bereits eine Zusammen-
1, Ursprung u. Anfange des Christ ent urns , vol. i.
2, Though he condemns Bultmann's skepticism.
3, Passages involved are: (l) Versucherische Streitsges., Mk ii:l-iii:6;
xi :15-xii:40; vii:l-23; x:2-12; iv:l-ll; (2) Nicht versucherische
Streitsges., iii:22-30; xii:22-32; viiisl-11; xii:38-42; x:17-27;
: Mt xi:2-6.
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stellung von Parabeln Jesu enth&lt, so an zwei verschiedenen
St alien seiner Erzfthlung auch Streitsgesprfiche Jesu. Es kann
demnach kein Zweiful sein, dass der urchrist lichen Ueberliefer-
ung die Streitsgesprftche fthnlich zusammenzugehBren scheinen
wie die Parabeln. "l
Thus Albertz carried the process further than an analysis of individual
units. He finds reason to think that some of the materials came to Mark
in the form of small collections, especially ii:l-iii;6, a collection of
Galillean St reit sgespr&che
, and xi:15-xii:40, a Jerusalem collection.
These Mark took over and expanded slightly. The motives stimulating the
collection of this material in the early church were, first, apologetic
and practical, and secondarily historical. In contrast to Bultmann's
skepticism he traces the final literary form to the actual verbal contests
of Jesus himself, rather than to the invention of the community.
George Bertram followed this in 1922 with a 'formgeschicht liche Unter-
2
suchung* of the Passion Story. He swings to the other extreme from
Albertz and is very skeptical about the historical reliability of many
elements in the Passion. His point of departure is the primitive Kultus ,
and the ’kultischen Motive gegenuber irgendwelchen dogmatischen' motives.
Explaining this, he says,
"Eine Religion entsteht .... als Kultus, d.h. - als inneres
Verh&ltnis der Glftubigen zu ihrem Kultheros, das in ihrem
Glauben und Leben - nicht etwa nur im Gottesdienst - zum
spontanen Ausdruck kommt Und zwar ist nicht etwa der
einzelne Glftubige TrSlger der religidsen Ueberlief erung ....
vielmehr die Gemeinde, und ihre Stellung nahme zu derselben
kdnnte mit dem nur zu blassen Terminus ’religids’ bezeichnet
werden. So sprechen wir von einer kultischen Einstellung im
1. p. 2.
2, Die Leidensgeschicht e Jesu u. der Chrl stus kult .
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Gegensatz zur dograatischen, polemischen usw. und im Unterschied
von der frommen Betrachtung des einzelnen."!
From this point of departure, and with these presuppositions, he proceeds
to handle the question of the influence of the Kultus upon the formation
of the Passion Story. He examines the single sections in Mark from chap-
ter xiv on, and, as might be expected upon the basis of his a priori as-
sumptions, he finds that the Passion Story as we know it contains more of
the reflections of the primitive community than of true historical remin-
iscences. The motive of the Kultus was to take away the sting of Jesus*
death, and to present him as always strong and true and superior to the
situation. The glory of the days after the resurrection was read back into
the events of his earthly life. Thus historical reminiscences, such as the
Anointing at Bethany and the Gethsemane story, were given symbolic mean-
ings. The trial of Jesus, originally undertaken by a small clique of
Jesus' enemies, was made to assume larger proportions. New significance
was given to the Last Supper of Jesus. Additions were made until the his-
torical perspective was so warped that it is impossible to know what is
historical and what is the product of the community imagination. The Old
Testament was used to aid in this whole process. A sense of development
was created by the author of the story, on the basis of 'kultischen
Interesse,' and the presentation was put in dramatic form.
The most significant German work, in my estimation, is the critical
exposition of the work of Dibelius, Bultmann, Albertz, and Bertram which
appeared in 1924 from the pen of Erich Fascher, entitled Die formgeschicht-
1. P. 5
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liche Methode. An excellent review is given of the forerunners of the
method, and then follows in order a critical evaluation of the specific
theories of the scholars named, and a discussion of the relationship be-
tween form and history. He finds the whole construction of Dibelius of
doubtful worth because of its dependence upon the unwarranted assumption
that one single element of early Christian life, namely, preaching, set
the mood almost exclusively for the development of the form and the tradi-
tion.
1
Bultmann is seen as remedying this defect, and his analytical
skill is praised. However, he has no sympathy with Bultmann's skepticism
and does not think that he has discovered an adequate criterion for dis-
tinguishing between the creation of the community and historical reminis-
p
censes, Bertram, however, is even more offensive to Fascher, and goes
beyond Bultmann in unreasonable skepticism. Bultmann, "wo er kann, schB.lt
er doch einen historischen Kern heraus. Bertram dagegen ist so von
Kultischen eingenommen, dass ihm das Historische gleichgtlltig ist. Bult-
mann ist noch Historiker genug, in der Passionsgeschichte die Ausges-
taltung eines knappen Tatsachenbericht es anzunehmen. Fflr Bertram hat er
gar keine Bedeutung. Most valuable of all is the work of Albertz.
Reviewing the work of Albertz he says,
"Damit sind die Wege gewiesen zu einer Auseinanderset zung mit
den formgeschicht lichen Methoden und zur Kl&rung der Frage
nach dem Verh&ltnis von Form und Geschichte, bei der Lekttire
der drei Bttcher immer wieder auftauchte und besonders be-
handelt werden muss. Die am Schluss der Darstellung der
Bultmann’ schen Arbeit aufgeworfene Frage is aber von Albertz
1. p* 82.
2. pp. 142, 144.
3. p. 183.
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ftlr seinen Stoff geldst. Er hat den Weg vom lebendigen
GesprSch bis zur f esten lit erarischen Form zu weisen
verstanden. Damit geht er Uber Dibelius und Bultmann
hinaus, die die 'Entstehung der lit erarischen Gattungen'
letzten Endes nicht begreiflich machen knnnten, weil sie
mit festen Formen von vornherein arbeiten. Und die
verungltlckte ’Geschichte der Ausdrucks form* bei Albertz
lehrt es uns wieder, dass das St reitgesprftch als ’literar-
ischer Niederschlag eines wirklichen Vorgangs* nicht eine
nachweisbare, von den Erzfthlern tlbernommene Ausdruc ksform
gewesen ist
,
sondern sein Werden dera Leben verdankt."^-
In the concluding chapter Fascher points out that the terminology,
taken over from a region foreign to the interests of the developing
2Christian tradition, reveals the limits of the Formgeschicht e Methods
.
His main contribution in this chapter, however, is the conclusion that the
mere form of a saying or a story does not allow us to make an historical
judgment, and that Formgeschichte is therefore but one tool in the hands of
the critic of the Synoptic Gospels. The form cannot tell us much about the
Sit z im Leben out of which it arose, and in so far as this is revealed it
3leads us back to Jesus himself, and not to the community.
'’Die Formgeschichte ist filr die Betrachtung der bisher stark
vernachlftssigt en Formen ntttzlich und wertvoll, aber sie darf
nicht beanspruchen, nach ihren methodise hen Grunds&tzen
’Geschichte* machen zu wollen."^
Nor can the relationship between Formgeschichte and Lit eraturgeschicht
e
be
solved by the formgeschicht lie he method, for "Formgeschichte ist eine
5
Unterart der Literaturegeschichte."
1. p. 169f. Italics are my own.
2. p. 206.
3. pp. 212ff.
4. p. 227.
5. p. 229.
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In conclusion Fascher leaves open the question as to whether Form-
geschichte has made it seem reasonable that another series of smaller
sources lies behind the major documents of Mark and Q. On the whole, these
critics, although they accept the Two-Document Hypothesis, tend to degrade
these sources, and Albert z particularly has pointed out that they are de-
pendent upon other sources or collections (Streitgespr&che und Antithesen).
Whether this be true or not, concludes Fascher, "weitere Unt ersuchungen
mdssten .... lehren."^
It will be seen in the course of this discussion that Fascher has had a
great influence upon critical reactions to this method of investigation.
He is often mentioned in critical works, and where he is not mentioned often
the results are in accord with his conclusions.
Other work in Germany has followed more or less the lines laid down by
Fascher, although there have been some independent investigations of various
aspects of the Gospel message. Paul Fiebig has made a series of studies of
Rabbinic parallels to the sayings of Jesus, more valuable for purposes of
Pinterpretation than for literary dependence. Yet this study serves to give
material in a form usable for comparison. In 1925 he published an analysis
of Per Erzfthlungsstil der Evangelien
,
concentrating upon apophthegmata. Be-
fore the war he had made a similar study of miracles. Lyder Brun in 1925
made a form-historical investigation of the Passion Story, the title being
1. p, 234.
2. Jesubergpredigt (1925), the last in the series, and essentially a trans-
lation of the German text into Aramaic on the basis of Rabbinic paral-
lels, these parallels being thought to come nearest to the pre-synoptic
form.
.'
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Die Auf erst ehung Christi in der urchrist lichen Ueberlieferung
. From tradi-
tional investigations of the open-grave stories it is customary to place
the stories of Mark and Matthew together as against those in Luke and John,
but on the basis of structure, form, and motive there are found to be
"viele verschiedene Verbindungs - und Unt erschiedungslinien, die zwischen
den Erz&hlungen hin - und herlauf en und einander kreuzen.""L The lack of
clarity in the presentation of both the grave-stories and the appearances
goes back to the early preaching and understanding of the communities them-
selves, the grave-stories probably being popular creations to support the
stories of appearances
.
E. Klostermann's commentaries on Mark and Matthew
in the Handbuc k zum N. T.
,
although remaining fairly faithful to the Mar-
can Hypothesis, still reflected the influence of Formgeschicht
e
.
A. Meyer's
investigation of "Die Entstehung des Markus evangeliums" in the Festgabe ftlr
Adolf Julicher followed the lead of Schmidt and Albert z in claiming that
Mark took over most of the sayings in the form of small collections, him-
self providing a few topographical and chronological notes. Ludwig Koehler
gave even less credit to the Form-Critics than Fascher by concluding an
analysis of the movement with the words that "das Problem des Neuen Testa-
4
ments ist nicht ein formgeschicht lie hes
,
sondern ein geschichtskritisches'.'
Important as furnishing materials for the comparison of Jesus' sayings
with Rabbinic parallels is the Kommentar zum Neuen Testament aus Talmud und
Midrasch, compiled by H. L. St rack and P. Billerbeck between the years 1922
1. p. 30.
2. Mark, 1926; Matthew, 1927.
3. pp. 54f f
.
4. p. 41 of Das Formgeschicht e Problem des N. T. (1927).
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and 1928, These constitute the main contributions of German scholarship
bearing upon the problem,
b, France,
From France have come no particularly outstanding contributions in
this field. In his Introduction au Nouveau Testament in 1923 Goguel gave
due recognition to Wellhausen and Wrede, and demonstrated their influence
in his work, and in The Life of Jesus
,
appearing in English in 1933, he was
skeptical of the extremes of the Form-historical method. Alfred Loisy de-
monstrated in Les Livres du Nouveau Testament (1922) and in a commentary on
L'Evangile selon Luc (1924) that he was the equal of Bultmann in skepticism.
He even went beyond Bultmann in this regard, and with less justifiable
grounds. His work represents the last possible elaboration of the 'cult-
legend* theory set forth by Bertram. His viewpoint is clear in a quotation
from the commentary on Luke:
"Peut-etre sont-ils une legende cultuelle en un sens plus pre*cis
que ne 1'a dit Bultmann. L'auteur du present livre, en diverses
publications .... a pense* etablir .... que la litterature evan-
gelique est
,
fond et forme, une litterature litturgique, conpue
et redigee en vue de la lecture dans les assemblees chretiennes,
et que, dans sa partie principals, les recite de la Passion et
de la resurrection, elle est etroiteraent coordonnee aux obser-
vances pascales des communiantes primitives."^-
3efore Luke's Gospel reached the hands of the redactor, whom Loisy thinks
responsible for the final form into which the book was cast, it was a
'cult-legend,' in a large measure the product of, and not reminiscences of,
2
apostolic tradition. This characteristic is shared with the other gos-
1. pp. 23ff.
2. p. 62 in EL.
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pels, as well as Q. It was a manual of the Christian cult, a kind of
catechism. Between 98 and 117 A.D. the redactor, persuaded that Jesus
was not opposed to Rome, drew from several sources information with which
to expand the gospel further. What Streeter and others assign to L,
Loisy assigns to the redactor. Regardless of whatever sources the redac-
tor may have used, his additions most often took the form of fictitious
scenes and introductions, symbolical stories, transpositions, interpola-
tions, doublets of earlier stories, all on the whole being equivalent to
inventions.^- In 1925 Anton Fridrichsen made a Form-historical investiga-
tion of Le Probleme du Miracle dans le Christianisme primitif , discussing
not only the miracles of Jesus, but the problem of miracles in the church.
His main interest was the way miracle-stories were transmitted, and he
added little to previous work.
The most substantial treatment of this trend among French scholars was
that of Claude J. Montefiore in the second edition of The Synoptic Gospels
(1927), ^ a later work on Rabbinic Literature and Gospel Teaching (1930) is
more serviceable for matters of interpretation in the sayings of Jesus.
Although Montefiore does not think that their conclusions in totality will
stand the test of time, he is convinced that Streeter's The Four Gospels
and Bultmann's Die Geschichte der synoptischen Tradition are the "two
most important and valuable works upon the gospels which have appeared in
O
the last seventeen years." He opposes the radical tendencies of Loisy.
1. ibid . , pp. 51ff.
2. 1st ed. in 1909.
3. SG, p. x.
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On the whole Montefiore takes a middle course between the extremes, follow-
ing to some extent the outlook of Bertram. He does not think that the
sources of Mark were merely ”a number of isolated, separately written,
tales and sayings. One can hardly imagine," he says, "a number of sepa-
rately written 'broadsheets’, each containing one story, and still less,
one saying. Mark used some collection or groups of such tales and say-
ings.""*- Probably the one really connected narrative was the Passion, how-
ever, Although not going so far as Schmidt, Montefiore thinks the setting
and framework of the gospels is less liable to be authentic than the sepa-
rate sayings and stories. We have already seen Montefiore's theories in
this regard affecting his thought of Q, that it went through several ex-
3pansions and editions from its small beginning with isolated sentences.
He further criticizes the tendency, set in motion by Wellhausen, to judge
the authenticity of a saying upon the basis of the degree of literary tes-
timony there is for it. 4 Although this grows out of a discussion of the
relationship of Q to the material peculiar to Matthew and Luke, and to the
date of Mark, it bears upon the subject in hand as it reveals Montefiore's
attitude toward the historical worth of the tradition. Although each case
must be decided upon its own merits, says Montefiore, the author of Ecce
Homo was right: the greatest, the most striking and original things in
the gospels must be authentic, because only Jesus could have thought of
1. ibid . , p, xxxiii.
2. ibid . , p. xxxiii.
3
.
ibid
.
, p . lv
.
4. ibid . , pp. xcviiff.
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them.
1
Despite his praise of Bultmann, Montefiore has already started
that process of toning down extreme conclusions which probably will not
stand the test of time,
c. England.
English criticism took the Formgeschicht
e
method in hand and proceeded
to welcome, within limitations, the classification of the pre-Synoptic
tradition, while at the same time veering rather strongly away from the
skeptical tendencies of Bultmann, Bertram, and Loisy. Headlam's Life and
Teachings of Jesus the Christ in 1923 utterly repudiated the idea of at-
tributing creative power to the Christian Community. Streeter in the
study of The Four Gospels (1924) did the Formgeschicht e Methods the doubt-
ful honor of oractically ignoring it. In the Preface, however, he did
state his conviction that the pendulum had swung too far in the tendency to
see Mark as a series of "roughly-arranged sketches or reminiscences exactly
o
as Papias describes it. He admitted further that the investigations in
this field supported the Four-Document and Proto-Luke Hypotheses by con-
tending that stories and sayings circulated separately in the oral tradi-
tion, and that the exigencies of teaching created an early demand for the
Passion and Resurrection accounts. "When stories or sayings circulate in
oral tradition," he says, "it is inevitable that they should be current in
more than one version." Charles F. Burney's The Poetry of Our Lord (1925)
has already been mentioned. He treated the words of Jesus from the stand-
1. ibid . , pp, xcviiff,
2. p. vi.
3. p. viii, the statement having been made originally in OSSP.
4. p. viii.
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point of Hebrew Poetry, finding the parallelism, not proof that the com-
munity created the sayings, but that Jesus himself furnished the Sit
z
im
Leben. All sayings which exhibit the formal characteristics of Hebrew
poetry probably can be traced back to the actual words of Jesus himself. 1
In the same year Alfred Rawlinson's commentary on St. Mark appeared, and
revealed the influence of Schmidt in striking fashion. Mark was considered
a 'gospel' and not a biography, based upon apostolic tradition, but written
with the needs of the immediate situation in mind. Furthermore, the Marcan
Hypothesis is considered as having broken down as far as it was bound up
with the idea that Mark's Gospel gives us an adequate outline of Jesus'
activity. The framework and arrangement are attributed to the evangelist,
it being considered "intrinsically improbable” that anything like a chrono-
logical outline of Jesus' ministry would have been preserved throughout a
whole generation of oral tradition, especially by a church not primarily
interested in such matters. McNeile's Int roduction to the New Testament in
1927 gave due recognition to the work in Germany, and with most British
opinion, accepted the classification of materials, but rejected the pro-
posal that the Marcan chronology be abandoned. Three years later the com-
mentary on St. Luke appeared from the hand of J. M. Creed. He rejected the
radical conclusions of Schmidt and Bultmann in the matter of details, but
he called Bultmann 's book, not withstanding, "perhaps the most important
study of the gospels in recent years, since it attempts to analyse and
classify the whole body of material in the synoptic gospels, and to show
1. P. 6
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how in their expansion and development the different types of narrative
)
and discourse may be related to the life, needs and interests of the grow-
ing church." 1' The greatest influence upon Creed, however, was the funda-
mental work of Wellhausen.
C. H. Dodd, in a series of books and articles extending from 1931 to
1936, presents himself as an outstanding opponent of the work of Dibelius
and Bultmann, In 1931 he claimed that Formgeschicht
e
had not yet provided
a work of really first-class quality, unless it be the work of Schmidt. 2
In the same year, however, he wrote in the Expository Times a thorough-
going criticism of Schmidt's book under the same title, 0 He takes as his
point of departure the qualifications which Schmidt makes to the theory of
isolated fregments, concluding that the qualifications themselves destroy
the hypothesis. The topical arrangements, recognized in places, need not
• j
necessarily be attributed to Mark, but, like the Passion Story, owe their
form and arrangement to similar considerations. The generalizing sum-
maries serving as links are seen by Dodd, not as artificial arrangements
of Mark, but as an essential part of the tradition, and as containing some
of the most characteristic elements in the gospel. There is, he grants,
"a perspicuous outline of the Galilean ministry, forming a frame into
which the separate pictures are set,"^ but this does not arise out of
casual links supplied here and there where the narrative seems to demand
it. There is no reason to believe, he thinks, why the primitive church
1 . GL , p . lv
,
2. PTCG, p. 248.
3. pp. 396ff.
4. ibid. , p. 399.
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may not have transmitted a general outline of the ministry of Jesus, con-
taining some topographical and chronological settings, as well as small
pericopes. Dodd further strengthens this point of view by comparing
Mark's outline with that of the speeches in Acts. This argument is not
fully treated in this particular article, but in The Apostolic Preaching
and Its Development (1936) he develops this idea in notable fashion.^
Mark represents an expansion of these outlines, and is in some sense a
"commentary" upon them, but the point is that the speeches in Acts bear
witness to the transmission of an outline, however simple, of the ministry
2
and life of Jesus. The outlines were not always the same, but some kind
of outline did exist and was part of the regular kerygma of the primitive
church everywhere. On this basis he solves the problem of Mark's origin
by assuming that Mark had from tradition' three kinds of materials (l) iso-
lated independent pericopes, handed down without connections; (2) larger
complexes of various kinds, genuinely continuous narratives, pericopes
strung upon an itinerary or connected by a unity of theme; (3) an outline
of the whole ministry, designed, perhaps, as an introduction to the Pas-
sion Story, but serving also as a background of reference for separate
stories. 3 Mark attempted to work with the traditional outline, but he
had difficulties in that the outline was too meager to provide a setting
for all the detailed narrative at his disposal, while, on the other hand,
it referred to phases of the ministry for which his materials made no
1. pp. 104f f
.
2. Cf. Acts xt37-41; xiii:23-31; I Cor. xv:3-7; xi:23-25.
3. Exp . Times, pp, 399f.
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provision. Furthermore, the materials were already partially grouped in
ways that cut across a truly chronological order. He solved this problem
by compromising between a chronological and a topical order. In contrast
to Schmidt, then, the conclusion follows:
"We need not be scornful of the Marcan order as has recently
become the fashion, though we shall not. place in it the im-
plicit confidence it once enjoyed.... There is good reason
to believe that in broad lines the Marcan order does repre-
sent a genuine succession of events, within which movement
and development can be traced.
In addition to this attack upon the thesis of Schmidt, Dodd echoes
2throughout all his writings the criticism of Fascher that the term Form-
geschicht
e
is misleading, because the critics originating the term do not
limit their method to a "botanical classification" of forms, but of neces-
sity make historical evaluations in order to determine the Sit
z
im Leben
of the various sayings and incidents. In one of the latest of his writ-
ings, The Parables of the Kingdom (1936), he is still convinced that, al-
though the tradition is often illuminated by this type of investigation,
not yet has it provided a trustworthy criterion for determining the his-
torical value of the reports.
The really outstanding scholar in this field in British criticism,
however, is Vincent Taylor. In a very excellent short introduction to The
Gospels
,
published in 1930 and appearing in a second edition in 1933, he
criticized Schmidt for limiting his investigation to the connecting links
1. ibid . , p. 400.
2. Cf. PTNTS, pp. 20f and PK, p. 41.
3. p. 41.
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between successive narratives and paragraphs, and not considering the ar-
rangement as a whole. 1 It is dangerous, he says, to judge an original
sketch by the use to which it has been put by Matthew and Luke, even though
they are the oldest interpreters of Mark. Although Taylor thinks the re-
action against the Marcan outline has been carried too far, he finds defin-
ite value in Schmidt's work, especially in the refutation of the cast-iron
Marcan Hypothesis which finds no room for anything beyond the Marcan out-
line, least of all material from the Fourth Gospel. Furthermore, Schmidt
reveals, not only the weakness of the Ur-Marcus theories, but also the
futility of interpreting the Papias fragment to mean that Mark recorded a
biographical account furnished by Peter. Probably, says Taylor, when the
Papias tradition is interpreted soberly all the valid results of the work
of Schmidt, Wtede, and the Form Critics will find shelter there.
Taylor's outstanding work, however, is The Formation of the Gospel
Tradition (1933). In brilliant fashion he parallels the work of Fascher,
making a critical exposition of the work done up to 1933, and presenting
his own interpretation and reconstruction of the pre-synoptic period. He
goes further than Fascher in presenting a positive reconstruction. His es-
sential attitude is the same as Fascher 's, that Formgeschicht
e
can help in
classifying and recalling the early forms, but that alone it cannot pass
historical judgments upon the material in the attempt to determine what is
early and what is late material. It often rests too lightly upon the re-
sults of source-criticism, and makes recourse to historical criticism
1. pp. 67ff
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without acknowledging it. It is one tool for the critics to use, and when
this is forgotten it inevitably leads to an unwarranted skepticism. Taylor
first passes general criticisms upon the method, the first being that the
ability to classify oral forms is limited. Paradigm and apophthegm did ex-
ist in literature contemporary to the early tradition, but they are too
limited. ’Pronouncement Stories' is a better designation, for it covers
all the varieties while emphasizing the main point, and it leaves the
question of their origin open. Miracle stories may serve as a good desig-
nation for that type of story. It is impossible to classify the sayings,
however, according to popular forms, and Bultmann's classification is only
valid as denoting stylistic features. Myth and legend likewise are in-
adequate terms as the Form Critics use them, for the 'Stories about Jesus',
as Taylor substitutes, have no definite structural forms. Myth and legend
carry historical connotations which rise above form as such.
In regard to the Sit
z
im Leben it must be granted that the Form Critics
are right in seeking the formative process in the social situation out of
which the tradition arose. However, it is necessary for any adequate com-
prehension of that situation to consider, not only preaching, but all the
influences which played upon the life of those days. The approach of
Dibelius at least is much too narrow and restricted. Furthermore, the
basal assumption of Formgeschicht
e
seems just, that the earliest tradition
was composed of a number of rather isolated units without temporal or
local connectives. Except for a few passages^ this is demonstrated in
1. The Passion; Ii:l-iii:6 and xi:15-xii:40 (so Albertz); i:21-39; iv:35-
v:43; vi :31-viii :26.
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Mark’s Gospel. However, as Taylor pointed out in the criticism of Schmidt,
Mark does follow a definite outline, and the fad these days to emphasize
the gaps in that outline is not wholly justified. One other great mistake
is made by Formgeschicht
e
adherents in their neglect of the influence of
eye-witnesses upon the formation of the tradition, by which "Formgeschicht
e
gains in internal coherence, but .... loses its power to accomplish its
main task which is to describe the Sit
z
im Leben of the tradition."1
Taylor's own reconstruction begins with the Passion Story, demanded as
a continuous narrative by the situation in the early church. There were,
however, he thinks, various forms of the Passion Story, three of them being
observable in the gospels. 2 There are some secondary elements in the
stories, but probably true traditional elements which had been attracted to
the story. The Resurrection Stories, in contrast to the Passion Story,
were isolated incidents, because there was no such need for a continuous
story. All that was needed by the early communities was the assurance
about the astonishing fact, and single stories sufficed.
In contrast to Bultmann's demand for unity in every trivial detail as a
test of historicity, Taylor thinks the Pronouncement Stories generally
historical because what is essential is recorded. Taylor points out fur-
ther, that if these stories are largely creations of the community it is
strange that this creative power stopped when it did, rather than go on and
\
increase, and that it was so "potent where .... least needed, feeble or
1. p. 43.
2. Mark’s from Palestine j John's from Ephesus; Luke's from Caesarea.
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wanting where silence called for its exercise."^
Taylor criticizes the rigid nature of Burney’s conclusions regarding
the sayings of Jesus, concluding that he only reveals the fundamental Jew-
ish character of the sayings, and not their authenticity. Authenticity of
the sayings tradition, however, is observed rather in their very nature as
being from a great personality, as well as in their Palestinian character.
They are self-authenticating. The arrangements may even have been due to
Jesus himself. Despite all the modifications to the tradition from trans-
lation from Aramaic to Greek, from the influence of later dogmatic beliefs
and existing practices, the sayings tradition has been far better preserved
than we have a right to expect.
The miracle stories do parallel the formation of such stories in Jewish
and Hellenistic literature, but by comparison they reveal a marvelous re-
straint and beauty. Probably they were told primarily, not as proofs of
o
the Messianic power of Jesus, but because they illustrated the compassion
and power of Jesus. The historicity of the miracles, including the nature
miracles, is a question, however, beyond the power of Form Criticism to
solve, because in the last analysis it depends upon a person’s world view,
his estimate of the Person of Christ, and the use of historical criticism.
The narrative tradition dealing with Stories about Jesus is scanty and
rests probably upon the reproduction of popular stories in fragmentary
form. In these stories, however, there is much historical realism. The
stories in Mark give evidence of having been told and retold by nameless
1. pp. 86ff.
2. So Bultmann.
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narrators. That most of them are concerned with turning points in the life
of Jesus suggests that they go back to Peter, and if we did not have the
Paoias testimony to that fact we would have to invent it. Matthew takes
over the Marcan stories and raises the apologetic and doctrinal interest.
Luke, on the other hand, gives a better illustration of the narrative tradi-
tion of the early Palestinian church than Mark. He reveals the tendency
for details to pass from one story to another, especially typical aspects,
and for a single story to focus many incidents of the same kind, Taylor
thinks that some symbolism was associated with the facts of the stories by
the early Christians, but that Loisy’s 'cult-legend* theory is very extreme}
Thus Taylor conceives of the different forms of the early tradition.
Using historical imagination he views the process by which the gospels were
formed. Between 30-50 A.D. the prevailing range of interest was in the
2
"self-contained story, the sayings-group, the single saying." From 50-65
A.D. the attemot was made in different places to gather the scattered ele-
ments of the tradition into groups. They were arranged in topical succes-
sion, the Pronouncement Stories first, and then the sayings collections.
In this orocess Q began as a sayings source pure and simple, but as it was
carried from place to place it accrued supplementary narrative elements.
These different groupings of tradition reveal themselves in the different
sources, L and M. Between 65-100 A.D. the evangelists carried this group-
ing process further, but there was no breach between the periods. The
1. Cf., for criticism of Loisy, Hib. Jour., Oct. -July, 1925-26, op. 563ff.
2. p. 175.
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gospel-writing process was a continuous one, and the evangelists merely
developed what had been begun before they wrote, Matthew and Luke both
marking a more advanced stage than Mark, At the peak of the development
stands the Fourth Gospel,
To my mind, whatever value we give to Taylor's conclusions, British
scholarship has not surpassed his treatment of the subject. Since that
time several other contributions have appeared, but they do not compare
with his in depth of analysis or insight into the problems of the early
church, Maurice Jones gave favorable comment to the Form-historical in-
vestigators, along with Streeter, as having opened up new vistas in New
Testament Criticism.'*'
In the Barapton Lectures for 1934 Robert Henry Lightfoot went over al-
most completely to the Wrede-Schmidt view. The title of the lecture series
is History and Interpretation in the Gospels , and Lightfoot comes to the
conclusion that the interpretation of the tradition is so much a part of
the gospel story that the historical Jesus is pretty largely hidden from
view. In Mark's Gospel this interpretation takes the form of a theological
conception of Jesus as a Secret Messiah, carried through by a systematic
arrangement of the materials to fit with an already connected Passion Story,
Lightfoot *s historical survey, showing the influence of Wrede and Well-
hausen upon our manner of approaching the gospels, is very incisive. How-
ever, he moves into a very skeptical mood in his interpretation, as voiced
in his concluding paragraph.
1. The Four Gospels ( 1931 ) , 2nd. ed. , 1933
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"It seems, then, that the form of the earthly no less than of
the heavenly Christ is for the most part hidden from us. For
all the inestimable value of the gospels, they yield us little
more than a whisper of his voice; we trace in them but the
outskirts of his ways."
1
Cadoux, whose theory of sources for Mark has already been treated, had
no use for the idea that the tradition consisted only of isolated frag-
2
ments, or that the evangelists pieced them together as they saw fit.
J. M. C. Crum, whose theory of sources for Mark was also treated in the
last chapter, 1 allowed as sources for Mark II, not only Mark I, but also
Q, paradigms consisting of unwritten folk-memories and stories. His
theory would also allow for a great deal of editorial work on the part of
the last editor, thus following Schmidt to some extent. Clogg’s Introduc -
tion to the New Testament
,
appearing last year with the work of Crum and
Cadoux, followed Taylor closely, and Hopwood's treatment of Religious
Experience in the Primitive Church , also published last year, found the
determination of the ’form' or ’pre-literary type' to be as yet too much a
matter of subjective judgment, as is also the standard whereby to test the
historical validity of the ’form.'
Although not as detailed an analysis as that of Taylor the succinct
criticism of Blunt, appearing last year as The Cospel and Criticism , is
most interesting. He condemns the "itch of skepticism and the virus of
presupposition against the supernatural" which has afflicted Bultmann,
4
Bertram, and Lightfoot, and he thinks Dibelius to be much more restrained
1. p. 225.
2. SSG(1936), pp. 15ff.
3. MG, 1936.
4. po. 60ff .
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and sensible in some ways. In addition to negative criticisms already of-
fered he adds that, despite the obvious lack of an interest on the part of
the evangelists in writing a scientific biography of Jesus, it is "difficult
to believe that there was no personal interest as to our Lord's life."
4
He
also tells us to "beware of .... another undue simplification," because we
are dealing with a highly complex and complicated problem.^ He concludes
the account by pointing out the solid help which has come from this method
of investigation. It has made the church's witness to the Gospel, he be-
lieves, "more primitive and fundamental than ever," for the gospels have not
3been written by evangelists so much as by the church itself. That is,
"the Christian Society is the corporate sponsor of the traditions which
they contain." 4
"This greatly strengthens the line of evidence by carrying it
back not to this or that evangelist, but to the living voice
of the Christian communities in the earliest formative period. <
.... It becomes therefore a matter of secondary importance
who were the actual writers of the Gospels or what access they
were likely to have to authoritative sources (real or written)
of information, in comparison with the question whether the
Gospels proceed from centers which were of such importance in
the life of the early Christendom that the tradition which
they preserved was likely to be more than purely local, was
likely to have been fed by tributaries and to have been ex-
posed to correction from many quarters. On this point the
credit of our Gospels could hardly stand higher than it does."^
d. America.
Henry J. Cadbury was not long in reviewing the work of Schmidt, Dibelius,
1. p. 61f
.
2. pp. 64ff.
3. p. 66.
4. p. 66.
5. p. 66f
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and Bultmann, and in pointing out the effects of this work upon our under-
standing of the Gospels. In 1923, in an article in the Harvard Theological
Review,'*' he voiced his sympathy with much of their work. He pointed out
that the material of the synoptic tradition had had a very complicated his-
tory. He agreed to a great extent with Schmidt’s conclusions about Mark,
thinking the order of the sayings to be as arbitrary as the order of the in-
cidents, and all unnecessary embellishments and details to be unreliable.
His conclusion paralleled that of Schmidt, that in the Gospels we have his-
torical nuclei, not invented by the church, along with much that is due to
the influence of the church. In answer to theories of sources for Mark,
he stressed the theory that the discrepancies and inconsistencies in the
narrative were due, not to written sources, but to the varied and complicat-
ed ancestry of the materials. Four years later, in The Making of Luke-Acts,
Cadbury still held these positions, but he added criticism of the attempts
2
to classify the material under terms borrowed from Greek literary forms.
The forms were spontaneous and not under the rule of Greek literature, and
scarcely ever did an alien existing form play any part in fashioning the
Christian tradition. At least, despite the failure of any attempt to class-
ify rigidly the material, the basic assumption of Formgeschichte is true,
3
for "Mark clearly betrays the dissociated nature of the units of tradition.
Three years after Cadbury's article E. F. Scott expressed his sympathy
with the general approach of Formgeschichte in so far as that involved
1. "Between Jesus and the Gospels," Jan., 1923, pp. 81ff.
2. pp. 49ff
.
3. pp. 78ff.
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viewing the early tradition as a group of separate units. 1 He protested,
however, against the element which Cadbury had accepted, the attack upon
the Marcan order, claiming that the evangelists were no more at the mercy
of conjecture here than were biographers of the life of Lincoln. He attacks 1
the assumptions of Bacon and Dibelius that the units were ’Preaching anec-
dotes;' the stories of Jesus, he claims, were of primary interest for what
they contained about Jesus, the religious motive in their preservation not
being superior to the historical. Bacon's attempt to distinguish in the
early church a number of sharply defined parties, each with its own Christ
-
ology, his emphasis upon the central place of the sacraments, are both too
subjective to warrant confidence. On the whole Scott is an agnostic. In
2The Literature of the New Testament he again holds the view that the out-
line of the life of Jesus could not have been forgotten, but that it is im-
possible to say more about the early period than that the tradition "came
2
down along various channels and in many different pieces, by word of mouth;
Probably the outstanding work in America dealing with this problem is
The Gospel Before the Gospels (1928) by Burton S. Eaton. Other writings of
his reflect his views, but this is the main contribution. He gives an
historical survey of the movement, and then proceeds to point out its lim-
itations. He follows closely the criticism of Fascher, being in unity with
his point of view. He repudiates the use of the terms 'myth,' 'folk-tale,'
and 'legend' as being descriptions of function rather than of form, and
1. "The New Criticism of the Gospels," Har . Theol . Rev . , Jan. -Oct., 1926.
2. 1932.
3. p. 49.
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lumps the paradigms, apophthegmata, and controversy-sayings under the title
'dialogues.' He thinks that the sayings came quickly to groups and collec-
tions and must be examined in these groupings if the form is to be discov-
ered."1- The attempts to classify single sentences will not help, and Bult-
mann's further analysis of the sayings into Lo gi en has nothing to do with
form. The same may be said for Burney's analysis, and here Taylor and
Easton agree. Formgeschichte has one great value. It helps us to see
that the units of which the Synoptic tradition is composed "are all exceed-
ingly easy to memorize," and thus brings us into touch with the earliest
Christian oedagogy. They found their forms in this process of preparing
Christians to remember the spoken words of Jesus, However, Formgeschichte
is not historical-criticism and cannot tell us the historical value of the
tradition. It can prepare the way for historical-criticism, but that is
all. 3
The most interesting and potent part of Easton's whole argument is his
attack upon the idea that the community read back many things into the say-
ings of Jesus, or that the community created the sayings of Jesus, He com-
pares the gospels with characteristics of the primitive period as they are
reflected in Acts ind the Paulines, namely, the influence of the Spirit,
prophecy, the gift of tongues, Jesus as the giver of spiritual gifts, and
the influence of Old Testament prophecy. The conclusion to which he comes
1. Gf. PTM(l928) for criticism of Albertz, Easton accepts his conclusions
within limits, but thinks he classifies the Streit sgesprftche too simply
in two divisions.
2 . GOG
, p . 77
,
3 . ibid.
, pp. 80f
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is that "where beliefs of the Synoptic period can be distinguished with
certainty from the teachings of Jesus, we find the former most scantily
supported by sayings placed in his mouth. So far as the creative imag-
ination of the community is concerned, Easton argues that the phrase is
meaningless, for communities do not creete such things, but only individu-
als. The sayings of Jesus are so inimitable that they must have come from
a great personality, and, if not from Jesus, then certainly not from the
o
community. This is the height of historical improbability that the com-
munity was capable of the moral and literary discrimination evident in the
sayings tradition. Furthermore, the influence of eye-witnesses must be
considered, and here the Form Critics failed. Easton supports this theo-
retical contention with the argument that we have evidence that an authori-
3tative tradition existed. Paul alludes to it, and there is significance
in the statements that Paul, Apollos, and Cephas are but "ministers" and
"stewards."^ From a consideration of these facts it seems most likely that
there existed a trsdition of the sayings of Jesus which was treated with
profound respect, and that, even though each verse and clause cannot be
guaranteed, we are bound to accept the sayings as a whole. 5 The basis for
judging the integrity of a saying, furthermore, must be the saying itself,
and not any outside a priori considerations.
Easton thinks that Jesus himself probably taught many sayings groups
1. p. 109.
2. pp. 116f.
3. I Cor. xv:3,ll; vii i!0,12 ,25 ,40; xi:23; Gal. i : 11 ; Rom. vi:17.
4. I Cor. i:12; iii :10ff ,21-23 ; iv:l; Phillip. i:18; iii:15.
5. pp. 121ff.
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verbatim to his disciples,^ and in the first chapter of Christ in the Gos -
pels he presents the idea that, after the death of Jesus, there was prob-
ably a kind of 'teacher-training' institute in Jerusalem in which students
made notes of Jesus' sayings. However, he recognizes that Jesus may not
always have used the same wording, that he may have repeated material in
different form. Thus what the disciples would be most likely to remember
p
would be the 'great common divisors' of his instructions. What we find
in the gospels, therefore* are sermon texts, not the sermons themselves,
headings, sermon summaries, and illustrations in the form of parables.
Easton admits that in the dialogues the community may have been re-
sponsible at some points for the generalizations, for the tradition which
formed and transmitted them insisted that concrete problems were to be
solved by reference to general principles. Yet Jesus was a good teacher
and most of the generalizations can easily be ascribed to him. The same
holds for the other narrative elements, healings, etc.. Legendary ele-
ments have, of course, crept into the tradition, but on the whole there is
every reason to believe that most of the tradition is sound as going back
to Jesus himself.
Another significant contribution to this field came in Shirley Jack-
3
son Case's Jesus A New Biography ( 1927 ) , a year before Easton's book.
This work shows the influence of Schmidt, and to a lesser degree, Dibelius
and Bultmann. Case sees Mark as a "literary mosaic," and Matthew and Luke
1. p. 124.
2. GOG, p. 123.
3. Particularly pp. 94-115.
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as even more diversified in content,
1
the whole having been carefully
cemented together. The earliest period will reveal itself by resolving
the present documents into their constituent parts, by unstringing the
beads and sorting them, by classifying them according to their inherent
likeness, and then distinguishing between the earlier and later pieces.
Where Case supplements the Formgeschichte method is in this problem of dis
tinguishing between the earlier and later elements in the tradition. This
method, he thinks, still lacks a satisfactory norm, and needs in addition
to consider the "social experience reflected in the tradition, whatever
2its age or form." This is the ’social-historical method’ which gives
less concern to the literary phenomena involved than to the social situa-
tion out of which the tradition is believed to have arisen. It believes
that the whole Christian literature, canonical and apocryphal, gives in-
formation about the contemporary situation out of which it came, as well
as leading us back to the history of Jesus' career. "Each gospel revealed
the distinctive social experience of its particular writer and his im-
3
mediate associates within one or another area of growing Christianity."
In the same way the units of the tradition are bound up with their envir-
onment. Thus norms are provided to determine the relative historicity of
events from the life of Jesus. What is exactly opposite to a situation
realized for the first time after Jesus' ieath can hardly be taken to rep-
resent a well-established fact of his own experience. On the other hand,
1. pp. 96f
2. p. 103.
3. p. 106.
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Gospel traditions which dovetail normally into the Palestinian experience
of his day need not be questioned. Since the outlook of Jesus and disci-
ples at first so closely corresponded, it may be difficult always to apply
this test rigidly. Yet the gospel soon spread from Palestinian territory.
Thus
"Every statement in the records is to be judged by the degree of
its suitableness to the distinctive environment of Jesus, on
the one hand, and to that of the framers of gospel trs.dition at
one or another stage in the history of Christianity, on the
other."-*-
Apoarently the distinctive character of 'A Mew Biography' is that it rec-
ognizes the unitary nature of the tradition, thus not attempting to set the
units into a chronological framework, and judges the units for their his-
torical value by the norm set forth here. Although this test seems valid
to me in some degree, I wonder if it can serve alone any more than Bult-
mann’s test for the creative power of the community.
Donald 1. Riddle, also of Chicago, is an enthusiastic follower of Case.
On the basis of this method he interpreted Mark's Gospel as a primitive
'martyrology
'
growing out of a social situation in which persecution of the
Christians was imminent. Recently he has attempted a reconstruction of
Early Christian Life (l936) on the basis of the social situations revealed
in the New Testament literature. Grant, in The Growth of the Gospels ( 1933 ),
expressed his sympathy with this general approach. He is also sympathetic
to the claims of the Form Critics that the same tendencies and interests
1. p. 115
2. The Martyrs (1931)
.
3. pp. 96f
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which determined the selection of materials for the gospels also to some
extent determined the choice and formulation of the earlier oral form.
He disagrees that we have enough information, on the basis of form alone,
to determine the evolutionary sequence of the units of tradition. As we
have seen in the last chapter, Grant thinks that the units of tradition
came soon into larger groups.
These few works represent the major American contributions to the
problem. In many other writings approval or dissent has been voiced, but
there has been no thoroughgoing treatment of the issue. James Ropes, in
The Synootic Gospels ( 1934) , reflects something of the influence of this
movement in claiming that Mark’s Gospel must be viewed primarily as a
theological, and not as a biographical or historical, work. George A.
Barton’s The Apostolic Age and the New Testament (1936) echoed the point of
Taylor and Easton. Mary Ely Lyman, in The Christian Epic (1936) , treated
the whole thing as a ’tempest in a teapot' and as nothing particularly new
or startling. Torrey, attacking any criticism of the Gospels which pro-
ceeds upon the basis that the Gospels were composed in Greek, calls Form -
geschichte a "quasi-scientific" approach.
1
Harvie 3ranscomb's commentary
on Mark, already referred to, echoes Dodd's defense of the general Marcan
2
order. This list might be prolonged with other minor contributions, but
the major contributions have been set forth.
1. Our Translated Gospels (1936)
.
2. GM(1937), pp. xxviiff.
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4, Valuation.
No attempt will be made to deal with each individual theory here, but
the main contentions will be analyzed. It can be seen that Bacon paved the
way for Dibelius, although both their reconstructions are questionable in
that they limit the rise of the tradition to the influence of preaching.
Bultmann's approach is more justified than this, and his argument is to a
great extent valid that we cannot know exactly whether the missionary
motive was as dominant and influential as Dibelius makes it out to be.
Scott's criticism of Bacon's rigid reconstruction of the primitive period
sounds convincing, although he goes too far in trying to prove that the
historical motive dominated those seeking to recall and form the tradition.
There must have been a mixture of motives combining to aid the development
of the reminiscences of Jesus' life and sayings. From what information we
have it looks as though the missionary or evangelistic motive was a power-
ful influence, but that apologetic, polemical, and historical motives added
their impetus to the growth of the tradition. Nor is it likely that the
early Christians were so interested in interpreting the significance of
Jesus in the light of the resurrection that they had no personal interest
in recalling for their own sake reminiscences of his person and activity.
Cadbury has pointed out the many complex factors entering into the life of
those early days and influencing the transmission of the material, and Tay-
lor and Faston have stressed the influence of many motives upon the tradi-
tion. This is a better perspective than to claim entire dominance for any
one motive
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Schmidt's work has great value combined with serious limitations. This
holds also for Rawlinson and Cadbury as they follow Schmidt. Schmidt helps
us to see the unitary nature of the primitive tradition, to recognize some-
thing of the creative influence which the evangelists themselves exerted
upon the formation of the tradition, and to see that the Marc an outline can-
not vouch for the chronological sequence of each detail in the experience of
Jesus. He aids our appreciation also of the general historical reliability
of the substance of Jesus' sayings and deeds as set forth in the Gospels.
However, Taylor and Dodd have added to his investigation the needed cor-
rective, that, even though Mark may be responsible for some elements of the
-
outline of his gospel, still there is good reason to believe that those
carrying-on the tradition would have had valid recollections of the general
course of the life of Jesus. There is also the further consideration that
the criteria for distinguishing what is from reliable recollection and what
I is from Mark's own mind are dependent, of necessity, not only upon literary
considerations, but also upon subjective and arbitrary judgments. Albert
z
and Fascher have further corrected Schmidt's point of view by showing that
Mark may well have used groups of material as well as single pericopes, and
that Schmidt's own qualifications aid in invalidating much of his argument.
Easton, Cadbury, and especially Taylor give a more adequate classifica-
tion of the units of tradition than Dibelius or Bultmann. One cannot but
admire the analytical skill and the minute work of Bultmann, and within
limits his classification may have real validity. However, it is question-
able whether the sayings can be so minutely classified without being too
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arbitrary, and several critics have pointed out that the terras which Bult-
mann uses denote, not so much form, as stylistic characteristics. Cadbury
has further stressed the fact that it is misleading to use terras like
'paradigm* and 'apophthegm' because the developing Christian tradition, de-
spite some parallelism with contemporary literature, was essentially unin-
fluenced in its rise by these literary forms. There is something to be said
for both Cadbury and Bultmann here. The Christian tradition was bound up
more with a religious movement than many types of folk-literature, but on
the other hand something can be learned from similar developments. The fact
that the Christian movement has proved to be superior to many other relig-
ious movements, and that its tradition reveals a superior restraint and
beauty as compared with some other similar literature, does not invalidate
some valid comparisons with parallel developments. Of greater importance
is the contention that terms like 'myth' and 'legend' are inadequate to de-
scribe the form of incidents because they combine historical judgments
rather than pure considerations of form. Although Taylor's term 'Pronounce-
ment Stories' may be considered an adequate translation of 'apophthegm' it
is better to use a classification like his or Easton's than to depend upon
the terms set forth by Dibelius or Bultmann.
Probably the most acute faults of this method of approach are its skep-
ticism and its attempt to pass historical judgments upon the basis of form
alone. Easton has given the proper perspective as regards the historical
reliability of the tradition. He goes too far in claiming that there was a
'teacher-training' institute in Jerusalem to instruct Christian leaders
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soon after the death of Jesus, and that the community had practically no
influence upon the tradition. Burney goes to even further extremes in the
claim that parallelism in the sayings denotes that many of them came as we
have them from the lips of Jesus. His case depends upon an arbitrary re-
translation into Aramaic and upon presuppositions that Matthew retains the
original wording of Q in a fashion superior to Luke, neither of which can
be definitely established. However, with these qualifications, the ap-
proach of Easton is far more reasonable than that of Bultmann, Loisy, Bert-
ram, Lightfoot, and other skeptics. It holds for Easton as well as for
these other more skeptical critics that we do not possess sufficient norms
for determining exactly what is primary and secondary in the sayings tradi-
tion, but it does seem valid to claim that the genius shining throughout
the sayings tradition can be accounted for on no other basis than the orig-
inality of Jesus himself. Where Matthew and Luke differ, as in the Beati-
tudes, we have no definite grounds for claiming that one is superior to the
other, and must grant the possibility that both emphases may have found ex-
pression in the teaching of Jesus. On other grounds, that is, on the basis
of our reconstruction of the life and teaching of Jesus, we may think one
more fundamental than the other, but even there presuppositions must be
made which may not always be valid.
As regards the ability of Formgeschicht
e
to pass historical judgments
Fascher has definitely shown how the exponents of this method unconscious-
ly make an appeal to historical norms even in trying to determine what they
call the form. It all goes to show that this type of approach must be
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recognized as but one pathway to the summit of truth, and must be used in
conjunction with literary, source, and historical criticism. Essentially
it is one branch of literary criticism. Furthermore, Case's 'social-his-
torical' method has value, but it too can become very arbitrary unless used
in conjunction with these other methods. It should be clear that in dealing
with a period of history as complicated and complex as that of the primitive
church no one tool can give us full light, but that each must cooperate with
and contribute to the other.
Underlying all these criticism is the realization that to a very great
extent the critics in this field must of necessity rely upon subjective
criticism. Nor does that mean that it is not valid within limits, for any
attempt at reconstruction in historical work must rely to some extent upon
historical imagination. The only danger, and a great one, is that the re-
liance upon subjectivism and imagination may go so far as to assume as
proved or demonstrated what in the nature of the case can only be conjecture
and hyoothesis. Many of the critics working in the field of Formgeschicht
e
have not escaped this fault.
Despite the limitations already pointed out this movement with its give
and take has helped us to understand the pre-synoptic period, and the manner
in which it must be aoproached by the historian. It has also given us some
indications of the historical worth of the tradition. Some of these values
have already been suggested. We are forced to the conclusion that the de-
velopment of the tradition was closely bound up with life in the early
church, its needs, desires, and problems, and that, though the early period
•.
'
-
' •
.
.
is very much in the dark, the evolution and value of the tradition must to
some extent be determined through a reconstruction of life in that period.
Balancing this is the realization that the tradition itself besneaks a
genius at its originating point, and that the historical worth of the say-
ings and incidents can within limits be determined by the amount of origin-
ality and genius they display. Contrawise, we must also see the Gospels as
reflections of the communities from which they originated, making valid the
attempts to reconstruct the early period upon the basis of the gospel tradi-
tion itself. The tradition reveals something of its own history. This
whole orocess involves, as I have suggested, a great amount of subjective
judgment and imagination. On the basis of the existing evidence no absolute
conclusions can be reached. However, Taylor's attempt has some appeal when
he traces the rise of separate units of tradition to their formation in
grouos and collections, and finally, in the ever-moving stream, to the
sources Q and Mark, and eventually Matthew, Luke, and the Fourth Gospel.
Whatever the absolute value of the conclusions reached by Schmidt, Dibelius,
Bultmann, and their critics, their efforts point in the right direction.
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CONCLUSION OP PART II
In this part of the Dissertation our interest has centered upon the
questions of the literary unity of Mark, the sources of Mark, and the
nature of the primitive pre-synoptic tradition. It has been concluded that
there is little evidence for theories of extensive revision or redaction in
Mark except as Mark himself may have treated the material in the formation
of the Gospel. It has further been concluded that there is insufficient
evidence to warrant any theories of extensive written sources for Mark ex-
cept the material which he may have gotten from Peter. The discussion in
chapter VI has strengthened the possibility of Mark having used some small
collections or grouos of material, as well as separate pericopes, and has
added the contention that he worked with genuine reminiscences of the gen-
eral outline of the course of Jesus' ministry and Passion. The hypothesis
has been accepted that originally the tradition was composed of separate
oral units, although it cannot be determined with definiteness just how
much topographical and chronological data were attached to these units,
and that gradually this material came to be collected and grouped in dif-
ferent manners. It seems likely that the grouping of the sayings tradition
began early, and that a connected Passion Story soon came to expression.
The relative sequence of these developments cannot be judged, however, with
absolute assurance. It seems to me also that this understanding of the de
velopment of the tradition fits with the external testimony of Papia6.
This investigation corroborates the conclusion reached in Part I that
many varied elements of tradition entered the gospel pattern, without dis-
ro'
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turbing the basic importance of Mark and Q in the immediate literary de-
pendence of Matthew and Luke upon them. This part of the Dissertation has
helped us to understand something of the material peculiar to Matthew and
Luke. The possibility is raised that they may have had at their command
extra material in the form of collections, although the problem is not
settled whether this material was contained in a single large collection or
several smaller ones. It is more likely, however, on the basis of Q having
attained a written form some time around the time of Mark, that much of
their material was in written form. Undoubtedly, as we have seen, Mark and
Q were the major and most important collections at hand, and Mark was more
than a collection in that its author had created a new 'gospel' type. The
other materials, however, may quite well have been in form similar to Q or
to smaller collections which Mark may have used. Matthew and Luke thus car-
ried further what Mark had begun, although it must be recognized that this
collecting of tradition into groups was a continuous process out of which
the 'gospel' type naturally emerged, Matthew and Luke each added their own
particular cycle of tradition to the basic collections, Luke making a more
pronounced advance over Mark than Matthew did, and the author of the Fourth
Gospel advancing far beyond them all.
In the Introduction it was stated that this investigation should have a
valuable by-product, namely, the setting forth of an adequate foundation
for the investigation of the historic life of Jesus. Although this Disser-
tation is not essentially concerned with that problem in its many ramifica-
tions, it can be seen that much of the discussion in the last chapter dove-
tailed with that problem. We have seen that the sources of our knowledge
..a
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of the life of Jesus, the Synoptic Gospels, “ contain a mixture of primary
historical elements along with later accretions and legendary elements. We
have seen further, however, that the criteria for distinguishing between
these various elements is not always adequate, but that additions and cor-
rections are more likely to be evident in the framework of the Gospels, in
the introductory and concluding sentences to sections, in the short sum-
maries, than in the substance of saying or incident. The very nature of the
sayings and the historical realism of most of the incidents almost demand
the assumption of their general historical reliability. In the matter of
the possible additional material mentioned we do not know where to draw the
line between the creative power of the evangelist, or of some unknown nar-
rators, and genuine historical reminiscences. Furthermore, upon the basis
of historical and psychological probability, it is proper to trust the Mar-
can outline in its general framework. This does not mean that Mark gives
us a basis for determining the exact relationship of each unit of the tradi-
tion to the chronological sequence of his life. Nor does it mean that mat-
erial from the Fourth Gospel must be excluded from consideration because
the Marcan outline does not make adequate provision for it. It does mean
that we can trust Mark when he places the Baptism and the Temptation at the
beginning of Jesus' life, when he suggests that a period of popularity was
followed by an increasingly rising storm of opposition, followed by the ex-
periences at Caeserea Philippi, the Passion and death.
The question is more difficult concerning the self-consciousness of
1. John's Gospel must be considered here too
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Jesus and the relative influence upon his thought of apocalypticism and
prophetism. If the gospel tradition of the sayings and incidents is gener-
ally reliable, whatever color was given to them in the course of trans-
mission, then all the various elements must find their place in the portrait
of his self-consciousness and outlook. Theories which stress the gaps in
the Marcan outline, or one element of his teaching to the exclusion of
other elements, do not rightly approach the question. Historical criticism
of the mood and thought-life of the day in which Jesus lived can help us
determine where his emphasis probably was, but even here we are upon uncer-
tain ground, because we do not know upon which of the various movements of
his day he placed his approval. There were- extreme apocalyptists
,
but
there were also those who went to the other extreme, and in between were all
shades and combinations of outlook and world-view. Furthermore, on the
whole, historical criticism is limited in trying to bring back to us the
separate situations which may have called forth this or that saying from
the lips of Jesus. We are driven back eventually to the Gospel tradition
itself. In some instances it is fairly clear that Jesus is addressing the
Pharisees, in others that he is talking to the disciples. Some events fall
naturally into the setting of the early ministry or the Passion. In many
cases, however, we are forced to guess and to depend upon subjective
judgment
.
If the picture of the Master thus set forth is not always self-consis-
tent, it is no more than we would expect, not only in the light of the
varied transmission of the materials, but also because of the very nature
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of the mind and spirit of Jesus himself. He was a religious genius, content
to use existing forms of expression, but all the while breathing through
them the might and beauty of his own original feeling and thought. His one
great consistency, obvious from the tradition, was his loyalty to the will
of God and the founding of God's Kingdom. Within those limits the expres-
sions from his lips which have come down to us are not always self-consis-
tent, as the Western mind judges consistency. But within those limits the
variety and paradoxical nature of his thought must find its relationship to
the whole. If we cannot always relate these elements to each other as we
would like, it is our loss, but a loss about which we can do little. They
at least bear witness to the tremendous fertility and spaciousness of the
mind of the Master within the bounds of which they found their significant
place and purpose. And what is more, we are led far away from the outlook
which would have us think that in the gospels we have "little more than a
whisper of his voice," or that we can trace "but the outskirts of his ways."
(
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DIGEST OF THE DISSERTATION
This Dissertation constitutes a critical survey of the work done since
1918 in the field of Synoptic Gospel Research, particularly as that is con-
cerned with the problem of the literary origin and inter-relationship of the
Synootic Gosnels. Although primarily a critical survey the Dissertation
points to a definite conclusion, namely, that many strands of tradition en-
tered into the pattern finally appearing in the Synoptic Gospels, but that
the traditional Two-Document Hypothesis, interpreted in a sense not too con-
fining, best explains the immediate relationship of Llatthew and Luke to the
written sources back of them.
Part I is concerned with the question of the immediate sources used by
Matthew and Luke. Chapter I under that heading assumes the priority of Mark
and examines the modern contention that the copy of Mark used by Matthew and
Luke was substantially the same as our canonical Mark. Chapter II deals
with the second basic source, Q, discussing the problems of its relationship
to the statement of PaDias, its reconstruction, the form in which it was
used by Matthew and Luke, and the relationship between it and Mark. Chapter
III deals with theories attempting to account for the material in Matthew
not attributed to Mark or Q, particularly Streeter’s theory of an M source,
and in addition the contentions that Matthew used a special source for the
Infancy Narratives and another for some of his quotations from the Old
Testament. Chapter IV deals with the attempts to account for the material
peculiar to Luke’s Gospel, particularly as they have come to expression in
the theories of an L and a Proto-Luke source, in theories of special sources
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for Luke's Passion Story and Infancy Narratives.
Part II is concerned with efforts to go behind the written sources and
determine the nature of the tradition in its development between the death
of Jesus and its appearance in written form. Chapter V treats the theories
which attack the literary unity of Mark and which seek to separate Mark's
material into sources which he may have used. Chapter VI deals with the
present trend, especially in Germany, to approach the study of the early
period upon the basis of the Formgeschicht
e
method.
Both parts of the Dissertation sustain the original thesis. It is seen
that Mark and Q are the basic written sources of Matthew and Luke, and that
other material has been supplementary. It appears that Mark was used in
substantially the same form as we know it. Q is less well known to us, per-
haps being in its nucleus the writing mentioned by Papias as from Matthew.
The reconstruction of Q, however, can proceed with certainty little further
than the parallel tradition of Matthew and Luke, although it can be said
that probably Q was essentially a collection of sayings the original order
of which is best retained by Luke. The original wording is unknown to us.
Apparently Q was used by Matthew and Luke in different recensions, and not
used by Mark at all. Theories to account for the material peculiar to
Matthew and Luke have not been very satisfactory, although an L source for
Luke seems more probable than an M source for Matthew. Part II has made a
contribution to this question, greatly raising the possibility of written
collections in addition to Q and Mark, although leaving still uncertain
their extent or nature. The Proto-Luke Hypothesis may be valid in assuming
..
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that Q and L were combined into one document prior to the composition of
Luke's Gospel, but its framework has not replaced that of Mark in the con-
struction of the Third Gospel. In addition to these possibilities Matthew
apparently used oral tradition for his Infancy Narratives, while Luke used
a written document for some of his material. Matthew may have used a col-
lection of Old Testament quotations, and Luke may have' used a special source
for his Passion Story, Shining through all these possibilities, however, is
the fact that Mark and Q stand fundamental to the composition of the First
and Third Gospels.
Before the composition of Mark and Q, however, the tradition exhibited
a great variety of content and forms, and this is revealed to a great ex-
tent in these sources and the other gospels. It seems likely that Mark is
based partly upon small collections of the original separate units of tradi-
tion, but we must not disregard the Papias tradition which implies that
Peter was the source of part of Mark's material at least. Extensive re-
vision or redaction in Mark's Gospel is discredited except as due to Mark
himself. The Formgeschicht
e
method has helped us to see the original tradi^
tion as consisting of many small units of tradition, which gradually were
collected and grouped under the demands of varied needs of the Christian
communities, and which finally emerged in larger collections such as Q,
Mark and the other gospels. This method of approach is seen to be but one
phase of literary criticism, however, and needing the tempering influence
of historical and source criticism. Its skeptical trends in crediting the
Christian communities with the creation of a great deal of the tradition
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are unjustified upon the very basis of the substance of sayings and inci-
dents themselves.
As a by-product the investigation has given us a more adequate back-
ground for approaching the attempt to reconstruct the historic life of
Jesus. It has renewed our confidence in the general reliability of the
tradition, including the Marcan outline in its general implications. It
has not given us adequate criteria for determining always what is primary
and secondary in the tradition, nor has it made it possible to relate with
exactness each saying or deed of Jesus in chronological and historical se-
quence. It has served to reveal the essential greatness of Jesus as the
supreme religious genius.
.•
.
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Appendix
The Tables included in this Appendix are designed to facilitate the dis-
cussion in the preceding pages, and they include most of the statistical
material involved. Such an Appendix saves the necessity of cluttering
up the pages of the Dissertation with data pertinent to the discussion,
but which can be more easily handled i/i.this fashion. Most of it is a
mere tabulation of passages and points of view. In several cases, how-
ever, an analysis of the material is part of the Table(Cf. B, C, G, J,
etc.). In others contrasting and opposing points of view have been made
clear(Cf, D, E, F, I, J, L, N). All the material has found its place in
the development of the Dissertation,
No attempt has been made at completeness. The aim has been rather to
present enough material to clarify the problems involved. For instance,
it might be of great value to present all available schemes for the Re-
construction of Q(Table D), but it is not necessary to the plan and pur-
pose of this Dissertation, What holds for Table D pertains equally well
to the others.
On the whole the Tables speak for themselves. Where they do not, an ex-
planation of symbols and obscure points has been appended.
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Table B
The Use of Mark by Matthew and Luke
I, In compiling these tables the lists of Streeter(FG, p. 195f ) have been
largely reproduced. Additions to his lists have been indicated with
brackets.
1) Passages of Mark omitted by both Matthew and Luke:
isl; ii:27(b); iii:20-21; iv:26-29; vii
: (2 )3-4(5a) , 32-37;
viii:22-26; ix:29,(45), 48-49; xiii :33-37 (but cf. Mt xxiv:42;
xxv:13-15; xii:38-40; xix:12); xiv:51-52. Total verses:
31(34)
.
2) Passages of Mark absent in either Matthew or Luke, but retained
by the other:
a) Absent from Matthew and present in Luke: i:(2l), 23-28,
35-38; iv:21-24(but cf. Mt v:15; x:26; vii:2; xiii:9); vi:30;
ix:38-41; xii:40-44. Total verses: 24(25
)
.
b) Absent from Luke and present in Matthew: i:5-6; iv:33-34;
vi:17-29; ix: 10-13 ,28 ,43-47 ; x:l-10, 35-41; xi:12-14, 20-22,
24(cf. Lk xvii:6); xiii:10, 18, 27, 32; xiv :26-28(26b) ; xv:3-5.
Total: 61. vi :45-viii :26(minus vii:32-37 and viii:22-26,
omitted also by Matthew) makes a total of 155 verses.
3) More important agreements in detail of Matthew and Luke against
Mark when they are apparently using Mark:
The most st riking(McNeile and Streeter) is Mt 26:67f and Luke
22:63ff. Others are Mt ix:7, Lk v:25; Mt viii:23, Lk viii:22;
Mt xvi:16, Lk ix:20; Mt xiii:ll, Lk viii:10; Mt xiv:13,14, Lk
ix:10,ll; Mt xxi:24, Lk xx:3; Mt xxi:44, Lk xx:18; Mt xxii:
35,36, Lk x:25,26; Mt xxvi:64, Lk xxii:69-70.
4) Streeter also gives a list of the passages of Mark - excluding
the Passion Story - which do not appear in Luke in the same
context as in Mark, but for which there is substituted a dif-
ferent version in another context. For these consult p. 196
of FG.
II. Goguel's analysis of Luke's suppression and displacements of Marcan
material ("Luke and Mark," pp. 39f):
a) Deviations with an obvious explant ion(Gentile bias):
Mark i:16-20; iii:29-21; vi:l-6; ix:9-13; x:35-45; xi:12-14,
20-25; xii:28-34; xiv:3-9.
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b) Markan pericopes in a different context in Luke:
iii:22-30, Lk xi:14-23, xii:10; iii:31-35, Lk viii:19-21,
xi:27,28; iv:30-31, Lk xiii:18,19,
c) Markan pericopes not in Luke from which a saying is found in
a different context in Luke:
viii:ll-13, Lk xi:16, 20-32; viii:14-21, Lk xii:l-3; ix:42-48,
Lk xvii:l,2; ix:49-50, Lk xiv:34,35; x:l-12, Lk xvi:18,19,
d) Markan pericopes having no equivalent in Luke at all:
iv:26-29, 33-34; vi:17-29, 45-52, 53-56; vii:l-23, 24-30,
31-37; viii:l-10, 11-13, 14-21, 22-26.
III. Easton(GL, p. xvi) believes that Luke disregards Mark in Mark i ;16-20 ;
vi :l-6 ; x:l-10, 35-45; xi:12-14, 2of; xii:28-34, 25-28 , but that he
compensates by using Q for this material. Thus the only pure Marcan
omissions by Luke are Mark iii:20f; iv:26-29; vi:14-29; ix:ll-13.
The underlined passages are not found in the preceding table of
omissions
.
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Table C
The Non-Marcan Parallels of Matthew and Luke
These parallels are adequately represented in Table D. The first part
of that table tabulates the passages in the double tradition which
critics assign to Q, and this includes practically all the non-Marcan
parallels
,
Table E, the overlapping of Mark and Q, gives cases which may be sub-
tracted from the total reached by analyzing the passages in Table D.
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Tables D and E
I. Explanation of symbols in Tables D and E.
Mof - Mof fatt (ILNT
, p. 197).
Cru - Crurc(OJG, Chapter VIII ).
Eas - Easton(GL, pp. xviiif).
Str - Streeter(FG, p. 291).
Tay - Taylor(TG, pp. 26f).
Gra - Grant (GOG, pp. 74ff).
Bac - Bacon(SK, pp. 265-335).
II. Supplementary explanation of Reconstruction of Q.
Moffatt follows the order of Matthew with Crum and Bacon, but we
have followed Luke's order because it is followed by most critics.
Easton allows material peculiar to Matthew as coming from Q, as
well as material from passages peculiar to Luke, but his comment-
ary on Luke does not include the specific verses.
The first three pages of Table D include only material in the
common parallel tradition of Matthew and Luke. The material
peculiar to Matthew and Luke is presented in separate tables.
Table E presents material where Mark and Q are believed to overlap
without any assumptions as to dependence of one upon the other.
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Table D
RECONSTRUCTION OF Q
Luke Matthew Mof Cru Eas Str Tay Gra Bac
iii
:
iii
:
2 1 X X
3 2 X X X
4 3 X X
7-9 7-10 X X X X X X X
16-17 11-12 X X X X X X 17
21-22 13,16,17 X X X
iv
:
iv
:
1-13 1-11 X X X X X X
3-11 X
14-15 12,17 X
vl6a xiii :54a X
v
:
26 ix:8 X
vi:
*
12-16 xsl-4 ?
20-23 v:3 ,6,11 ,12 X X X X X X
27 44a X X X
28-32 39-42, 46, 44b X X X X X X
vii :12
33-34 vs 47 X X X X X
35-36 45,48 X X X X X X
37-38 vii si ,2 X X X X X X
39040 xv $14 X X X X X X
x$24 ,25
41-42 vii $3-5 X X X X X X X
43-45 xii $33 ,35 X X X X X X X
46 vii $21 X X X X X
47-49 vii $24-27 X X X X X X
vii viii $
1 5-10 X X X X
2 13 X X X X X
3-4 X X X X
5 X X X X
6-9 X X X X X X
10 X X X X X
18,19 xi $2-6 X X 9 X X X X
24-28 7-11 X X X X X X X
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Luke Matthew Mof Cru Eas Str Tay Gra Bac
31-35 16-19 X X X X X X X
viii
:
iv
:
1 23 X
ix: x:
3-6 9-11,14 X
7-9 xiv :1 ,2 X
10-12 13-15 X
57-60 viii :19-22 X X X X? X X X
x: ix:
2 37,38 X X X X X X
2-12 x:7-16 X X X X •?•
13-15 xi :21-23 X X X X X X X
16 x:40 X X X
21-22 xi :25-27 X X X X X X X
23-24 xiii :16,17 X X X X X X X
25-28 xxii:34-40 X X
xi
:
vi
:
2-4 9-13 X X X X
9-13 vii :7-ll X X X X X X X
14 xii :22 ,23 X X X X X
15 24 X X X X X X
16
17-26 25-45 X X X X X X X
29 39 X X X X X X X
30 40 X X X X X X
31,32 42,41 X X X X X X X
33-35 v:15,vi:22,23 X X X X X X X
39-44 xxiii :23 ,25 ,26 X X X X X X
46 6,7,4 X X X X X X
47-51 29-31, 44f ,13 X X X X X X X
52 X X X X X X
xii s x:
2-9 26-33 X X X X X X X
10 xii x 32 X X X X X X X
22-25 vi:25-27 X X X X X X
26 28 X X X X X
27-31 28-33 X X X X X X
32 33 X X X
33-34 19-21 X X X X X
39-40 xxiv:43,44 X X X X X X X
42-46 45-51 X X X X X X X
51-53 x:34-36 X X X X X X
54-56 xvi :2 ,3 X X X X
58,59 v:25 ,26 X X X X X X X
xiii xiii
:
18-19 31-32 X X X X X
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Luke Matthew Mof Cru Eas Str Tay Gra Bac
20-21 33 X X X X X X X
22 vii :13 ,14 X
23 If X X X
24 If X X X X
25 xxv:10-12 X X X X
26 vii *22-23 X X X X X
27 If X X X X X
28-29 viii *11-12 X X X X X X
30 xix*30 X X X X X
34-35 xxiii *37-39 X X X X X X X
xiv j xviii
*
11 4 X X X X X
16-24 xxii *1-10 X X 9 X
26-27 x*37-38 X X X- X X X X-
35 v*13 X X X X
XV J xviii
4-6' 12-14 X X X X X
xvi
:
vi*
13 42 X X X X X X
16-18 xi *12 ,13 X X X X X X X-
v *18 ,32
xvii
:
xviii *6,7
1-2 X X X X X X
3-4 15,21,22 X- X 9 X X X X
6 xvii *20 X X X X X X
23-24 xxiv*26-28 X- X X X X X X
26-27 37-38 X X X X X X X
33 x*39 X X X X X
34-35 xx *40 ,41 X X X X X X
37 xxiv *28 X X X X X X
xviii: xviii
14 4 X xb X
xix: XXV*
12-13 14-30 X X X
14-15a If X X
15b-26 If X X X
27 If X X
xxii XX*
24 25a X
25-26 25-26 X
27 28
30b xix:28b X X X X
Approximate Total 179£ 187-g- 154 204§- 235 206 194
"(4?) (4?) (14?) (11?)
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Material Peculiar to Luke in Q
Luke
iii
:
1
5-6
10-14
18
20
Mof Cru Sas Str Tay Gra Bac
x
X
X?
X
X
vi:
24-25
26
X X X? X
X X? X
vii
:
20,21
22,23
29-30
X? X X
X X X X
X X X X
X
X X
X
ix:
51-56
61-62 x
x?
X? X? X
x:
17-20 xxx? x
xi
:
5-8
16
27-28
36
37-38
45
x xXXX XX
XX X
X Xxxxxxx
xii
lb
lf-12
13-21
35-38
xa
x
x
x
x X? X
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LuVe l-'of Cru %s Str Tay Gra Rac
47-48
49-50
57
xiii
:
1-10,13,15
31-33
xiv
:
1.5
15
34
xv
:
3
7
10
11
13
xvi i :
5
7-8
20-21
22
25
28-32
36
xxn
28
29
30a
Approximate Total
X X? X
X X? X
X X X X
x-
X X
X X
X X
X
X
X
? -32
9
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X x
524 27 45-v 194 42 IT
(11?)(17?)(13?)(28)(22?)
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Material Peculiar to Matthew in Q
Matthew Hof
v:
4-
5 x
7-10 x
14 x
16 x
17 x
19
20-24 x
27-28 x
29-30 x
31 x
33-37 x
41,43 x
vi
:
1-4 x
5-
6
16-18
vii
:
6 x
15 . x
19 x
20 x
28
viii
:
13 x
ix:
13a x
32-33
x:
5-8 x
17-25 x
41 x
42 ?
xi
:
14 x
15 x
20 x
Gru Eas Str Tay Gre Bac
7
x
x
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X?
X
20
X
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Tatt hew Hof Cru Eas Str Tay Gra Bac
XXV !
1-30
31-46
xxvi
:
52-54 x
Aooroxiraate Total 184-3r 26
( 21?) ( 1 ?)
x
(?)
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Table E
OVERLAPPING OF MARK AND Q
Mark Cru Str Gor Tay
i
:
1-6 X
7-8 X X X
9-11 X X
12-13 X X X
14- IS X
ii
:
21-22 X
iii
:
1-20 X
22-29 X X X X
30 X X X
31-35 X
iv
1-20 X
21-22 X X X
23-25 X X
26-29 X
30 X X X
31-32 X X
vi
6a X X
6b X X X
7-11 X X X X
12-13 X
30-34 ?
vii
:
27 9•
viii:
11,13 X
12 X X X
14-21 X
34 X X X X
35-37
38
x
x X X
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Mark iCru Str Gok Tay
ix:
1 x X
7 X
9-13 X
30-31 X
35,37 X
41 X
42 X X X X
43-49 X X
50 X X X X
xs
2-9 X
11-12 X X X
13-16 X X
28-30 X
31 X
37-38 X
41 X
42-44 X X X
45 X X
xi
:
22 X X
23 X X X X
27-30 9
xii
:
1-2 X X
3 X
4-5 X X
6-8 X
9-12 X X
13-23 X
28-31 X
32-3*4 X
38-40 X X X
xlii
:
1-2 X X
3-20 X
21 X X
22-33 X
34 •> X
35-37 X
Approximate Total 66 36 183-g- 45
(5?) (1 ?)
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Table F
Sources of Q
This table is designed to give some indication of recent attempts to find
sources which lie behind Q material.
1. B. W. Robinson(SJ, pp, 120ff) finds evidence of two sources which he
labels G and Pm, containing material found in the parallel passages of
Matthew and Luke. Their contents according to Lucan order are as
follows
:
G: Luke vi:20-23, 27-38, 39-49; vii:l-9, 19-28, 31-35.
Pm: Luke ix:57-60; x:2-7, 12-17, 21-24; xi:2-4, 9-14, 16, 19-20, 23-26,
29-35, 39-40, 42, 44, 46-52; xii:2-7, 22-31, 33-34, 39-46, 51, 53, 58,
59; xiii :20 , 21, 24-29, 34, 35; xivsll, 27, 34, 35; xv:4-7; xvi:13, 15-
18; xviijl, 4, 6, 23, 24, 26, 27, 33-35, 37; xix:26.
In addition Robinson finds evidence for another early source, PI, used
by Luke in ix:51-xviii :14 and xix:l-28 and consisting mostly of parables.
It contains the following sections as derived from it: Luke x:25-37;
xi:5-8; xii:13-21; xiii:l-17, 31-33; xiv:7-24, 28-33; xv:8-32; xvi:l-
12, 19-31; xvii:7-10, 20, 21; xviii:l-5, 9-14; xix:l-10, 12, 13, 15-26.
Robinson points out sayings which are doubly attested, his assumption
being that, since some of them occur four or five times in the gospels,
and at least twice in the same gospel, they may have occurred in at
least two of the sources used. They are as follows:
1) Mk viii:34; Mt xvi:24, x:23; Lk ix:23, xiv:27.
2) Mk iv:21; Mt v:15; Lk viii:16, xi:33,
3) Mk iv:22; Mt x:26; Lk viii:17, xii:2.
4) Mk iv:25; Mt xiii:12, xxv:29; Lk viii:18, xix:26.
5) Mk viii:ll,12; Mt xvi:l-4; xiii38,39; Lk xi:27.
6) Mt xviii:4, xxiii:12; Lk xiv:ll, xviii:14.
7) Mk x:ll,12; Mt xix:9, v:32; Lk xvi:18,
8) Mk x:31; Mt xix:30, xx:16; Lk xiii: 30,
9) Mk xi:22,23; Mt xxi:21, xvii:20; Lk xvii:6.
10) Mk xiii:35; Mt xxiv:42, xxv:13; Lk xii:37.
The best attested saying is that occurring six times in the gospels
(once in John xii:25): Mk viii:35; Mt xvi:25,39; Lk ix:24, xvii:33.
To some extent this analysis follows that of 3urton and Goddspeed, and
characterizes the "Chicago School." For them there was, in addition to
G, a third document used by Matthew and Luke consisting of the non-
Marcan material in Lk ix: 51-xix:28. That used by Luke was PI, and that
by Matthew Pm. Both Burton and Robinson trace these sources to an
earlier date than Mark.
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Bus smarm (SS
,
ii, pp. 5, 51, llOff) thinks of Q, called R in his scheme,
as a fusion of two sources, R proper and T. R proper existed as an
Aramaic document, perhaps being the Matthaean Logia mentioned by
Paoias. It consisted wholly of sayings and discourse material, and
was used by Matthew and Luke in different Greek translations of the
one Aramaic original. This accounts for many of the differences be-
tween Matthew and Luke in the parallel sections. About 111 verses can
be traced to this source. T, on the other hand, was written in Greek,
It consisted of sayings and narrative, and one-fifth of it had to do
with the Baptist. It was used by Matthew and Luke in the same Greek
form, thus accounting for the close similarities in 114 parallel verses
There has been no discussion in the text comparable to that over the
unity of Mark, because, except for a few isolated attempts such as
those of Bussmann, Burton, Robinson, there are insufficient grounds
for making such an investigation. On the whole, such attempts are
more unsatisfactory than theories of revision in Mark.
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Table G
Material Peculiar to Matthew
For all practical purposes of textual study Streeter's list(FG, p. 198) is
substantially accurate. We would, however, make the following qualifica-
tions
.
There are several passages, included in Streeter's list, which are so
closely parallel to similar material in Mark or Luke, that it is question-
able whether they belong in this list or not. The parallels may be seen
in Ruck. Those paralleled in Mark are Matthew iv:23a,24a,25; v:31-32;
vii:19; ix:35-36; x:2a; xv:25a; xviii:3-4; xix:9; xix:28a; xxiv:20; xxvi:
50b. Those having parallels in Luke are Matthew viii:5a; xiisll-12a, 22-
23.
Streeter may include these on the basis of his principle of judgment, but
if he includes them in material peculiar to Matthew, there is just as much
reason for including the following which he omits: Matthew vi:19; x:5a;
xi:24; xii:34,45b; xvii :16-17(Cf . Mt xii:33-35 and parallels); xviii:7;
xxi:15a; xxiv:42; xxvi:25; xxvii:34b.
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Table H
The M Source
1. Although Streeter does not attempt to reconstruct M, he does give
some indication of what sections of Matthew he would include in it.
The following list has been compiled from his discussion of this source
in FG, pp. 227ff and from those sections in the parallel material of
Matthew and Luke which Streeter assigns to another source than Q.
With some degree of certainty it may be said, then, that Streeter
would probably include the following passages in M. Matthew i-ii;
iii :14f
;
v:3,4,6,7-10, 13-24, 25-30, 39-40, 42, 44, 45-48; vi:9-13;
vii:13, 14, 21; viii:13-23; x:5-8, 24, 25, 40, 41; xiv:28-31; xv:14;
xvii:24-27; xviii:12, 14, 15, 21-22; xix:28b; xxii:l-10; xxiii:25-27
etc.; xxv:14-30; xxvi:14-16; xxvii:3-10, 19, 24f, 51b-53, 62-66;
xxviii:2-4, 11-15. Some of the parables peculiar to Matthew are at-
tributed to this source, especially the Lost Sheep, the Marriage
Feast, the Talents.
2. T. W. Manson attributes the following to M: Matthew iii:7(Lk iii:7),
12(Lk iii s 19 ) ; v:17, 19f ; vii:19(?); x:5b-8, 23; xii:34; xiii:24-30;
36-43, 47-50; xxi:28-32; xxii:l-14; xxiiislf, 33; xxv:l-13, 31-46.
(TJ, 34f f )
.
3. Burton(SBTJ, p. 5) attributes about 150 words of Jesus scattered
throughout Matthew to this source. They are substantially the fol-
lowing, although allowance must be made for editorial elements not
found in the source document: Matthew v :3-10
, (11 ,12 ) , 13, 14, 16-24,
27, 28, 33-48; vi:l-6, 16-18, 34; vii:6, 10, 15-20, 22-27; x:5, 6, 8,
23, 41; xi:28-30; xii:5-7, 11, 12a, 36, 37; xiii:24-30, 44-48, 51, 52;
xv:12-14; xviii:10, 14, 23-34; xx:l-15; xxi:28-32; xxii:l-10; xxiii:2,
3, 5, 8-10, 15-22, 24; xxiv:10-12; xxv:l-46. Even though v:3-10 and
xxv:14-30 have parallels in Luke, Burton thinks their immediate source
is not the same. In addition to M Burton posits Ml, narrative and
sayings peculiar to Mt but probably not derived from M, and M2,
editorial additions to Matthew’s sources.
4. McNeile(lNT, p. 66f) designates the following as belonging to M in
the Passion Narrative: Matthew xxvi:50, 52-54; xxvii:3-10, 19, 24f,
36, 43, 51b- 53, 62-66; xxviii:2-4, 11-20.
5. Bussmann(SS, ii
, p. 51) finds passages of Matthew where it seems that
Mt has used another source, even though some of it is parallel to
Lucan material: .Matthew v:13, 15, 18, 32; vi:9-13, 19-21, 22-34;
vii :7-ll
,
13-14, 22-23.
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Table I
Old Testament Quotations in Matthew
1. McNeile(GM, pp. xxxiii-xxxiv) gives a very complete list of Old
Testament Quotations and Allusions, divided into two groups:
(l) those ascribed to Jesus, and (2) those made by the evangelist or
ascribed by him to speakers other than Jesus.
In the latter group particularly scholars are inclined to see an in-
dependent rendering of the Hebrew rather than the usual LXX rendering.
Passages so indicated by Taylor(TG, t>p. 76ff) are i:22f; ii:5f, 15,
18, 23; iii:3; iv:15-16; viii:17; xii:17-21; xiii:35; xxi:4f; xxvii:9.
All of these except iii:3 are peculiar to Matthew, and are introduced
or one similar to it. Omitted by McNeile entirely, but retained by
Taylor, and as well by Allen(GM, pp. livff), are ii:18, 23 and xiii:
35. Except for these, and iv:15-16, they are all placed by McNeile
in Group 2,
2. Allen included in his list all of Taylor's designations except ii:5f
and iii:3, although he qualifies this still further. He is of the
opinion that at least two of these auotetions(i:23 and ii:18), and
perhaps another (xxvii :9 ) , are based upon the LXX. In xxi:4f there
are traces of both the LXX and a Hebrew rendering, and the same may
be said for ii:23 and iv:15-16. In the other cases, however, there
are definite grounds for assuming an independent rendering of the
Hebrew rather than the use of the LXX text.
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Table J
Material Peculiar to Luke
The same point of view holds here as for Table G. For all practical
purposes Streeter's list(FG, p. 198) is adequate, yet there are some
qualifications to be made.
1. A few sections (less than in Matthew) are so closely parallel to either
of the other two gospels that it is questionable whether they should
be included in this list. Those parallel to Mark are Luke xi:38;
xii:50; xxi:37-33; xxii:18, 70; xxiii:18b. Those close to Matthew
are Luke iv:13; vii :29-30( ? ) ; ix:43b; xii:35-38; xiis56; xiii:25;
xvii:26, 27; xx:36b.
If Streeter is to include those verses cited above, there is much
more reason for including the following: Luke iii:15-16a, 18, 22b;
iv:14a, 17-22a, 23, 25-30; vi:12, 20; v:12a, 17; vii:20; ix:9b;
xiii:24; xiv:25, 28-35; xvi:45b; xix:28, 37, 48; xx:12, 17a, 18;
xxii:23, 33; xxiii:49a, 55-56a; xxiv:4-5a, 7b-8.
2, Creed(GL, p. lxvii) assigns the following passages as the chief
nassages peculiar to Luke. Where his list agrees with Streeter the
passages are underlined. Luke i-ii ; iii :10-14 ; iv:14, 15, 16-30;
v:l-ll; vi:24-26 ; vii
:
11-17
, 36-39, 40-50 ; viii: l-3 ; ix: 51-56 , 61-62 ;
x: 17-20 , 25-28, 29-42 ; xi:5-3, 27-28 ; xii: 13-21 , 35-38 , 47-48 , 49-50 ,
54-57 ; xiii: l-17 , 31-33 ; xiv
:
1-14
,
28-33 ; xv; 8-30 ; xvi
:
1-12
,
19-31 ;
xvii: 7-22 , 28-29 , 30-31; xviii: l-13a , 13b-14; xix: l-10 , 41-44 .
Passages in the Passion Narrative are found in Table Ka, and here
Creed and Streeter follow each other fairly closely.
The nassages which Creed adds to Streeter’s list can be seen above at
a glance by observing the oassages not underlined. Streeter adds
several passages to the list of Creed, as follows: Luke iii:l-2,
5-6, 23-28(?); iv:13; v:39; vi:34; vii:3-6a, 29-30; ix:31-32, 43;
x*l, 16; xi:l, 12, 16, 36-38, 40-41, 45, 53-54; xii:32-33a, 41;
xiii:22-23, 25-27; xiv:15-24; xv:l-2, 7, 31-32; xvi:14-15; xvii:25-
27, 32; xviii:34; xix:ll-27(? ) , 39-40; xx:34-35a; 36b, 38b; xxi:19-
20, 22, 24, 26a, 28, 34-38.
Streeter's additions of material peculiar to Luke in the Passion
Narrative: xxii: 15-18 , 28-30a, 31-32, 35-38, 43-44, 48-49, 51, 53b,
61a, 68, 70; xxiii:2, 4-12, 13-19(?), 27-32 , 34a, 36, 39-43 , 46b,
48, 51a, 53b-54, 56b; xxiv
:
10-53
.
Underlined passages agree with Creed.
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Table K
The L Source
Passages assigned by various critics to L are as follows.
1. W. Mans on (GL, p. xviiif): Luke iii:10-15; iv:16-30; vil-11; vii:ll-17
36-50; viiisl-3; ix:51-56; x:l, 17-20, 29-37, 38-42; xi:5-8; xii:13-21
49-56; xiii :l-9
,
10-17, 31-33; xiv:l-6, 7-14, 28-33; xv:l-3, 8-10;
xv :11- 32 ; xvi :1-15 , 19-31; xviit7-2l; xviii:l-14; xixtl-10, 39-44. Cf
also Table Ka of material peculiar to Luke's Passion narrative.
2. Grant ( GOG, p. 84f): Luke iiislO-14; iv:16-30; v:l-ll; viisll-16, 36-
50; viiitl-3; ix;51-56; x:29b-37, 38-42; xi:27-28; xii:13-21, 32-33a;
xiii:l-5, 10-17; xiv:l-10, 12-14, 28-32; xv:3-32; xvi:l-12, 19-31;
xvii:7-10, 12-19; xviii:l-14; xix:l-10, 40, 42-44. For Passion Narra-
tive confer Table Ka.
3. Taylor(TG, 36f): 14 Parables including The Two Debtors, The Good
Samaritan, The Importunate Friend, The Rich Fool, The Fig Tree, Tower
Building, Rash King, Lost Coin, Prodigal Son, Unjust Steward, Rich Man
and Lazarus, Farmer a.nd His Man, Unjust Judgment, Pharisee and Publi-
can; Sayings in Luke iii:28-38(?)
; xi:l-4(?); xii:13-15; xiii:l-5, 31-
33; xiv:7-14; xvi:14f; xxii:24-30; non-Marcan parts of xxi :12-36(? )
.
4. Streeter's list includes most of the material which he assigns as
peculiar to Luke(FG, p. 198), minus the parts derived from Q. The
passages derived from Q, according to Streeter are: Luke iii:5-6, 10-
i4( ? ) ; iv:13, 15; vi:24-26, 34; vii:3-6a, 20-30; ix:51-56(? ) , 61-62(?)
x : 1 6 , 17-20(? ) ; xi:16, 27-28, 36-38, 45; xiislb, 11-12, 32, 33a, 35-38
41, 47-50, 52, 54-57; xiii:22-23, 25-27, 31-33; xivjll, 26, 27, 34;
xvii:5, 20-22, 25-32, 36.
5. Easton(GL, p. xxiii) reconstructs L as follows (followed by " mixed
with Mark, by $ mixed with Q): Luke i:5-ii:52; iii: 10-14, 23-38; iv:
16-30; v:l-ll, 33-36("); vi:14-16("), 20-27(#), 28-38(#); vii*2-6a(#),
10-17, 36-50; viii:l-3; ix:7-9("), 28-36( H ), 43b-45("), 51-56; x:i,
29b-42
;
xi:27-28, 37-50(#), 53-54; xii:32-38 (#), 49-53(#); xiii:l-5,
10-17; xivjl-14, 25-26(#), 28-33; xv:l-3, 11-32; xvi:9, 15, 19-31;
xvii:5-19(#); xviii:9-14, 31-34(”); xix:l-27, 37-40, 41-44; xxi:5-9(")
xxi:10 to end based chiefly on L with Marcan insertions; xxiv:36-49
from source other than L or Mark.
6. Cadbury (MLA, p. 95f) grants the evidence for Luke having used another
source in Luke iv:16-30; vsl-11; vii:36-39; xi:14-23, though on the
whole Cadbury is skeptical of reconstructing such a source with any
degree of accuracy, if it even existed.
7. Robinson - Cf. his source PI in Table F.
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Table Ka
Material Peculiar to Luke's Passion Narrative
1. Confer Table J for Streeter's assignment of passages to a source dis-
tinct from Mark.
2. The most thorough-going analysis of the various passages of Luke’s
Passion Narrative in this connection is that of Alfred M, Perry (SLPN)
,
and the results of his analysis in tabular form may be seen on Page 107
of his discussion. There he points out the agreement and divergence
of Luke's Passion-Narrative with Mark. In any discussion of this
question Perry's book should be constantly at hand, as it is for us.
3. Other critics finding evidence of another source are the following.
Grant (GOG, p. 84f) continues the L source to include Luke xxii:15(?),
36-38(? ) , 53b; xxiii :l-16(-3 ) , 28b-31, 39-43(?); xxiv:13-35, 36, 38,
44-49, 50-53(7).
W. Manson(GL» p. xviiif) assigns the following material as peculiar to
Luke: xxii:15-18, 27-30a, 31-38; xxiii:6-16, 27-32,40-43; xxiv:13-35,
36-53.
Creed(GL, p. lxvii) assigns the following as peculiar to Luke: xxii:l-
28(in nart ) ; xxiii:5-12, 26-32, 39-43; xxiv:13-53. He doubts if these
are all from a single source.
Goguel("LM"
, p. 32ff) sees the following as the most striking cases,
in the narrower sense, of Luke's use of a tradition peculiar to him-
self alongside of Mark: Luke xxii:40-46; xxiii:2-4, 6-16, 27-31, 36,
40-44. Like Creed, he does not assume a single source.
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Table L
Reconstruction of Proto-Luke
1. Following is Streeter's Rec onst ruct ion(FG
, p. 222) in comparison with
that of Taylor(TG, p, 45), The underlined, passages they assign in
common to Proto-Luke, Those without underlining are those peculiar to
Streeter.
Luke iii:l-iv:30 ; v:l-ll ; vi :14-16 ; vi :20-viii :3 ; ix: 51-xviii :14 ; xix ;
1-27
,
37-44 ; xxi:18, 34-36; xxi :14-xxiv with the following Marcan
'insertions': xxii:18, 22, 42, 46f , 52-62 , 71; xxiii:3, 22, 25f, 33-
34b, 38, 44-46, 52f; xxiv:6. Passages which may be from Mark or which
may represent Proto-Luke partially assimilated to the Marcan parallel:
xxii:69; xxiii:35, 49. 51; xxiv:l-3, 9f.
To Streeter's list Taylor adds Luke vi:12-19; xix:28; 47-48; and he in-
cludes the following among Marcan insertions: xxii:19a, 34, 46b(?),
50b, 52-53a, 54b-61; xxiii:26, 44-45, 50-54; xxiv:10(?),
2, Goguel(lNT, p, 511) does not support the Proto-Luke Hypothesis, but he
points out material in Luke in which it is hard to show its distinction
from Mark, It may serve as material for a criticism of the Proto-Luke
Hypothesis: Luke i:5-ii:53; iii:33-38; vii:ll-17; viii:l-3; ix:51-56;
x:38-42; xii:13-14; xiii:l-5, 31-33; xiv:l-6; xvii:ll-19; xxii:15f;
xxiv :17-49
,
50-53.
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Table M
Unity of Mark
There is no need to repeat here the work which Moffatt has done so excel-
lently in presenting the older theories of editing in Mark, that "our
canonical Mark represents the later edition of an earlier document, or
that it can be analyzed into two or more different sourcedtlLNT
, p, 227).
He presents there the "over-elaboration" of Wendling and that of Bacon.
The latter concerns us in this work, since he has made his influence felt
more since the war than before. For the details of his analysis confer
Moffatt, ILNT, p. 228, and his own GM.
Our nurnose here is to present some of the more modern theories challenging
the unity of Mark,
1, Moffatt still holds the Ur-Marcus theory, though in a much saner way
than it was held by Wendling. Passages pertinent to the discussion of
editorial work upon a source are suggested (ILNT, pp. 229ff): Mark i:
1; ii:l-iii:6; iv:l-34; ix:33f; xiii.
2, Goguel("LM", p. 53) presents his case for Mk I and Mk II in the follow-
ing diagram:
Secondary Sources of
.
Logia of
Mk II: death of John,
cycle of feedings.
Mk I various forms.
Snecial Sources of
Matthew, not
Mk II Soecial sources
of Luke, not
homogeneous
.
homogeneous
.
Mt Lk
3.
J. M. C. Crum(SMG, p. 4ff) distinguishes two stages in the making of
Mark, Mk I contained the following passages: Mark i:9, 16, 21, 29-33,
35-38; (vi:l); ii:l-9, 11-13; iii:7, 9; iv:l-10, 13, 26-33; v:22-28,
30, 32-36, 38-42; vi:14-17, 28-29, 45; viii:22, 27-29; ix:ll-13(Mt xi:
2), 1, 30, 33, 35-36; x:15, 13-14, 16, 17, 21-23, 25, 28(Mt xix:19),
32, 35-38, 40-52; xi:l, 7, 9-23, 27-30, 33; xii:l-5, 9, 12-15, 17;
xiii :l-2 ; xiv:l-3, 10-11, 17-20, 22-27, 29-32, 35, 37, 39, 40-42, 44-
47, 50-54; xiv:57-58, 65-72; xv:l, 6-9, 11-16, 20-22, 25-26, 33, 37,
40, 42-47; xvi:l-4, 8.
Mk II used as sources: Mk I, Q(Confer Table E), LXX in Passion Story,
and a group of unwritten folk-stories composing the general tradition
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of the church. This latter group is seen in Mark i:23-28, 40-45; ii:
13-20, 23-28; iii:l-6, 35-v:20; vijl-6, 30-44; viisl-30, 32-37(LXX);
viii:23-26; ix:14-29, 38-40; xii:18, 41-43; xiv:3-9; xi:l-7; xiv:12-16.
4. Eduard Meyer(U£C, pp. 121ff) finds traces of two sources which he calls
the "Zwolferquelle" and the "Jtlngerquelle." The former contains Mark
iii:15-19 nebst vi:7-13(30); iv:10b-12; ix:33-56; x:32b-45; xiv:l, 2,
10, 11, 17-24. The "JUngerquelle” can be traced in vi:3; iii:21, 31;
ii:14; v:22; x:46; xiv:3; vii:26: iii:22; viisl; iii:6, etc. Meyer
does not make clear just what is derived from this source, and he can-
not reconstruct it, since Mk has combined it with other material. In
addition to these Meyer would assign to separate sources chapter xiii
and vi:30-viii :26(doublet in viii:l-9 to vi:31-44).
5. Grant (GOG, pp. 135ff) sees the construction of Mark as follows:
Passion Narrative from common Christian tradition, Controversy section
as preface to the Passion, Petrine element (small)
, Q from memory,
Little Aoocalypse, Mass of current oral tradition.
6. Taylor finds traces of a sayings-collection in the following oassages
(TG, 31f ) : Mk ii:21-22; iv:l-9, 10-20, 26-29; vii:6-15, 18-23; viii:
34-ix:l, 11-13; xi:24-25; xii:l-ll and parts of xiii:5-37.
7. Redlich(SISG, p. 132ff) also traces a sayings collection or collections
in iv:31-32; ix:41-50; ii:l-iii:6; xi:15-xii:40(the most striking),
xiii; viii:27-x:45 as introduction to the Passion narrative.
8. Goguel(lNT, p. 344) is more cautious but sees possibility of sayings-
collection in the conflict-sections of ii:l-iii:6 and xii:13-37.
9. Cadoux, A. T.(SSG, pp. 41ff) reconstructs three sources for Mark as
follows: (" - in part from one source):
A. The Palestinian Gospel: Mark i:4, 9-13, 16-22, 29-38; ii:l-28;
iii:l-6, 14-16("), 19("), 20-21, 31-35; iv:l("), 3("), 4-8, 10(”),
13-23, 33; viii:l-19, 21-38; ix:l; x:35-45; xi:15-19, 27-33; xii:
1-17, 34-40; xiv:12-16, 22, 26, 32("), 36-37, 4l("), 43-46, 48-49,
53, 57-58, 60, 6l("), 63-65; xv:l(")> 15("), 24, 29-30, 47; xvi:
2(")> 8(”). The continuation of A will be found probably in Mt
xxviii:9, 10, 16, 17.
B, The Gospel of the Dispersion: Mark i:2-8, 14-15, 23-28, 40-45;v:l-
43; vi:l-6, 7("), 9-15; iv:l("), 2("), 10(” ) , 11-12, 24-35; vi:32-
33, 38, 40-56; ix:2-27; iii:22-27; ix:28-29; x:13-34, 46-52; xi:l-
11, 18("), 12-14, 20-25; xiii:5("), 8, 14-27, 32-37; xiv:l-2, 17-
21, 23-24, 27-33, 37-41, 47, 50-52, 54, 6l("), 62, 65("), 66-72;
xv:3-5, 19, 21-23, 25, 31-38, 40-41; xvi:l-8. vi:38, 41-43 in
both B and C.
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C. The Gentile Gospel: Mark i:l, 39; iii:7-13, 14(")» 16("), 17-19;
vi:7("), 8, 16-34; iv:2("), 3-9, 26-32; vi:35-39, 4l("), 42("), 43;
iv:35-41; vi:53; vii:l-15; iii :22-23 (" ) , 28-30; vii:17-37; ix:30-
43, 45, 47-50; x:l-12; xii:18-34, 41-44; xiii:l-4, 5("), 6-7, 9,
10-13, 28-31; xiv:3-ll, 25, 34, 38("), 42, 55-56; xv:l("), 2, 6-14,
15("), 16-18, 20, 26-27, 32("), 36("), 37, 39, 42-46. The closing
sentences of C are probably preserved in the earlier Eusebian text
of Mt xxviii: 18-20.
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Table N
Formgeschichte
Rudolf Bult.mann(GST
,
1931 edition) has carried the analysis of the tradi-
tion to the last degree, and presents about the most minute classifica-
tion of the material to be found. His outline and the passages assigned
to each class will be presented here.
I. Die Ueberlieferung der Worte Jesu.
A. Apophthegmata.
1, Streit- und SchulgesprSche(pp. 9ff).
a) Heilungen Jesu sind der Anlass:
Mk iii:l-6; Lk xiv:l-6; xiii:10-17; Mk iii:22-30; ii:l-12.
b) In anderer Weise ist Jesu bzw. der Jtlnger Verhalten der
Anlass
:
Mk ii:23-28; vii:l-23; ii:15-17, 18-22; xi:27-33; Lk vii:36-50.
c) Der Meister wird gefragt(von Jdngern oder anderen):
Mk x:17-31; xii:28-34; Lk xii:13, 14; xiii:l-5; Mk xi:2-19;
x:35-45; ix:38-40; Lk xvii:20-21; Mk xi:20-25.
d) Die Fragen werden von Gegnern gestellt:
Mk xii:13-17, 18-27; x:2-12.
2. Biographisqhe Apophthegmata(pp. 26ff).
Mk ix:34 and Lk ix:51-56 from the earlier discussion.
Mk i:16-20; ii:14; Lk ix:57-62; Mk iii:20f, 31-35; Lk xi:27-
28; Mk vi:l-6; x:13-16; xii:41-44; Lk x:38-42; xvii:ll-19;
xix:l-10, 39-40; Mk xvii:24-29; Lk xiii:31-33; Mk xi:15-19;
xiii:l-2; xiv:3-9; Lk xix:41-44; xxiii:27-31. Mk vii:24-31
and Mt viii:5-13.
B. Herrenworte.
1. Logien(jesus als Weisheitslehrer) (pp. 73ff).
This group is so detailed and so exhaustive in its treatment that
we shall content ourselves here with merely pointing out the
various divisions of the Logien(Cf. particularly pp. 77-84),
a) Grundsfttze include Logien (l) Sachlich formuliert, (2) Per-
sflnlich formuliert, and (3) Makarismen.
b) Mahnworte,
c) Fragen.
d) Gr8ssere Komposit ionen.
2. Prophet isc he und apokalyptische Worte(pp, 113ff).
a) Helispredigt
:
Lk xiv:15; x:23f; vi:20-23; Mt xi:5-6; Mk x:29-30; viii:35;
i:7-8.
b) Drohworte:
Lk vi:24-26; Mt x:32f; xi:21-24; Lk xi:31-32; xi:43, 46, 52,
42, (39), 44, 47; xi:49-51; Mt . xxiii:37-39; Lk xxiii:28-31;
xii:54-56; iv:25-27; vi:46; Mk viii:ll-12; Mt vii:22-23;
xxiv:37-41; iii:7-10. Mt. x:31; Mk x:23, 25; IJt xxii:14;
Mk viii:12.
. .
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Mahnrede:
Mk i * 15 ; xiii:33-37; Lk xii:35-38; xii:47-48; Mt xiii:43-44,
45-51; xxv:l-13; Lk xxi:34-36.
Apokalyptische Weissagung:
Mk xiil :2 ; xiv:58; Mt xxvi:61; Mk ix:l; Lk xvii:20; xvii:23-
24; Mk xiii : 5-27 , 28-29, 30, 31, 32; Lk xix:42-44; Mt xxv:
31-46; vii:15; Mk ix:12-13.
3. Gesetzesworte und Gemeinderegeln(pp. 138ff),
a) Aus den Logient Mk vii:15; iii:4; ii:27; iii:28; ii:10;
Mt xiisll; xxiii:23-24, 25-26.
b) Forxnuliert im Geset zesstil : Mk x:llf; xi:25; Mt v:23-24; vi:
2-4, 5-6, 7-13, 16-18; Mt v:21-48.
c) Mk ii :25-26; viis6-8; x:3-9; xii:23-29, 30-33, 35-37; Mt v:
17-19; xvi s!8-19
; xviii;18, 15-17, 21-22, 19-20; Mk ix*37, 41;
iii:35; x:42-45; Mt xxiii:8-10; xviii:10; Mk ix:42; vi:8-ll;
Lk iii:10-14.
4. Ich-Worte(pp. 161ff).
a) Leidens- und Auferstehungs-Weissagungen: Mt viii:31; ix:31;
x:33 und Mk xiii :3l(l2b)
;
xiv:21, 41; Mt xvii:12; xxvi:2;
Lk xvii:25; xxiv:7.
b) Von Kommen Jesu: Mk ii:17; x:45; i:38; ix:37: Lk xix:10;
xii:49-50; x:16; Mt x:34-36; vs!7; xi:18-19; xv:24; x:40,
c) Von Person Jesu: Mk i:17; ix:19; Mt viiislO; xv:24; Lk xxii:
32; xxiii:43.
d) Von Auferstandene Jesu: Mt xxviii :18-20; xvi:18f; xviii:20;
Lk xxiv:49.
e) Mt x:16a; xi:25-30; Lk x:19-20; xxii:28-30; xiv:26, 27; Mk
iii :35; Lk x:18; Mt xii:27, 28.
5. Gleichnisse und Verwandtes (PP. 179ff),
a) Hellenistic he Bildungen: Mk vii:20-23; xi:27; Lk xxi: 34-36.
b) KUnstlerische Form der Sprache:
(1) Hyperbolischen: Mt v:29f; vi:3, 17, etc.
(2) Paradoxie: Mt x:39; Mk iv:25; x:44, 25, etc.
(3) Bildworte: Mt v:14; iii:10; xxiv:28, etc.
(4) Metaphern: Mt v:13, 14, 16; vii:16, 20, etc.
c) Eigentliche Gleichnisse: Lk xvii:7-10; xiv:28-33; xv:4-10;
xii:39-40, 42-46, 54-56, 57-59; Mt xi:16-19; xiii:33; Mk iv:
26-29, 30-32; xiii:28-29, 34-37; Mt xiii:44, 45-46, 47-50;
vii :24-27
,
d) Parabel unt erscheidet vom Gleichnis( JUlicher)
;
Lk xi:5-8; xviii:l-8; xiii:6-9; xiv:16-24: Mk iv:3-9; Lk xv:
11-32; xvi:l-8; vii:41-43; Mt xxv:14-30; 1-13; xiii:24-30;
xviii:23-35; xx:l-16; xii:l-9; xxi:28-31.
e) Beispielerzahlungen: Lk x:30-37; xii:16-21; xvi:19-31; -
xviii:10-14; xiv:7-ll.
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II. Die Ueberlief erung des Erzahlungsstof f es
.
A. Vftmdergeschicht en.
1. Heilungswunder(pp. 223ff).
Mk iii:l-6; Mt xii:22-36; Lk xvii:ll-19; Mk vii:24-31; ii:l-12
(Schon unter den Apophthegmata ) . Mk i:21-28; vjl-21; ix:14-27;
Mt ix:32-34; Mk 1:29-31; i:40-45; ii:l-12; vii:32-37; viii:22-27a
x:46-52
;
v:21-43; Mt ix:27-31; Lk vii:ll-17.
2. Naturwunder(pp. 230ff).
Mk iv:37-41; vi:45-52; 34-44; viii:l-9; xi:12-14; Lk v:l-ll;
Mt xvii:24-27.
B. Geschichtserz&hlung und Legende.
1. Taufe bis Einzug in Jerusalem(pp. 261ff).
Mk i:l-8, 9-11, 12-13; iv:l-ll; viii:27-30; ix:2-8; xi:l-10.
2. Die Passionsgeschicht e(pp. 282ff).
Mk xivtlf, lOf, 3-9, 12-16, 17-21, 22-25, 26-31; Lk xxii:31-34; Mk
xiv:32-42, 43-52, 53-54, 66-72, 55-64; Lk xxii:66-?l; Mk xiv:65;
xv :l-27
,
29-32, 33-39, 40-41, 42-47.
3. Die Ostergeschichten(pp, 308ff),
Mk xvi:l-8; Lk xxiv:13-35; Mt xxviii :11-15; xxvii:62-66; xxviii:
16-20; Lk xxiv:36-49.
4. Die Vorgeschichten(pp. 316ff).
Mt i : 18— 2 5 ; ii:l-23; Lk i; ii:l-20, 22-40, 41-52.
III. Die Redaktion des Traditionsst of f es
.
Cf. pp. 347ff.
Other detailed analyses shall not be presented, since that of Bultmann
shows the trend. The terminology of other outstanding critics is worthy
of note. Mart in Dibelius (FTG, 1935) divides the material into Paradigms,
Tales, Legends, Myths, and Passion Narrative. Vincent Taylor (FGT, 1932)
seeks to improve upon the terminology of both Bultmann and Dibelius, and
uses the following designations: Pronouncement Stories, Sayings, Parables
Miracle-Stories, Stories About Jesus, Birth Stories, and Passion Narrative
.' * *f.
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